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The original Italian title of the volume you are now reading is I libri del rogo,
which we have translated as Books for Burning. The Italian publisher,
Castelvecchi, chose that title to highlight the fact that the pamphlets included
in this volume played a key role in Antonio Negri's arrest, imprisonment,
and trial (in that order) on charges of kidnapping, murder, subversive asso
ciation, and armed insurrection against the powers of the state; the subtitle
has been added to this edition, with Negri's approval, in order to indicate
the focus, scope, and historical context of the arguments contained herein.
The title as a whole serves to emphasize the importance of these pamphlets,
first in the development of the Italian radical social movements of the 1970s,
and later in the Italian state's attempt to criminalize those movements and
their members.
As Negri notes at the beginning of his preface to the 1997 Italian edition,
these texts were written between 1971 and 1977, and despite his claim that
they should be viewed as sequential chapters of a single book, they are neither
entirely consistent in argument nor fully coherent in form. 1 This is the result
of the discontinuous way in which they were written, as programmati c doc
uments or position statements for the organizations in which Negri

was

involved, as well as the evolving social and political situation to which they
attempted to respond. Perhaps the best way to view them is as a series of
provisional attempts to sum up the then-current state of the movements, a
kind of theoretical tacking into the wind or surfing on the riptides of the
seething Italian counterculture. To take one particularly crucial example, the
issue of the party as an organizational form within the movements is a recur
rent focal point throughout these pamphlets, yet the specific form or structure
of the party that is proposed, as well as its logical and practical relationship
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fragmentation and flux following the dissolution of Workers' Power
and prior
to the stabilization of the decentered framework of worker, student,
feminist,
and other struggles that came to be called Workers' Autonomy
[Autonomi

to the proletarian subjects whose will it expresses, is constantly mutating.
Very schematically, one could say that, in the course of these texts, Negri
moves from a fundamentally Bolshevik notion of the party as an elite, factory

a
Operaia]. The last two texts, Toward a Critique qf the Material Constitution and
Domination and Sabotage, were written six months apart during 1977, just as

centered, vanguard controlling working-class subversion from above (the
"new Leninism" of

Crisis of the Planner-State)

to a paradoxical-and ulti

Organized Workers' Autonomy was taking coherent shape
amidst the
apparent chaos of the "area of autonomy."These chapters, then, are
addressed

mately untenable-conception of the party as the effective and non-separable
totalization of mass initiatives and workers' leadership (the "party of

to structurally divergent organizations, composed of vastly diff
erent social
subjects, at different points in their evolution within the context of
the overall
development ofItalian working-class militancy in the seventies.

Mirafiori" or "party of mass vanguards" of
finally in

I40rkers' Party Against Work), and
Domination and Sabotage to a model of the party as an external and

subordinate tactical appendage of the class that functions only in situations

I do not have the space to continue this explication of the historical
nar
rative underlying and informing this book (which others
have already
accomplished with exemplary thoroughness and sophistication3),
but this
much at least needs to be clear in order to understand exactly how
theItalian

of direct conflict with the capitalist adversary but has no control over the
internal production and organization of proletarian needs and desires that
Negri calls

self-valorization."

Conversely, the general definition of self-val

orization remains relatively consistent throughout the book, but its subjective

state and mass media forcibly reshaped this narrative into the straightest
of
lines in order to criminalize the radical movements in general and
the thought
of Antonio Negri in particular. In that process the pamphlets
in this book

referent changes significantly, from an exclusive focus on the needs and desires
of male factory workers to a more inclusive consideration of the needs and
desires of students, women, the unemployed, prisoners, and other subordi
nated groups. In other words, the

composition

xi

played a major part.

of the class engaged in

The process of criminalization did not actually begin on the
intamous
7 April 1979, when Negri and many of his colleagues in the Institute

self-valorization changes in the course of Negri's analysis, and his categories
change accordingly. W hat ultimately links these three fluctuating concepts

date

class composition, self-valorization, and the party-is Negri's gradual

of Political Science at the University of Padua were arrested, but
much earlier.
This becomes clear when we exantine the initial arrest warrants.
There were
two addressed to Negri, one from Padua prosecutor Pietro Calogero
and one
from Rome judge Achille Gallucci. The Calogero warrant ordered
the arrest

recognition of the self-sufficiency of the proletarian masses themselves: their
ability to conceptualize, produce, and organize their own forms of struggle
without the need for external command of any kind. This results in their
fundamental

autonomy

of Negri and his colleagues on charges of having

from command, both that of capital and that of

Leninist "professional revolutionaries," and hence in the blanket name of
the movement.

organized and led an association called the Red Brigades, constituted as an

Thus if we are to read these pamphlets as sequential chapters in a single

armed band . . . aimed at promoting armed insurrection against the Powers

argument, we must do so not in term s of some systematic logical coherence

of the State and violently changing the constitution and form of govern

or unity they do not acrually possess, but rather in terms of the historical

ment by means of the propaganda of armed actions against persons and things

narrative of development they embody. In sailing or surfing rough seas, one

and by means of the planning and execution of robberies and kidnappings,

rarely travels in a straight line, even if one does manage to reach one's des

murders and woundings, arson and property damage, and attemprs against

tination. Negri's theoretical trajectory in these pamphlets is likewise anything

public and private institutions.

but a straight line, as was the historical trajectory of the movements whose
innovations and goals he struggles to articulate here. The first pamphlet,

Crisis
oj the Planner-State, was originally written in 1971 tor a national convention
of Workers' Power [Potere Operaio], the factory-centered organization Negri
had helped to found in 1969. The second, I40rkers' Party Against Work, was

These charges may sound odd to the US or UK reader because they do not
correspond directly to any criminal activities defined in the Anglo-American
legal tradition. The crimes of "membership in an armed band" and "armed
insurrection against the powers of the state" were initIally defined during

completed a few short months before Workers' Power, faced with the

the Fascist period in order to outlaw the nascentItalian Conununist Party;

changing class composition, formally dissolved at its June

M ussolini's government charged Antonio Gramsci with these crimes, among

in Rosolina. The third,

Proletarians and the State,

1973 conterence

dates from the period of

1

others." After the liberation ofItaly in

1945, these offenses were kept on the

xii
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ions. Perhaps the
books but modified in order to oudaw F ascist organizat
is the charge
closest analog to these charges in the Anglo-American tradition

the UK from the
of sedition, used especially during wartime in the US and
radical workers'
eighteenth to the early twentieth century, often against
movements.

his colleagues were
In a second paragraph of the same warrant, Negri and

further charged with having led

xiii

In a defense memorandum written after six months in prison, Negri
attempted to rebut this assertion of continuity between Workers' Power,
Workers' Autonomy, and the Red Brigades by patiendy narrating the devel
opment and dissolution of Workers' Power from

1971 to 1973, the lengthy
1973 to 1977, and finally the
formal emergence and immediate crisis of Workers' Autonomy in 1977-78.7

gestation period of Workers' Autonomy from

He made similar attempts during his interrogations and press interviews, and
in collaboration with his co-defendants he circulated several other texts reit

an association called "Workers' Power," as well as other analogous associa

erating the validity and indeed the necessity of this narrative in any attempt

tions with various names that are all linked together and tied to so-called

to understand their theoretical and organizational work.8 He and his co

"Organized Workers' Autonomy," which aims to subvert by violence the

defendants also denied that they had been in uninterrupted contact from the

constituted order of the State by means of propaganda and incitement to

dissolution of Workers' Power in

practice so-called mass illegality and various forms of violence and armed

ing the very different paths they had each taken through the counterculture.9

1973 to the time of their arrest, emphasiz

struggle (proletarian expropriation and perquisition; arson and damage to

But these efforts were only a small part of the work of explication and

public and private goods; robberies and kidnappings; beatings and wound

interpretation Negri would have to do as a result of the strategy the prose

ings; attempts on prisons, barracks, party and association headquarters, and

cution adopted in order to substantiate its claims of continuity.

sites of off-the-books labor), by means of ttaining in the use of arms,

Let us return to the original warrants. In a lengthier and more specific

munitions, explosives, and incendiary devices and by means of recourse to

warrant than Calogero's, Gallucci charged Negri, along with twenty-three

acts of illegality, violence, and armed attack against some of the objectives

active members of the Red Brigades, with seven murders, including those

mentioned.s

of former prime minister Aldo Moro and his five body guards on 16 March

1978, as well as involvement in several robberies, kidnappings, and falsifica
These apparendy unconnected charges claimed to establish two things. First,

tions of automobile registrations used in the crimes. JU Although Calogero is

they argued that Negri and company, while appearing to be merely the public

righdy considered to be Negri's nemesis, in that he is the original source of

spokespeople and theorists of mass political organizations like Worker's

the "theorem" of continuity sketched above that attributed to Negri and

Autonomy, were actually the clandestine leaders of the most infamous and

his colleagues virtually every act of lefrwing terrorism in Italy from

effective leftwing terrorist organization in Italy, the Red Brigades, a group

1971 to
1979, it is in fact Gallucci's warrant that first reveals the strategy the state

whose elitist, ahistorical Leninism Negri and friends had thoroughly criti

would use against him, and against the radical movements more generally. It

cized from the standpoint of the mass organizations' new class composition.

accuses Negri of "promoting armed insurrection against the powers of the

Second, the charges insisted that, despite the apparent opposition between

State, inciting civil war in the State's territory, subverting by violence the

the mass organizations and the clandestine terrorist group, both were distinct

current order of society, and destroying the democratic State and its institu

wings of the same underly ing command structure, a structure that had

tions with the aim of violendy changing the State's constitution and form

remained coherent and in control of its members and activities despite the

of government" by all the means already listed in Calogero's warrant: assas

outward appearance of radical disagreement, criticism and even extensive

sination, destruction of property, kidnapping, robbery to support acts of

reorganization.6 If the first charge appeared patendy absurd in light o the

subversive violence, sabotage, and so on. But Gallucci adds one more means:

�

defendants' long record of public disagreement with the Red Brigades' struc

"the publication and distribution of pamphlets and communiques that incite

ture and methods, the second appeared equally ridiculous in light of the

armed insurrection and faithfully follow the ideological lines that Negri

discontinuous organizational history I mentioned above. The warrant treated
the self"dissolution of Workers' Power, the regular criticisms of terrorist

presents at meetings and in his publications, including Domination and
Sabotage, Proletarians and the State, and Crisis qlthe Planner"State."ll This inver

violence, and the gradual formation of Workers' Autonomy as shams,

sion of chronological order of Negri's texts is important, and we will return

illusions that served to conceal a linear continuity of command and an under

to it. Gallucci's warrant goes on to cite brief passages from these and other

lying unity of subversive method among all those organizations.

writings by Negri, which constitute the only evidence offered by either

xiv
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warrant in support of its charges.12 This warrant makes it clear that Negri

These four passages, like the others Gallucci cites, are not arbitrarily chosen.

would go on trial not just or even primarily for the criminal acts his organ

Taken in the correct order and in full (without the ellipses he inserts), they

izations had supposedly performed, but for subversive words he had spoken

are in fact representative of Negri's general argument throughout these pam
phlets that working-class resistance must be prepared to meet the legal,

and written.
In his

7 July 1979 ruling rejecting a defense motion demanding the release

institutional violence of the capitalist state and factory with its own organic
mass

of Negri and his co-defendants from pre-trial detention, Gallucci offers more

forms of illegal

precise citations from Negri's published works in support of his decision.

elitist forms of violence associated with the Red Brigades as being isolated

He cites a number of lengthy passages from four of the five pamphlets in this

from the mass level of struggle (and thus at best uncoordinated with that level

Domination and Sabotage (1977), two from Crisis of the
Planner-State (second edition, 1974), one from Proletarians and the State ( 1975),
and six from Workers' Party Against Work (1973), in that orderY Let me cite

to have been consistently and adamantly opposed to their strategy and tactics.

just one from the list for each pamphlet, in order to suggest what the pros

is almost exactly the reverse of their order of composition and publication.

ecutors sought in Negri's writings and how they intended to use it.

What effect does this produce? As Negri himself notes in his defense mem

volume: eight from

violence. They also suggest how Negri criticized the

and at worst in opposition to it), an ongoing critique that justified his claim
But in the ruling as in the warrant, Negri's texts are cited in an order that

orandum, in which he attempts to re-establish the original order and context
•

contrary to capitalist violence;

of these writings against the prosecution's distortions, the prosecution's

it aims at the destruction of capital's system and regime; it is founded

sequence reverses not just the order but the very meaning of the texts. 14

This violence [of the working class) is

not equal in intensity to capitalist

Specifically, it appears to show Negri's thought evolving from a notion of

stronger, more efficacious than capitalist violence .. ,

defensive party organization as unambiguously subordinate to the mass

on class self-valorization; it is
violence--it is

we are speaking of opposing terror with an operation of sabotage

movement, and hence a perspective categorically opposed to clandestine

[conoscenza) and power over

organization and terror, toward a classically Leninist conception of hierarchi

the whole circuit of social reproduction, in such a way as to make

cal party command over the mass movement that could be seen as broadly

and the reappropriation of knowledge

the capitalist's recourse to terror into a suicidal prospect. (Section
of
•

10

Domination and Sabotage, 1977, p. 283 below)

The problem of organization unfolds between two tasks that are

interpretation of his writings: (a) consider only complete texts, in terms of

equally fundamental: to ensure the effectiveness of instances of reap

both form and content, and not just isolated passages torn from context; (b)

propriation of social wealth by the masses and-at the same time--to

situate the texts in the context of the author's career, by comparing them with

strike with vanguard violence, in equal and opposing measure, at the

other texts contemporary with them; and (c) situate the texts also in relation

Crisis qfthe Planner
State, 1974, p. 48 below)
If the class adversary seeks in the short term to readjust its power by force,

the memorandum, and indeed throughout his interrogations, he gives
examples of how to carry out such an interpretation. With the publication

as well it might-and it is necessary for the first time to insist strongly

of this volume it is finally possible for English-language readers to undertake

upon this-we must develop ... a force capable of responding tdfectively on
the militant plane . (Thesis 14 of Proletarians and the State, 197�,
p. 174 below)

His reading lessons would have little impact on the prosecution's interpretive

bosses' mechanisms of command. ("Postscript" to
•

, .

•

compatible with the elitist rationale of the Red Brigades.This damning inver
sion of chronology and meaning led Negri to propose criteria for the correct

Within these [terrorist] positions we certainly do not need to combat

to the broader historical context that they attempt to confront. I S Throughout

such an informed interpretation of Negri's most directly political writings.
strategy; however, and one passage that Gallucci cites suggests why.
In addition to the example passage I listed above, Gallucci also cites the

Domination and Sabotage that is perhaps the most infamous in

the use of violence ... In terrorism, what we need to combat is the

section from

programmatic will that refuses to incarnate the moments of class

Negri's vast body of work, one that has widely been read as an open con

power and is unable to grasp

an organic relation between the subjec

fession of his involvement in terrorism. It is worth citing at length:

tivity of workers' power and the subjectivism of the use of violence.
(Section

4 of Workers' Party Against Work, 1973, p. 9 1 below)

Nothing reveals the immense historical positivity of workers' self-valoriza
tion more completely than sabotage, this continual activity of the sniper,

xvi
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the saboteur, the absentee, the deviant, the criminal that I find myself living.

full of hostile judges, lawyers, police, and journalists how to understand

I immediately feel the warmth of the workers' and proletarian community

abstruse tracts of radical political philosophy. The almost legendary difficulty

again every time I don the ski mask ... Nor does the happiness of the result

of the pamphlets themselves-which are widely conceded to be among the

escape me: every act of destruction and sabotage redounds upon me as a

most conceptually and rhetorically challenging texts Negri ever wrote--a s

sign of class fellowship. Nor does the probable risk disrurb me: on the

well as the arrogant self-certainty of the prosecution in its presumption of

contrary, it fills me with feverish emotion, like waiting tor a lover. Nor does

linear continuity between Workers' Power, Workers' Autonomy, and the Red

the suffering of the adversary affect me: proletarian justice has the very

Brigades doomed most of these attempts to failure. But not all of them:

same productive force of self-valorization and the very same faculty of

during 1980-81 an outside magistrate was appointed to examine and assess

p. 259

the validity of the prosecution's case against Negri and his co-defendants.

logical conviction. (Section 6 of

Domination and Sabotage, 1 977,

After completing a thoroughly documented reconstruction of the history of

below)

Workers' Power, Workers' Autonomy and their shifting factions, investigat
Here Negri adopts the language and persona of an agent of working-class

ing judge Giovanni Palombarini refuted Calogero's theorem of continuity

violence, to the point of metaphorically donning the infamous ski mask often

on the basis that it was in contradiction with the known historical facts,

associated with the Palestinian terrorists of the 1972 Munich Olympics but

largely tautological in form, and thus effectively untenable, and as a result

widely adopted by others to conceal their identities from the police. He goes

the little evidence that remained unaffected by these problems did not

so far as to describe the affective charge that the experience of violence

support most of the serious charges against the defendants.19 Following

produces for the subversive subject. There is nothing else quite like this in

Calogero's appeal, Palombarini's refutation was overturned almost immedi

the rest of the pamphlets (though Negri's other works, especially his later

ately by a higher court, thus preventing the defendants from being released

writings on Spinoza, contain analogous expressions of profound affective

from pre-trial detention and shielding the prosecution's strategy from further

intensity that are not linked to the issue of violence), and the press as well

judicial oversight, but it does demonstrate that this travesty of justice should

as the prosecution would make much of it, to the point of labeling him the

not be blamed on the Italian legal system as a whole.20

"cattivo maestro" of terrorism, meaning both "bad teacher " and "evil

Not unlike Kafka's trial, Negri's would be characterized by an almost

genius."16 Even before his arrest, Negri had been compelled by his comrades

unlimited series of postponements. Arrested on 7 April 1979, he would not

in the movements to explain this rhetorical excess, and in his defense mem

actually go on trial until 24 Februar y 1983. In the almost four years between

orandum he admitted once again that this passage was a regrettable example

those dates, all of which he spent in prison (and during which time he wrote

The Savage Anomaly21), the

of "stylistic forcing" that produced "at times singularly bad writing." Yet he

five books, including his famous study ofSpinoza,

went on to insist, against the prosecution's literal reading and the hysterical

charges against him would be modified many times. First, the words "Red

denunciations of the press, that "to assume that stylistic variations or risky

Brigades" were deleted from the warrants accusing Negri and his Paduan

metaphors are proof of guilt, or even signs of it, seems patently ridiculous to

colleagues of membership in an armed band. Next, the charges relating to

me." 17 Even though no objective evidence linking Negri to the commis

the kidnapping and assassination of Aldo Moro were dropped, but new, more

sion of any act of violence had (or has ever) been found, public opinion

abstract charges were immediately brought to keep them in preventive deten

largely turned against him , his publisher Feltrinelli (whose chief executive

tion.22 This became a regular cycle during the wait for trial: whenever the

was found dead next to a power station he apparently intended to dynamite)

time limit on pre-trial detention for a particular charge was reached, new

dropped him, and all of his books, including these pamphlets, went out of

charges were filed to keep the defendants in prison, often in reference to the
same events and using the same evidence as the earlier charges. To make

print for some twenty years.
Since the charges against him depended upon substantial citations from

matters worse, in December 1979, while Negri was still hoping for a rela

his writings (and not only from these pamphlets), however, it comes as no

tively speedy trial, the Italian Parliament passed the so-called "Cossiga law";

surprise that Negri's interrogations by the prosecutors and judges included

this piece of "emergency legislation" extended the maximum length of pre

detailed attempts to explicate those writings. 18 The transcripts of his inter

ventive detention authorized in cases of terrorism from six to almost eleven

a distinguished philosopher and

years. At the same rime, laws encouraging "repentant" terrorists (called

teacher desperately trying to teach a menacing and incorrigible classroom

pentiti) to cooperate with the prosecution by implicating others were

rogations read like lost drafts of Kafka's

Thai:
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instituted. This led to a further avalanche of charges against Negri and his
colleagues (as well

as

many other militants) when the convicted kidnapper

and general preparations leading up to the

xix

7 April trial. 29 His argument, based

on an analysis of the phase of secret assembly of evidence prior to the issuing

and murderer Carlo Fioroni implicated them directly in his own crimes (and

of warrants (similar in some ways to the grand jury phase of US trials, which

others) in order to reduce his own sentence. 23 After providing this "evidence,"

results in an indicmlent) and the interrogation phase, demonstrates that

Fioroni was given a false passport and flown out of the country by the Italian

evidence and testimony that contradicted or falsified prosecution claims was

secret service. Despite his refusal to return for cross-examination during the

regularly discarded or discredited, not because it was shown to be false, but

trial, and his own lawyer's repudiation of his claims, his "evidence" was not

because it did not fit the pre-established "theorem" of organizational conti

stricken from the record and it was used extensively in the written judgment

nuity and theoretical agreement between the mass movements and the

against the defendants.24

clandestine groups. In using the term "inquisitorial" in this context, Ferrajoli

Despite the systematic collusion between the Italian judiciary, the estab
lished political parties

is speaking metaphorically and not making any detailed attempt to liken the

(primarily the Christian Democrats and the

prosecution's methods to those of the historical Inquisition. Cultural histo

Communist Party, who were then attemptmg to form a coalition under the

rian Carlo Ginzburg, on the other hand, does attempt to demonstrate in some

ambiguous title of the "Historic Compromise") and the press in portraying

detail how the prosecution of his friend, the former academic and leader of

Negri and his co-defendants as guilty until proven innocent, the irregular

Lotta Continua Adriano Sofri, did in fact take a form that was directly anal

ity of their judicial situation did not go unnoticed in Italy and around the

ogous to the model of an Inquisition trial such as the ones Ginzburg tamously

world. Defense committees were set up immediately in Italy, France, the UK;.

The Cheese and the Worms and Ewasies.'''' In TIle
Judge and the Historian: A1argi1JaI Notes on a Late Twentieth-Century l'vfiscarriage
qjJustice, Ginzburg demonstrates that Sofri's prosecutors and judges manipu
lated and misrepresented evidence , most importantly the testimony of pentito

and the USA, and one of their first acts was the mobilization of intellectual
opinion to support the defendants. Discussions and protests began to appear
in the Italian media almost immediately, from many political perspectives,

reconstructed in his books

and continued unabated until the trial began; well-known figures like

Leonardo Marino, in order to assure the conviction of Sofri and his friends

Umberto Eco and Noam Chomsky intervened in the early weeks to criti

for the murder of a police official in

cize the orchestrated press hysteria that sprang up around the case.25 Just one

manipulation was what Ginzburg calls a "witch trial."J! With regard to due

1972. The end result of this process of

month after the arrests, French philosopher G illes Deleuze published a letter

process, the handling of physical evidence and the tteatment of testimony and

in the centrist newspaper LA

cross-examination, it is clear that Negri and his colleagues too underwent a

Repubblica

analyzing the contradictory logic

underlying the charges, and a few weeks later the US defense committee

witch trial that was intended to guarantee their conviction for something,

published a newsletter on the case that contained statements of support from

though the prosecution never seemed certain of what.32

Deleuze's intellectual partner Felix G uattari, respected Italian legal philoso

The cumulative force of all these postponements, alterations of charges,

phers and jurists Norberto Bobbio and Luigi Ferrajoli, and Italian Socialist

lapses of due process, distortions of evidence, and examples of tautological

Party Senator Mancini, as well as a protest petition signed by Paul Sweezy,

reasoning led Anmesty International to decry the

Howard Zinn, Immanuel Wallerstein, Perr y Anderson, Stanley Aronowitz,
published an interview with Michel

1980 to
1988, as well as in a separate paper on the trial's long history published in
198733 An appeal hearing inJune 1987 ultinlately resulted in the total acquit

Foucault in which he ironically noted that "We don't, it's true, live under a

tal of many of the defendants; all of them were acquitted of the charges of

and many others.26 On the first anniversary of Negri's arrest, 7 April
the Parisian newspaper Le

Monde

1980,

7 April trial in every one

of its comprehensive annual reports on prisoner mistreatment from

regime in which intellectuals are sent to the ricefields. But have you heard

armed insurrection against the powers of the state, on the grounds that no

of a certain Toni Negri? Isn't he in prison simply for being an intellectual?"27

such insurrection ever took place.34 The verdicts of most contemporary his

Over the ensuing years leading up to the trial, Ferrajoli, a leading figure in

torians on the case have fully vindicated the concerns of Negri's supporters,

the Union of Democratic Magistrates, would publish a series of incisive

legal critics like Ferrajoli, and Anmesty International. For example, terror

critical articles in both popular and legal journals which revealed the viola

ism expert Alison Jamieson remarks that

tions of due process and basic civil rights that characterized the

7 April case.Z8

Among many other problems, Ferrajoli singled out as most disturbing what

The aIm of the "7th April" arrests was to prove continuity between the

he called the "inquisitorial model" that governed the arrests, interrogations,

public pronouncements of revolutionary ideologues such as NegrI and the
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clandestine terrorism of the Red Br igades. If there was some truth in the

Chamber voted 300 to 293 to strip him of his iI11I11unity and send him

allegations of incitement to violence, the blanket accusations which

back to prison on 20 September. The ten other Radical Party deputies

enveloped Autonomia were the result of near-paranoia, ignorance and mis

elected along with Negri abstained from voting, allegedly as a result of

placed revenge.35

intimidation. The day before, in anticipation of the vote, Negri made his
escape to France by boat with the aid of sympathizers. The

In his standard history of contemporary Italy, Paul Ginsborg argues that

7 April trial

resumed at the end of September, and Negri was subsequently convicted

in absentia

and sentenced to thirty years in prison; appeals and reversals

The [Italian) authorities were all too willing to organize witch-hunts and

would ultimately reduce his sentence to thirteen years, none of which was

hand out sentences which neither aided the fight against terrorism nor guar

for crimes of violence.

anteed impartial justice. The most notorious incident was the case of those

Negri was not the only Italian defendant to flee to France; by the mid

arrested on 7 April 1 979 ... The "7 April" group languished in prison for

eighties several hundred political refugees sought asylum there--a small

a period of years before being brought to trial. One by one the most serious

fraction of the thousands of militants who were eventually caught up in the

charges against the great majority of them were revealed as false, either at

Italian state's crude dragnets. As Vincenzo Ruggiero has shown, the

their original trial or on appeal. The politics of the group, which were those

refugees' status was particularly precarious. The French authorities regularly

of Autonomia, could hardly be called attractive, but too little distinction was

rebuffed extradition requests from the Italian authorities because they per

ever made by their prosecutors between what had been said and what had

ceived the prosecutions of these people as fundamentally political, and thus

been done.36

ruled out by both the French and Italian constitutions. However, in order
to avoid antagonizing and embarrassing their Italian counterparts, French

Historians have taken particular note of the grotesque disproportion between

officials refused to grant the Italian refugees formal political asylum, which

the lengthy prison sentences served by defendants convicted of abstract, vic

would lead to citizenship. This left the Italians in political limbo, without

timless crimes like subversive association on the basis of their writings (such

the right to work or to participate in the political life of their host nation.41

as Negri's close friend Luciano Ferrari Bravo) and the much shorter sen

As an intellectual celebrity, Negri was spared the worst aspects of this limbo,

tences served by self-confessed murderers like Fioroni and Antonio Savasta,

though he did face the relative indignity of being compelled to teach intro

who had become

ductory political science in the University of Paris system as a temporary

pentiti.37

By the time these more rational verdicts were reached, however, Negri
was no longer in prison, or even in Italy. Shortly after the start of his trial

or adjunct lecturer only a few short years after he had been Louis Althusser's
invited guest at the prestigious Ecole Normale Supetieure on the Rue

A-1arx Beyond MarxY

in early 1983, he was drafted to run for a seat in the lower house of the

d'Ulm-a visit that resulted in his famous book

Italian Parliament, the Chamber of Deputies, by the small, media-sav vy,

Although he was soon appointed a council member of the College

libertarian Radical Party ( which would later offer porn star Cicciolina �

International de Philosophie, founded byJacques Derrida andJean-Fran\=ois

a candidate for the same legislative body). 38 In the general elections of

Lyotard, he made a living teaching introductory courses and doing socio

25-26June

1983, Negri was elected to the Chamber of Deputies as a rep

resentative of districts in Milan, Rome, and Naples. In the midst of the

logical research for French government agenciesY During his period of
exile he tounded several critical journals (including

Futur anterieur),

wrote

general uproar caused by this result, the trial was suspended and on 8 July

at least ten books. and began his now-influential collaboration with

1 nity
1983 Negri was released from prison under the protection of the iI11I1u

American Michael Hardt.

from prosecution traditionally granted to elected representatives in Italy. .)9

In 1997. the year that the pamphlets he wrote for Workers' Power and

12July, opposition deputies

Workers' Autonomy were finally assembled by Castelvecchl into the book

Upon the opening of the legislative session on

launched a campaign to strip Negri of his immunity. Formal debate on

you are now reading, Negri decided to return to Italy and to prison in order

the motion opened on 14 September with Negri's own speech criticiz

to help catalyze some kind of soluoon to the problem of political prisoners

ing the emergency legislation that had kept him imprisoned for so long

in Italy and political refugees abroad. These people remam as unwanted

before trial and that still threatened to send him back on the basis of little

reminders of a hIstorical period whose memory the Italian state and media

more than the testimony of known killers.4f) Despite his efforts, the

(now unified more completely than ever before in the figure of Silvio
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Berlusconi) have largely succeeded in criminalizing through the indiscrim
inate use of the techniques developed to frame the

7

April defendants. At

the end of June, the very month this book was published, Negri boarded a
plane for Rome, which was met at the airport by the police; on

1 July

he

re-entered Rebibbia Prison to serve what remained of his thirteen-year
sentence (minus the four-plus years he had already spent in preventive deten
tion, often in Rebibbia, between 1979 and 1983). Two years later, upon
reaching the midpoint of his overall sentence, he was admitted into a program
of "semi-liberty" that allowed him to leave prison during the day so long
as he returned each night. Two years after that, he was granted something
closer to parole, and

was
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allowed to leave prison permanently on condition

that he return to his Rome apartment every night; in addition, his passport
was withheld, so he could not leave Italy. Finally, in 2003, he was granted
full parole, a situation which permitted him to regain his passport and travel
freely throughout Europe, the UK, and most of the rest of the world. As of
this writing he still cannot travel to the US because of longstanding visa
restrictions on ex-convicts and the new security precautions set up follow
ing the 9/11 events.
The paranoia and hysteria that sent Negri to prison because of the writings
in this book may have passed-in large part because their methods triumphed

1.

Contrast the formal dissimilarities between these texts with, for example, the

elaborate formal parallelism among the parts of Hardt and Negri's Empire,
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,

2.

2000.

On the issue of the party in Negri's writings of this period, and in the area

of Autonomy generally, see Steve Wright, "A Party of Autonomy?" in Timothy S.
Murphy and Abdul-Karim Mustapha, editors, The Philosophy if .1ntonio Negri:
Resistance in Practice, London: Pluto Press, 2005. On the issue of class composition,
see Steve Wright, Storming Heaven: Class Composition and Struggle in Italian
Autonomist Marxism, London: Pluto Press,

3.

2002, especially

chapters

6

and

7.

In Italian, see Nanni Balestrini and Primo Moroni, editors, L'orda d'oro:

1968-1977-LA grande ondata rivoluzionaria e creativa, politica ed esistenziale, new
edition Milan: Fdtrinelli,

1997,

and Guido Borio, Francesca Pozzi, and Gigi

Roggero, Futuro anteriore: Dai "Quaderni Rossi" ai movimenti globali--Ricchezze e
limiti dell'operaismo italiano, Rome: DeriveApprodi,

2002;

in English, see Robert

Lumley, States if Emergency: Cultures ifRevolt in Italyfrom 1968

to

1978, New York:

Verso, 1990, and Wright, Storming Heaven.

4. See 1923: II processo ai comunisti italianil1979: II "processo" all'autofJomia operaia,
Milan: Collettivo editoriale

10/16, 1979, pp. 5--6.

The overall intention of this

small volume, evident in its unwieldy title, is to demonstrate a strict parallelism

and were integrated into the status quo-but expanded and intensified

between the Fascist case against Grarnsci and the fledgling Italian Communist Party

versions of them have emerged in the aftermath of 9/11. 44 The detention of

in the twenties and the case against Negri and his colleagues in

suspected terrorists and "enemy combatants" in extraterritorial sites such as

pressed most forcefully by members of the Italian Communist Party itself, such as

Guantanamo Bay, without recourse to legal counsel or courts, is preventive

Calogero. On PCI collusion in the criminalization of the extraparliamentary left,

1979, which

was

detention all over again-but on a global scale. Anti-Muslim sentiment

see David Moss, The Politics if Left-Wing Violence in Italy 1969--1985, London:

inspired by unfamiliar languages and rituals and fanned by the fear of "sleep�r
cells" is the theorem of continuity all over again-but on a global scale.

Macmillan, 1989, pp.

5.

132-36.

Arrest warrant reproduced in Processo all'Autonomia, edited by Comitato 7

Offers of streamlined, expedited access to citizenship made to immigrants

aprile and the team of defense lawy ers, Cosenza: Lerici, 1979, pp. 3--4 . This volume,

who are willing to implicate others in terrorism is pentitismo all over again

published in late

but on a global scale. These theoretical analyses of the seventies that you are

and his co-defendants; by the time they actually came to trial, in early

about to read may have laid the groundwork tor Negri's influential investi

umentation of the case had swelled to more than

1979, documents only

the earliest stages of the case against Negri

50,000

1983, doc

pages of court orders,

gations into biopolitics, postmodernity, and Empire, as he says, but his practical

motions, and transcripts as well as hundreds of newspaper articles and dozens of

experiences in the Italian judicial system during a state of emergency may

books (to say nothing of radio and television reports). The cited translation and

well offer an even clearer glimpse of what resistance movements during the

all subsequent translations from this volume are mine.

open-ended "War on Terror" will have to face in the future. Thus it is vitally

6. For Calogero's own comprehensive exposition of this "theorem," see
29-35,49-88 and 107-10 of Giuseppe De Lutiis, editor, Attacco allo stata: Dossier
7 Aprile, Rome: Napoleone, 1982. See also David Moss's summary of the theorem
in his Politics of Left-Wing Violence in Italy 1969--1985, pp. 204--07.

important, for reasons beyond mere historical accuracy, to contest the way
that the social movements and cultural memory of seventies Italy have been
criminalized and suppressed. May this book help revive that memory.

pp.

7 . Negri,

"II memoriale difensivo di Toni Negri," part one, sections I and II,

and part two, section III, written in late
for

19

and

20--21 January 1980. All

1979 and published in Lotta continua issues

translations from this text are mine.
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which is remarkably detailed, accurate and
perceptive, that formed the basis of
his ruling. For a more extensive summary
of both the reconstruction and the
ruling, see Moss, The Politics of Lefi- Willg Violence
ill Iialy 1 96 9- 1 985, pp. 207-09.
20. See excerpts from Calogero's appeal in De Lutiis,
editor, Auaccv allo stato,
pp. 1 39-44.

8. See Negri's interrogations in Processo all 'AulOnomia, pp. 1 33--203, as well as
the collective document produced by the

7 April prisoners on 24 May 1979, pub

lished in 1 923: II processo ai cOl1umisti italiani l 1 979: II "processo " all'autonomia operaia,
pp.

1 42-84. A partial translation of the latrer may be found in Working Class

Autonomy and the Crisis, London: Red Notes,

1 979, pp. 1 55-59. Just before the

2 1 . The Savage Anomaly: TIle Power if Spinoza 's Metaphy
sics and Politics, 1 98 1 ;
Minneapolis: University o f Mirmesota Press,
1 990, translated b y Michael Hardt.

start of their trial, Negri co-wrote with some of the same comrades another
"proposal for the interpretation of the Italian movements of the seventies" entitled

22. The first revised warrants are included in Processo
all'autonomia, pp. 281-82 .
See also Luigi Ferrajoli, "The Prosecution's
Case Collapses," in Italy 1 98IJ-.8 1 :
After Marx,Jail!, London: Red Notes, 1 98 1
, pp. 52-53, as well as Moss, The Politics
if Lefi- Wing Violence in Italy 1 969- 1 985, pp. 2{)(H)2 , Amnesty Imernational
Report
1 98 1 , London: Amnesty International Publica
tions, 1 98 1 , p. 304, and Amnesty
Imernational Report 1 984, London: Amnest
y International Publications,

"Do You Remember Revolution?", willch was originally published U1 II Manifesto,

20-22 February 1 983, and translated into English in Negri, Revolution Retrieved,
London: Red Notes,

1 988, pp. 229-43.

9. Negri, "U memoriale difensivo di Toni Negri," part rwo, section IV, Lotta
continua

20-21 January 1 980.

10. Processo all'Autonomia, pp. 5-8. Negri would ultimately be charged with

pp.

eighteen murders, and convicted of none. He would also be charged with terror
separate trials. As a result of the insurrection and Moro assassination charges, his
poned until the conclusion of that trial.

1 1 . Processo all'AulOnomia, p. 8.
1 2. Processo all'Aulonomia, p. 9. Calogero also discusses the pamphlets in his expo
53-55 as well as

scattered brief references throughout his discussion.

13. Proeesso all'Amonomia, pp. 262-64.
1 4. Negri, "n memoriale difensivo di Toni Negri," preamble, Lotta (ontinua,
.

1 5 . Negri, "II memoriale ditensivo di Toni Negri," part rwo, secnon V, Lotta
continua,

20-21 January 1 980.

16. For a relatively restrained example, see Sergio Zavoli's 1 988 interview with
Negri in the context of a comprehensive television documentary on seventies
terrorism, published in Zavoli's Lo notle della
pp.

repubblica, Milan:

Mondadon,

1992,

257-68; Zavoli questions Negri about the ski-mask passage on pp. 263-64.

1 7 . Negri, "n memoriale difensivo di Toni Negri," part rwo, seen on V, Lotta
(ontimlcl,

20-21 January 1 980.

on his writings, occupy seventy pages of Processo all'Autonomia (pp.

133--2 03); dis

cussions of the pamphlets translated in this volume may be found on pp.

1 68-69,

1 72, and 1 87-89. Selections from these interrogations have been translated into
to pages

Rellolwion Relrieved,

pp.

261-68, corresponding

1 37 . 1 4"
v-5() " I SS-59 and 1 62-63 of Prvcesso all'Autonomia.

.
'
') espeCIally
.
1 9. Palombarini, 7 Ap rile : II processo e la slorla,
Vemce:
Arsenale, 1 98_,

pp.

I

published by Red Notes: H.1Jrking Class Autonom
y and the Crisis ( 1 979), pp. 1 346,
and Italy 1 980-8 1 : After Marx, Jail! The Attempt
ed Destructioll if a Communist
Movemem, pp. 1-64.

24. Moss, The Politics if Lefi- Wing Violence in Italy 1 9691 985, pp. 250, 305, n.
46; Alessandro Portelli, "Oral Testimony, the Law and the
Making of History: The
'April 7' Murder Trial," in History H.1Jrkshop :
A Jvumal if Socialist

Historialls, 20, autunm

and Feminist

1 985, pp. 28-29; Amnesty International Report 1 986, London
:
Amnesty International Publications, 1 986, p. 2 9 1 , and Amnesty
Incematiollal Report
1 987, London: Amnesty International Publications,

1 987, p. 301 .
25. Many of the most interesting and important contribu
tions to the Italian
debate over the 7 April case, including Chomsk
y's and Eco's, can be found
in

18. Negri's interrogations berween late April and July 1 979, many of which focus

English and published in Negri,

1984,

detailed chronology of Negri's period of impriso
nment and trial, see "Elements
de chronologie politique" compiled by Yann
Moulier, in Negri, Italie rouge et noire:
Journal f
evrier 1 983-novembre 1 983, Paris: Hachette, 1
985, pp. 3 1 8-2 1 , as well as
my extension of this chronology on the "Amne
sty for Antonio Negri" website,
http://lists.village.virginia.edu/-forks/T NChron
ology.htrn. The most substantial
collection of documents related to the case in
English can be found in rwo books

case was transferred to Rome, the capital, and all the regional trials were post

19 January 1 980.

291-92 .

23. On the new preventive detention laws, see Amnesty
International Report 1 9 80,
London: Amnesty International Publications,
1 980, pp. 279-8 L For a much more

ist activity in a dozen or more different cities and regions, all of which could hold

sition of the theorem; see De Lutiis, editor, A l/tUeo al/o stato, pp.

xxv

1 57-67. The bulk of Palombarini's book consists of the historical reconstruction,

Francesco Leonetti and Enrico Rambaldi, editors,
II dibattito ml processo dell 'autono
mia (aprile 1 9 79-jebbraio 1983), Milan: Multhip
la, 1 983.

26. Deleuze, " Lettera aperta ai giudici di Negri," III La Repubbli
ca, 10 May 1 979,
4 (also in Leonetti and Rambaldi, editors, II diba uito sui processo

pp. I ,

mia, pp.

dell'autono

106-(9); English translati on: " Open Letter to Negri's ]udges,"
in Working
Class Autonomy and the Crisis, pp. 1 48-5 1 . Internat
ional statements of support can

be found in the same volume, pp.

1 43-44 and 1 5 1-55.
27. Foucault, "The Masked Philosopher," in Politics, Philosvph
y, Ctl/cure: [merviews
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and Other Writings 1 97 7- 1 984, N e w York: Routledge,

1 988, pp. 324-25, edited

by Lawrence D. Kritzman and translated by Alan Sheridan.

5 1 -55; others can be found in Italian in Leonetti

and Rambaldi, editors, II dibattito sui processo dell'autonomia, pp.

83-84, 1 29-40,

1 990, pp. 386-87.
37. The one significant exception to this tendency among English-language his

torians is Richard Drake, who in his book TIle Revolutionary Mystique
and Terrorism
itl Contemporary Italy, Bloomington: I ndiana University Press,

that " It is wrong to demonize Negri" (p.

1 67-78, 1 8 1 -9 1 , 267-72, and 427-30.
29. Luigi Ferrajoli, "II caso '7 Aprile': Lineamenti di un processo inquisitorio,"
in Dei de/itti e delle pene,

36. Ginsborg, A History of Contemporary Italy: Sodet)' and Politics 1943- 1 988, New
York: Penguin,

28. One of Ferrajoli's articles, cited above, is available in English translation in
Italy 1 980-81 :-1tier Marx,Jail!, pp.

1 , 1 983, pp. 1 67-204. To my knowledge this is the most

half doing just that (pp.

when he does turn briefly (pp.

an in-depth discussion of the "inquisitorial" model in English, see Portelli's essay

title of his fifth chapter, pp.

7' Murder Trial,"

cited above, reprinted as " The Oral Shape of the Law: The 'April
book The Death

7' Case" in his

ofLuigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in

Albany: SUNY Press,

Oral History,

1 99 1 , pp. 241-69.

30. The Cheese and the U0rms:The Cosmos of a Sixteenth- Century Miller, Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press,

1 980, translated by John and Anne Tedeschi;

Ecstasies: Deciphering the Witches ' Sabbath, N ew York: Random House,

1 99 1 , trans

lated by Anne Tedeschi.

3 1 . Ginzburg, TheJudge and the Historian: Marginal Notes on a Late Twentieth-Century
Miscarriage qfjustice, New York: Verso,

1 999, translated by Anthony Shugaar, pp. 7-1 2.

32. Apparently Ginzburg himself-would not agree with this conclusion, however.
Exiled Italian activists Paolo Persichetti and Oreste Scalzone (the latrer one of the
original

7 April defendants) report that, during an event celebrating the French

translation of The Judge and the Historian in

1 997, "Carlo Ginzburg replied to Toni

Negri (who had remarked that he too had 'undergone a witch trial') that there
was no question of comparing the two cases because 'Sofri was truly innocent and
Negri guilty: According to j udicial truth standards the two are equally guilty, but
Ginzburg, having frequented the universe of witches, had learned the magic

art

that allowed him and him alone to divulge the secret of historical truth." See
Persichetti and Scalzone, "Des anges et des sorcieres . . . L'affaire Sofri, l'affaire
Negri et les annees
citation p.

70 en Italie," in Chimeres, 33, printemps 1 998, pp. 1 3

;'-48;

1 35, n. 3, my translation. See also their book, La Revolution et I'Etat

Insurrections et "contre-insurrection " dans l'Italie de l'apres-68: la democratic penale, l'Etat
d'urgence, Paris: Dagorno,

2000, especially pp. 1 9 1 -204.

33. See '7 April ' Trial--Italy : Amnesty International's Concerns Regarding a Fair Trial
Within a Reasonable Time, London: Amnesty International Publications,
well as the sections on Italy in Amnesty International Reports for

1 987, as

1 98(}--88.

34. Amnesty International Report 1 988, London: Amnesty International
Publications,

1 988. pp. 206-07.

35. Jamieson, The Heart A ttacked: Terrorism & Conflict in the Italian State, London:
Marion Boyars,

1 989, p. 1 77.

1 989, piously insists
98) after having spent a chapter and a

5 2-58, 78-99). Drake focuses mostly on the rhetoric and
practices of violence in the Italian movements over the course of
the seventies;

comprehensive and acute analysis of the pre-trial phase under discussion here. For

"Oral Testimony, the Law and the Making of History: The 'April

xxvii

1 48-50) to the 7 April trial (which provides the
78-99), he merely rehearses the prosecution's original

arguments and ignores the many abrupt changes of direction as
well as the wide
spread and tar-reaching critiCISms of the case that I have already
noted. Despite
the fact that his book appeared in 1 989, more than a year after the
pentito Fioroni
was finally brought to court tor defense cross-examination and
his charges were
discredited, Drake ofiers no criticism at all of Fioroni's testimonythough his
use of conditional constructions may barely preserve his historiogra
phic "objec
tivity" (see pp. 1 06-07) . Despite its very extensive use of a wide variety
of relevant
sources, his argument here is only a little less crude than Claire
Sterling's out
and-out parroting of the prosecution's brief (and worse, her extensive
use of wild
innuendo from anonymous government "sources" ) in her
book The Terror
Network: The Secret War of Itlternational Terrorism, New York: Holt,
Rinehart &

Winston,

1 98 1 , pp. 202-27 . Drake's later book, The .-tldo !v[oro Murder Case,
1 995, tacitly acknowledges his earlier

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,

book's limitations by paying far less attention to Negri and his co-defend
ants and
much more to the peculiarities of Italian legal procedure. His turnabout
comes
to completion in Apostles atld Agitators: Italy's Marxist Revolutiona
ry Tradition,
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003, where he admits
that "The
exrraparliamentary left movement was not always or even mainly
terroristic. Not

all the movement's leaders can be held personally responsible
tor acts of Red
Brigades terrorism. Tactical differences of the sharpest kind separated
[RanieroJ
panzieri, Negri and the Red Brigadists. The very real distinction
s among these
personalities must be duly noted" (p. 226). Still. no list of historical
evidence or

court verdicts, however complete it may be, will ever be able to
prevent the cir
culation of rumor, innuendo, and slander against Negri and company,
which
continues to this day.

38. The timeline in this paragraph is, once agam, that established by Yann Moulier

and published in Negri, Italie rouge et noire, pp.

3 1 8-2 1 .
39. Gramsci too was only able to take the parliamentary seat to which he had
been elected in April 1 924 as a result of the same immunity from
which Negri

benefited, since he was bemg sought by the Fascist government on
charges similar
to those later leveled at Negri.
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This translation has taken a long rime to find its way to its readers, and it
would never have done so if not for the assistance of many generous people.
I would like first of all to thank Toni Negri for his patience, aid, and encour
agement during this process. My deepest thanks go to my hard-working
collaborators in the translation of this volume, Arianna Bove, Ed Emery, and
Francesca Novello. I would also like to thank Cesare Casarino and Ron Day
for useful general suggestions at the outset of the project, and Michael Hardt,
Matreo Mandarini, and Steve Wright for their meticulous suggestions on
how to improve the translations. The search engine at the Marxists Internet
Archive (www.marxists.org) was a tremendous help in locating obscure quo
tations from Marx, Engels, and Lenin. Last, and most of all, I am grateful for
Julie's love and support and tor Blackie's grace and equanimity throughout
all the years of this project and so many others.
Some of the editorial work on this project was carried out with the aid
of a Faculty Enrichment Grant from the University of Oklahoma College
of Arts and Sciences and travel funding from the University of Oklahoma
Research Council.
The present translation of Crisis of the Planner-State is a revision of the
one done by Ed Emery and published in Toni Negri, Revolution Retrieved:
Writings on Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social Subjects 1 967- 1 983
(London: Red Notes, 1 988) , pp. 9 1- 1 48. The present translation of
Domination and Sabotage is a revision of the one done by Ed Emery and
published as Capitalist Domination and Working Class Sabotage, in Working Class
Autonomy and the Crisis (London: Red Notes, 1 979), pp. 91- 1 37. Both are
revised and reprinted here by permission of Ed Emery and Red Notes.
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TRANSLATORS' NOTE

The pamphlets that comprise this book often shitt register from the very
concrete to the very abstract, and their meaning can be quite difficult to
pin down. I n order to be as accurate as possible, we have adopted several
conventions in our translation, conventions that deserve some explanation.
First, the Italian term

" dominio,"

pamphlet, can mean

"domination,"

which appears in the title of the last
"dominion,"

" dominance"

and

"domain." We have almost always opted to translate it as "domination" so
as to maintain a clear continuity with the associated verb

"dominare " [ " to

dominate "]' but in a tew places "dominance" or "domain" seemed most
appropriate. Second, the common Italian term

"scadenza,"

which is widely

used throughout these pamphlets, has no single English equivalent; we have
translated it variously as "deadline," "appointment," " timetable," and so
on, depending on the context, and we have generally included the Italian
term in brackets for precision's sake. Third, we believe that in these pam
phlets Negri had not yet settled upon the systematic discrimination between
the terms

"potae "

would articulate in

"potenza," both of which lllean "power," that he
The Savage Anomaly and his later works; here, he almost

and

"potere" for both constituted state power and subversive Workers'
[Potere OperaioJ . Thus we have decided to translate both [erms as
"power," and to mark the very few uses of "potenza" by the inclusion of

always uses
Power

the I talian term in brackets. In connection with this, the conventions of the
standard Marx translations have also compelled us to use the word "power"
in some places where neither

"potae "

nor

"potetlza "

appears in the I talian,

that is, in translations of compound terms that Negri invents by analogy
with Marx's German term

"Arbcitskrq/i,"

power

Uorza-loJ?ica] , etc.

'Jorza-Iavoro " and in
l!orza-invenzionc] , logic

in Italian

English " labor-power " : hence invention-power

Finally, the inverse situation: instead of two Italian

terms translated by one English one, we have a single I talian term that we
have decided to translate in two ways. One of the most tiequently used
words throughout these pamphlets is

"lavoro,"

which means both " labor "

and "work." The first meaning, which refers to the source of workers' power,
is generally an affirmative term, while the second, which refers to the cap
italist regimentation of that workers' power, is generally a pejorative term.
We have based our decisions on whether to use "labor" or "work" on
context in each case, but we acknowledge that these decisions are open to
debate. In connection with this, we have also regularly used the phrase
"OtEciai Labor Movement" to designate the institutionalized lett (the
unions, the Commulllst and Socialist Partles) and "workers' movement" to
designate the extra-institutional lett that Negri theorizes in these pamphlets.
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Command [comando) : In addition to its standard definition-the uni
directional passage of orders down a chain of subordination, as from officers
to enlisted personnel in the military or from bosses to workers in the

Glossary

factory-command in Negri's usage also refers to a significant shift in the
means of coercion capital exercises over labor. Whereas in earlier eras
economic necessity-the threat of unemployment resulting in starvation
was the main coercive force used to discipline labor-power outside the
factory, in the phase of real subsumption this is no longer sufficient because
of the successes of the workers' movement in clainUng a higher and more
stable proportion of social wealth through welfare-state redistribution
programs and contractual employment protections. This situation compels
capital to make use of direct state command and even physical coercion to
strip away those guarantees and re-impose its control through political
manipulation, legal sanctions and police action on a mass scale. This aspect
of Negri's analysis foreshadows his recent interest in Michael Foucault's

Autonomy of the political [autonomia del politico] : In the seventies, some

concept of biopower, the direct and coercive management of life itself.

of the workerists who identified with the Italian Communist Party began to
argue that the sphere of party political action had its own cycle of struggle

Historic Compromise [Compromesso storico] : The Historic Compromise

and accommodation distinct from that of the "economic" sphere of pro

is the name given to the Italian Communist Party's effort during the

duction, and that as a consequence of this, the working class must at times

seventies to enter into national government through a policy of alliance with

concede autonomy to its party (the PC I) to act in the political sphere. Some

the center-right Christian Democratic Party. The implicit terms of the

critics saw this stance as a fundamental break with the precepts of work

alliance required the PCI to adopt a strict law-and-order stance vis-a-vis the

erism, while others like Negri viewed it as a development of the vanguardist

radical movements on its left wing, including Workers' Autonomy, and to col

(Turin:

laborate with the right-wing parties on repressive anti-terrorism efforts that

1 966) as well as an apology for the PCI's strategy of electoral alliance
during the seventies. In 1 977 Tronti, who had joined the PCI in 1969, pub
lished a book entitled Su/l'autonomia del politico (Milan: Feltrinelli).

violence on the one hand and the P C I 's declining electoral strength on the

logic already evident in texts such as Mario Tronti's

Operai e capitale

Einaudi,

undermined civil rights and the j udicial system. The nsing tide of political
other ultimately prevented the Compromise from taking place.

Class composition [composizione di dasse) : One of the defining elements

Mass worker [operaio-massa] : The decomposition of the professional

in Italian workerism was its focus on class composition, which is the

worker during the Great Depression/New Deal period led to the emergence

phenomenological, behavioral and disciplinary organization internal to the

of the mass worker of the mid-twentieth century. The mass worker's rela

working class at a specific historical j uncture. Class composition is deter

tively undifferentiated technical and behavioral composition (in comparison

mined by the interplay of the technical structure of work, the psychological

with the professional worker) arose from her/his experience of unskilled

pattern of class needs and desires, the institutional environment in which

factory labor on a mass scale and the welfare state's safety net of public

political and social action takes place, and other variables. An accurate under

services. This composition expressed itself politically through the negotia

standing of class composition is a necessary precondition of effective worker

tion-oriented national unions, which emphasized the struggle for higher

organization and activism, and such an understanding can only arise from

wages at the expense of struggles for workers' control of production, and

careful empirical research into the sociology of work. Negri's model of the

the reformist left parties, which emphasized electoral participation and

dynanlic evolution of class composition in the twentieth century presents

inter-party alliance in government instead of popular revolution, that came

it as developing from the professional worker to the mass worker to the

to dominate working-class action in the industrialized capitalist countries

socialized worker.

through the end of the sixties.
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Professional worker [operaio professionale] : A t the beginning o f the

imposed upon workers by capitalist command, by the ideology of work and

twentieth century, industrial production had to rely on well-trained profes

by the seductions of consumer society. These new values generally lead to

sional workers to operate and maintain the relatively simple machines that

demands for qualitative changes rather than quantitative ones-for example,

constituted fixed capital. Capital's dependence on their skills gave these

changes in the nature of work or even its total refusal, rather than simply the

workers a certain degree of authority and autonomy, and thus they formed

reduction of working hours and higher wages.

a technical vanguard within the factory hierarchy. In Russia this internal
composition of the class led to the organization of factory soviets and ulti
mately to the vanguard party of classical Leninism, which constituted its
highest political expression. The hierarchical structure of the soviets and the
party corresponded to the hierarchical composition of the working class
itself The success of the Bolshevik revolution, however, drove capital to re
organize production so as to reduce the need for skilled workers: complex
machines replaced the simple ones so that unskilled workers could be used

I

I

f

Socialized worker [operaio sodale] : The socialized worker is the most
recent mutation in class composition, a mutation that Negri and his allies
saw emerging in the period following

1 968. This new composition arose as

a result of the decentralization of production that constituted capital's
response to the international wave of struggles by the mass workers during
the late sixties. This strategy of restructuring began to break down the large
factories and disperse the mass workers throughout the whole space and time

to replace the professional workers. At the same time, the establishment of

of society, thereby effectively decomposing both the technical structure of

welfare-state mechanisms of income redistribution reduced the intensity of

their work discipline and the political organizations that expressed their

conflict between labor and capital to a manageable level, thereby muting the

demands (the national unions and mass reformist parties) . If technical skill

working class's demand for revolution. This dismantling or decomposition

and knowledge defined the productive composition of the professional

of the professional workers' technical autonomy within the factory led to

worker and collective discipline defined the composition of the mass worker,

the decomposition (though not the elimination) of the vanguard party form

then communication and sociability defined the new composition and work

in the political sphere.

discipline of the socialized worker. Many of the debates on the Italian left

Real subsumption [sussunzione rea Ie] : This is Marx's term (in the " Results

debating the validity of the socialized worker as an analytical category and

during the seventies, including the arguments in this book, were focused on
of the Immediate Process of Production" 1 ) for the total subordination of all
forms of labor in society to the capitalist logic and relations of production.

theorizing a political form of expression for the socialized worker, one that
could replace the outdated union and party models.

Real subsumption develops out of tormal subsumption, an earlier stage in
which capitalist relations operate at the highest levels of social exchange (such

Tendency [tendenza) : Negri's regular use of this term derives from the

as finance and international trade) but do not penetrate into all individual

centrality to his analyses of Marx's law of the tendency of the rate of profit

forms of production (such as artisanal manufacture or individual farming)

to fal l as capitalism develops to maturity (discussed in

and remake them along rationalized industrial lines. Under real subsumption,

III, chapters

C�pital volume 3, part
1 3 to 15). The method of the tendency refers to the critical

however, even the hardiest forms of traditional production are reorganized

effort to identifY trends and potentialities within the development of capital

according to capitalist standards of efficiency, and thus capital's logic infiltrates

and the working class that have not yet come to fruition or realization but

and transforms every productive situation or relationship. In Negri's elabo

will do so in the near future. The correct identification of such tendencies

ration of Marx's conception, which draws on the earlier workerist notion of

allows the correct (that is, most effective and productive) choices to be made

the social factory or factory-society, real subsumption demolishes the factory

regarding working-class organization, strategy, tactics and timing in the

walls and disseminates the logic and structure of the factory throughout

struggle against capital.

the entire society, making all activities directly productive in immediately
capitalist terms.

Workerism [operaismo] : Originally a derogatory term applied to radical
perspectives and movements that blindly tetishized the industrial working

Self-valorization [autovalorizzazione] : Self-valorization is the autonomous

class, workerism in Italy describes a diffuse set of radical groups, including

generation of needs, demands and values from within working-class experi

not only Workers' Power but also segments of Workers' Autonomy and The

ence and composition to supplant the alien and coercive needs and values

Struggle Goes On

[Lotta continual.

that insisted upon the independence or
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autonomy o f the working class i n relation t o the ongoing development o f
capital and indeed the priority o f the working class's composition and action
in determining the form and direction of that development.

Workers' Autonomy [Autonomia operaia]: Sometimes known as Organized
Autonomy

(Autonomia organizzataJ

and even simply as Autonomy, Workers'

Autonomy succeeded Workers' Power as one of the most confrontational
and violent (though not terrorist) militant movements among the archipelago
of social and political movements that emerged in Italy during the early
seventies. While Autonomists insisted on the continuing importance of
factory workers as revolutionary subjects, they also acknowledged the
increasing importance of other areas of srruggle, including gender, sexuality
and ethnicity, which drew in a new generation of militants around the
country. Thus Autonomy was much more theoretically and practically decen
tered than Workers' Power had been. Negri joined Workers' Autonomy in
its early days, after the dissolution of Workers' Power, and wrote the last three
pamphlets in this book to help shape the debate over its organization. Over
the course of the late seventies, Workers' Autonomy lost ground to the newer
movements, but like most of those newer movements it was ultimately
destroyed not by attrition but by the state's strategy of direct repression and
collective criminalization.

Workers' inquiry [inchiesta operaiaj : This is simply a social or political
inquiry or investigation undertaken from the viewpoint of working-class
composition, needs and values, rather than the perspective of capitalist control
or academic social science.

Workers' Power [Potere operaio, Potop] : Founded in 1 969, Workers' Power
was an Italian militant organization made up primarily of radical students,
as well as workers in large factories who had become disenchanted with the
limited challenges that their official unions offered to capitalist management
and with the reformist policies that their political representatives (mainly
the Italian Communist and Socialist Parties) pursued in local adminisrra
tion and parliament.

Negri was one of the founders and primary

theoreticians of Workers' Power throughout its existence, and the first two
pamphlets in this book were written

as

position papers for discussion among

its members. The restructuring which Italian factories underwent in the
early seventies sharply reduced the social and political leverage of rraditional
factory workers, and the criticisms and alternatives offered by new social
movements-especially the feminist movement-led Workers' Power to
dissolve itself in 1 973.
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1. This text is appended to the Penguin edition of Capital Volume
1,
rranslated by Ben Fowkes, New York: 1976; the passages on
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could never have been written outside the collective climate of theoretical
elaboration and political action that characterized the seventies. The language
and theoretical atmosphere of these pamphlets are completely tied to the

Preface to the Italian Edition:
1 997-Twenty Years Later

"movement of the seventies."
At that time these pamphlets had three functions. The first function was
to assert the theoretical originaliry and the practical irreducibiliry of the

Translated by Francesca Novello and Tim othy S. Murphy

movement in the face of the Official Labor Movement (that is to say, in the
face of the whole set of social and political organizations of " real socialism"

in our country). The second function was to summarize and at the same
time to further the discussion carried out by the movement on how to
construct the organization. The third function-probably the fundamental
one---was based on the attempt to legitimize a kind ofleadership within the
seventies movement.
I believe that the first and second discussions in the pamphlets republished
here each had a positive conclusion. The third discussion, however, did not
On

3 September 1 977 I concluded Domination and Sabotage: On the Marxist

Method of Social Traniformation

by writing: " This pamphlet is like a fifth

chapter. The previous four pamphlets are

Crisis of the Planner-State:
Communism and Revolutionary Organization ( 1 974), Workers ' Party Against Work
( 1 974), Proletarians and the State ( 1 976) and Workers ' Self- Valorization and the
Party Hypothesis (in my book The State-Form, 1 977) . 1 A fifth chapter presumes,

therefore, that the previous four have already been read."
Twenry years have passed from that September in

lead to useful results.

As we shall see later, the theoretical discussion developed in these works
follows each phase of the movement's development: from the critique of the
welfare state and the Fordist organization of work to the definition of the
form of the neoliberal state and the post-Fordist organization of work and
at the same time from the critique of the traditional organization of the
Official Labor Movement (written with capital letters) to the definition of

1 977 to this May in

new experiences of organization and centralization of the struggles on the

1 997 when these five chapters are being published together, and many things

part of the movement of the seventies. This discussion allowed the movement

have happened during that time. In the following pages I shall try to retrace

to deepen its consciousness of itself and to oppose itself drastically to the

this period and outline some of the events tied to these pamphlets that are

opportunism and Stalinism of the Official Labor Movement.

now becoming a book.

On the one hand, the theoretical discourse in these pamphlets revises,
summarizes, and updates the critique of real socialism (the socialism of

1.

Crisis ol the Planner-State was finished
as an

Eastern European countries, but above all Italian Stalinism, especially that of

HOW THESE WORKS CAME TO BE

on

Togliatti and Berhnguer), a critique that the theoreticians of Quademi

25 September 1 97 1 and it served

�pening paper at the national conference of Workers' Power [Potere

Rossi

and the left opposition had already developed by the early seventies. On the
other hand, the experiences of struggle gained by important sectors of the

Operaio] . vvorkers ' Party Against Work is dated 1 June 1 973; Proletarians and the
State, 1 August 1 97 5 . From Extremism to 'vv7/at Is To Be Done" -Toward a
Critique of the 1Vfaterial Constitution: vvorkers ' SeIj� valorization and the Party
Hypothesis was written at the beginning of 1 977 and Domination and Sabotage

of struggle that nourished them and that the

was wntten in the summer of that same year. These works, then, were written

encouraged-would not have been possible without the reading-or, better,

Italian proletariat in the sixties and seventies are refined and developed in
these pamphlets.
It can also be said that these writings-and perhaps also the experiences

more or less every two years and they are tied to the work of analysis and

the rereading--of Karl Marx's

leadership that the author himself carried out in the seventies, first within

The

Rosso-within the
[Aurotlomia o��anizzata] . These are books that

Workers' Power and later-mainly through the journal
area of Organized Autonomy

..

and

writings

themselves

Crnndrisse from within the workers' struggles ..
Crnndrisse had been translated into Italian by Enzo Grillo in those years2
it immediately became the livre de {hevel [bedside reading] of the

movement of the seventies.
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The discussion within the movement, then, intended first o fall to establish
the theoretical identity of the movement and its autonomous capacity to
organize itself. Until about

1 979, the two aspects in which we are interested,

the self-identification of the movement and its independence from the
Official Labor Movement, developed effectively and continuously. The
pamphlets presented here contributed to this development.
The third task of these writings was to constitute a group of leaders
within the movement of the seventies. Unlike the other two objectives of
the movement, this third task had a different fate. As a matter of fact the
weapons that the pamphlets offered turned out to be inadequate in the face
of the experience gained from the struggle that the armed class conducted
at the end of the seventies. The acceleration of the civil war desttoyed the
relative homogeneity of the political "cadres" of the movement. The violent
clash between the old workers' vanguard and the state's repression impeded
the constitutive process of a new type of centralization capable of governing
the post-communist period and rearticulating itself in the new class
composition.
The fact remains that the generation of the movement of the seventies,
dispersed between prison, exile, an uneasy

Tetmite

[retirement] to the "simple

life," and more rarely the experimentation with new public practices, could
speak and communicate politically only by making use of the linguistic forms
and theoretical scenarios outlined in these pamphlets-the products, as I have
already said, of a collective political experience.

xli

In the first three pamphlets, the problematic of organization is also clari
fied with extreme precision. We are continually asking ourselves

organization

which

will then be adequate to this new composition-adequate, that

is, to the social composition of the intellectual, immaterial, and cooperative
productive operator.
In the first three pamphlets, the genealogy of an essential passage of
working-class composition is described with striking precision. That passage
consisted in the subjectivation, singularization, and socialization of abstract
labor. This is a passage that goes decisively "beyond Marx"-in the sense
that it recovers a phenomenology of the organization of labor and the
workers' struggle that completely exceeds the limits of Marx's predictions.
Consequently, what is proposed here is a thorough revision of the theories
and traditional practices of the organization of the Official Labor
Movement. In particular, it is an attack on the reformism of the Communist
Party, which in that phase was preparing the "Historic Compromise," and
at the same time a critical confrontation with the terrorist tendency organ
izing itself within the Official Labor Movement. And yet, how could a new
prospect for organization of the workers' struggle, and the struggles of the
new subjects that the historic transformation was producing, be opened
up? At first the direction taken consisted in constructing a two-level organ
ization: one level that could be a site of resistance for the traditional working
class, and another that could constitute instead (in an aggressive form) the
mobility and imagination of the new intellectual strata of the proletariat.
That is, one level aimed to give structure to centers of counterpower,
while the other meant to represent the new governing functions of the

2. WHAT THESE PAMPHLETS CONTAIN

First of all they contain a realistic description of a passage of class composi
tion that today we see entirely realized. At the beginning of the seventies,
when everybody was glorifYing the factory working class and the "final
struggle" seemed to be close, it was not easy to emphasize the extraordinary
transformations that were under way in the social body of the working class.
And within this transformation it was not easy to try to raise the issue of the
necessary renewal of political forms. In the first three pamphlets, the passage
from the "mass worker

socia Ie) ,"

[operaio-massa]"

to the " socialized worker

[operaio

that is to say, the passage from the hegemony of the Fordist worker

to that of the post-Fordist socialized worker, is described carefUlly and pre
cisely. Rereading these pamphlets today, I do not at all feel that they are
extremist-as some have said-or utopian-as others have insisted-in their
formulations regarding the transformation of the social constitution of the
proletariat. Perhaps they are occasionally too timid, but they are almost always
correct.

proletariat.
The last two pamphlets, both written in

1 977, perfect and enrich this

problematic. Here the discussions of proletarian "self-valorization"

are

ticularly important. They originate from the analysis of parts ofMarx's
and

Gnmdrisse

par

Capital

on social reproduction and the circulation of commodities

(and first of all that very special commodity called labor-power) . After twenty
years of theoretical analysis and above all experiences on this terrain, the
paradigm of the Italian workerism of the sixties is substantially modified as
a result. In fact, all the tendencies that had taken shape in the Fordist neo
capitalism of the sixties and in the crisis following
and reached their final configuration in

1 968-69 came to maturity

1 977. The social struggles, both those

conducted in factories and those conducted on the broader social field, can
now be considered in a unified way: the conception that exploitation per
meates society and individuals as well, and furthermore that the differences
between the

�nion activist and the politician, between the personal and the

econonuc, between the individual and the productive become less and less
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relevant, were established i n terms of self-valorization. Individual and collec

productivity, the second order shows how richly ontological and constituent

tive self-valorization are thus tightly intertwined.

the concept of self-valorization is.

But the concept of self-valorization is important not only because it
gathers and unifies the new elements that shape the productive forces in
3.

post-Fordism: self-valorization means, in fact, to put " the soul to work," to
understand the positive, creative, radically alternative side (of the refusal of

THE LIFE O F THESE PAMPHLETS

50 far these pamphlets have had two lives. The first phase was the era when

work) . The concept of self-valorization, as it is expressed in these pamphlets,

the Feltrinelli publishing house made the publication of the panlphlets

is also important for two other reasons. The first reason is that in these pam

possible. Published either independently or as part of a book, each pamphlet

phlets the bad dialectic that connected the development of capital to the

went through ten printings in the seventies. All of them have been translated

development of the struggles is declared to be definitively broken off. The

into all the languages of the Western capitalist countries. In addition, these

struggles no longer appeared to be a mode of modernization. This was the

pamphlets have often been translated in editions that were more or less

terrible yet necessary event that had compelled the working class to develop

clandestine. The second life of these panlphlets begins after 7 April 1 979,

its domination at the very moment that it sabotaged the machine in order

when their author, together with about a hundred comrades, was arrested.

to get free of it. Finally, on the basis of the conception of selt:'valorization,

As a consequence of this, the Feltrinelli publishing house withdrew the

the experience gained from the struggles made us face the possibility ofinter
preting this development as rupture, and consequently the possibility of
interpreting the struggle for liberation as exodus.

pamphlets from circulation and sent them to the pulping plant. It is for this
reason that the pamphlets are only now once again public property and can
again circulate freely. But these pamphlets continued to exist even though

The consequences of this rupture were extremely important, particularly

they had disappeared from the market and from the bookstores. In the arrest

those that concerned the objectives of the struggles and their increasingly

warrants, in the orders of commital tor trial and in the sentences, passages

forceful capacity to influence the structures of administration and society by

from these pamphlets were endlessly and shamelessly quoted and often

strategically infiltrating them. The critique of the political economy of

when

administration followed and helped to complete the critique of productive

hypocritical-even the spirit of the pamphlets was quoted. There is no doubt

exploitation. And even more importantly, self-valorization could now be

that these pamphlets were condemned

seen in its separation, in the breadth of its spectrum of action, as a latent,

but because they had been. Even the bureaucrats and zombies of the defunct

powerfUl, and very radical

constituent power. This is

the second reason for the

importance of the concept of selt:'valorization.
It is not by chance, then, that at this point the Marxist method of social
transformation comes to be considered

as

an ontological practice, that is, as

the Judges

were

particularly

reactionary

flot

and

therefore

less

because they had not been read

Official Labor Movement read them at that time. Their hatred for the
pamphlets generated a sort of neo-Torquemadian literature that was effective
enough to imprison some one thousand heretics. Now the readers tied to
the Official Labor Movement, both those old readers made wise by the

a constitutive practice. In this way my political and theoretical work and that

awareness of their own mistakes, by the disaster of their politics and by the

of workerism in general linked up with the great revolutionary tendencies

new clash with fascism that is now in progress, and the new readers armed

of Western philosophy and recovered their sense and flavor. Machiavelli ,

with present experIence and profo undly disillusioned by the false promises

5pinoza, and Nietzsche could integrate the letter and the application of

of the old Togliatrian or Berlinguerian socialists-all these readers may now

Marxist and L eninist teaching.

verity how little these pamphlets contain of anarcho-syndicalism or the

In conclusion, it can be said that these pamphlets develop two sequential

doctrines of D'Annunzio. Readers may instead see how these pamphlets

orders. The first order proceeds from an intensification of the dialectical

were (and perhaps still are) able to carry on the analysis and critique of the

development of capital to its rupture. Consequently, it marks the limit of

transformation of the mode of production and the mode of command of

capitalist progress and the connection between struggle and development,

capitalism; and how these pamphlets suggested political lines that, if they had

but at the same time it shows the universality of the consequences of progress.

been tollowed, would have spared us the hideous regression and corruption

The second order goes from subjectivity in struggle to constituent subjec

of the eighties.

tivity, from the exercise of counterpower to the insurgence of constituent

Today the Official Labor Movement is over and done with, as all its

power. In this way, through the analysis of the new forms of post-Fordist

participants and spectators know. We had expected it since the sixties and
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we strongly stressed it i n the seventies. B y getting r i d of u s , the gravediggers

difficulties that our adversary, the collective capitalist, puts in the way of our

in the Official Labor Movement believed that they had avoided destruction!

political endeavors and our will when we face the problem of the

Poor fellows. It is understood that the auto-da-fe held over these pamphlets

organization of struggle. Therefore I agree with the point that we must reject

cries out for vengeance and that nobody is willing to forgive--that is,

in every way the temptations to turn the realistic consideration of the

supposing that the possibility for revenge still exists, although I sorely doubt
it.

As

a matter of fact, between

1 989 and today that zoological species, the

maturity of communism into an immediate organizational proposal or,
worse, a contemplative illusion.

so-called Berlinguerian bureaucracy, seems to have become totally extinct,

But this is not to deny that communism is mature. In both good and bad

unless some horrible new beast emerges from its ashes, as happens in bad

moments these pamphlets have always stood opposed to this assertion. In

science-fiction movies.

bad moments they were subjected to destructive and repressive criticism that

In any case, these pamphlets had a much richer life than the one that
repression intended for them.

They lived in the movement, and in the

was strong enough to destroy the very intellectual value of the discussion. I
saw judges who were usually composed become blind with rage from reading

eighties they continued to be read and to form part of the education of those

and rereading these pamphlets, and they argued with me in legal terms over

who were still resisting. In relation to this, the pamphlets were subjected to

sentences in them. I heard the--normally soft-voices of intellectuals choke

some interesting criticism. Two types of criticism in particular seem worth

when they were threatened with the actuality of communism. I read the-

discussing again. The first criticism emphasizes the excessive " tendentialism"

normally ironic-writings of ultra-revolutionaries that degenerated into

of these works. The second one insists on the impossibility of transferring

resentful sarcasm, accusing me of having become an idealist in these

the theoretical analysis onto the terrain of practice according to linear

pamphlets.

schemas. Thus these types of criticism charge the pamphlets first with being

Not to mention those--and there were many-who did not want to read

"deterministic" and second with being "mechanical" in drawing organiza

these writings in order to avoid being tainted by sin. I read journalists who

tional conclusions from their analysis.

claimed to be the voices of public opinion state that I was obviously innocent

It seems to me that these criticisms must be accepted whenever they point

of the crimes tor which I was being prosecuted but who believed that I

out the perils of idealist determinism in the development of the analysis and

deserved to be flogged for what I had written. I received letters from

in its application to reality, but at the same time they should be rejected. In

philosopher colleagues-who proclaimed freedom in the university lecture

fact today, at a time when there is no longer any reason to polemicize about

halls-that accused these writings of irresponsibility. And the list goes on.

the leadership of the movement, a close reading makes it clear that the

However, with some self-contradiction they all found solace in pointing out

proj ect-oriented insistence that these pamphlets express does not constitute

how texts so stuffed with old communist blathering would soon turn out

an illusion of organization (or a fantasm of organized spontaneity) . On the

to be absolutely unreadable. In reality what they could not accept was the

contrary, it points out the practical necessity and urgency of organization:

affirmation that communism was there, present, and that they were not aware

the threat that if X is not done, not only will Y not follow, but for a long

of it. Today we can conclude by saying that their disquiet and their guilty

time it will be impossible for Y to occur. The maturation of the objective

fear of this communist reality has thrown them into the arms of Berlusconi

conditions for the passage to communism does not mean that its subjective

(who promotes weak thought) during the eightIes and in the nineties into

realization

the arms of the Ulivo (which promotes the weakening of their senses).

is immediate. That maturation emphasizes a process, the

emergence of a new paradigm, the necessity to look at the world from a

But these pamphlets have also experienced the positive counterpoint of

new point of view. From the viewpoint of method, I have never attacked

the assertion that communism is mature. Where does this positivity reveal

the bureaucratic (and/ or terrorist) adage that today's opportunists have falsely

itselfl It reveals itself in the fact that it is only in the practical-political, or I

attributed to Antonio Gramsci, "pessimism of the intellect, optimism of the

should say ethICal, translation of what is said in these pamphlets about

will," as fiercely as I do in these writings. No, the adage must be reversed:

capitalism and its subsequent transfigurations (or perhaps simply disguises)

"Optimism of the intellect and pessimism of the will. " That is to say, we

that

must realistically recognize the extraordinary possibility for the development
of human creativity that the reappropriation of labor in the brain

cervelloJ

it will be possible coday to cOIifTont postmodern .fascism.

These pamphlets are powerful. They are the expression of a mass

[lavoro al

movement that has anticipated the destruction of socialism Italian style,

today permits. With equal realism we must also consider the terrible

Togliattism and Berlinguerism. These pamphlets sing of a modern hope tor
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insurrecnon adequate t o the violence of postmodern fascism, a requiem for

affirmation of the end of the law of value, money was considered less and

rriumphant opportunism. The positivity of these pamphlets lies in their

less a measure of value (a measure that was subverted and overturned, but

actuality, their presence.

nevertheless a measure) and it was increasingly considered an index of a
symbolic relati onship that organized the hierarchical, disciplinary, and

4.

WHAT IS MISSING FROM THESE PAMPHLETS

These pamphlets, as [ said earlier, have been widely read in European

repressive procedures of power.
The laying bare of these procedures of domination torcefully inrroduced
us to the identification of the set of new apparatuses [dispositiviJ of resistance.

counrries and in North America. They have been appreciated and criticized

In Domination and Sabotage, sabotage is revealed as an ontological force that

in many different ways. The most important criticism falls into three

desrructures the system of power and dislocates its components, overrurning

categories or types.
The first type of criticism concerns the fact that the proposed oppositions

them, appropriating them and gathering them up as offensive weapons into
the new body of the socialized proletariat. This pamphlet provides the passage

are not sufficiendy articulated on the " molecular" level-they are instead

to a new phase of definition, to a new paradigm of the socialized worker, to

"molar" oppositions and as such they grow inflexible. This criticism seems

immaterial labor and communicative production.

co me entirely acceptable. In reality this is not a criticism; rather, it points to

A third criticism raised against these pamphlets states that the theoretical

a necessary completion of the hypothesis here given. As a matrer of tact the

passage (a deduction made within Marxism) did not produce a synthesis. In

category of self-valorization is not at all holistic but instead is open, diffuse,

short, the passage to post-Taylorism, post-Fordism, and post-Keynesism was

dispersed: it is defined as a molecular surface.

adequately described in the critique of the organization of work, in the

But then it can no longer function as opposition. On the other hand,

theory of the wage and in the critique of the political economy of the state.

some object that this category will not be able to be effective within a dual

(On an international level there is

and antagonistic relation. Why not? As a matter offact, Guattari and Deleuze's

extraordinary foresight that this thematic presented.) But the set of passages

widespread recognition of the

A Thousand Plareaus has shown how the indefinite insurgence of molecular

did not consrruct an overall and unitary figure of the new regime of

resistances can become revolutionary. Surely in the pamphlets these dynamic

production. All the conditions were probably given, but we would have to

prospect';, that today are once again considered elements of strategy, are

wait for Lyotard's or Baudrillard's ironic and caricatural configuration to get

subjected to the rhythm of the fundamental Marxist and class oppositions,

the ··postmodern." That's the criticism. And this criticism would be

without excluding but instead actually soliciting and insisting upon the

acceptable if it were not tor the fact that it misses its object. As a matter of

formation of individual self-valorizing resistances. Sabotage does not demand

fact, the " postmodern" as we understood it, that is the direction in which

molar order: it demands that every individual, in the plurality of her existence

our line of research moved, was not the post-Marxism of Lyotard and

and in her irreducible, singular desire, hate the enemy.

Baudrillard Oust to name a few). It was not simply tied to the cririque '!f

A second criticism has insisted on the fact that the issue of communication

alienation. It was rooted, instead, in the critique '!f prodllCtion, of mechanisms

was absent from this presentation of the problems of the twenty-first century.

for the production of value, and in the subjectivation of the critique. In other

Now, it is not true that it was absent. It was implicit. I t is obvious that, during

words it was rooted in the other way of constructing the postmodern (the

the seventies, the interest in symbolic and linguistic production still took

ontological way? the materialist way? Of course!) which is found in that

precedence over the interest in communication and that the linguistic

long route that goes from Deleuze and Guartari's Ami- Oedipus to their

symbolic horizon was only partially considered central to the analysis of the

Thousand Plateaus and from Michel Foucault's works on the disciplinary era

production of commodities. But note the extent to which these pamphlets,

to those on the era of conrrol. These were the authors with whose help we

and the political work that accompanied them, show an interest in seeking

made progress in the analysis of the processes that led to the postindusrrial

co establish the physiognomy of a class composition that moved increasingly

civilization of mature capitalism, or if you like to Empire. They helped us in

into the social, and toward the form of abstraction of the processes of social

our analysis not only because of the political contiguity and the philosophical

valorization-to the same extent that the attention moved more Jnd more

habits we shared with them, but also and mainly because tor us, the fabric

firmly toward the symbolic articulatioll5 of production. [n this sense, the

of our analysis and that of the struggles, the fabric of the production of sense

passage via the analysis of monev was fundamental. In tact. in relation to the

and the production of subjectivity were the same, as it also was tor them.
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We both believed that the new synthesis was possible only b y keeping t o a

But in order for it to become hegemonic, the capitalist political class had

Marxist terrain of analysis.

to learn its lesson from the seventies and to organize itself as a movement.

Having said that, we must also emphasize that in this criticism there is

On the capitalist side, then, the mechanisms for the production of sense are

something that is profoundly correct. These pamphlets are essentially

closely articulated with the mechanisms for the production of subjectivity.

politicaL It was not possible, on the terrain of political practice, to do a

We anticipated this mode of production of public space. And having been

theoretical analysis as complete as the analysis made in French post

able to point out its different levels (offensive actions and actions of

structuralism. As Michael Hardt says, in the seventies French metaphysics

organization; destabilization and destructuring; network and movement),

theorized the politics that was being practiced at the very same time in Italy,

we should not be particularly shocked by this new political expression of

just as in the nineteenth century, as Marx reminds us, the politics practiced

capitaL However, if we just look around we are struck by the inability of

in France found its metaphysics in Germany. Thus many things are missing

the left (or whatever the political representative of those who are exploited

from these pamphlets, and that is because they were not meant to be treatises;

wants to call itself) to respond. And this impotence is so great that even we

instead, they were intended to be tools for intervening inunediately in the

are often dismayed about it. How is it possible that we, we ourselves, are

political struggle.

not able to break capitalist hegemony on the terrain of the production of

But even today, after so many years, we are not sorry for what is missing.
I ndeed, it compels us not only to make French poststrucruralist theory our

subj ectivity?
When I started reading these pamphlets again I telt a kind of pleasant

As a matter of fact, once

own, as a necessary complement, but also to explore it joyfully, and on the

surprise from the very first pages.

basis of the rich experience that political work (in its victories and its defeats)

redundancy typical of a still-strong Marxism, I saw that these pamphlets

and the work of inquiry have provided, to move forward. In fact we can say

present the only viable way to reweave the web of insurrection against a new

I got beyond the

that, as a political group, not only do we have a positive experience of the

organization of capitalist domination. The actuality of a project of resistance

development of Marxism, but we have also established our own points of

emerged imperuously even from the occasionally atrocious determinations

reference in order to continue to move forward in the construction of a new

of the past and the even worse ones of the degraded present.

strategy that is adequate to the present and the future.

So, how can these pamphlets help us with today's batdes?
They can help us rebuild political discourse. They are not constirutive of

5.

WHY THESE PAMPHLETS ARE BEING REPUBLISHED

practices, but they clarify and establish some conditions. The first condition
is to grasp the theoretical observation that the social transformation of class

We have already given many reasons that justify the republication of these

relations has definitively been completed. Today, the social figure of

works, but these are essentially reasons of a historical and philosophical nature.

inunaterial labor rises

against capital.

Now the question is whether there are also reasons of a political narure that

The second condition posed here concerns the form in which the social

argue in favor of the republication of these works. In particular, we must

figure of immaterial labor can turn into a political figure. Now, this form

answer the following question: are these writings still of any practical use?
Frankly, I do not think that these writings can have a great practical

can only be constiruted

outside

the current political organization of capital.

Against contemporary domination, workers' sabotage can only exacerbate its

influence today. If they were unable to interpret the construction of a leading

externality by pitting non-work against work for capital, by pitting

group in the seventies, they will certainly not work in that sense today. And

constituent power against the administration of existing social relations.

then there is the tact that the essential part of what constiruted the fascination

These very briefannotations are enough to explain how these old pamphlets

and the power of the experience of the movement of that time is missing.

are still useful references in the universe of rebellion and the communist need

By that I mean a continuous exchange between theory and practice, between

for liberation. It is tor this reason that they are being republished.

movement and project. And yet, granted that and

mutatis mutandis, I believe

that these pamphlets still contain the essential premises tor the retoundation
of a practice of the movement.
Today the struggle is developing around the production of sense and
consensus. The hegemony won by capital over this terrain is unquestionable.

Antonio Negri
May
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PREFATORY NOTE T O THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION

This, then. is the other reason why these "books for burning" can usefully

Translated by Francesca Novello and Tim othy S. Murphy

be read. Anyone who wants to situate them historically should therefore
reread the

1 997 preface; in the present note I also indicate a track in these

pamphlets that can help to define the Empire that is now constituting itself.
The editor of this translation asked for my intervention to situate these
writings historically. He also gave me a certain amount of space to do that.

Toni Negri

At first I agreed, but when I took up these writings again I realized that I
had largely answered that question already in my

November 2002

1 997 preface. Certainly,

any additional development would have been useful but not essential. As a
matter of fact, in the

Notes

1997 preface I emphasize how these five pamphlets

represented in the first place a reflection internal to the workers' struggles

1 . Italian titles: 1I dO,II;n;o

f

;/ sabotagglo: Sui metodo marxlsla dellu rrasjormuzlvtU'

that took place on the extreme margin of the development of Fordism. I n

socia/e.

the second place, they represented the culmination of a discussion that led

rivo/uziollarla.

" b eyond Marx." That is, the discussion proposed to go beyond the law of

published by CLUSF, Florence, 1 972, and later by Feltrinelli,

value and to lay out objectives that began to touch upon the biopolitical

operalo cancro i/ /avoro.

Milan: Feltrinelli. 1 977;

Cris; dello Sraro-plarlO: CornllnislI'" e orgarllzzazlone

first published in the journal

Potere Operaia

Crlsl e orglltlizzazlane vperala. Milan:

debate on the forms of organization that were adequate to the passage that

Milan: Feltrinelli, 1 976; and "Autovalorizzazione operaia

the struggle against exploitation was bringing about and experiencing. I do

LA forma stalo,

were completely internal to the development of the struggles of the seventies
in Italy and in Europe. I can only emphasize this internality and confront it
with the historical interpretation of that period. It is not up to me to
intervene on this terrain.
Perhaps only one thing is missing from my

1 997 preface, and that is an

emphasis on the extent to which these writings (and the experiences to
which they bear wimess) served much later as sources of debate among many
comrades (and ultimately with Michael Hardt) on the new forms of power

[poterel

at the imperial level. I mean that, in Italy in the seventies, we

experimented with some of the fundamental mechanisms of the dialectic of
class struggle, on that extreme limit that constitutes the crisis of factory
production. By analyzing this crisis and experiencing the resistance struggles
of the mass workers, we traversed a global limit. In other words. we were
entering a new era. These " books for burning" are important because they
offer the key to the periodization of the passage that leads from Fordism to
post-Fordism and from the modern set-up of the state to the new imperial
configuration of sovereignty. Of course, in order to identifY this passage to
a new era we could aim follow other paths, for example the global South
and the anti-colonial struggles. But the great transformation we are
experiencing arises precisely from the coincidence of these passages.
Therefore the seventies that took place predominantly in Europe correspond
to the eighties and nineties of the other zones of class struggle in the world.

Milan. 1 974; Partlto

in Sergio Bologna. Paolo Carpignano. and Antonio Negri.

context of development. In the third place, these pamphlets represented a

not think there is much more to add on those points. The five pamphlets

in 1 97 1 . book versions

Feltrinelli. 1 974. pp. 99- 1 60;
e

Pro/etar; e staw,

ipotesi di parriro." in

Milan: Feltrinelli. 1 977. pp. 297-342.

2. Published by La Nuova ltalia in 1 968 (vol. I) and 1 970 (vol . 2)
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Crisis of the Planner-State:
Communism and Revolutionary Organization
( 1 97 1 )
Translation by Ed Emery revised by Tim othy S. Murphy

1.

THE ANTAGONISM OF THE TENDENCY ACCORDING
TO MARX: ACTUALITY OF IllS ANALYSIS

Toward the end of the "Chapter on Money," which forms the first part of
the Grundrisse (227-28), Marx lays out the trajectory of his entire project,
indicating the necessary order of steps in the argument. This must proceed,
he says, from the analysis of money in its role as equivalent to the definition
ofrelations ofproduction and the internal articulations ofproduction; thence
to the concentration of these relations in the state; and finally, to the study
of the world market, the It-vel at which the dialectic of the parts and the
whole allows all the contradictions to come into play, and at which the
destructive violence of crisis is manifested-as "the general intimation which
points beyond the presupposition, and the urge which drives towards the
adoption ofa new historic form." This indication of Marx's procedure should
be regarded as fundamental for an understanding of his methodology. It
allows the analysis to develop correctly on the plane of historical material
ism, and to confront the problems of crisis, the state and most importantly
organization in terms of the critique of political economy. Moreover, it
enables the analysis to do so hom a perspective in which the force of the
development of the tendency leads to the identification of certain very
general theoretical elements, but also to the definition of particular passages
that are very close to those that. little by little, are being presented to the
workers' viewpoint by capitalist development today.
Besides, Marx's discussion of the problem of money in the first part of
the Crtmdrisse already shows the inextricable link between the critique of
the economic category " money" and the revolutionary political proposi
tion. [n the genesis of money, the tendency appears fium its inception as the
development of an Irrepressible contradiction. In the first place, as the
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contradiction implicit i n the dual nature o f the commodity, which " exists
doubly, in one aspect as a specific product whose natural torm of existence

3

Up to this point, the argument may appear too formal. (As Marx puts it:
"It will be necessary later, before this question is dropped, to correct the
idealist manner of the presentation, which makes it seem as if it were merely

ideally contains (latently contains) its exchange value, and in the other aspect
as manifest exchange value (money) , in which all connection with the natural

a matrer of conceptual determinations and the dialectic of these concepts"

form of the product is stripped away" ( Gnmdrisse 1 47) . This logical contra
diction becomes an overall historical tendency:

not so much formal as limited in scope. So far, it has touched upon only

The need for exchange: and for the transformation of the product into a

[ Grundrisse 1 5 1 J.) In reality. this first framing of Marx's analysis of money is
one determinate moment in the function of money in capitalist society.
Behind the "idealist manner" of Marx's presentation, the various ways in

pure exchange value progresses in step with the division of labour, i . e. with

which money operates in the face of modifications in the relations of pro

the increasingly social character of production. But as the latter grows, so

duction are presented within a given stage of development, one in which

grows the power of //JOtlcy, i . e. the exchange relation establishes itself as a

the privatized dialectic between individual costs of production and the

power external to and independent of the producers. What originally

general value of social labor has not yet been resolved. Money essentially

appeared as a means to promote production becomes a relation alien to the

fulfills the role of mediator between the cost of labor-power and the value

producers. As the producers become more dependent on exchange,

of social labor; it acts as an indicator of changes in the balance of capitalist

exchange appears to become more independent of them, and the gap

power over this relation; it formally validates the functioning of the law of

berween the product as product and the product as exchange value appears

value in a world in which labor is not yet materially homogeneous. For this

to widen. (Gnmdrisse 1 46)

reason, money appears at certain points to operate as a function of contra
dictions which it in fact determines. In spite of everything, circulation seems

However, "money does not create these antitheses and contradictions; it is,

to have priority over relations of production (hence the one-sided appraisal

rather, the development of these contradictions and antitheses which creates

of the crisis of circulation in certain pages of the Gnmdrisse) . And even when

the seemingly transcendental power of money" (Grundrisse 1 46 ; also numerous

Marx goes on to consider "money in its third quality, in which both of the

other references in the same chapter) . The contradiction that money repre

former are included, i.e. that of serving as measure as well as the general

sents is that between the value of labor as general equivalent in commodity

medium of exchange and hence the realization of commodity prices"

exchange and the conditions of social production under capital's domination.

( Grul,drisse 203), and proceeds to define "money as material representative

On the one hand, we have money as the specific determination and measure

of wealth" (Gnmdrisse 203-18), his analysis is still fixed precisely within this

of the value of labor-power sold on the free market; on the other, we have

same framework. It is clear from these passages that Marx is confronting here

the social character of production which capital has appropriated and turned

a world of privatized individual wealth, of pure capitalist competition, in

into its own power [potenzaI over social labor, over the totality of the inde

which money plays its role as "the general material of contracts" in the Eden

pendent social movement, as an autonomous power above the individual

of a bourgeois democracy of property ownership. "Equ�ty and freedom are

producers. At this point, we already have the formal condition of crisis:

thus not only respected in exchange based on exchange values but, also, the
exchange of exchange values is the productive, real basis of all equality and

By existing outside the commodity as money. the exchangeability of the

.freedom " ( Grundrisse 245) .

commodity has become something different from and alien to the commod

However, the tendency breaks free of the specificity of this reference to

ity, with which it fim has to be brought mto equation, to which it is therefore

the capitalist epoch upon which Marx's analysis is based. The full radicality

at the beginning unequal; while the equation itself becomes dependent on

of the critique erupts into view. The point is emphasized at the outset and

external conditions, hence a matter of chance. (Gnmdrissc 1 48)

then repeated: from the analysis of the role of money as equivalent in
exchange, we must pass on to the definition of relations of production. From

the manager of this

this standpoint, the first rupture brought about by the tendency, vis-a-vis the

"matter of chance"-wielding the violence that is necessary to establish the

specificity of the capitalist epoch to which Marx refers, can already be detected

unity and stability of the capitalist project of development over and against

in his discussion of money as general equivalent and material representative

the contradictions involved.

of wealth. How is this presented? "The money relation is itself a relation of

At this point we also have the possibility of the state

as
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production if production i s looked at i n its totality"

(Gnmdrisse 2 1 4) .

Money

is a relation of production because the money relation, throughout all the
determinations of the cycle of capital, expresses wage labor as the basic and
essential element of production; it is a relation of production because the
exchange between money and wage labor is total

(Gnmdrisse 224-25).

"When

wage labour is the foundation, money does not have a dissolving effect, but
acts productively"

(Gnmdrisse 224).

But if money presents itself as productive

function, then the abstract totality of the existence of money must be artic
ulated in a radical way with the development of the capitalist mode of
production. This totality has to emancipate itself gradually from its functions
of general measure and mediation of market exchange, and its productive role
must now be founded upon a totality of homogeneous, compact, and existing
social labor. Money must no longer operate as a function of the mediation
between costs of production and the general value of social labor. It must
become solely and directly a general function of social production, the means
of reproduction of the wage-labor relation in an extended, global dimension.
The productive role of money leaves its imprint on the capitalist mode of
production in the form of a furious will to liberate itself from its office of
mediation in exchange, taking on its true capacity of domination over wage
labor outside and beyond the petty transactions of the marketplace and within
the dimensions of a general sociality whose call money, from the very begin
ning of capitalist history, has always heeded.
This, then, is the tendency. But today this tendency has become reality;
it is fully present. Finance capital has helped to push labor to close its inherent
gap vis-a-vis the general value of social labor; capitalist planning has shown
that only on this material basis is capitalist development possible. The social
character of production has been imposed within the capitalist mode of pro
duction. And yet it remains a fact that "on the basis of exchange values,
labour is

posited
( Crundrisse 1 7 1 ) .

as general only through

exchange,"

only as wage labor

Labor time as an element that is quantitatively and quali

tatively determinate, varying both in terms of its time-measure and the given
division of labor, is dispersed throughout the social machine of commodity
production

( Crundrisse 1 7 1 -72

and

ceases to be the basis of production

704- 1 2). I mmediate labor as such
(Gnmdrisse 705). Yet in spite of this,

money still opposes the capitalist appropriation of commodities to the social
ity of production. Hence the ptoblem of money has merged with the
problem of a new and extremely radical kind of crisis of capitalist domina
tion over the mode of production. Money is this form of domination over
the mode of production; to the extent that production is socialized and it
is, " in a word, the development of the social individual which appears as the
great toundation-stone of production and of wealth"

(Grundrisse 705), its

5

functional rationale is stripped away and reduced to that of class violence.
The law of value, as the law governing the social recomposition of labor,
now exercises its sway entirely over this terrain of arbitrariness and forru
itousness. Nor can this arbitrariness and forruitousness be seen any longer as
dialecocal malfunctions in the circulation of money, explained in terms of
its doubly contradictory narure. It can only be understood as a radical antag
orusm, a functIOn of pure domination, as a powerful and inimical externality
that can no longer be brought back to any mere function of mediation. No
longer can it be readjusted to the process of development; no longer can it
serve as a surrogate for social development. In the form of money, capital,
which has created the conditions of social production, reveals itself as the
fundamental barrier to any further development of the productive forces.
Hence the problem of the state, in terms of the critique of political
economy, must be posed in a new way. The rupture of the relationship
between money and development is represented, at the political level, by the
obsolescence of bourgeois democracy as a regime of equality and freedom.
Since this regime was always functional to the world of exchange, and artic
ulated closely with it, freedom, equality, and democracy remain merely an
appearance, a fao;ade-representing not merely the mystification implicit in
the world of market exchange, but rather a mystification of the dissolution
of real exchange relations-a mystification of a mystification, a fao;ade to the
second power. The figure of the despotism of capital is ever more openly
glorified WIth the collapse of money's role in mediating the anarchy of pro
duction. And the state more openly glorifies its monstrous role as the
technical organ of domination as it presides over the total disarticulation of
the rationale of development. It is no longer even the guarantor of bour
gems freedom; it " frees itself," in the sense that its own power becomes more
arbitrary, more a matter of random chance. The fetishism of state power
becomes more pronounced to the extent that it is based on a belief in func
tions that no longer exist. All that remains is class hatred, a desperate will to
class SUrvIVal. " What holds for machinery holds likewise for the combina
tion of human activities and the development of human intercourse"

(Grundrisse 705).
In the "Chapter on Money, " we can follow the development of the
tendency through to the point where money, from its role in mediating the
monopolistic sphere within the general process of production, becomes the

�

index of n antagonism arising dialectically from the exchange relation itself,
from Its tunction of general mediation. This insoluble antagonism, caught
between the socialization of production and the increasing arbitrariness of
the representative functions of money in terms of measure, equivalence, and
representation of wealth, becomes progressively more critical and violent. In

6

this process, the very dialectic of the capital relation itself is broken; money
ceases to represent a moment in the class relation. It now comes to embody
the split in the relation, the unilateral, irresolvable, antagonistic, capitalist will
to domination. It comes to represent, in other words, the final result of a
relation that, through its historical evolution, leads inevitably to this schism.
So much for the utopia of the socialist reformers, who dream that money
can become an exact measure and representation of social labor: "It is just
as pious as it is stupid to wish that exchange value would not develop into
capital, nor labour which produces exchange value into wage labour"

(Gnmdrisse 249;
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also numerous other references in Notebooks 1 and 2) .

intermediary in the precise manner that Marx outlines: as a driving element
pressing for the further socialization of production-assuming a productive
role--and at the same time acting as general equivalent, operating both as
an instrument to measure labor and as a tool for controlling development.
Once again, the contradictory narure of money was harnessed as

a

positive

force for capital. But this "socialist" reconstruction of money has now broken
apart. This historical rupture has happened due to the obdurate refusal of
the working class to become the subject of this development and the
enduring emergence of a "wage labour that wishes to posit itself as inde
pendent" and acts that way. The reality of this rupture is given by the
realization of the tendency of development insofar as it concerns the con
stitution of aggregate labor-power into an increasingly compact and unified

2.

A MYSTIFIED PERSPECTIVE: THE ECONOMISTS AND
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CONCEPT O F CAPITAL

The tendency that Marx describes in his "Chapter on Money" finds certain
mystified correspondences on the ideological plane today. In the first place,
bourgeois economists have grasped this maturity of the tendency, and have
transcribed it into the false consciousness o f their theories. But then we also
have a series of positions that have emerged in the revolutionary movement
which draw inaccurate and dangerous conclusions from a confused percep
tion of capitalist development. In both cases, the tendency is seen as a result,
as a situation already consolidated and extreme, rather than as a movement.
This method is all too familiar today-a description of development by
means of broad, extreme images, which is all the fashion. Let us start with
the positions of the economists. The economists today have registered or
verified, in the negative sense at least, the realization of the tendency
described by Marx of the role of money in capitalist development as a whole.
Their work has been prompted by an increasingly sharp experience of the
tailure of the Keynesian project of planned development. The Keynesian
project was an attempt to regulate circulation, the cycle, the overall process
of capital, by intervening to control the mediation of the contending
elements, even to the point of continuously prefiguring it. This system largely
swept away the old assumption of classical economics, which focuses "only
on the end results without the process that mediates them; only

OIl

without the distinction, the affirmation without the negation"

the unity

(Cnmdrisse

197). The false appearance of circulation as a "simply infinite process," a
"spurious infinity," was broken apart and reassembled in the Keynesian
system by controlling the various elements that composed it. This effectively
eliminated a number of possibilities of crisis, and also removed the need to
have recourse to external violence to reassemble the elements and restore
the unity of the cycle. In that system, money was called upon to function as

"social individual" for capitalist development itself.
At this point, the economists' Keynesian project collapses. It was premised
on control and incentive for development within cercain fixed proportions.
Control, in other words, was the other side of the coin of the measure of
social labor. As the "Chapter on Money" demonstrates, the socialists, in their
search for a perfect measure oflabor value, never challenged the rule of pro
portionality that the law of value imposes on the overall social movement.

�

they could only otter ditTerence in place of unity and qualification in plac

of equalization. Hence socialism becomes reactionary insofar as it can only
produce the conditions of its own existence. As against this, the real
movement of the socialization of the proletarian subject denies this unity
and opposes the conditions of production to the command of capital. In a
parallel way, the apparent successes of the bourgeois economists in eliminat
ing the "irrationality" of circulation crises prove to be a Pyrrhic victory.
What we have now is no longer a crisis of disproportion between the various
elements in the cycle, but a disproportion pure and simple between the
working class and capital. No longer are we faced with a dialectic that brings
difference back to unity; we now have antagonistic difterence, one unity
against another.
The poverty of ideology follows from this crisis. From their experience
of the failure of the Keynesian project, the economists have developed a
negative and indeed exaggerated consciousness. The emergence of a massi
fied and socialized working class has led them to deny the c oncept of capital
Itself. ThIS has become, in their hands, an indeterminate entity; no longer is
It seen as a homogeneous structure, but rather as a "parable"-an "indirect
representation of reality which does not reproduce the details of the struc
ture" (even though it may still retlect one fundamental property in the
classical tradition of capital, namely a determinate relation to labor-power) .
And perhaps no longer even a "parable," since the elements that make up
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the concept of capital are not only totally heterogeneous and unconnected
to any fixed relation to labor-power, but also contradictory to the organic
composition of capital. The rate of profit is no longer presented as a depend
ent variable of the organic composition. The relation between dead labor
and living labor is no longer determined univocally by technology's rhythm,
and profit is freed from its conditions.
But, having said this, can we not detect here an implicit admission of the
realization of the Marxian tendency? Instead of merely denouncing the
practical inadmissibility of the concept of capital in an accountancy sense,
our economists would do better to consider the real social process
revolutionizing the conditions of production, a process that arises from the
relation between workers and capital. The "freedom of capital" could then
be seen as only the mystification of the historic defeat that capital has suffered
in the class struggle. Capital's "freedom" in the eyes of the economists
implies a recognition that the independence of the labor-power variable is
irrepressible.
Heterogeneity in the composition of capital; indeterminacy in the tech
nical relation between the extraction of labor value and profit; the crisis of
the concept of organic composition. Of course: when we turn to Marx, we
find that more than a hundred years ago he wrote:

for overall control based on the centralized organs of money supply, a totally
s

�jective design for

organization and domination. And this new subjec

UVlSm among the economists is backed by a modest but useful contribution
from the other social sciences. (In this regard, the Galbraith-style encyclo
pedic reconstructions of the theory of the capitalist overdetermination of the
system do not meet with many difficulties in finding references in order to
carry out their dirty business.)
Let us turn now to the interpretation of the crisis. A whole series of
passages from Marx could be cited here, each totally relevant to the urgent
problems that now face science and the economists directly. Crisis in Marx
is seen as a necessity for capital, a means of putting the brakes on develop
ment, a limit to the expansion of the productive forces when these begin to
upset a certain specificity and proportionality in the relations of force. (See,
for example, Grundrisse 422-23, 442-46. 747-50.) Through a sort of paradox,
"the violent destruction of capital not by relations external to it, but rather

�

cnsIS

the determinant principle of production--Df the

it is subjective. In the

terms of a "socialist" proj ect in the Keynesian system) is transformed into a

moment, compared to general scientific labour, technological application of

outcome would be the triumph of the collective practice of communism,
the self-realization of the social individual. Hence the permanent state of

from social combination in total production on the other side--a combina

crisis and controlled stagnation that becomes the condition for the contin

natural fruit of social labour . (Gmndrisse 7(0)
.

ued existence of the capitalist system itself.

Hence it is precisely at the moment when labor becomes materially equal
ized and socialized that capital is forced to emancipate its command over the
process of valorization, to assume its own freedom-in total solitude

as

permanent design to block a development of which the only spontaneous

natural sciences, on one side, and to the general productive forces arising
.

as the expression of a will that is as material

ideology of the economists, this freedom of capital (which could be seen in

portion, and qualitatively, as an, of course, indispensable but subordinate

as a

only grasp its relentless will to survive. From this point of view, the capital
relation is seen purely as an external one, a pure relation of force, a project

the economists as the result of a dialectical sequence in which the relation

creation of use values-and is reduced, both quantitatively, to a smaller pro

tion which appears

rule of development. They have suffered the collapse of Keynesianism, but
have not understood its causes; and as for the "freedom of capital," they can

b tween material elements leads to this result. Rather. they insist on seeing

capital as the sole determinant element, to that degree does direct labour and
as

argue the overdetermination ofcapital imposed on the system as the material

as a condition of its self-preservation" (Grnndrisse 749-50), is not seen by

To the degree that labour-time--the mere quantity of labour-is posited by
its quantity disappear

9

as

it

were-in the face of a unified labor-power. But Marx adds: "Capital thus
works towards its own dissolution as the form dominating production':
(ibid.). Whereas, on the contrary, the economists draw from this an apologia
for the freedom of capital. They refurbish the illusion--so effective in serving
the needs of repression as to highlight the absurdity of a new fascism-of a
new kind of capitalist development entirely freed from any link with the
class struggle and unrelated to the behavior of overall labor-power. They

However, the new economists realize this full well. Despite the radical
ism of their ideology, in practice they are concerned to roll back the conflict
between the social forces of production and the system. They define and use
the crisis

as

self-destruction on the part of capital-quite contrary to the

extreme terms of the ideology with which they are identified. From the
Marxian viewpoint, as can be seen in the "Chapter on Money," this concept
.
of cnstS IS merely an intermediate one, corresponding to a low level in the
development of the tendency, which evolves further to a more profound
intensity of crisis as rooted in a structural contradiction between the
maximum socialization of labor and the maximum externality of capital. At
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this point, the ideology of the economists, in its desperate blindness, refuses
to recognize that what crisis leads to, inevitably, is " the most striking form
i n which advice is given lto the system] to be gone and to give room to a
higher state of social production"

(Crundrisse 750).

On the one hand it is true that "capital . . . cannot confront capital if capital
does not confront labour, since capital is only capital as non-labour; in this
antithetical relation"

(Crundn'sse 288).

But if this is so, then every time that

capital attempts, at this level of development,

to

resolve the contradictions

11

or overlook, above all , the functions o f collective consciousness and guidance
that the state can, and effectively does, fulfill for capital. But, having said this,
the ideology of the economists nevertheless fails to convince. In freeing itself
from its organic composition, capital above all shows its precariousness. The
subjectivism of the economists only shows their limitations; it registers the
course of the Marxian tendency, but only by submitcing to it and playing a
part in it.

inherent in its process through its own autonomy and within its own confines,
retreating from the real terrain of the class struggle, considering this to be
closed and finished, transferring to itself the full responsibility for develop
ment, then at each point the contradiction is more profoundly recomposed,
despite the ideological efforts of the economists to mask it. The contradic
tion develops the tendency to the point of showing its antagonistic and
insoluble nature. It is not resolved within the margins of the so-called
"freedom" of capital, nor within the atcempt to use the overdetermination of
capitalist power to restore a circularity of development, a new dynamic recom
position of the cycle. On the one hand, we may have the totality of the power
of capital; but on the other we have the totality of a recomposed proletariat.
From the ideological dissolution by the economists of the concepts of
capital, organic composition, and the relation between class struggle and devel
opment, we come at last to their definition of the state. Here the totality of
power which they attribute to capital finds its most functional embodiment
functional because only the subjective attribution that the state allows for can
guarantee the manipulation of development that the economists want

to

establish in terms that are external to the capital relation. In this way, the risk
of a failure of confidence intrinsic to a reliance on the possibility of freedom,
on the emptiness

[vllotezzaJ

of capital's determinations, is averted by shifting

this reliance onto a powerfuJ subject. To anribute this power to the state may
be functional with regard to expectations, but is it effective? The contradic
tions that mark the path of capitalist science, which seeks always to eliminate
the necessity of its opposite, to release itself from the class struggle, are mul
tiplied

as

the reference point tor its action becomes more abstract.

The state, which they portray as an infinite power

[potenza], a non-dialec

tical essence in relation to capitalist development, has, on the contrary, an
existence that is as capable of precise i ntervention as it is subordinated in an
overall sense to the innumerable contingencies of class confrontation. Its
autonomy and freedom arc in reality only means, not

a

secure basis. This

does not diminish the specificity of the state's role, or the extent of its lucidity
in action, let alone the solid fact of its repressive functions and their effec
tiveness in development. Nor should we minimize its wealth of articulations

3.

A DISTURBING C ONSEQUENCE: THE " SUBJECTIVISTS"
AND THE CONTRADICTION A S C ATASTROPHE

So we come to the core of our problem, the question of workers' revolu
tionary organization. One immediate and disturbing way of grasping the
consequence of the realization of Marx's tendency is evident in current
debates on organization. The argument goes like this: since capital has broken
the organic links which tied it to class struggle, the positive dialectic (from
the point of view of capital) that the state was able to impose on this social
contlict is finished. Rather than harnessing conflict to promote development,
the state is now productive of crisis. And since the workers' struggle now
directly confronts the overdetermined level of a social dialectic which has
become, precisely, the state itself, the issue of organization must now break
with that tired old tradition which saw organization in terrns of a mere trans
position from the definition of the organic composition of capital.
Organization must now be conceived beyond and outside the connections
that link the emergence of the class to the form of the labor process. The
organizational task becomes rather a positive commitment to constructing a
political vanguard that is outside and beyond any intrinsic relation to the
determinate composition of the working class-a vanguard that is entirely
political, aimed for a direct assault on the state, and organized for the military
preparation of this assault.
One step forward and two steps back, as the old saying goes. And we
cannot deny that a positive step forward is implied by these positions,
inasmuch as they are premised on a critique of the theory of organization
elaborated and practiced, in substantial continuity, from the Second to the
Third International. This old theory conceived the problem of organization
on the basis of a given composition of capital and of the working class which
was specific to that historical period: organization of the "professional
worker" as the funcianlental axis of the capitalist mode of production, as the
essential articulation of the process ofvalorization and exploitation, and hence
as the key dement in the revolutionary process. To use the terms developed
in the " Chapter on Money" in the

Cnmdrisse:

this class composition still
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signified the possibility of making money function i n its mediating role

backward, and at a tangent. I t is one thing to recognize, correctly, that a given

between the value of labor individually employed in the production of

organizational model is outdated, that a certain determinate proportionality

exchange values and the mechanisms of general equivalence, a situation in

and materiality of class composition, with the professional worker as its

which money still functions as the overall control of the system and in which

central element, has been surpassed. It is quite another thing to nullitY the

the law of value still functions as a dynamic element of the system. Hence a

very concept of organic composition, and to renounce the infinite number

theory of organization that took as its essential reference point the profes

of possibilities for an "updating" of the concept which a deternunate class

sional worker, and defined the process of political recomposition of the class

analysis today can offer. While it is true that the concept of organic com

as a process essentially framed within the organizational structure of work;

position must be re-exarnined--iince its content has changed---t- his does not

which saw the productive role of this working class as paramount; hence also

mean we should throw the baby out with the bath water by j ettisoning the

the ideology of work, which

was

the prime feature of the whole program

and the organizational project itself, defining them, precisely, as "socialist."
Whatever the extent of the profound tactical differences between the
various positions put forward at the time, between, say, Kautsky and

method as a whole.
By doing just this, the "subjectivist" comrades' come to resemble the
bourgeois economists, in that they draw from the realization of the Marxian
tendency catastrophic and exaggerated conclusions which are incorrect.

Luxemburg or Lulcics and Gramsci, it is difficult to see these differences as

From a correct criticism of the old socialist model of organization, they

significant in terms of the basic socialist program they all share. Indeed, the

make mistaken deductions. This impression is furrher supported when we

analysis is always objectively referred to the professional worker; the orga

tum to another series of problems concerning organization. In the frame of

nizatio nal recomposition of the class prefigured socialism; these aspects,

reference of the organizational model of the Second and Third I nternational,

together with the ideology of work, not only reflected (in the Marxian sense,

the articulation between the leadership and the movement was sustained and

as both overview and transformation) the specificity of a given class com

justified through analysis of the political composition of the class; the require

position, but also pointed to the way in which, in that situation, socialism

ment that any organization be modeled on the nutc:rial basis of class

was out of phase with regard to the general conditions of capitalist domina

composition was again fulfille d in this rc:spect. The political leadership of the

tion at the time. Seen in this perspective, the model of socialist organization
put forward

was

revolutionary even when it took up the nexus of democ

proletariat duplicated in its relation to the mass movement the dualism that
existed in the movement itself between a mass of professional workers

racy and socialism as its weapon against a capitalism that was still unplanned,

(managers of the mode of production, imbued with the ideology of work)

and defined the dictatorship of the workers as the highest form of democ

and the proletarian masses. The quc:stion of the greater or lesser dc:gree to

racy-and of the political functioning of the law of value.

which leadership should be external to the movement-the issue of con

Hence the critique of this model of political organization, carried forward

tention between Luxemburg and Lenin, for example--is not to be seen as

by "subjectivist" theories of organization today, is quite justified. They grasp,

an alternative to this general model. Indeed, this debate (when not inter

correctly, that the objective basis of that political composition of the prole.
tariat has been swept away-absorbed and destroyed by the new structure of

externality of political leadership depended essentially on the degree of

the capitalist state that emerged from the great crisis of 1 929.
The capitalist response to the October Revolution of 1 9 1 7 , to the

preted in ideological terms) only confirmed the Illodel; the greatc:r or lesser
homogeneity reached by the proletariat of the difrerent nations-in the case
in question that of Germany, for example, certainly exceeded that of Russia.

movement of workers' councils, not only eliminated the very possibility of

Hence the socialist model of organization had a dear basis within the social

this organizational model by destroying the key role of the professional

composition of the proletariat at that time. How do our " subjectivist"

worker in the labor process; it also set in motion an operation of dynamic

comrades react to the eclipse of the genc:ral conditions of thIS model, to the

containment of the struggles of the new mass worker

[operaio-ma5sa] who

end of any material reference point for these organizational articulations?

was then coming to the forefront. This marked the end of any possibility of

They react by theorizing the most absolute dichotomy berween the spon

basing organizational class recomposition on the organic relation between

taneity of the unified proletarian masses and revolutionary subjectivity,

the working class and capital.

between workers' autonomy and the goals of organization. Paradoxically, the

However, at this point it seems to me that the step forward (that is, their

concept of the subjective externality of revolutionary organization has been

critique of the old socialist model of organization) starts to take two seeps

borrowed once again from the most rigorous theories of the old socialist
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model; this is now justified by the refusal to accept any mediation of the
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contrary, we must attack it precisely because i t cuts itself o ff from that

organic capital relation and class political strucrure. What we have here is a

embodied, dialectical class subjectivity that pervades the tendency in Marx,

sort of abstract Leninism, divorced from the conditions specified by Lenin

as a historical individuality concretely and specifically constituted within this

in

TI,e Development <if Capitalism ill Russia,

which were the point of depar

ture for his entire practice.

phase of capitalist development. At this point, we could elaborate furrher on
this, if space allowed, by tracing back the recent history of Western Marxism,

This is a problem, precisely, of subjectivism, which we can now call "pro

showing how, through the critique of "diamat," the crude materialism under

letarian," whereas formerly it was called " third-worldist" or "srudentist." I t

lying Soviet determinism, it has fallen back into the dualistic alternative, a

represents a response t o the reality of the socialization of the mode of pro

theoretical inlpasse equally incapable of reading the tendency within the

duction on an unprecedented scale, and the extraordinary massification of

activity of the class struggle as the class struggle in action. This impasse results

struggles in recent years. It avoids, however, coming to grips with the material

in political impotence, and hence in the response of terrorism as the only

specificity of these historical passages, and hence fails to connect the will to

possible form of struggle; this attirude otten recurs as an attempt to oppose

organize with any real and efiective program.

a free theory to a subordinated one. Free from what? Subordinate to what;>

At this point, we should go back and shift the whole problem to the the
oretical plane. Let us return to the

Gnmdrisse, to the tendency, to Marx's

Freedom and subordination, whether in theory or in practice, are only given
Wlthin the tendency, within the movement, within the specificity of the class

definition of the rupture of the dialectic between the maximum socializa

struggle that materially prepares the terrain tor the destruction of the existing

tion of the proletariat as wage labor and the absolute externality of capital

order. fu, regards the question of organization, therefore, what counts is not

as agent of command over work. What does this " realization of the tendency"

the realization of the tendency as a given, a result, or a state. What counts is

signifY for Marx;> Does it mean the simple emergence of an inevitable his

the process of its realization as activity. Hence all torms

torical necessity? Or, alternatively, a historical rule of thumb lacking . any

illusory which assume the tendency as a result, and see the task as simply

specific content, a transitory custom of an outdated culture? It is neither. O n

organizing the assault on state power. Lenin's

the contrary: the realization of the tendency in Marx i s the emergence of a

only have been written in April 1 9 1 7 .

mass necessity. It is objective in that it is constiruted in relation to the

�f subjectivism are

April Theses,

after all, could

mass

Hence the need once again to rdate analysis, discussion, and practice

of subjective agent� and articulated in specific determinations that capitalist

regarding the problem of organization back to the materiality of the

development itself is torced to accommodate. It means the victory of a dialec

movement. In order to move onto this terrain, to be sure, many traditional

tical movement, the maturation of a specific historical situation in, and its

solutions will have to be discarded. The old categories of the critique of

destruction through, the relationship with a historical subject. The compact

political economy within which the problem of organization was posed are

unity of Marx's discourse here confirms his own methodological premises;

certainly suffocating. On the other hand, the total change in content and

the entire Introduction

rete:rence points must in turn imply a change in the theoretical progression

I EillleitungJ

of the

Gnmdrisse spells it out. The

tendency is itself a movement, the movement of a specific relation. Only in

of the categories that is assumed. But there is no other way. And there are

the specificity of this relation does it arise, and is it destroyed. Capital's

no short cuts.

tendency toward crisis is only brought about through and within a determi
nate overall relationship: a crisis of the mode of production in relation to
the conditions of labor, a crisis of the totality of command in relation to the
totality of the workers' subjection-relations which are determinate and have

4.

(ABSTRACT) LABOR AS REVOLUTIONARY SUBJECT:
THE BASIS OF THE COMMUNIST PROGRAM AND
PROLETARIAN APPROPRIATION

an immediate prehistory. To break completely out of this dialectic, to pose
the problem of the destruction of the existing order outside the movement

We want here to show that conununism is acrual; that any notion of interme

that creates its fundamental precondition-the appearance of the proletar

diate passages ill the revolutionary process now becomes irrelevant; and that

ian social individual-is to remain trapped in a suicidal dualism between

the class struggle is

subject and object. And where theory ends up empty, practice must remain

we have to show this from within the movement of the tendency, because this

/lOW

immediately and direcdy aimed against the state. But

blind. Let it be clear that we are not here attacking subjectivism on the

method of approach has important implications tor defining our model of

ground� that it has no place ill the Marxist theory of the tendency. On the

organization, and for the nexus between organization and the program. This
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is the essential meaning of dialectical materialism: the ability to understand
and nourish the growth of the revolutionary historical subject, through
concrete analysis and not Just by reference to generalities.
Hence we must refer back again to the tendency as described by Marx in
the "Chapter on Money. " What is the basic contradiction, and in what direc
tion does it) movement unfold? Marx distinguishes two cases. The first is that
in which the labor of the individual is posed from the outset as a particular
labor: to reach the sphere oi money, this labor has to be mediated, to become
generalized, and it is precisely money that carries out this operation. Here,
then, we have a contradiction between particular labor and the generality of
money; a contradiction, however, which is overcome by money itself Hence
money here plays a productive role. In the second case, which Marx distin
guishes from the first. "the presupposition is itself mediated; i.e. a communal
production. communality. is presupposed as the basis oiproduction. The labour
of the individual is posited from the outset as social labour." Therefore "his
product is not an exclzartge value" and "participation in the world of products.
in consumption, is not mediated by the exchange of mutually independent
labours or product) of labour. It is mediated, rather. by the social conditions
of production within which the individual is active" (Crulldrisse 172). This is
where the fundamental contradiction becomes evident: the function ofmoney
becomes antagonistic; its mediating or real or productive role is overdeter
mined with respect to the development of the productive forces. Hence:
Those who want to make the labour of the individual directly 1I1to

money.

into realized exc/Jullge paille (i.e. his product as well), want therefore to deter
mine that labour direcr/y as general labour, i.e. to negate precisely the
conditio1l5 under \vhich it must be made into money and exchange values,
and under which it depends on private exchange. This demand can be sat
isfied only under conditions where it can no longer be raised. Labour on
the basis of exchange values presupposes, prensely, that neither the labour of
the" individual nor his product are" dim'r/y general; that the product attains
this general torm only by passing through an

objeCTive lI1ediulion, by

means of

a lorm of mOlley distinct trom itself. (Ibid.)

We have seen how capital, through the long history of its development from
manufacture to large-scale industry, advanced through and out the other side
of the first phase or case that Marx describes. After the great crisis of 1929,
the second phase opens; trom this point, we see the ambiguous, equivocal
attempt on the part of capital to make money. as capitalist control over general
exchange value. tunction within a contradictory relationship that is ope,nJy
recognized.
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Today, finally, we are witnessing the full untolding of this second phase, in
which the mystificatioll5 of the contradiction, the elements of continuity in
relation to the past, are exhausted. "This economic relation-the character
which capitalist and worker have as the extremes of a single relation of pro
duction-therefore develops more purely and adequately in proportion as
labour loses all the characteristics of art" ( Cmndrisse 297).
And today, not only is labor materially constituted as the general basis of
social production, but it is explicitly revealed as such:
As the use value that confronts money posited as capital, labour is not this
or another labour, but
ferent to its particular

labour pure and simple. abstract labour; absolutely indif
spedflOly, but capable of all specificities. Of course, the

particularity of labour must correspond to the particular substance of which
a given capital consists; but since capital

ticularity

as

such is indifferent to every par

of its substance, and exists not only as the totality of the same but

also as the abstraction from all its particularities, the labour which confronts
it likewise subjectively has the same totality and abstraction in itself.
(Cnmdrisse

296)

We must emphasize the passage that we have reached today, within this
second phase as described by Marx. It has a number of crucial consequences
as regards the movement of the tendency. Specifically, the crisis of 1929, or
perhaps it would be better to say the moment at which, in response to the
revolutionary socialist challenge and the October Revolution, the tendency
passed to mass production as a means ofdestroying the conditions for worker
organization (the crisis of 1929 led to the recognition and assumption of this
real movement on the part oithe state) : from this point, production becomes
based on a general labor. The social character of production makes the
product, from the outset, a general, social product. But in the passage we
have reached today, the mystifications of this recomposition of capital and
the state after 1929 are exhausted. The relationship between the working
class and money as the horizon of control, newly established by planning,
and hence the role of money as the general equivalent of exchange values.
is now recognized from the workers' viewpoint for what it is: a pure sem
blance, a hoax. Marx foresaw this latest decisive passage in the following
terms:
When competition permits the worker to bargain and to argue with the
capitalists, he measures his demands against the capitalists' profit and demands
a certain share of the surplus value created by him; so that the proportioll itself
becomes a real moment of economic life itself. Further, in the struggle
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between the two classes-which necessarily arises wi t h the development o f

state of science and on the progress of technology, or the application oi this

the working class-the measurement of the dIStance between them, which,

science to production. (Gnmdrisse 7U4....05)
.
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precisely, is measured by wages itself as a proportion, becomes dec isively
important. The

semblauce of ex(hall.�e

vanishes in the course of the mode of

production founded on capital. (Gnmdrrsse 597)

According to the rhythm of the reduction of labor time, science is incor
porated into irnmediately p roductive labor: " Invention then becomes a
business, and the application of science to direct production itself becomes

This means that the tendency already includes the movement of a revolu

a prospect which determines it"

tionary historical subject; with the disappearance of the mystitlcation of

conditions that " Real wealth manifests itself, rather-and large-scale

( Cnmdrisse 704) . I t is on the basis of these

exchange value, the antagonism of the tendency points to a passage from

i ndustry reveals this-in the monstrous disproportion berween the labour

wage struggle to the struggle over appropriation. (\lie shall return to this

time applied, and its product, as well as in the qualitative imbalance between

later.) Moreover, if this recognition has come about, then the mystification

labour, reduced to a pure abstraction, aud the power of the production

of socialism also collapses. Socialism is not possible. just as any relation that

process it superintends"

is not merely antagonistic berween labor and exchange value is i mpossible.

is both general and specific. It is general, firstly, in that capital, faced with

( Cnmdrisse 705 ) . The contradiction that follows

Or, to put it more precisely, the socialists' utopia can only serve (as it did for

this process, "presses to reduce labour time to a minimum, while it posits

a brief period after the

labour time, on the other hand, as sole measure and source of wealth . "

1 929 crisis) as an ideological smokescreen for capi

Secondly, and more specifically, we have the law o f labor productivity:

talist control over the antagonism that has emerged.
In this new context, on this unified basis of wage labor, and now that the

capital "diminishes labour time in the necessary form so as to increase i t

infamous semblance of exchange has been shown up for what it is, commu

i n t h e superfluous form; hence posits the supertluous in growing measure

nism has become necessary, both as the product and the subversion of the

as a condition-question of lite or death-for the necessary"

present state of things. The tendency creates the terms of this opposition: to

706) . This contradiction, then, is if anything even more pregnant in its

"the universal prostitution, [which] appears as a necessary phase in the devel

consequences than the contradiction above, brought about by the process

opment of the social character of personal talents, capacities, abilities,

of abstraction of labor. Here again , the contradiction reveals the working

activities"

class as the historical subject of the tendency. Not only is it revealed in all

(Cnmdrissc 1 63), the tendency opposes "free individuality, based

(Crundrisse

on the universal development of individuals and on their subordination of

its antagonistic activity, as the active possibility of subversion of the system;

their conununal, social productivity as their social wealth," their patrimony

it is also shown as representing a new world. a new subjectivity, which is
being constructed i n a social, communist way. I n the tlrst place, this is an

(Cnmdrisse 1 58).
This analysis of the ti.llldamental contradiction that arises trom and finds

antagonistic activity:

its resolution in the tendency, however, concerns not just the qu alitative
aspects of labor-that is, the collapse of any gualitative differentiation within

On the one side. [capital] calls to lite all the powers of science and of nature,

social labor. This constitution of the unity of wage labor also involves the

as of social combination and of social intercourse, in order to make the

quantitative aspects of labor performance, dissolving them; and this in turn

creation of wealth independent (relatively) at the labour time employed on

introduces

a

further series of antagonisms. Marx's analysis of labor time is

it. On the other side, it wants to use labour time as the measuring rod for

obviously fundamemal in this regard-as we have already noted-bur his

the giant social forces thereby created, and to confine them within the limits

observations should also be read in rdation to the dissolution of the division

required to maintain the already created value as value. Forces of produc

of labor (to which he refers both implicitly and explicitly ) .

tion and social relations-two different sides of the development of the social
individual-appear to cap ita l as mere means. and are merely means for it to

To the degree th:1t large-scale industry develops, th� creation o f real wealth

produce on its limited foundation. In tact, however. they are the material

comes to depend less on bbour tillle and on the amount oflabour employed

conditions to blow this foundation sky-high. ( Gnmdrisse 706)

than on the power of the agencies set

1Il

motIon during labour time, whose

" powerful effectiveness" is itself in turn out of all proportion

m

the direct

labour time spent on their production, but depends r:nher on the general

In the second place. It is an activity of reconstruction, as the real and present
possibility of communism:
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[NaturgegclIsralld)

develop o n the terrain o f wren appropriation . as the recognition i n practice

as middle link between the object [ ObJekt) and himself; rather, he inserts the

of these social conwtions of production. The mas., content of the project of

No longer does the worker insert a moclitied natural thing

process of nature, transtc1nned into an indusfrial process, as a means between

worker organization today, inasmuch as it extends to the whole figure of

hilmelf and inorganic narure, mastering ir. He stepS to the side of the pro

abstract labor, can only b e based on a program of direct social appropriation

duction process instead of being Its chief actor. In this transformation, it is

of the wealth that is socially produced.

neither the direct human labour he himself performs, nor the time during

Worker appropriation represents the practical recognition of this. It is a prac

which he works, but rather the appropriation of his own general productive

tical revelation that the development of the productive forces faces a barrier

power, his understancling of nature and his mastery over it by virtue of his
presence as a social body�it is, in

a

in the capitalist appropriation of wealth; and that a new historical revolution

word, the development of the social

ary social subject can now take upon itself the task of making communism

individual which appears as the gn:at foundation-stone of production and

flourish through its struggles, through the characteristics of its own existence.

of wealth. The thift

of alicll labour

rime,

VII

which the present wealrh is based,

appears a miserable foundation in face of this new one, created by large-scale

5. THE CRISIS OF THE PLANNER-STATE:

industry itself. As soon as labour in the direct torm has ceased to be the great

THE LARGE ENTERPRISE AS ARTICULATION OF

wellspring of wealth, labour time ceases and must cease to be its measure,

THE TENDENCY AND SUBJECT OF THE ANTAGONISM

and hence exchange value must cease to be the measure of use value. The

FROM CAPITAL'S POINT OF VIEW

surpltls labour of the mass has ceased to be the condition for the development
of general wealth, just as the lIoll-labour of rhe few, for the development of the

The tendency promotes a development that is at first contradictory and then

general powers of the human head. With that, producoon based on exchange

becomes antagonistic. Contradiction and antagonism imply the existence of

value breaks down, and the clirect, material production process is stripped of

subjects in a given relation, and we have seen how the historical proletarian

the torm of penury and antithesis. The free development of inclividualities,

subject emerges with increasing clariry. We must now turn our attention to

and hence not the reduction of necessary labour time so as to posit surplus

the other subject, to capital, in order to see how i t moves wirhin the tendency,

labour, but rather the general reduction of the necessary labour of sociery to

and how its activiry develops with a view to closing down the tendency, as

a minimum, which then corresponds to the artistic, scientific etc. develop

opposed to opening it up. Class activity is progressive, that of capital regres

ment of the inclividuals in the rime set free, and with the means created, for

sive, in the development of the tendency. Both are marked by the fac t that

all of them. (Gnmdrisse 705�6)

they have entered a new and original phase in the class struggle--a fact rhat
qualifies the strategic horizon of the srruggle. But at the same time it is only

At this point, at this level of maturation and expansion of the tendency

i n the determinacy of the actual confrontation that we can grasp the tactical

which we must recognize as real, we are compelled to draw a first conclu

passages, the specificiry and the determinations thar must be present in any

sion as regards the problems of revolutionary organization in relation to the

wscourse on organization.

determinacy of class composition, in the Marxist and Leninist theoretical
sense. The exchange oflabor-power is no longer something that occurs, with

At this level of development of the tendency. what then is the response
of capital'

quantitative determinations and a specific quality, within the process of

We have already highlighted the position of the "economists. " In their

capital; rather, an interchange of activities determined by social needs and

eyes, the crisis of the Keynesian State constructed post- 1 929-the break

goals is now the presupposition of SOCial production as such; and socialiry is

down of the p roportionaliry determining the division of social wealth set

the basis of production. The !:tbor of the single producer is posited from the

against the great power

outset as social labor. Hence the product of this overall social labor cannot

of any possible organic relation between the working class and the state as

[preporenza! of the new class tigure--means the end

be represented as exchange value, not even in the for m of the proportional

the collective representative of capital. The crisis of this "Planner-State

mediation of general labor and general control over it. nor in the form of

piano]"

[ Stato

can only lead to a relation totally freed of Jny determination of the

capitalist planning. Work is already an inunewate participation in the world

general equivalent of value, completely disarticulated from the organic com

of wealth. Recognition of this provides a necessary programmatic content

position of capital, and hence premised on non-intervention in the process

to organization. It establishes the theoretical and practical tasks we have to

of social production. The schism between labor and command over labor is
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complete; the state can only take the form o f a "Crisis-State

[Stato-cris1l ,"
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path of capJtal (however mystified) that the communist instance of the pro

in which it manages its own freedom of command for the survival of capital.

letarian masses can assume a subversive power

"A gnura/

determinacy of this relation, within its contmgency and specificity, can the

devaluation or destmction of capital . . . in general crises, this devalu

ation extends even to living labour power irself"

(Gmndrisse 446). Such

perspectives, according to the economists, are unavoidable--relations of force

IpOTenzal . Only within the

bosses find their own new concept of capital and the proletariat discover its
own new practice of the party.

permitting-if one takes for granted a permanent state of crisis as the normal

And indeed the bosses are constructing for themselves a new concept of

condition of capitalist development and of an adequate functioning of the

capital, based, as usual, on the broadest experience offered to theory, the

state. As we have seen, this theoretical line is also the basis of subjectivist ten

workers' struggles. Only on this basis (as the consciousness, if not the science,

dencies with respect to revolutionary organization, which insist consequendy

of capital recognizes) can theoretical innovation and renewal of political

on the need to dissociate organizational projects from any definition of the

domination be possible: to ·'capitalize the revolution," as a

political composition of the class. Both these positions, we have suggested,

recendy put it. Reflection and the practice corresponding to it tocus on the

Times

headline

represent at best only partial truths. It is inlllediately certain that this use of

causes of the present crisis in order to overcome and contain them-in order

crisis as a devaluation that extends to the value of labor-power itself is the

to utilize and repress them in the same way that capital's domination over

royal road that capital must follow. No one would deny this. Equally unde

the relation always has. HmN then, broadly speaking, has the crisis of the

niable, in a less inunediate sense, is the affirmation of the tendency according

Keynesian State arisen since 1 929? The state of determinate proportionality

to which "labour itself progressively extends and gives an ever wider and

has broken down in the face of the massification of struggles and the exten

fuller existence to the obj ective world of wealth as a power alien to labour,

sion of wage demands which confronted the state with a unification of

so that, relative to the values created or to the real conditions of value

abstract labor in the t'Orm of collective practice that demanded an increase

creation, the penurious subjectivity of living labour-power forms an ever

in the value of necessary labor. This produced a rejection of the determinate

(Gmt/dnsse 455) . Bur emphasizing this does not mean

proportion between necessary labor and surplus labor which, translated into

more glaring contrast"

giving up the even more powerful drive of communism as an active force

exchange-value terms,

in the real movement. Nor, on the other hand, should the capitalist mech

system becomes first and foremost a crisis of the state, since the Keynesian

IS

called inflation. With inflation, the crisis of the

anism of crisis be seen unilaterally in terms of the devaluation of capital and

State has the hegemonic role of balancing and promoting development i n

ultimately the devaluation of the value oflabor-power. On the contrary, " the

the sequence that runs from the enterprise t o the plan t o the state. The

destruction of value and capital which takes place in a crisis coincides with

factory was subordinate to the state, which guaranteed the basic conditions

or means the same thing as-a general growth of the

productive forces"

tor the functioning of the system-and of the factory system itself in the first

(Gmndrisse 446) . Hence crisis and restructuring must be seen as simultane

place. Through the action of the state, exchange value was guaranteed in its

ous, as an attempt, at the same time as the proportions of necessary labor to

operation as the general law governing the reproduction of the productive

surplus labor Cor, if you like, of the diffe rent moments of objectified to living

conditions. But this mechanism has failed to function. The law that the state

labour" I Gnmdrisse

444f) are altered, to re-establish a differenr relation, to

had to guarantee has been broken apart, starting from the tactory itself and

propose new levels of organic composition that are favorable to capital. I t

extending to the whole sociery. In the massified struggles of the mass worker,

might b e objected that t o argue such a simultaneity of crisis and restructur

work has been disconnected from labor value. In this situation, the state could

i ng, given the present level of the tendency and the relations of force

guarantee a relation of general proportionality, and thereby the enforcement

determining the present crisis, can only serve as a mystification. But even if

of the law of labor value, only by meaIlS of a dynamic process of reformism,

it is a mystification brought about by capital, this does not mean that it is

conmlellsurate with dle proportions that it was to guarantee. But under the

any less efficacious! The answer to the subJ cctivist comrades who argue along

workers' pressure that had overtlowed its fixed bounds, reformism only

these lines can be tound in Lenin's ap ho r ism : " You include in the 'sem

becomes a turther element of dissolunon of the mechanism, one that upsets

blance'

I S{Iiein]

all thc wealth of the world and you deny the obj ectivity of

the ·st'mblance'I"! I n reality, it is precisely WIthin the efficacy of the capital

the correct functioning of the bw of exchange value.
At this point, capital is t()fced

[Q

accept the siruation brought about by the

ist response, or if you please that of its mystification, that the tendential

disconllection between work and the general law of value. The capitalist will

antagonism becollJes lllore or less explosive. It is only by confronting this

to re-establish a hegemonic relation tallows tTom this awareness. Here the
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final determination o f the tendency i s immediately subsumed under capital;
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But the capitalist project today is not merely a response to the workers' impact

the separation implicit in exchange value is made explicit in the most extreme

on the structure of the Planner-State. It also seeks to interpret the form or

terms. Capital becomes immediately and exclusively command over the labor

figure in which this impact develops, which is the mass worker. It seeks to

of others (see Gnmdn'sse 238) . The disconnection between work and labor

interpret the mass-worker phenomenon in order both to recuperate it and

value/ exchange value, once it is accepted and appropriated by capital, leads

to reshape it. The .t1uidijicQrion of all moments of the productive cycle, and

to this conclusion: command as such, generalized command over labor.

the concomitant Increase in the productivity of both individual and collec

becomes not just what it has always been. the qualifying general motive of

tive social labor. is the positive side of the capitalist project. restrucruring in

capital, but the element required for its existence, for its very survival. It

the true sense of the word. Then there is the negative, reactionary side: the

becomes in short the specific determination of capital tor the historical period

attempt to decompose the mass worker by inserting new mechanisms of

in question. A second consequence that follows from this premise is also

division oflabor now entirely linked to participation in the command of the

becoming apparent, namely the reversal of the sequence state-plan-enterprise.

enterprise. I n this way the overall political horizon of capital reaches the level

W hereas the state previously fulfilled a hegemonic role, representing and guar

of the labor process, and the urgent need for general domination over devel

anteeing the equivalence of all the factors in the movement of production

opment is articulated in attempts to determine the organic composition of

reproduction, the collapse of the norm of equivalence now makes the function

capital in a new fOrm. This is now a purely political concept, one that artic

of the state subordinate to that of the enterprise--in the dominant form it

ulates the relation between massification of production and the functions of

assumes today, the multinational enterprise. At the level of the world market,

conunand within it. The superabundance of capital, as a result of the emer

the " Crisis-State" thus also represents a crisis of " nation-states" in relation

gence of the massitled worker, has eliminated the possibility of an organic

to the multinational enterprise as the form of capitalist command. Whereas

composition determined by labor time and by varying productivities in dif..

hitherto the state was the organizer of all the conditions of social production,

ferent sectors of the division onabor. The leveling of work ro generic, abstract

the workers' offensive has now disrupted all that and torced capitalist con

labor requires as its corollary the continued existence of the value form of

sciousness to fall back on the one condition that remains paramount:

labor, of capitalist cOllU11and, of factory command extended over the entire

command by the enterprise over the extraction of surplus labor. This shift is

society. From this point of view, the enterpnse--as factory-is the key

already registered by the new American economists who, following the demise

concept tor capital today, produced by the bosses as

of neo-mercantilist and Keynesian theories, now openly attack reformist tra

of capital to meet their needs in the specific phase of class relations of torce

ditions and push for policies of selective incentivization. Chez nous, the end

through which we are passing at present. The combination of overall fluid

a

concept and category

of reformist themes can be measured in the striking affirmation that-in a

ification of work throughout the entire productive cycle and selectivity in

phrase that Marx would have liked-"the enterprise is the basis of the state"

the functions of rule within that same cycle--and hence the significance of

(Glisenti), while at the international level. parallel to the end of Keynesian

automation-has now won a role in the hIstory of capitalist development

domestic policies, we have the collapse of the Bretton Woods system and of

comparable to that ofTaylorism and FordislIl during the twenties. Then, it

agreements between states on general equivalence. This clears the way for the

was massification that was introduced ro undermine the professional basis of

multinational enterprise fully to take over the functions of motivation and

the workers' organization; roday, it is selective participation i n conU11and that

general command over development.

is employed agaInst the massified basis of the workers' organization.

Paradoxically, in this phase of protound crisis, capital is forced to relive the

We can now draw some general conclusions from this discussion. We have
seen that capital-as an alternative to, or better still as part of, its overall use

heroism of its own genesis:

of the crisis-at this level of the tendency, attempts to "capitalize the revo
The highest development of capital exists when the general conditions of

lution," mystIfYIng the eIllergence of abstract labor as massified subject. in a

the process of social production are not paid out of deducriollS from the social

f1uid and leveled compositIon ofproducnve labor. What emerges as the single

r"!'Ollle, the state's taxes-where revenue and not capital app ears

fund, and where the worker, although

a

as

the labour

free wage worker like any other,

directing and qualifYing element in this is the enterprise.

111

the sense that it

extends the norllls of cOlllmand over facwry labor to all social labor. This is

nevertheless stands economically in a different relation-but rather out of

the path upon which capital is now embarking, through its awareness of the

capital as capital. (Gnmdrisse 532)

causes that brought about the fragmentation of the Planner-State, through
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its attempt t o interpret and control the class movement that has destroyed
the Keynesian State. If this, in broad terms. defines the line Imposed

27

the tendency, of individualizing contradictions and antagonisms, isolating

011

them from the series of practical operations that tollow from any determi

capital through the dialectic of the relation between classes in struggle. then

nate, organized individualization. I n that case, clearly, idealism leads to

the rationale for our polemic against all the subjectivist definitions of the

spontaneism.

problem of revolutionary worker organization is confirmed. The need for

Practice has given these petty objections their due. There would be no

communist political organization of workers and proletarians geared to

need to dwell on them, were it not tor the fact that answering them gives

insurrection is too urgent. and, as we have shown, it is made all too obvious

us

by analysis of the tendency, to be left to " voluntarist" choices. To subvert

the first objection. In order to answer it, we have to clarity what we mean

a chance to examine our own point of view in greater depth. Let us take

the capitalist articulation of command over social labor, which is exercised

by "the tendency." The tendency is in no sense a necessary and inevitable

by and through the enterprise, constitutes the primary tactical task of rev

law governing reality. The tendency is a general schema that takes as its

olutionary organization. Failure to take up this specific subversive function

starting point an analysis of the elements that make up a given historical sit

would mean running the risk of the conununist drive of the masses being

uation. On the basis of that analysis, it defines a method, an orientation, a

nullified by repression-not by judges, but by the materiality of the system.

direction for mass political action.

At any rate, it would mean that there could be no immediate organizational
effects.

The tendency gives us a determinate forecast, specified by a material
dialectic that deVelops the factors comprising it. The tendency is the prac

I began this chapter by saying that it was not enough to consider the

tical/theoretical process whereby the workers' point ofview becomes explicit

destructive capacity of the tendency; that it was necessary to grasp the specific

in a determinate historical epoch. This means that to posit the tendency, to

behaviors and project of the subjects of the antagonism. Now that we have

describe it and define its contradictions is a far cry from economic deter

analyzed the behavior of the class adversary, we can begin to define the

minism. Quite the opposite: to posit the tendency is to rise from the simple

problem and the determinate passage to be confronted by revolutionary

to the complex, from the concrete to the abstract, in order to achieve an

workers' organization. The issues are: the management of social appropria

adequate overall theoretical horizon within which the simplicity and con

tion by the masses, but at the same time the rupture of the political support,

creteness of the elements which were our initial starting point may then

the theoretical symbol of capital's dominant vehicle today-in other words,

acquire meaning.

the enterprise. The problem lies in the tact that these are not two issues, but
one. To mobilize

all the mass workers against the factory system, and to

The concrete is concrete because it is the concentration of many determi

unleash the whole of abstract labor against the form of exchange value-

nations, hence unity of the diverse. It appears in the process of thinking.

both struggles are against the factory. Here lies the key issue tor workers'

therefore,

organization today, and it is related to the problem of the organic composi

ture, even though it is the point of departure in reality and hwce also the

tion of capital.

point of departure for observation

as

a process of concentration, as a result, not as a point of depar

[/inschallllllgl

and concepnon. Along the

first path the full concepnon was evaporated'to yield an abstract determina
6.

PRELIMINARY INTERVENTIONS ON SOME OBJECTIONS

REGARDING METHOD: TENDENCY, SCIENCE, AND PRACTICE

At this point, a brief digression on questions of method is required. In the

tion;

along the second, the abstract determinations lead towards a

reproduction of the concrete by way of thought.

(Gnllldr;ssf

10 I )

Thus the procedure o f the tendency is tar from being rigid o r determinis

past. two major objections have been raised against the kind of argument I

tic. I nstead, it represents an adventure of reason as it comes to encounter the

have advanced thus far. The first is the accusation of

complexities of reality, an advellture of reason that is prepared to accept risks:

enJllomism: that is, of

relying on a deterministic view of the tendency, postulating an inmlediare

in fact, the truth of the tendency lies in its verification. You can hardly call

translatlOn of this tendency into reality (in other words, overlooking the deter

this economism' Mao Tse-Tung describes this method, and then notes: "This

m1l1ate specificity of any given reality, and the specific ways in which that

does not go against materialism; on the contrary, it avoids mechanical mate

reality must be mastered

[domillarle\). The second accusation, complementary
to the first, is that of idealism: that of subjectivizing the polar articulation of

rialism and firmly upholds dialectical materialism."3 In fact, if we look at the
ways in which classical writers like Marx, Lenin, and Mao overturned the
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Hegelian dialectic, we see that they were based o n a process o f decomposing
the deterministic horizon in an attempt to reintroduce into the critique of
political economy an analysis of the complexities of concrete reality. Their
aim was EO translate theoretical foresight into politics and practice---and, in
the last instance, to pose the problem of organization at this level. So if we
are to stand accused, let us be accused not of economism but of our persist
ent backwardness in finding a new solution to the problem of organization.
We would accept such an accusation critically and set to work to resolve it
within the movement.
But if proof of the validity of this method is to b e found in organizational
practice, then the second objection often leveled against us-that of idealism
and spontaneism-vanishes.
Our assumption of the tendency's polarity, its contradictory c haracter
and the possibility of transforming it into antagonism, into revolutionary
process and insurrectional initiative, in no way constitutes a hypostasis of
the reality being analyzed; rather, it is a presupposition of any analysis that
seeks to be meaningful. There is no such thing as objective truth given at
the outset: truth has to be constructed in the struggle, through the struggle,
through the transformation of practice. Marxist analysis determines the
reality with which it is concerned by imposing a class point of view from
the start; this is its operative schema, which takes the side of the worker,
and its intentions are revolutionary. It is an act of force in relation to reality.
Its truth lies in the result; analysis takes as its starting point the political will
to achieve this result. Thus "human anatomy contains a key to the anatomy
of the ape"

(Gnmdrisse 105) .

Only a practice thus determined can allow us

to constitute an objectivity that is meaningful for us: " Truth is a process.
From the subjective Idea, man advances towards objective truth

through

'practice.' ''. Nor is this an indeterminate process; it is a determinate practice.
Lenin writes (and is echoed by Mao): " Practice is higher than (theoretical)
knowledge, for it has not only the dignity of universality, but also of imme
diate actuality."s So if this theory stands accused, let it not be accused of
sectarian subjectivism-after all, this is a chara,i:teristic of dialectical mate
rialism, which " openly avow, that it is in

the

service of the proletariat."" If

there is a genuine accusation to be made, it is that of not having yet brought
to bear on our practice the weight of immediate reality that is needed to
constitute an organization. And this is preCIsely the goal toward which we
are now working on this terrain.

of capital which today the class viewpoinr seeks to destroy.
The eXIstence of
the working class has continually produced determinate
antagonisms.
The various epochs in the history of the working class are
marked by the
emergence of specific antagonisms around which the struggle
has develope d

and around which organizations have been built in response
to these revo
lutionary explosions. The specitlc antagonism in the period
of the Second
International was that between the workers ' control of
the labor process and
the capitalist ownersh ip of the mode of product ion.
In the period between

the twO world wars-a nd right up to the sixties-we
had the specific antag
onism between the massitlcation of labor-power on
the one hand and the
dynamic and precisely proportioned conrrol of that
massification within
capital's plan on the other-that is, the wage contradi
ction . Today's specific

anragonism is that between the overall constitu tion of
the working class into
a political individuality and the factory form of
capitalis t domination,
between comman d by the enterprise [comando d'impresa
l and a communist
will on the part of the masses.
This point of view once again illustrates the fruitfully
paradoxical char
acter of our method. This means that, in following through
the contradictions
and specificity of the antagonism present within the
tendency, the result is
far from being deterministic and economistir. On the contrary,
in the frame

work of the dialectic between the command of the
enterprise and the
communist will of the masses, any merely SOCiological
momen t in the def
inition of the elements in question, any merely econom
ic detlmtio n in terms
of value dissolves. The political dominates and subordin
ates the social. And
this dominance [dominioj of the political is brought
about precisely through

the tendential process that characterizes and is produce
d by the ceaseless
dialectic of the struggle between classes. This dominan
ce [dominiol of the
political over the social can in turn bOth be verified by
and proVIde the basis
for a redefinition-to which we have already alludedof several fundame n
tal categories of Marxist analysis: tlrst, that of capita\. which,
by means of the
'
enterpri se form of comman d, is dissociated from value
and o perates on the
plane of relations of force; second, that of organic composi
tion, which, cor

respondingly, no longer consiSts of a relation of )[ltrinsic
factors, but is
111 other words, we have a good example
of how the new content gives a new torm to the
scientific categories of
Marxist analysis. And this procedure foUows the indicatio
ns of method given
politically overdete rmined. H ere,

by the classics of MarxIsm:

On the basis of these presupposluons, analysis of the tendency can uncover
in the past (precisely

as

their presupposition) those objective antagonisms that

The activity of man, who has constructed an objective picture oi the world

the class standpoint wants to excoL Thus we can confirm in the past

tor himself, changes external ,1Cruahty. abolishes Its determinateness (= alters

the 'hanging mechanisms of control and the recomposition of the dialectic

some sides or other. qualitIes. of It) . and thus removes from It the' features of

codav

�
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7 . AGAINST ENTERPRISE-COMMAND: THE ORGANIZATION

Semblance, externality and nullity, and makes it a s being in and for itself

(=
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OF INSURRECTION WITHIN THE NEW COMPOSITION

objectively true) 7

OF THE WORKING CLASS

The tendency, therefore, is the horizon of a subject who produces himself
within a determinate framework; he places himself in relation to this deter
minate framework, and above all in this process transforms himself and
thereby alters the frame of reference itself. The working-class struggle is the
means and motive force of this transformation, a process which constirutes
both the objectivity al:.>ainsr which the struggle is applied and the subjectiv
ity of class agency itself

Let us now turn to the problem of organization in Light of the results of our
earlier investigation of the new composition of capital. [ have said several
times that for us it is fundamental-fundamental in order to veritY the
"obJectivlry" of our arguments-that we tind ways of discussing organiza
tion that are capabk of opening up programmatic possibilities-in other
words, that are ;}ble to determine the reiatiollShip between the will to sub
version and the reality of that which is to be subverted. For this we need to

The struggle of the proletanat and the revolutionary people to change the
world comp rises the fulfillmem of the following tasks: to change the objec
tive world and, at the same time, their own subjective world-to change
thelf cognitive ability and change the relations between the subjective and
the objective world.'

go much further than the traditional positions normally taken on the problem
of organization among Marxisb. We shall not, however, abandon the key

�

reb tionship between organization and the composition of capital, fir t
because this provides theory with a negative support, in the sense of a real
foundation to be overthrown (the determination of capital as direct adver
sary, as subject of the .1llt3gonism); and second, with a pOSItive support, since

Being within this process is a fundamental precondition for being able to
pose the problem of organization, to develop the tendency to the point of
being able to proclaim it i n the first person, and to ensure the victory of the
project contained in the tendency. This method, in other words, enables us
to resolve the problem of organization, to organize ourselves.
One final note. What I have said so far serves to claritY our initial starting
point, but it does not resolve the problem that is posed. That would b e
idealism pure a n d simple! However, while not actually resolving t h e problem,
it does serve to provide the correct terms of it, resolution, and suggests a
sryle of work which will straight away be capable of meeting a fundamen
tal requirement: namely that of developing issues of organization and its
p rogram-as well as rougher and stronger programs and initiatives-in
contact and symbiosis with the mass movement. A correct method of
working is particularly important as regards the pace

[tempi] of revolution

it provides

LIS

with

a

referent constructed by capitalist development itself and

looted within the composition of capital-the support of the p roletariat, as
a

revol u tion a ry

subject, with respeer

[Q

the determination of the material

rdation.

NOI\', as regards the program, we have already insisted upon the issue of
the mJSS management o f appropriation. Appropriation is

J

definlllg chJrac

of cbss behavior agamst the state o f un-value [disv,l/orcl , of enterprise
co mmand [wtIltmdo d 'illlpresaj . just as autonomy was the defining character
teristic

istic of dass behavior against the Planner-State, the state based on determinate
general proportions between ne,-essary labor and the surplus labor produced.
Appropnauon is the process whereby a new tlgure of the historical revolu
tionary subjecr rewals itselt; it is abstract labor transformed into both
generality and individuality; it is the recognition that the forms of produc
tion are lllCreasingly 1lI0Vl!1g frorn a state of (onrradiaiotl with the social torces

of afltagollislII. Thus the program (withm this com

ary work. Given what I have said, it is obvious that the problem of pacing

of productloll imo a state

[tempi j can certainly not be entrusted to a theoretical forecast of some pre

position of capital and therefore of the class) must necessarily be developed

determined timeframe

[stadfllzaj,

the wait tor some expected result, or a

on the terralll uf generalized appropriation, the mass management of an

co£li uncture that depends on torces external to the class relation. The pace

assault on social wealth

as

something that should be regarded as our own. [ n

of the revolutionary process and of the process of organization can be iden

this way the soci.ll individual of production can recoh'llize the present 1lI0de

tified within the relatiollship with the mass movement that one may or may

of production as

not succeed in bringing about. To expect or believe otherwise is mere oppor

munism as the oilly reali10' that IS adeLJuate to hIS own emergence. Frolll this

d

straitjacket constraining his own possibihtles, and com

tunism. To speed up or slow down the pace is a revolutionary responsibiliry

poine of view, we can consider as cadres of revolutionary organization all

and that is enough.

those who have reached this level of consciousness and who promote,
provoke, and lead mass actions of :1ppropriation on that basis. Activity
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oriented toward appropriation must now be s e e n a s the normal, continuous,
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of historical forces) , and any relation whatsoever with a progressive project.

and immediate terrain on which the program operates; this is a horizon

If anything, the enterprise tor m of violence is precisely the opposite: it is an

dotted with tactical actions that bring about the recomposition of a general

irrational form within which exchange valu e continues to be imposed on

and massified revolt.

social relations in which the conditions of the exchange relation no longer

However, having said this, we have touched on only one element of the
argument. As we have seen, the specificity of the situation consists not only

exist. It is the intelligent for m of this irrationality, simultaneously desperate
in its content and rational in the form of its effectiveness.

in the emergence of the massified proletarian figure but also in the relation

The enterprise and its intelligent movements-this is the enemy to be

ship that is established between that emergence and the enterprise for m of

fought, this is the adversary agaJ11st which, in every single moment, in every

all our hopes for

exploitation. If organization confines itself merely to the former level, then

single operation, all the class rage of the proletariat and

it is sTrategically blind and bound to fail; more importantly-as always, when

conununism should be brought to bear. The attack on the Enterprise-State

the dialectic is unsteady-organization is exposed to all the p itfalls of

lStaro-impresal

reformism and consequently of opportunism. Certainly, appropriation is in

the enterprise develops its control over the class: in forms that are intelligent

itself contradictory to the capitalist form of domination over the mode of

and precise, that repeat within revolutionary organization the etlectiveness

must be carried forward, following the same farms in which

production; but haven't we already seen how this enterprise form of capital

of the factory form of capitalist initiative. Every action of appropriation,

develops precisely as an ability to render i nsignificant, to dilute over time, to

whether spontaneous, semi-spontaneous or organized, should theretore be

recuperate within its own circular and mediating dialectic-and at the limit

transformed into an action of militant arrack against the domination which

to desrroy, within the crisis--the proletarian social i ndividual? Nowadays, in

capital reproduces through precise and determinate responses. In order to

certain cases, the reformism of the Official Labor Movement is open to accu

bring the organizational process to maturity in this sense, this is the pro

sations of this kind of "good faith "-that is, in Marxist terms, false

granunatic passage required by the present political composition of the

consciousness.

proletariat. The old perspectives that were based on portraying and consti

Thus, the second fundamental problem of the revolutionary program is

tuting workers' action within the cycle--s u ch as the theoretical experiments
III

that of a correct assessment of the relationship between proletarianization

developed

and the enterprise form of capital's domination over the mode of produc

action aimed at drawing out every proletarian foray against the key moments

relation to the Planner-State torm-must now be replaced by

tion. Within this nexus, within this interplay of motifs, capital projects and

of capitalist repression that now take the torm of the enterprise, The cycle

maintains by force its own survival; only on this political composition of

is no more, because it is incompatible with developmem in the enterprise

capital can the will to revolution be exercised. I f we do not confront this

form. Control is exercised, so to speak, no longer on the horizon of the set

all their continuity and

political overdetermination that connotes conTrol over the unified move

of movements of the class that have been brought, in

ments of the proletariat, and the specificity of that overdetermination, then

complexiry, to a poim of dynamic mediation; rather, conTrol is exercised ver

organization cannot be said to be revolutionary organization. To say this is

tically and at precise points against any emergence of the movement. Thus,

once again to recognize the nature of the enterprise as the guiding force

from the workers' point of view, the program cannot have an extensive

behind the capitalist mode of production, in a situation in which there is no

horizon on which ro develop; it can no longer rely on an organic growth.
III

longer a general equivalence between labor-power supplied and surplus

Rather, the program must nuke up in intensity what it lacks

value extorted. This relationship--w hich nonetheless remains effective--c an

and in denSJty what it lacks in complexity. To see' ii lsurrcctlOn not as the

no longer stick to determinate proportions: it is a relationship based on the

final, but as the first step of the revolutionary process is thus not some over

extension,

violence of enterprise-command, on the use of crisis, on a continuous and

ambitious and intellectualistic rderence to the extrt:mist theses of the Third

corrullensurate resTructuring.

International; rather, it is a correct and lucid theoretical revelatIOn of the

Let us be clear: violence constitutes the normal state of relations between
men; it also constitutes the key to progress of the productive forces. This

new composition of capnal; it

IS

the practice of a level of subversion corre

sponding to the enrerprise form of command over the mode of production.

denunciation is not therefore directed against that normality of violence, but

Insurrection is the rationaliry of a materialist and dialecticli point of view

against the fact that in the enterprise for m of capitalist domination, violence

in the fa ce of the desperate IrratIOnality of repression of exchange value over

has lost all intrinsic, " ' natural" rationale (" naturalness" being always a product

the recomposed proletarian individual.
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have t o confront a new problem . Having examined the

contents of the program, we now have to address the closdy connected issue

35

fundamental in tht' struggle over the wage, now run the risk o f becoming
suffocating.

of the form of organization. As we have seen, the program, when it is rooted

A hard and pressing battle now needs to be engaged ovt'r chest' dements,

in the political composition of the class, has both a mass and a vanguard pole.

and against all the opportunism to which tht'y may give rise. But I should

The specificity of the program for the revolutionary period through which

add at once that the other danger of which we should beware, in the process

we are passing consists in the mediation of this polanty, in the encourage
ment of acts of mass appropriation that can be positivdy chalU1eled toward

of organization, is that of subjectivism and the rt'-emergence ot attitudes that
burn all bridges linking them ro the imernal dynamic of the political com

moments of insurrection. The torm of o rganization must be responsive to

position of the proletariat. Within this jungle of the social factory, rather, the

this polarity, this dualism of the elements making up the ptogram. The

vanguards can construct tocal points of insurrectional strugglt' around which

vanguard has to prow capable of interpreting and directing the mass will to

the masses of the exploited can reassemble. This possibility will be organ

apptopriation against the enterprise, against the factory-command over the

ized: the vanguard that struggles in an intelligt'l1t way, at precise points, against

class. These two moments cannot b e separated, nor can they be merged: both

capital's social t'nterprise has to be capable of tlnding its reference point and

of them must b e present within rhe overall moYement, playing specific roles

its support within mass organization.

and recomposing themselves through insurrectional action led by the van

In this sense, we art' today reacquiring lllany of tht' e1t'ments that defined

guards. Any separation of these two moments must prove disastrous. Action

the structure of the L eninist revolutionary party. In particular, we are again

by the vanguards alone is empty; action by the mass organisms alone is blind.

moving toward the articulation between vanguard and mass, bt'tween party

But it IS equally dangerous to attempt to merge the twO moments into unified

and mass organizations, as a fundamt'ntal element of the program and form

mass vanguards. In the period immediately preceding our present phase, in

of organization. We are also rediscovering the simultaneity of tht'se twO

other "'lords the period ....vhich saw working-class struggle directed toward

elements in insurrectionary initiative. For the militia of the new revolution

(and winning at) the level of wages, under the sign of the Planner-State-

ary cadres,

in that instance, the vanbTtlJrd could hardly avoid being confused with the
mass movement in

a

way that corresponded to tht' dimensiollS of capitalist

control. ·Today, however, this duality of functIons has become clearly neces
sary. At the same time, the division of these two functions cannot introduce

�

ek lentS of separation and rt'ciprocal externality-not

III

the sense of a

1917

proVides a formidable proof of the truth of the M arxist

mt'thod in that histoncal phase. But today our Leninism is something new,
in a vt'ry profound sense: it is new inasmuch as it st'eks to verity a new
analysis of a new project, bast'd on our current class composition.
For us today the articubtion of organization is posited not within the
contradictions of development, but within the antagonism betwet'n the pro

temporal separation, a c hronological "before" and "after," or even a logical

letariat constituted as a unified class and the desperatt' vitality of the law of

separation. The simultaneity of these rt'volutionJry hlllctions is the correla

value over and against it. The articulation of organization takes place through

tiVt' of tht' simultaneity of capital's ti.ll1ctions of rt'prt'SSlOn and production.

the alternating rhythm of mass pressurt' aimt'd at appropnation, and vanguard

So, \ve have a militant vanguard which is capable of establishing an etrectiVt'

assault against the Il1telligel1t aCtions of the enterprise. Not for work, not

relationship with tht' new mass orgamzJtiom and which is capable of cen

over the wage, but agall1st work: this constitutes the positive articulation of

tralizing the ovt'rall movement and pressing it torward toward insurrt'ctional

the new revolutionary organization.

openings.
Admittedly, within the real process of organization (and above all during
the transitional phase through which we are passlllg) , a rigid use of the modd
rUllS the r isk-as always-of bt'coming opportunistic. I say "JS always,"
because no model

ell1

be richer in content than the class struggle, dnd the

struggle is the only teacher tT,)lll which we accept instruction. In particular,
today, the accelerator of subjective ll1itiative nt'cds

�

ro

be pressed toward ccn

trali ation and the organizational tormalization of the vanguard; even-in

8.

"WEALTH" AND " P OVERTY" O F THE PROLETARIAT
WITHIN THE REVOLUTIONARY DIALECTIC

Th" great historic qualiry of capnal )s to
labour trom th" st3ndpOlllt of mere

historic des tiny

I Bcsrimlllllllg]

,Teare rhis sllrplus labul/r, supertluous

use

is fuliilied

as

value, mt're subsistcnc,,; dud its
soon as. on

Ollt'

side, th ere has

been such a devdopmem of needs that surplus labour above and b<'yond

ceruin cases�toward the hberatioll of tht' subjective vanguards tTom pre

n" cessiry has itself become

constituted levels of autollomy and class spomaneity which, ha'llI1g been

themselves-and, on the oth"r side, when the severe Jis<-ipliut' of capital,

a

general need arismg out of lIlruvidual needs
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acting 0 1 1 succeeding generations

wealth (Gnmdrisse 526-28) . From a material point of view, capital's produc
tion of wealth induces "the universal development of the productive forces"

[GcsciJleducrj, has developed general mdus

trionsness as the general property ofthe new species

[Geseh/eehlJ-and, finally,

via a "constanr overthrow of its prevailing presupposi tions" (Gnllldrisse 541):
"capital has subjugated historical p rogress to the service of wealth"

when the development of the productive powers of labour, which capiul
incessantly whips onward with

its unlimited mania for wealth, and of the

(Gnmdrisse 5(0) . "The result is: the tendentially and potenrially general
developmen t of the torces of production--of wealth as such-as a basis [ . . . . J
The basis as the possibility of the universal development of the individual,

sole conditions in which this mania can be realized, have tlourished to the
stage where the possession and pr�ervation of general wealth require a lesser
labour time

of society

as a

whole, and where the labouring sociery rela tes

and the real development of the individuals from this basis . . . " (Grundrisse
542). Thus the new definition of wealth becomes not simply a result, but

scientifically to the process of its progressive reproduction, its reproduction
in a constantly greater abundance; hence where labour

111

which a human

rather a basis for new results: the comradictory nature of the process reaches
new heights that necessarily bring with them the possibility of its overturn

being does what a thing could do has ceased. Accordingly, c api tal and labour
relate to each other here like money and cOl1U1lOdiry; the for m er
general

IS

the

ing. For this, however, It is "necessary above all that the full development of
the forces of production has become the c<mdition ofproduaion; and not that

(orm of wealth, the other onl y the subsrance destined for illlmedi

ate consumption. Capital 's ceaseless striving towards the general form of
wealth

d r ives

labour

[Narurbediirfti,Rkeirj,

beyond

and thus

the

limits

of its

specific (onditions of production are posited as a limit to the developmen t of
the productive torces" (Gnmdn'sse 542) .

natural pal trin ess

creates the material elements for the develop

ment of the rich individualiry which

(b) The second set of arguments, regarding increases in the productivity
of human labor, provides an even clearer view of the new characteriza tion
of the historical subject, its fundamental importance , and the way in which

is as all-SIded in its productlon as in its

consumption, and whose labour also therefore appears no l onger as labour,
as

the full development of ac tiv iry itself, in w hich natural necessiry in its

direct

torm has disappeared; because a historically created need has taken

but

the p lac e of the natural one. This is why

(as an active force of production) It manifests a tendency to appropriatioJl
when confronted with all the wealth produced. " N ot an ideal or imagined
universality of the individual, but the universality of his real and ideal rela

(upilul is prrduaive: i.e. an essfI1lia/

relali,lI/for Ihe deve/opmffll �fthe .<ocial prodtwivejorces.
only where the development

It ceases to exist as such

tions. Hence also the grasping of his own history as a process, and the
recognition of nature (equally present as practical power over nature) as his
real body. The process of developmen t itself posited and kIlown as the pre

of these productive forces th.:: mselves encoun

ters its barrier ill capital itself.

(Gnmdrissf 325)

This page of the Gnmdrisse is a fairly comprehensive summary of the results
of Marx's arguments regarding the tendency. Here we find all the elements
that we have examined thus far: from the direcc allusion to money's role in
produccion, to his definition of the antagonism produced by capitalist devel
opment; from his description of the emergence of the new historical
proletarian subject, to his conclusions regarding the necessity of revolution
and communism. Our there is also something more. which would repay closer
scrutiny: namely, Ius qualitatIve definition of rhe neW historical subject. This
is important b e cau se

a

supposition of the same" ( Cnmdrisse 542). It is on this basis-which emerges
so poweriully as to require the dissociation of the capitalist constraint to work

from labor as free activity, " as the living source of value " (Gnllldrisse 296; see
also 6 1 3) , and to require the abolition of the capitalist orgaJlization of work,
and of work itself masll1uc h as it is wholly tied to the former-that wealth
(that is, the developmeIJt of the productive torces) becomes the greatest
potentiality of development-bur now as a revolutionary inversion. One
.
tinal, wonderful page, to illustrate all this:

number of significant concepts in the debate over

organization are based, precisely, on the quality of the proletarian subject.
N ow, in d efin i ng the quality of the new proletarian subject, Marx pursues
two axes of analysis: (a) the expansion of needs, which leads to a requalifi
cation of the subject in terms of consumption; (b) the increase
productivity of labor, which leads to

a

III
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the

new concept of productive labor.

(a) As regards the tirst line of analysis. Marx paints a very broad picmre of

Real econollly--saving-consists of the saving of labour-time (minimum
(and minimization) of produL"tion costs); but this saving Idelltical with the
devdopmenr of the productive toret!. Hence in no way

SHII/pliotl. but rather the

d e\'elopmem

abslillerue/roll/ (VI/
ofpower, of cap ab il iti es of p roduction,

and hence both of the capabIhties as well as the means of consumption. The

capability to consume is a condition of consumptIon, hence Its primary

the expansion of historical needs and the way in whIch namral limits of con

means. and thIS

sumption arc surpassed via the development of the content of real social

force of production. The s av ing of labour-time lis] equal to

capabIlity is the development of dn mdividual potentIal,
an

a

increase of
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subcultural consequences. Such attitudes dre very tar removed Irom Marx's
hypotheses regarding the tendency. In positions such as these, the antagonis
tic specificity of the emergmg proletarian subject is lost: they take an idealist
view of the emergence of thIS wealth of productive lorces, seeing it as an
already-existing, organic realization, and not-to use Marxist terminology
as a power

[potenza] that springs trom the terrible and contemporary " poverty
[indigenzaj" of the proletariat. In fact such positions tend to imply the

prospect of mdividual happiness in the liberation struggle or gaiety in the
revolutionary struggle, which only shows their ignorance of the real dialec
tical dimensions of the project. This is the pomt that we made earlier: if the
awareness of the growth of this new revolutionary subject IS not accompa
nied by an awareness of the monstrosity of the continuing vitality of the law
of exchange value--a law that is abstract, devoid of motivation-against the
real movement, then there can be no concept of revolutionary organization.
This is why "joyful p refigurations" of this kind are necessarily accompanied
by opportunism, and smug reliance on the organic growth of the mass
movement as sufficient for the self.. development of the new historical subject
leads necessarily to retormism. Once again, as so often in the history of
Marxist thought, we find society being priVileged over the state, the socio
logical over the political, and the ideal over the real. Such proceedings are
incorrect in general terms, and if populism is
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general (as it always has been)

the harbinger of reta r mism, then today, in the specificity of the current polit
Ical domination by capital, they become doubly dangerous: they act to mystifY
both the program and the form of the new organization.
The only way to understand the emergence of this new historical subject
and all the richness o fits mass experIence IS to place it within the real dialec
tic of organization, beyond any attempt at prefiguration and any individual
"liberation" of the escapIst sort. Certa1l11y, this mass experience has con
tributed enormously to organizational debate and practice, in the sense that
this new element of working-class composition brmgs out a revolutionary
productiVIty which is constantly held down and always capable of new explo
sions. When he defines the characteristics o f this new class figure, Marx
repeatedly emphasizes its potentiality: the working class is seen as a power

[potenza] , as

a COl1tmUOliS possibIlity of revolt, as

J

capacity for unceasing and

repeated attacks on power. The workmg class has this revolutionary produc
tivity tor itself, but after centuries of capitalist exploitation, it is not prepared
to sell itself for

d

bowl of porridge, or lor the obscene suggestion that it

should delude i tself 1I1to reeling Iree within the domination of capItal. The
satisfactIOn

ll,'odimC1ltoj

that the class seeks is the satistaction of power. not

the gratification of an illusion. Thus the class knows itself to be infinitely
productive, in the only sense in which labor Cdn be p roductive, not lor
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capital-not

as

a powa

(pu(ellzal

o f capital, but as 3 class power

Ipu(t'nz£lJ, as

non-capital (= revolutionary labor, continual repetition), tak1l1g as its starring
point that true power-the power of attack against c3pital. and the ongoing
invention of forms of organization and struggle. It is in this sense and only
in chis sense that the revelation of this new quality of the proletarian histor
ical subject becomes valuable in terms of orgaruzation : what is "pretigured"
is the living pulse of the relationship between organization and the masses;
it is the ever-open possibility-3 possibility continually promoted by organ
ization-of advancing the insurrectional conflict. It IS in this way that the
organization must qualifY the flow of information and pressure that passes
through its articulations. Today the class's only real "satisfaction" lies in its
relationship with its organization and in the confrontation with the hateful
apparatus of capitalist power. Thus organization from now on must be
defined-at a determinate and mature class level-as living through the his
torical period of the destruction of capital and of work, the period of the
creation of communism.
One tlnal note: at this point it would be opportune to return to Marx's
concept of productive bbor, in order to see how, in the course of capitalist
development and the maturation of the tendency, it must undergo the very
same metamorphosis as many other concepts; in order to see whether-as
seems probable-this concept toO should now be given an entirely political
definition. In other words, productive labor can be defined. no longer in
terms of its immediate determination in the labor process. but rather within
the capitalist overdetermination of the cycle :md its unfolding into antago
nism at that level.

relationship between struggles and developmem has ended any semblance
of relative autonomy that they previously had in relation

[0

individual enter

prises. In mystified but nonetheless effective ways, these institutions had
previously functioned as mediators between factors. This now comes to an
end. In the case of the union, first its mediating function in the sale of labor
power disappears, to be followed by its lunction as an institutional agent of
the plan in managing the overall distribution of wealth; in the case of the
nation-state, even the partial or relative possibility that, v,,;thin its national
boundaries, it will be able to guarantee developmem on the basis of the
invariability of the relationship between factors disappears.
The overdetermination of the enterprise torm of command destroys any
relative basis of stability, continuity or coherence in the functioning of state
and union mediation. It destroys it inasmuch as it removes any effective basis
for the measurement of the factors other than that of overdetermination by
enterprise command itself. The very existence of these institutions is dogged
by political crisis; their role becomes marked by a precariousness that can
shape and permit the most diVt:rse and contradictory of outcomes. This is
the price that capital has to pay for gaining freedom of disposal over the
overall movement-a freedom that, in this perspective, becomes an uncer
tainty principle as regards the stable aspect of capitalist existence.
We can pursue this line of argument still further. This precariousness
threatening the functioning of the state's institutions highlights the extrem
ity of the relationship into which capital has been driven by working-class
struggle. The process that initially saw the working class wholly within capital
today sees capital wholly within the working class. The precarious existence
of capital's institutions and the exhaustion of their mediating functions derive
precisely from this situation. The gap between capital's tactics and its strategy,

9.

OUR IMMEDIATE TASK

At this stage of the argument, posing the problem of how the institutional
levels (unions, nation-state, etc.) function lil the relationship between workers
and capital would mean opening up an extremely broad range of questions.
I shall limit myself to a passing (but nonetheless necessary) reference to the
new role taken on by these institutional levels, and the structural changes
taking place within them.
One specific and fundamental change must be emphasized right away
namely the definitive collapse of any relationship of relative autonomy of the
institutions in relation to the enterprise and ItS form of command. We should
examine how and why this has happened, concentrating on the two cases
most readily at hand-the union and the nation-state. Both these institutions
are significantly implicated in the crisis of the Planner-State. In both cases,
the collapse of the possibility of maintaining the ordered and proportionate

hitherto evident only in situations of acute crisis, tends to become the normal
condition of capital's existence. It is tied to tactics as the rationale of the
enterprise in the crisis of "socialism" and its strategic project. This passage
from the Planner-State to the Crisis-State--w hich, given the simultaneity
of crisis and restructuring, also takes the lorm of the Enterprise-State-
is now a fact; this is the situation within which class organization now has
to move.
It is obvious that at this point we must plainly reject the theses advanced
by certain incurable optimists of the class point of view.') They maintain that,
if it is true that the relationship between capital and the working class has
been inverted, then in the longer term we can expect to see the invention of
new forms of the workers' use of capital. This is to argue as if capital's sub
ordination to working-class struggles does not also take the form of a will to
overdetermine that reality;

as

if capital's violence were not expressing itself
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with incrcasing fi-cedolll and ferocity a s the Illdependel1n� o f the class becomes
increasingly evident. When we reter to the Crisis-Sute, lnd

accem tails co r rectl y on

crisis,

C r ISiS- C api tal ,

the

on the weakness of the bosses, on the defini

tive rupture berYI;een strategy and tactics; but we must also remem be r that
capital and the state remain true to their nature, and that their fu n c ti u n is to
distort an apparently irremediable rel atio ns hip of torces by

l l ieans

of repres

sion and destruction. A Kornilov can alway s be found to oppose the
revolution--:lnd it is not inevitJble that he will J.lways be ddeated.
Nor should our i n s i st e nc e on the urge ncy of our o rgan i zati o nal tasks in
this situation be seen as impatIence or subjective wish-fulfillment. It is not
so, for three reasons: partly because the urgent capitalist Will to reve n ge is

becoming more pressing; partly because the tende n cy itself reveals within its
structure the emergence o f a co nii-o ntati o n whIch IS intentionallv vi o l e n t
a n d irresolvable, tor all that it may be containable; and particularly because
the mechanism of suu ggle rl'veals in the workers' will In eagerness to possess
an instrument of subverSIOn adequate to cap i tal 's despaate '.'nll to survive.

So let us take another look at these worker and proletarian struggles,

as

we

have seen them during the years of the growth ot autonomy: we shall see
that it is not re s i gnat i o n that grows out of defeJt. but rather a grow i ng hatred

tor the bosses Jnd the whole apparatus that rep res e nts them. But this hatred,
this positive will to appropriation, this complementary and continuous

unsustainable; in order to dissolve capital's capacity tor political initiative; i n
order really and truly t o circumvent a capitalist power that i s now not only
irrational, but is fast becoming ridiculous. ThIs is why we say " i nsurrection"
and not " revolution," because revolution is the recomposition of a process
that has destroyed, with its own torce, an enti re apparatlls of power. We also
use the word in order to counter all those i de ol ogi es which developed i n a
backward and mass phase of the movement-particularly the theories of
" factory guerrilla warfare": to they stand in rdation to the tasks of the moment
as manufacture stood in relation to large-scale industry,
So our immediate task is to set in motion

all the mechanisms that will

enable organization to realize these aims. The analysis on which we base our
selves is classical in its method-the works of Marx, Lenin, and Mao. There
is no space in our organization tor impatience or wish-tUlfillment; we are
within the mass movement, developing 3. scientific (and thus practical) under
standing of i ts composition and its will. Facing us, we have the state and its
violence, we have the irrationality of a power which extols its essence as
exchange value, as exploitation and as crisis. We have immediately at hand
the complex ways in which the revolutionary process moves, and the mod
ifications within the class that sustain and define the nature of that process.
For the second time, " Lenin in England" I I is real tor us.

reassation of Jctions increasingly centered on and directed against the cap
italist organization o f society as an irratIOnal lactory-all this requires (in tact

POSTSCRIPT ( 1 974)

posits as a necessity within the ve ry composition of the c lass) organization,

It woul d be oppo rtune to add to
the new editio n of this book some
indi
cations as to usefu l sources, and
to propose a number of issues on
whIch
furth er consi derat ion is already long
overdue_ Thes e indications will be
ele
ment ary and minim al, both as regard
s biblio graph ical material and as regar
ds
the elaboration of the issues discu
ssed. They are essentially perso nal
readings
assembled around those problems,
but we none theless consi der them
useful
for starting a discu ssion on the theses
put forward in this essly. These obser

vatio ns are sum marily listed unde
r two main headi ngs:
(a) a critiq ue of neo-Marxism;

that is, the caplcity to oppose the wo rke rs' articulation of subverSion to the
capitJ..l i st organization of power. The relationshIp between vanguard and
masses is p rc ti gu re d in the repeated, ditl:;:rentiated, and violene self-expres
sion of the very a C t i O llS of the masses thcmselves . The mass movement of
the class stru ggl e i ndi cat es

to

us not only the urgency, but also t h e very mod el

ot organ izatioll, t h a t is, the possibility of the van!:,'Uard channeling the
movemcnt toward ctli:dive pivot-points of power.
Within this process. insurrection is the order of the day. We sav " i nsur
recti on" and not " revolution": what is i mp o rtant today IS continually to

combat th e precise i l1 l ti at iw s which

CJ p i tJ.l

sets in motion in order

th e unified Ii-on t of the pro l e t ar i at . There is

110

rupture

,1I1

awan:

ness of the dlectiw str cm res of capital, and of the true needs of the working

cbss. Rt'volution is a process in which a ]!frrll'ltlfllf se r i es of violent and vio
lently organized responses agaillSt the bosses state is realized. Organization
'
be c a p a ble of working on the precariousness of c ap i talist dOlllination

has t

�

based

011

(b) theoretical developme nt of the
argum ents c once rn i ng organization
.

place here for ideologies of

defeat or the liberatorv sacritice of the vanguards. Rather, there is

�

ro

the stru c t ure of the emer pr io;e , in c)[der (() Jllake the rel a tio n ship
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(a) Critique of neo-Marxism

Our arguments about the crisis of the Planner-State set out in part fi-om obser

vations regarding the hIstorical and political phenomena related to this crisis. 1 2
They also derive trom observations of t h e relationship linking t h e historical
crisis of capitalist development with the theoretical crisis of the bourgeois
science of capital. In order to define these n exu ses . it is necessary to present
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a preliminary revIew o f several important moments in the scientific discus
sion that has taken place in what we consider to be the most renowned school
of revisionist thinking now in existence: the Cambridge school.
The work of the Cambridge school takes as its starting pomt economic
development and an internal critique of Keynesian premises. It bases itself on
a revival of classical economic thought and a " Ricardian" rereading of the
work of Marx. Its aim has essentially been to demolish two fundamental
moments of Marx's theory: the concept of capital and the concept of the wage.
Along the way, it also attacks the concept of the organic composition of capital,
and it dissolves the problem of the transtormation of value into prices.13
In all these cases, the operation has been carried out

III

the same way: it

involves conceIving a relationship that is devoid of any value linkage, and dis
solving in theoretical terms the internal nexus linking exploitation and the
production of capital . H The indeterminacy that derives from this view, as
regards the material definition of the power relatIOnship (both technical and
political) inherent in the concept of capital, finds its surrogate solution in a
definition of relatIons of "exploitation" taking place within the sphere of dis
tribution. Having correctly observed the tendency tor the historical barrier
of value to collapse by reason of the offensive etforts of the working class, they
then mystify it. The theoretical and strategic problems deriving from this sit
uation, the dramatic paradox of exploitation exiStIng in the absence of any
" rational" measure of its degree, and the unleashing of capitalist fetishism as
irrational power

level of distribution, outside and beyond the proletanan urgency of destroy
ing capital's relation of production. That which is a termir,al condition brought
about through the development of the working-class struggles-that which,
at the extreme limits of the real subsumption oflabor within capital, one might
call "the tormal suppression of labar within capital"-ls made to pass for real
suppression. The truth, rather, is that capItalist explOItation is accenruated in
the world of production by the extinguishing of the law of value; it is rendered
even more irrational and implacable. But this is a fact that our lucid Cambridge
theoreticians, closed off III theIr placid ., Lorianism," 1 5 cannot and will not see.
For them, the elimination of capitalist explOItation is a problem deVOId of
meaning, because the law of value, as a law of exploitation, IS not. in their
opinion, in the continuity of its dOI1llnation, being extinguished; it simply
does not exist. As a result, capitalist explOItation is seen at most as a disparity
of incomes

prolo ng (albeIt WIth Impo rtant
methodologIcal and sociologic
al variations)
the old equilibrism expounded
by Marshall: 16 whereas II1 Mars
hall the mech
anism was seen as simply autom
atic, today the notIon IS that
eguilibnum can
be "willed" and brought abou
t through democratic order.
The customary
good will and good sense of
all Proudhonistsl Behind it we
can recognize a
mystification of the motives on
which capital's political "will"
is really based,
an alignment along a line of
command that increasingly eman
cipates itself
from reSIdual progressive marg
ins of economic development.
The crisis of
economic development and the
collapse. under the pressure of
the working
class struggle, of the barrier
of value increasingly leave econ
omic theory
suspended III a void of apologetic
s.
Obviously, it wou ld be very good
to see mor e research done in
these areas.
On the one hand, we have
to reconstruct in its entirety
the trajectory of
econ OI1llC thought from marg
inalism to Cambridge neo- Marx
ism; on the
other, we have to show how
a good parr of "soc ialist " theo
ry (from the late
mneteenth-cenrury German
profe ssori al revisionists to the
likes of Lange
and Dob b17) is reabsorbed with
in this line of developm ent. In
other words,
WIthin the critique of political
econ omy, we have to elaborate
a thorough
gomg "crit ique of socialism.
" Finally, we have to understan
d the vario us
passages in econ omic theory
as bourgeois func tions of the
strug gle against
the working class, and as design
s for stability based on the destr
uction of the
revolutionary class.

[potenza] tout ((Jurt, are calmly denied. In their place we have

a political alternative aImed at restormg a "socialist" equilibrium purely at the

[redditi]

between various parts of the social body: thus socialism

becomes simply a question of redistrIbutIon of income, fair shares in devel
opment. But at this p01I1t�as has been emphasized by the academic
syntheSIzers ofpolitlcal economy--such revisions of Marxism in reality merely
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(b) Theoretical development
of the arguments concernin
g organization

The more interesting and frUItfu
l task would be to pursu e furth
er our dis
cussi ons on the theory of orga
nizat ion. In particular we belie
ve that some
of the poin ts raise d in this essay
shou ld be taken up and develope
d further.
.
1 . fu we see it, it is time that the theo
ry of organization be rderred
back ,
m the most pre ise and direc
t terms, to the critiq ue of polit
ical econ omy,
VIa an analysIs at the political
com posit ion of the working class
. Onc e again ,
we have to pose the prob lem
of what changes have taken
place with in the
working class; we have to unde
rstand the effects brought abou
t within the
political com posit ion of the
working class by the tendenua
l collapse of the
historical barri er of value. The
analysIs of classes ( particularly
of the working
class) that was developed durin
g the struggles of the sixties must
be subje cted
to fresh scrut my by revolutio
nary Matxlsts. This work ing
class need s to be
studied and analyzed, with a
view to grasping its new bein
g and the new
strucrure of needs brought
about by the tact of being
proletarIan within
capital's Ziviltsation. The new
structure of needs is a determin
ate ontologl
cal level WIth in the dialectic of
the wage; today it is essential
that we succ eed

:
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and real dimens ions, i n its
in grasping this determinate level-in its formal
ons of consciousness and
dimensi
tempor al and spatial dimensi ons, and in its
the wage has provoked
of
es
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interest
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similar levels of
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and political tools tor imposing its command-th
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The literature on these issues is very sparse
sition of the working class
reason, interest in modiiications in the compo
ism. The lessons deriving from
seems to be entirely the province of retorm
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activiti
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largely forgotte n.
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age cy of a material will to reappropriate to itself
in real terms what capital
has formally reconfigured. Bur at the same time, within
this horizon , the sit
uation is also, and princip ally, charact erized
by the fact that the real
subsumption of labor within capital no longer
involves the social forces of
produc tion in the scientlfic process, but separate
s them from it, in the most

extreme terms. The result is to propose again
the possibiliry of revealing the
entire creanve potential of labor as a free social
activity of the working class,
and to pose it against the scie ntific organiz
ation that capital imposes on
SOCIety. I nvention-power, insofar as it is the perfect
ing o f labor-power, is the
term we give to the insubordinate presence of
the working class within the
formal capitali st suppression of labor. Freeing
this inventi on-power is a
mome nt and an aspect of the struggle for approp
riation.
But that is not .Ill. Viewed from this perspec
tive, the actuality of commu
.
msm presents itself perhaps tor the
first time not dS a matter of prefiguration,
bur as a material practice viSIble within the develop
ment of the struggles.
Cert:unly, there exist extremely dangerous and
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mterpret these new developments in a way that
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to the appropnatJve pressure of the proletariat
and the force of the alterna
tive now being lived as a revolutionary needc
- an now only be entrusted to
a relation of domin atIon. Thus the counte rsign
of revolutionary class organ
Ization today IS the struggle against the relation
ship of domination m its
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1 1 . TN: Reterence to an article of that title by Mario Tronti, originally pub
lished in the journal Classe Operaia

( 1 964) and later incorporated into Trunti's

influential volume Operai e capilale, Turin: Einaudi,

1966.

12. See Sergio B ologna, Luciano Ferrari Bravo. Mauro Gobbini, Amonio Negri,
and George Rawick, Operai e Slato, Milan: Feltrinelli,

1972 [TN: Negri's two essays

from this book are included in the Red Notes volume RelJolllliofl R etrieved, London,
c

1 988]; see also L ueiano Ferrari Bravo and Sandra Serafini, Stato
1 972, and Scienze politiche 1:

Milan: Fdtrinelli,
Negri, vol.
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Statv
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sottoslJiirlPPO,

pvlitica, edited by Antonio

Eneidopedia Feltrinelli-Fischer, Milan: Feltrinelli,

1 970.
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1 3 . See Pieru Sraffa,

Cambridge: C ambridge University Press,

1 960; G.c. Harcourt. Some Ca ll1 brid,l?c

ColltrOlJersies in tilt' Theory of Cap i tul, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1 969, translated into Italian as Teoria
1 97 1 , especially

pp.

del/a sl/iluppo ecvllomico, Milan: Etas Kompass,

329-70 (an excellent bibliography); and M . Arcelli,

"La controversia sui c ap i tale c: la teoria neo-classica," in L ' Industria,

3, 1 970,

pp. 299-3 1 4.
1 4. For a paradoxical simplification of this, see C. Napoleoni, SlIlith,
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Boringhieri,

Ricardo, Murx,

1 975; C. Napoleoni, Luioni 511i {apitolo v7 illedito di Marx, Turin:

1 972; and the harsh criticism contained in A. Ginzburg, "Dal capi

talismo borghese al capitalismo proletario," in Quademi Piacet/ till i Year X. no.

44-5,

2-46.

1 5. TN: Achille Loria ( 1 857- 1 943) was an I talian economist who crincized

g to clandestine paramilitary groups such
1 . TN: H ere Negri is probably refarin
Fcltrindli's Partisan Action Group (GAP),
the Red Brigades and Giangiacomo
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the changmg internal composition of
which abandoned the attempt to grasp
with
ntation
confro
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the state.

vp h ieal NMebooks, Mosco w: Progress
2. Lenin, Cvl/celcd n,t.rh, vol. J>3: Ph ilos
eme nc e Dun and edited by Stewart Smith.
Publishers, 1 96 1 , p. 1 3 1 , translated by Cl
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LmS'1Jages Press.
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1 965, p. 336.

Marx's theories on the rate of profit and proposed his own theory of "historical
economism" i n a series of articlc:s and books between

1883 and 1 895; Engels

rebutted Loria's attacks in his c:ditorial preface and supplement (pp.

1 05-09,

1028-30) to Capital Volume 3, New York: Penguin, 1 98 1 , translated by David
Fernbach. In his PriSOIl Nvtebooks, Grarruci coined the term .. Lorianism [Ioriall
ismol" to refer to "cc:: rtain degenerate and bizarre aspects of the

mentality of a

group of Italian intellectuals and therefore of the national culture" (Selectiotls (rotll
the Prison Notebooks, New York: International Publishers,

Hoare

and Geotfrey Nowell Snuth, p.

1 97 1 , edited by Qu intin
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4. Lenin, Philosophicai NOIChovks, p. 20 l .
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7. Lenin, Phil.'$ophi{" l N,II.:/J""ks, PI'. 2 1 7- 1 >3.
H. Mao Tse- Tung, "On Practice," 111 Se/t'[lcd H0rks, vol. 1 , p. 30B.

supply--demand

'J. T N : Here Negri is probably refer r ing to Mario Tronti and other PC[
oriented theorists who were still promoting a
1 0 . T N : Here

N egr i

I:i

"working-class use of capital. "

probably referring to older (and i n h i s view out-of-date)

theories of workers' sdf-orgallizanon ill the workplace that we re sall being

e guilibri wn in terms of consumer income and production costs.

1 7 . TN: A number of German university professors, sometimes called the
"academic socialists"

l Katlredersozialisten], made unfounded charges of plagiarism

against Marx or claimed to offer "corrections" or

"improvements" to Ius critique

of political economy during the last quarter of the nineteenth century; E ngels
rebuts some of them in his editorial prefaces to Cap ital Volumes
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the pamphlet

FOR HURNING

SocialislII: L/ropiull .lIIJ Sciellrij/c

that wa.� excerpted trom his

Ami

(1 877). Oskar Lange ( 1 904-1965) was a Polish socialist economist who
attempted to reconcile Marxist dnd Keynesian conceptions of political economy

II

Dlillri,,>!

through a contn>wrsial theory of market socialism: Maurice Dobb ( 1 90(}-1976)

Workers' Party Against Work

was a Cambridge school economist who also focused on problems of the market

( 1 973)

in relation to socialist planning.
1 8 . As regards the methodology ot this approach. in addition to the articles con
tained in

Operal e SWo,

see the following works: Mario Tronci,

first edition, Turin: Eimudi,
sizione di dasse," in

1 966;

COIHrupiuno, 2, 1 '170.

Cacciari, brtrodllzionc a C.

Operai e capilale,

Translated by Frallccsca Nwcllu and Timuth y S. A1C1rp h y

Massimo Caccian, " Qualiticazione e compo
La Nuova [taiia, Florence; Massimo

Lukacs ; Kot1llllllllislIlIIS 1 92(}-2 1 ,

Padua: Marsilio Editore,

1 '172, pp. 7-66. The phenomenological analysis of class composition and the struC
ture of needs is also becoming important today in the new currents of German
M arxism. For different-but nonetheless meamngful-poiuts ot attack on the
problem, see Peter Bruckner, Zltr

Frankfurt:

Sozi£llpsycilOlosie des Kapiralismus.

Europaische Verlagsanstalt, 1 '17 1 ; Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge.

Public Sphere

,1I1d Expaience: '['Jll'ard ,m Analysis of lire BOII�ee,'is allil Pro/Clarian Public Sphere,

German edition

1 '17 2 ;

English edition Minneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota Press,

1 '1'13, translated by Peter Labanyi,Jamie Owen Daniel, and Assenka Oksilofr. (The

point of view from which these authors set out is quite the reverse of a worker
and COffimulUst perspective; however, their analysis

IS

mteresting tor the wealth of

motils advanced.) Finilly. a partlcularly important area of investigation is that con
cerned with the new realiry of the proletarianization of women. (See Maria Rosa
Dalla Costa,

Porerc ./cml1lillilc c sowersi" IlC sociaIe.

English translation: n,c P",,,['r

Padua: Marsilio Edirare. 1 '172;

<1 �Hmletl (lIId Subversion �f lhe C)//Jltl llllilj',

Bristol:

Falling Wall Press, 1 97 5 . ) On the multinational dimensIOns of the new working
class in the countries of advanced capitalist development, we know of no general
text that contains
1 9 . See Marx,

a

sufficiently revolutionary approach.

Gnmdriss.. ; Ftllllldilliot/s vi <1 Crilj'J"C Of Political Economy,

translated

by Martin Nicolaus, New York: Penguin, 1 973; Marx, " Results of the lnunediate
Process of Production" [tht! unpublished sixth chapter of

CapiTal

Volume 1 .

included in the appendi..x (() the Pen�in edition, New York, 1976, translated by
Ben Fowkesl. For conlt1lcntary
Marx 's "Capital, "

011

these, see Roman Rosciolsky, -nrc

.I"laking <1

London: Pluto, 1 977. translated by Pete Burgess. In general, the

following are worth reading tor the ways they deal with a number of these
problems, particularly the queStIon of productive intelligence and its relationship
with invention-power: Hans-Jiirgen Krahl.

Kot/sliweiotl

lind

KI,lSSCllkumpt:

Frankfurt: N�ue Kririk, 1 97 1 ; K.lrl-Hemz Roth and E. Kanzow.
OJlIlIIlaclle: 2wII ��edl5dl'l'I/"rlC/lis 1'011 Kapieal lilld �-j,'isscI15dl<lf;,

L 'lIlvissen .lis

second edition, Berlin:

Editions Voltair�, 1 97 1 ; Altr-:d St)hn-R.ethd, [Heel/eCC/wl alld MUI/Ual L/I1tJ,tr, Atlannc
Highlands: Humanities Pr-:ss, 1 '.178.

L FROM T H E CRITIQUE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY TO
THE THEORY OF ORGANIZATION, AND VICE-VERSA

The problem here is to take up the offensive again on the basis ofa conlt1mnist
program of appropriation and armed struggle. and to give an organizational
response to the mass demand for counterattack by tracmg the line that goes
from workers' autonomy to the political organization of the proletariat.
Workers' party against work-this is the slogan we must make sense of We
must do so by identitYing the specificity of the problem within the crisis that
we are experiencing: from workers' autonomy to class organization by
beating the crisis that is the weapon of the collective boss and his vendetta
against autonomy.
Now, i n the history of the workers' movement, and more frequently i n
the most recent period, the presuppositions o f a theory o f the offensive have
sometimes been rooted in a mechanistic theory of catastrophe. The
overturning of the negative totality of capital's social system to transform it
into a subjective totality of subversion i s an organizational project based on
exemplarity and the theory of the revolutionary detonator, which are the
most recent additions to the old hold-over of catastrophic mechanism. None
of this has anything

(0

do with the worker. This is not theory, but at best a

populist allusion to despair or to eschatological enthusiasm; it is always an
existential sllspension of theory and i t'; organizational mass mediation-a
pitiful artisanal experiment. The model on which these attempts are based
is that of the alternation b�tween the most r igid objectivism of analYSIS and
an extreme subj ectiVIsm of the practical conclusions. This model is a mere
leap in the dark and not a theoretical passage through the reality of working
class torms of behavior. The ne),:l.lS between premise and deduction can only
be rhetorical, indeterminate, and i mpractical i n mass organizational work.
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following are worth reading tor the ways they deal with a number of these
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1 . FROM THE CRITIQUE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY TO
THE THEORY OF ORGANIZATION, AND VICE-VERSA

The p roblem here is to take up the offensive again on the basis ofa communist
program of appropriation and armed struggle, and to give an organizational
response to the mass demand for counterattack by tracing the line that goes
from workers' autonomy to the political organization of the proletariat.
Workers' party against work-this is the slogan we must make sense of We
must do so by identifYing the specificity of the problem within the crisis that
we are experiencing: from workers' autonomy to class organization by
beating the crisis that is the weapon of the collectIve boss and rus vendetta
against autonomy.
Now, i n the history of the workers' movement, and more frequently i n
the most recent period, the presuppositions ofa theory of the offensive have
sometimes been rooted in a mechanistic theory of catastrophe. The
overturning of the negative totality of capital's social system to transform it
into a subjective totality of subversion is an organizational project based on
exemplarity and the theory of the revolutionary detonator, which are the
most recent additions to the old hold-over of catastrophic mechanism. None
of this has anytrung to do with the worker. This is not theory, but at best a
populist allusion to despair or to eschatological enthusiasm; it is always an
existential suspension of theory and its organizational mass mediation-a
pitiful artisanal experiment. The model on which these attempts are based
is that of the alternatIon between the most rigid o bj ectivism of analysIs and
an extreme subjectivism of the practical conclUSIOns. This model is a mere
leap in the dark and not a theoretical passage through the reality of working
class forms of behavIOr. The nexus between premise and deduction can only
be rhetorical, mdeterminate, and impractical in mass organizational work.
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ineVItably be terroristic.
When a practice i s t()fced upon i t , the result will
opportu nistic to assert
not
is
The dialectlC of liberatio n reveals a false path. It
class.
that the bosses can use tlus failure against the working

At other moments in the history of the workers' movement, during the
phases of global reconstruction of its offensive capacity, we found ourselves
facing analogous problems. How do we go about solving them? How do we
go about it without dispersing the wealth and generosity of the initial cues
tor offensive reconstruction? Marx and Lenin experienced these problems.
What was thelf response?

production. The theory of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall ends up
in catastrophism. Roman Rosdolsky has recently emphasized this strongly.
He also adds the tollowing note to the reconstruction of the Marxian model:
"The assertion that Marx dId not propose a ' theory of catastrophe' is primarily
attributable to the revisionist interpretation ofMarx before and atter the First
World War. Rosa Luxemburg and Henryk Grossmann both rendered
inestimable theoretical services by insisting, as against the revisionists, on the
theory of catastrophe. " 1

j\l1arx's "catastrophism " has noching to do tillth the mechanism of the epigones.

In fact, as the contradictory and antagonistic complex of the tendential trend
of the rate of profit implies,

Marx 's theory cJ( the revolutiorlary crisis refers in its
immediacy to the relatiott afforce between the classes in struggle represented in the
magnitudes that constitute capital. From this perspeaive, the theory thus refers to
a determinate and developed composition of the UJorking class,
hence it is evident th;}t the material productIve power already present, already
worked out. existing in the torm of tixed capital, together with the popula
tIon etc., in �hort all condioons of wealth, that the greatest condioons tor
the reproduction of wealth, i.e. the abundant development of the social
indiVIdual-that the development of the productlve torces brought about by
the rustoncal development of capital Itself, when it reaches a certain pomt,
suspends the self-valorization of capital, instead of positing

1(.

(Grundrisse 749,

translation slightly moditied)

From the perspective of M arx and later MarxISts, the capitalist catastrophe
IS the working class, not in genenc terms but rather specifically-that IS, the
working class at a given level of productive orgamzatlOn and at a certam
degree of subjective domination over the general conditions of the social
reproduction of capital. The

close at hand and when the non-valorizing Identity of the torms of working
class behavior becomes central in the crisis of the society of capital. The analysis
must give priority to the task of determining exactly the characteristics of
technical and political class composition.
Conversely, the mechanistic interpretation of MarxIan cdtasn'ophiml evades
this aspect of analysis and the tasks of close exammation that derive ti-om it,2
or else this interpretation develops these points

ill

preCIsely the mystified terms

discussed earlier. That is to say, It does not make the theory of cnsis the
premonitory sign of a theory of class composition, but rather it turns it into
the unresolved pole of an alternative that at best sees in the opposing pole
individualistic despair and, in general, finds there all the conditions of the most

Even in Marx there is a catastrophic prognosis tor the capitalist system of

But
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analY SIS

must be reversed when this sItuation IS

discredited utopianism,} No one should underestimate the damage that these
distortions have caused in the course of a century of Marxian i nterpretations.
These distortions have damaged the workers' movement by mdirecdy helping
dogmatism to re-emerge repeatedly and by direcdy impeding the inquiry into
what the working class is, the toundatlon of its sCience.
And yet it was not so difficult to find in Marx the reiatlOtlShip between the
theory of crisis and the theory of workil�f?-class political (omposition.4 Actually, Marx
not only determines that relationship WIthin the description of a tendential
development of the workers' struggles, resultl11g ultimately in the overthrow
of the system. Throughout his work Marx also poses the question of that
relationship fi-om other angles and in relation to the analysis and the necessity
of individual moments of struggle, rather than in relation to the functioning
of the fundamental laws of the system. In reality, Marx's hIstorical writings are
cases of privileged application of the relationship between the theory of crisis
and the theory of class composition. I t is the making of the struggle, the
incessant internal modification in the relationship bet\veen classes, the
continUIty of the process of recomposition of the proletariat that determines
the pace and forms of the crisis. Moreover, at this point the analysIS of crisis
talls back upon the analySIS of working-class composition

�s

the

only

explanation of the crisis itself. In the second place, this analytical explanation
becomes a prescription of torms of behavIOr and

dIl

mdicatlon and defi111tion

of tasks. The point of view of the analysis becomes that of the party. The project
of subverSIOn IS centered upon the capacity to bring about the crisis, in that
determinate phase, by expres�mg all the potennal ll11phcit in that class relation.
But the revolution IS thorough. It

IS

,tdl on i t.s Journey through purgatory. It

goes about Its business methodICally. By

2

December 1 B5 1 It had completed

one half of its prepdratory work: It IS now completIng the other half. First of
all it pertected the parltamt'nLlry power, In order to be able to overthrow it.
Now, havmg attamed thiS, It IS pertectlllg the e,\'('wtivc pvll'fr. redUCIng it to its
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purest

.:xp ression,

iso lanng it, an d pi ttin g itself against i t

as

the sole object of
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places, are afraId of the consequences of these actions and they are now finally

attack, in order to concentrate all its forces oidestrucrion against it. And when

trying to assimilate the category "determinate social formation" to the

it has completed this, the second hali of its preliminary work, Europe will

spectral scientificiry of bourgeois sociology.s

leap tram its

scat

and t":...-ulwuly exclaim, " Well worked, old molel";

Let us return to the point ill question, that is, to the critique of political
If we want to talk about "epistemological breaks [ ces lI rel " in Marx, let's talk

economy that leads ,

about them not only from the moment the detimtion of a structure demon

composition to the theory of organization. Marx revisits this path over and

as

we mentioned earlier, through the theory of class

strates the rela tionship between the existence of capitalist crisis and

over again. We should follow the path that goes from the current relevance

working-class movements, but above all when the analysis emancipates itself

of the crisis to a determinate detinition of working-class composition in order

from existing reality to become a program and when the given relation offorce
turns into an organizational proposition. The

epistenwlvgical break is the birth oj

orgallizati<'tl, which turllS the scientitic p oin t of view on existing reality into

a

set of technical tools tor a process of destruction of the present state of things. 6

to tound the theory of organization on thIS definition. This is the privileged
path, the urgenr path, because today we Jre moving on Marx's terrain as never
betore_ :\larx 5.final pTediaiOll reimit'c TO the hisrorical (ol/apse of the vallie barrier is
beginning to (ome true. The capitalist crisis is beginning to be catastrophic. But
what do we know of the working class in crisis? What determinations does

Only Lenin knows how ro read the relationship between political class

the crisis establish in the very body of the working class? What is the

composition and organization in adequate Manaan terms, or more precisely,

significance, tor the working class, of the diffuse awareness of the demise of

only he knows how ro move from the definition of crisis to that relationship.

the capitalist mode of production, the fact that the working-class presence is

In his writings from the 1890s to the revolutionary period, the category of

not an element of valorizatioll but rather one of growing, implacable

"determinate social formation "7 predominates and, as a nutter of fact, it

destruction of the system' The working class has a history of political

embraces the problematic fabric in its entirety. The particular phase of the

organization that is centuries old. What is the workers' political organization

development of capitalism i n Russia, the spontant:ous consolidation of

within the cnsis-withm this sp e citi c crisis that impairs the very function of

proletarian unity, the awareness of the limitations of working-class hegemony

accumulation as the rationale for capitalist control of the entire society'

and consequently the necessary externality of its tunctions of political
to

the peopl e as revolutionary agent

The "catastrophism" that Rosdolsky detlned as an essential moment of

in that phase are the links, en tirely c o ntained within the notion o f

Marx's discourse must then be seen as the paradoxical key to raising the

command and organization With regard

"determinate social formation," of the Leninist theory of organization and

question of class composition that determines the contemporaneity and the

of the program for the passage le a di ng trom democracy to socialism. The

torm of orgaruzation corresponding to the current need, of the class.

analytical gaze is turned toward the entire tabric of tbe rdarionship between

Because only when catastrophism refers to active working-class subjectivity,

classes only in order to work back to the definition of the position of the

that is, only when the criti que of political economy reters to the theory of

work1l1g (lass and to its c ap aci ry to cOlllmand the process of proletarian

class composition and to a comequent systematization of the organizational

tecomposition-necessar ily-" troll1 above." T h e analysis becomes the

proposition, only then

viewpoint of organization to the extent that it succeeds in thoroughly

represented as

IS

the workers' point of view represented. And i t is

an organized

rhl' p<)im <!F view (�f d Il'vrkers ' power that.- hy preselUin.lt itself as
the (apaciry tv destroy the l'alorizaric)/J 4 cap i tl,l, Jff/llf5 bOlh t/ie crisis of rhe bosses
alld, ar rhe same time, the policical qualiry of rilc t/'",kers ' slnl�lcs: Only by

vanguard tl)rCe that possesses tlle c.lpacity tor p o l i t i CdI agitation and that

intervening on this terrain can we obtain the political mediation between

mediates the relations between classes in an i nc re as i ngly urgent design of

the workers' condition in t h e crisis and the tlgure of the workers'

penetrating the relation b e twe e n the working class, the proletariat, and the
popular classes. Working-class isolation is then turned

UltO

insurrectionary lllitiative.
But all of this has been fn r gott e n . N ow the epigones, having turned
L enini s m into

a

key

to

open every duor, t h us obviously a false key, having

organization
powerlessness

fo r

the

revol u t i o n .

Mechanistic

catastn;phism,

in

its

(impvccllza! m the iace of the given problem, always risks being

transto rmed bv the bosses i nto an anti-worker slogan that is thus excluded

imposed the identity of the revolutiollJry model and th e quality of the social

from the debate. [n this \vay, every revisionist alternative is struck down

formation described by Lel1111 as a scheme applicable at all times and all

because the nitique of pol i tical economy, despite all the revisionists'
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assertions, shows us a terrain of class composition and therefore of
organization that is immediately the terrain of the management of workers'
power which is meant to destroy the development and political equilibrium
of the bosses' state. In any case, cata.�trophe is not the slow modification of
the convoluted tangle of power relations that capital extends over the class.
Cata.�trophe is the determinate moment when existing reality is overturned.
If we carefully follow Marx's prediction for the development of capital and
insist upon his peculiar catastrophism, we have the chance to posit the theory
of organization as part of the critique of political economy, as the
complement of his very important specification which is the theory of
working-class political composition.
A so-called Leninist objection can be made to the persistent need to base the
presuppositions of the theory of organization on the analysis of working-class
composition. According to this objection, what characterizes the theory of
organization is not so much the reference to the analysis of class composition
as it is the definition of the weak links in the system of domination, the
identification of the margins of proletarian action, which is to say tactics. This
objection contains some elements of truth, but only on condition, as we have
already seen in Lenin, that the reference to the determinate social formation,
that is to working-class composition, has priority. Without this prior
theoretical foundation, there will always be a risk that the voluntaristic,
mechanically catastrOphic reduction of the problem of organization, which as
we know survives in some of the most recent positions in the movement, will
be reintrOduced in more or less surreptitious terms. And the risk is even higher
today. When the crisis manifests itself in the shape of a qualitative crisis that
is substantially new and that weIghs heavily on deeper and more essential
mechanisms of capitalist accumulation, and when the collapse of the historical
barrier of value defines the epoch we are entering, the first question we ask
ourselves must be: what is the working class, today, within this specific crisis, no
longer solely as object of exploitation but as subject C!f power? Only the answer ·to
this fundamental question that, as such, legitimizes the referral of the theory
of organization to the analysis of composition, can then reopen the debate
over the contents of the Leninist objection. Because here, as in Lenin, such
questions of tanics are in fact complements and conclusions rather than
presuppositions of the theory of organization.
The last section (5, a�b) of this discussion will be dedicated to problems of
tactics. First, within Marx's analysis and as its complement. we shall try to
define the character of today's criSIS as a specific expression of workers' power
(2, a�b) . Second, on the basis of the analysis of class composition we shall try
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to put a new concept of revolutionary workers· organization to the test
(3, a-b). Finally, we shall try to verify it in comparison with the historical
succession of conununist organizations, thus proposing some current criteria
for a workers' conception of orgamzation (4, a�b) .
There is one last introductory, or methodological , observation to be made
that has already arisen frequently throughout the Leninist discussion of the
problem of organization, namely that the degree of historical class
organization now and then leaves traces in the class composition. Great
revolutionary epochs modify not only the relations between classes in
struggle, but above all they modify the working class. [n moments of
generalized revolutionary struggle, organizational behavior has otten become
the very characteristic, the highest characteristic, of class composition. The
path from class composition to the theory of orgaruzation is accompanied
by another path that goes instead in the opposite direction, from determinate
degrees of organization to internal class composition. In general, these two
viewpoints, these two paths form a whole and complete each other. In the
history of the working class, the superimposition of the ferocious impact of
capitalist constraint on overall labor-power usually represents the normal
condition. It is this superimposition that shapes and reshapes labor-power in
the capitalist mode of production, in the singular forms of the labor process
and, at the same time, in every experience of organization and struggle within
the class. Why then do we today privilege the path that goes from class
composition to the theory of organization? This happens because, even f
i
modern revisionism has /lot been able to break the (Olltillllity <!f the organizational
process within the class, it h,1i nevertheless blocked the wlltinuity <!f its coherent
manifestation, and consequently it has suppressed the expreSSIOn of one of the
most profound political needs of the class. Therdore all that remains is to
take the route of direct class analysis. But this does not mean that our hope
has died. The moment is near when the new organization will be able to
live the life of the class once again in an :ldequate and profound manner.
Once again, then, we will be able not only to proclaim as our program "from
the analysis of class composition to the theory of organization," but we will
also be able to add torcdully: '"and vice-persu"!

2.

CRISIS OF THE PLANNER-STATE: PRODUCTION OF
COMMODITIES BY MEANS OF COMMAND?

(a) In the unpublished sixth chapter of the tim book of Cupilal, "Results of
the Immediate Process of Production:' Marx generalizes the distinction
between absolute and relanve surplus-value to the point of deSCrIbing tWO
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important phases in the subsumption of labor under capita!." It is through

that makes up the workshop as a whole, does not belong to them either.

these phases, the first "formal" lnd the second "real," that we can W1tness

On the contrary, It confronts them as a {dpi[dlisr arrangcl1IfIlr that is impvsed

a p rogress ive subordination of the labor process to capital's command. We

on them;

all know the course of the process (see above all

Grundrisse 584 and following

pages) . To sum up with Marx the salient figure of the phases to which the

(2) these ;;ocial prodllClive forces of labol l r. Of PTtldUCliPl' I;)fcCS vI " ,lill l l.1bollr,
came into being historically only with the advent of the speCIfically capital

ist mode of production. That is to say. they appeared

process leads:

as

something intrinsic

to the relations of capitalism and mseparable from them;
The general features of the formal SubSllllfpritltl remain. viz. the direct
SIlbordination of tile labollr proCfSS

nological development.

to

capital, irrespective of the state of its tech

But on

this foundation

there

now arises a

technologically and otherwise spe'ific mode o/produClivlI--capitalisr prod IHll Oll
which transforms the nature 0( rhe labour pYVcess and irs actllal conditioll.<. Only
when that happens do we witness the real slIbs/I/IIption ,.,- Iabollr

/llIder capiral . . .

The real subsumption of labour under clpital is developed i n all the
forms evolved by relative, as opposed to absolute surplus-value.
With the real subsumption of labour under capital

a

complete (and

constantly repeated) revolution takes place in the mode of production, in the
productiviry of the workers and in the relations between workers and

(3) with the development of the capitalist mode ofproduction the

With the real subsumption oflabour under capital, all the changes In the

labour process already discussed now become realtry The sOClal jor<e> ('I
prodllctivn of labour are now developed, and with large-scale productIOn

comes the dIrect apphcation of science and tccimology. On the one hand.

And quite apart from the combinatio n of labour, the socilll CharaClfT o{rhe
{,1II
ditiolls of laboll r--and this includes machinery and {upital . flxc of e ery kind

�

-appears to be entirely autonomou s and independen t of the worker.
It
appears to be a mode o f existfllce '!( capiral itself: and therefore as something
ordered by rapillJlislS without reterence to the workers. Like the social

tlwr

own labour, but to

a

far greater extent, the social [/zaraC/a with

which the conditions of production are endowed, as the conditions
of pro
duction of the combined labouf of the ((lllrl/llllli[y, appears as mpir<1lisric.
as
something independen t of the workers and 1I1trinsic to the conditions
of
production themselves. I I

capitalist pro duaiv t1 now cstabhshes itself as a mode of production Slli Sf/uris

and brings into being

1

new mode of matenal production. On the other

i

and the economy with which, they art employed (quite apart trom
the
machinery itselt). As they develop they become increasingly concen
trated;
they represent social wealth and. to put the matter in a nutshell, their
scope
and their edect is that of the ( 'tldirions 4prodll(/ioll oflabour socially combined.

aeter of their

capitalists.

objec

tive conditivlls �flab"ur take on a ditferent form owing to the scale 011
wh ch,

Therefore capital portrays the process o f SOCIalization o f labor given

111

this

hand, the latter itself forms the basis for the developmen t of capitalist rela
tions whose' adequate form, therefore, presupposes a detinite stage in the

of socialization of labor is a development that capital itself has completely

evolution of the productive lorees of labour.

preordained and controlled, not a process that capital has appropriated. But

hI

ph ase as its own, as tore i gn , independent, and hostile to labor. The process

that is not enough . As the process advances, cap i tal mllst increase the
to

We must immediately stress that, to the capitalist mode of production based

mystification of its power

exclUSIvely on relative surplus-value and on adequate instruments for its

more and more strongly constItutes itself as independent socialiry. Associated

extraction. there corresponds a new determinate composition of the social

labor-power appears i ncreasingly to become a hindrance to capital's

produc tive forces. But we must also stress the sign i fican ce that the real

development. Capital seems to believe in

subsumption of labor within Cdpital assumes in this phase:

must be drained of labor:

(I)

although labour is all c;;.prcssi(I/1 of Illbollr-po!l'L'T. although it represems the

effort of the i"dil'idJlll/ 'l 'llrker, and so belongs to him (it

IS

the substance with

which he pays the capitalist lor what he receives trom him), it nevertheless
objectifies itsd! in the product and so belongs (() the capitalist.-Even worse.

the sodal (tl/1I\�IIrc1lit'll in whICh the individual workers exist. and wlthlll
er
whIch they function only as the- particular organs of the total labour-pow

the same extent that dssociatcd labor-power

its own

mystlti cation. The process

And since sociery is marked by the exploitatlol l of labour by capital, its
devel

opment appears to be the productive t()rce of capital
It theretore .lppears to b.: the-

as

opposed to labour.

del'c/vpl11e1!r 4 (<lpi[,)/, and all

th.: 1I10re so SlIIce,
tor the great majoriry, it is a process with which the drUlI'ill �-ofr,,(Itlhollr-polI'er
kteps pace. 1 2

,
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We Jre approaching our ce ntral argument, which consists i n the attempt

tral1stormatioll, i t i s neither t h e direct human labour he himself pertorms.

give a Marxian ddinition of the current crisis and consequently to

no r the time during which he works, bur rather the �ppropriati0n of his own

introduce an analysis of class composition into the crisis. Let us ask ourselves

general productive power, his understandmg of nature and his mastery over

(0

fi rs t of aU: co IlIhal extent is lilt' devaluation or labor-power importmzr for the

it by VIrtue of his p resence as a social b0dy�it is, ill a v,;ord. the develop

,u/varJ(eIIWIf and peifectill.,? of chI' process 4 real subsumptioll of labor withill capifal,

ment of the social individual which appears as the great tO lllldatloll-stone

\vhich is rypical of capitalist development in this phase;> Within Ihis process, is

of production and of wealth. The rheti

Ihcre <l momellt 0( qualitative difTerellti,ltion such lhat ill the development of Ihe
rapiralist mode ofproduaio/J we ,liO ffl'/II the (ompletioll ofreal subsumpciorl

(0
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vI J/im (,Ib",,, rime, ""

which Ihe preSeIIl

wealch is based, appears as a mIserable foundation i n tace of this new one.

a phase

created by large-sc ale industry itself. As soon as labour 111 thl' dirtCct form has

ill which rhe valorizillg jim{(ion of labor is sl�ppres5ed;> To what extent does this

ceased to b e the great wen-spring of w.:alth , labour time ceases allJ must

new figure of the mode of production characterize the present crisis?

cease to be m measure, and hence exchange-valu.: Imust cease to be the
measure] of use-value. The slIrplu.i labour ,'f tile mas., h as ceased to be the

I n order to answer these questions, we must return

to

the issue of the

devalorization of labor.

condition tor the development of gene ral wealth.just as the "" "-I,lb,,,.,.

o(/he

few, for the development o f the gen eral powers of the human h-e a d .

N ow, as we know, the key deterrrunant and the most fundamental tendency

( Gnmdrisse 704-(5)

of the development of the capitalist mode of production is the shortening
of the part of the working day that is necessary for the reproduction of the
value of labor-power. This law governs the very same passage from formal
to real subsumption. This tendency also generates the perfecting of the labor
process from cooperation through manufacture to mechanization. But there
is a moment in winch the progress of the law, its capaciry to function (albeit
' in a contradictory manner), is impeded.

13m to the degree tha t la rge industry develops, the creation of real wealth
comes to depend less on labour time and on the amount onabour employed

That is. the development of large-scale industr
y makes the proporti on oj
necessar y labor to surpilis-value prtldllced (that is,
the degree 01 productiviry of
necessary labor) un insign!ficanr relation because <>f
the SII1<l1l amOHIlf of IJacssary
labor and rhe mass of capital, of dead labor, (hal is
a((/./t/lIIlaled agaiIJsr it. .A,.s the
capitalist mode of produc tion progresses. the
qualItative leap is not only

interna l to the further reducti on of necessary labor
tim.: (that is, an Il1crease
in the productiviry of labor), but rather it is above
dll interna l to the radical
devalua tion onabor time as an essential component
of the produc tion process
(political control and crushin g of the workmg
class) .

than on the power of the agencies set in motion during labour time. whose
" powerful effectiveness"

is itself i n rum out of all proportion to the direct

labour time spent on their production, but depends rather on the general

However, we are presented with a comradiction which is aln:adv observable
:
throughout the process of development of the capitalist mode ot p roduction.

state of science and on the progress of technology, or the application of this

It is possible to see this contradiction even betore the process itself alludes

science to producti,)!1

to the passage to a more advanc.:d to rm of the or!!;anization of lahor, that is.

R e al wealth matulests itSelf. rather-and large

industrV reveals this-in the monstrous dIsproportion between the labour

to the suppression (and to the (Ol1lro/ of this suppressIOn) of its I mll1t�diate

time applied, and its product, as well as in the qualitative imbalance between

capaciry to produce valorization. As the mode of production and its

labour. reducc'd to a pure abstraction, and the power oi the production process
it supaintc'nds. Labour no longer appears so much to be included within
the produnion process; rather. the human be1l1g comes to relate more as

""Hehman .1lIJ rq�ula!Or

to

the p rodu c t i on process ito;elf.

(What

machinery bokb likewise for the combination of human activities and the
modified natural th1l1g as middle 11l1k hetween the obje c t and himself; rather.
he in s e rts the process of nature, trans for m e d into an industrial process. as a
b" twC'en himself and inorganic nature. mastermg It.

Marx expresses this contradictlon as follows :

holds for

develo p ment 01 human intercourse.) No lo nger do.:s the worker 1l1sert a

means

consequent difficulties progress. the contradiction develops little by little as
necessary labor is compressed and nears its lower limIt.

H.: st e p s

(Q

the

SIde of the pr,lcluctJl111 process mstl'ad of bel11g its chief actor. In thIS

The larger the surplus value of capital bel�>re rh" incrc,"'" o(produaif'e J'r(c. the
larger the amount of pres uppos e d surplus labour or ,urplus value of capnal;
or. the smaller the fractional part of the

workmg Jay \vhi ch

torl1ls the equiv

alent of the worker. wluch expr.:sses necessdfV labour, the snl.lUer is [he lIlcrea,e
III

surplus value whIch capital abrams from th e Illcrease elf p n )du c tl ve torce.

Its surplus value ris.:,. but in

,ill

ever smaller relation to the ,kwlnplllellt of
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the p roduc tive force. Thus the mo rc developed capital alrea dy is, the morc
surplus labour it has

tive force ill
s ur pl us

created, the more terribly must it develop the produc

order to valorize itself in only smaller proportions, i.e. to add

valuL�becJuse its barrier always remains the relation between the

frac tiol1Jl part of th e day which

labollr,

63

Con sequ e ntly, the law o f t h e tendency of the rate of profit t o tall expresses
the generalization of the conrradiction determined by the capitalist quest to
devJlorize labor in the producti<lI1 process. The proportion of surplus labor
extracted in rclation to necessary labor, that IS, the ratio according to whICh

and the entire

objecti fied labor is exchanged for living labor, is translated into the general

wo rki ng day. It can move only with in these boundaries. The smaller already

dimensiOns characteristic of the functioning of the rate of profit. It becomes

th e

expresses

fraction al p art talli ng to llecesS,lrY

Ilccessary

labollr, th e

greater the slIrplus labou r, the

kss can any increase in p ro du c ti ve to rce p ercep tibly diminish

necessary l abour ;

since the d en omin ator has grown enormously. The self-valorization of cap ital

more diftlcult to the ex tent that it has already been valorized.

becomes

(Gnllldr;ssc 34U, transl ation slightly

modified)

Capital's infinite impulse to the increase of wealth through an infinite
limitation within the confines of the relation between necessary labor and
surplus labor. But all of this is only a first approach to the definition of the

"actHally already belonRs itl the doctrine i!( profit "
( Gnmdrissc 34 1 ) . As a matrer olfact, the theory 4 the tendency 4 the rate '!(profit
to jail I,· l Io thillY. Inlf the historical ('xrellsivtl or thisjirstjimdamcntal (ollsideraeion I!f
the illfvitc/blc coillradiaioll that pits livillg labor aRainse dead labor within that
clement,lr), Ullil i!( a/wlysis «md exploitation) which is the workill)! day.

problem . I ts generalization

of profit declines to th e d eg ree

that the rate

c ap i ta l h as al n: a dy ap p ro p r i ate d living l abour in
labour, hence to th e degre e that
act, i nc reas l I l gl y

III

bbour

the fo r m of fixed

the

I n spite of whatever counter-tendencies there may be. the law works. and
capital sutTers trom this contradiction that continually re-emerges within ItSelf.
But then, why does capital press forward the process of devalorization? Why
docs capital push this process lorwJrd to the point of glimpsing the completion
and overcoming of the phase of the real subsulllption of labor within capital,
toward a ph ase in which labor as valorizing dement is suppresseJ?
Once again Marx gives us thl' allSwer to these questions. We can begin to
answer them by recalling .mother c1emellt of the theory of profit:

that

The gross 1''''/;', i . e. the surplus value. re ga rde d apart tram its t,)rmal rdatiun,

form of obj e c tified

not as a p ro p ortIo n bllt ra t he r as a si m pl e m a!,'l1itu d e of val u e without COl\

is already c api tali zed and hence also

c ap ital

necessary labor, to the extent that capital can no longer suck the blood of
living labor. The contradiction that was previously observed becom.:s J law,
the harsh prescription of the necessary olltcome, lor capital.

increase in the p roductive capaciry of labor thus finds its first formidable

The second great IJw L 1 is

the general proportion between living labor employed and objectified labor.
Both proportions fall co the extent that surplus labor mcreases compared to

in the' produ c ti on process, or to

,/5

./,)f.' the sIze or file (,)pifal. Thus, while the ratc of p ro fi t will be inve rsel y

the de gree that the p rodu c ti ve power of labour grows. The growtll of the

related

produ ctivc·

it.

power of labollr is identical in

rehtive s u rp lus
g ives

value or of the

to upita!;

duction of

labour powe r; (c)

production

profit rate

labour Gille

tio n . and

necessary tor the

repro

the d ec l i n e of the part of capital which
[0

the parts of it which participate

process as obJeditied labour and as presupposed val ue . The

is therefore

i nver \ dy related to the growt h

or of re la tlve surplus labour,

(0

the development of

dcvclopmcllt of (dpitll, both

it hJS

wltlun which l.!bOlIf

.llr<"ady posited
as

wdl

c api tal. the 511111

"(profit will

be di re c tl y

related to

3S

of its

itsdf.IS

It is qUltc' COrrCd.
c:ap i tal Jctlllg

powers of produc

<>( file prO}1 rate to

p roduc uve power an d of th e

obj ec· titi ed value; of the extent

p roductive power is capitalized.

70.1, tr.lllslation sh�htly modified)

But what is rillS .'11/11 ,'( pr�til 1 1I1,j.'sa tid profiftol ) I t is both the generahry
of labor incorporate d into capi tal and the generaliry of labor presented to
clpital. at a speCific stage of capitalist accumulatio n Jnd organiz.ltioll ,)f labor.

the

to the magnimde of the cap i ta l e mp l oye d as Iconstant] cap i tal within

t:l ll with the

the value of the

of relative surpl us value

p roducti o n. In other wo rds, the s<'cond law is the tflldfllC),
extent i n whICh

to

( ;f/lI1dris.\t 7 ·Hl)

re l ative surp l us labour time whi c h the worke r

(b) thL' d e dmc of the

e xc han ges .n all for l iving labour rdative
in the

m e ani ng with (a) the growth of

1101 as do"., file rute 4profit.

ncenon with any o th e r. wiU grow on the ave rage

hilt

(Gnllldrisse

as

a.,

regards the

material

producti on procc'S

a,

a whole, th at the

and as tixed capital not only is ObJectitied bb o ll[,

hut Iliust llso be reprod uc ed , Jnd contmuously reprn ducl' d , by
Its presence assumes.
assumes.

theretore,

there/ore,-the

ex t en t whlCb

its p re sen c e

n ew

t he extent of the labounng popul a tio n . population on a

large scalc. which m .md tor itself is

the c o ndi tion

of all pro d uc t iVl' po\\'cr

but tins reproduction e\·erywherc proceeds on the pres upp ositi on
.1..:tIOll

of fixed

labour.

has a ttain ed

of

the

capital Jnd of raw m a teria l and of scientific power, both

as
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such, and as appropriated within productlOn and already realized within it.

�'alorizati,m process of capital . . . appears at the sallle time as its devall/atiofl

(Cnmdrisse 763-(4)

process, Its demonetization"

every time

Therefore the stirn ofprofit is,first (ifall, the stirn ofcapital, and capital is a relation
of explo;'tation: it is the class relatioll in the production and reproduction of

c api t a l

enters

(Cnmdrrsse 4(2) .
111[0

This is so not only because,

reproduction, it modifies the terms of

reproduction itself th ro u gh the reduction of living labor (since this still
involves the mechanisms o f accumulation) . On the contrary, strictly in
relation to circulation, it happens bt'cause every tulle capital enters into

capital, and in circulation.
But if this is so, the contemporaneity of the divergence and inversion of
the relation berween the sum total

[rnassificazione] of profi t and the trend of

circulation (and this happt'l1S not in terms of value but ill terms of
commodities, goods) it must realize itself in order to regain its own value.

its rate must have specific presuppositions in the class relations that determine

But capital wants to realize itself with III altered terms of production, altered

the present figure of capital and the degree of its development, both from

in the sense that they reduce (to the most compressed iorm) necessary labor

the point of view of production and from that of circulation.

and they also augment surplus-value more and more intensively. In order for

Let us examine this from the standpoint of production and reproduction.

these two aspects to arise, the productive capaCity of labor

(tied

to all the

social conditions d e ter mini ng it) must expand simultaneously. That is, there

Marx says that the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall

must be the most extreme expansion of the social productive forces, and
is in every respect the most important law of modern political economy, and

consequently an extraordinary increase in the mass of products. The antithesis

the most essential for understanding the most difficult relations. It is the most

b etween production and valorization presented here IS once again the

important law from the historical standpoint. It is a law which, despite its

antithesis between rate dnd SlIlll, berween the process of the devalorization

simplicity, has never before been grasped and, even less, consciously articu

of labor on the one hand and the massification of production and the

( 1 ) with

necessity of realizing it on the other. I t is the antithesis b etween relations of

the productive power already produced, and the foundation formed by it for

domination and conditions of SOCialization (of the social massification of

new production; this simultaneously presupposing an enormous develop

labor) that makes the devalorization of labor possible. 15

lated. Since this decline in the rate of profi t is identical in meaning

ment of scientific powers; (2) with the decline of the part of the capital
already produced which must be exchanged for immediate labour, i.e. with

At this point we can hcgin to answer the qucstions asked earlier. Why does

the decline in the immediate labour required for the reproduction of an

capital push the process of devalorization of labor to extreme limits in spite

of

of the increase in its inner contradictions? Why are we beginning to witness

(3) [with] the dimension of capital generally,

the gualitative passage to a phase in which the subsumption of labor within

immense value, expressing itself in a great mass of products, great
products with low prices . . .

mass

including the portion of it which is not fixed capital; hence intercourse on

capital does not assume a valOrizing lorm?

a magnificent scale, immense sum of exchange operations, large size of the

The answer must be based upon the series of dements examined so tar.

market and all-sidedness of simultaneous labour; means of communication

Within the mode of production, the fall of the rate of profit, i.e. the

etc., presence of the necessary consumption fund to undertake tillS gigantic

devaJoriz3tion of lahor, is accompanied by a massification of the torces of

process (workers' food, housing etc.); hence it is evident that the material

social production that, hecillse it inheres deeply both in the process of

productive power already present, already worked out, existing in the form

production and in the process of circulation, now presents itselfin the unified

of fixed capital, together with the population etc., in short all conditions of

figure of a suhject, of a SOCIal individual. Therdore, tor the simple reason that

wealth, that the greatest conditions for the reproduction of wealth, i.e. the

the fall takes thiS tt)fJll, it presents itself as a power that breaks with the

abundant development of the social individual-that the development of the

solution attempted by the mechanics of the capitalist process (crisis of

productive torces brought about by the historical development of capital

overproduction) dud instead poses an alternative to the reappropriation of

itself, when it reaches a certain point, suspends the self-valorization of capital,

the mass of products in increasingly drastic terms. Thlls vII

instead of positing it. (Gnmdrisse 7�8-49, translation slightly modified)

The role that capital plays

as

sum of profit also characterizes profit from

the viewpoint of circulation and realization. I .

.. Looked

at precisely . . . the

this decisive poillt
IHarx '; de.,rriptioll ,,( the tIIer/wlllslll I1II1St be {orreaed, ill his O!/lll tcrlllS. The fe/atioll
bettl'een rate ,:lp,.o/It alld //I,l.'s{tlralitlrl '?(prvdll((ioll t,lkcs .,hapc Wl/hill lIeUJ relations
afforce 011 II social f01llldalloll th.lr cap italist dl'Vc/0pl1lfm itse!f has determined, alld
thar tize struggle h,/s de/lm'd ,md (Ollsritlltcd as ,1 slIb/fa, The divergence berween
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the devalorization of labor and the massitication o f the productive social
forces becomes the only path for capital to tollow at this point. But

I1ld5Siti{,ltioll {,lI/ neither lie diwirtatcd,

,illce

because capital would thereby destroy its

highest level ofproducrivlry, the f:ill of the rate of protie (that C3rli, I ; together
with his buddies, calls " historical " ) is re-established.

Sla.szf/ari<>tl

shatters

the

reformist dream with its accumulation of mechanisms of stagnation (that is,

'
new social foundation, nor can it be restructured each time through a
destructive crisis of traditional c haracter-bec ause the relations of torce

leveling-out of the rate of profit) and intlation pressures, \"age pressures,

this IIt.W social

proletarians reunited a s a subject that is productive a n d po(clltially subversIve

between cbsses would not allow itl<'-then capital insists that

.Iollnd,llion call only lie isolatcd}rom the prodllClioll process. However, this is possible
only when the new social foundation presents itself not so much as the subject
of exploitation, but rather as the motive torce of an increasingly profound

h

in equal measure. "
The question is no longer w hy (his happened, although a, a response to
that question we have ofl:ered some theoretical dements to which we will

capiralist crisis begins

have to rerurn when we deal WIth the problcnLs of defi n i tion of the current

as a f/g llre [Ortlbillil1,� the ta" of rhe rare o(projlt and the mass o.ffellsit't'

political composition of the working class. What we want to know is how

instabilitY and uncertaincy. Then the present figure of the
to take s ape

demands for appropriation of gross protit made by the new lllas� o f

o n behalf of that social realicy of production that capital is compelled to
construct i n order to valorize itself. As happens with all economic laws, the
fact that the process is tendential does nor prevent i t from being real and
actual. Now the worki n g class, the new associated working dass, is no longer
j ust an independenr variable here bur a

radical obstacle

to development . The

capitalist response must succeed in striking back tully by devalulllg the entire
process of production. But it cannot go that far. Admitting a protound
precariousne ss inro itself, capital must restrain itself in its operation ofisolating
and devaluing labor, not destroying the lllass of products but rather trying to

the bos.ses plan to deal with this new phase of the crisis. In other words, we

what is the spCClfi{ i)!erreral and ;;o.'ernlllelllalJ Jmll thro/lj.!iI which
capital {till Illarrdge the <'xtirICli,J/l 4 flr� /all' ,�( "ili/lc, that is, the end of labor as a
want to know

valorizing function in the p roduction pmcess. We want to raise this issue
because, as with the analysis of CJuses, the a nalysis of etTeds and of capitalist
forms o f behavior ill

crisis can also

otTer valuabl e suggestions and

complements to the central poim of our investigation, that is, to the definition
of class composition .

14

control, through the operation of r..:distribution . the precariousnes s from

Now, a s w e all know, in chapter

which it sutfers.

analyzes the antagonistic intluences that contrast and neutralize the action

(part I l l ) of Uook I I I o f

Capilal

Marx

of the law o f the tendency of the rate of protit to fal l . It would be possihle
(b) Reaching this point of our argument actually means posing the problem
of the

aisis 4 rhe Pltlllllcr·Srale.

It is the crisis of that torm of state in which

to document the etlectiveness of such policies in capital's current initiative.
But if we have tollowed the argument developed so tar, and theretore have

the Clpitalist project had glimpsed-and begun to put into practice--t he

situated ourselves within this process,

possibilicy ()f using the massification of social productive forces and the new

tendencies turns Out to be outdated at this point because the presellt crisis

social productive toundation (new in qualitative terms) in order ro make the

proves to be real and effective despite the tunctiolling of the counter

d

specific analysis of the counter

rate of p rofit grow by means of a well-balanced redistribution of the sum of

tendencies. And, bearing in mind the effectiveness of the counter-tenden CIes,

profit among the various participants in the reformist design, or more

the analysis records dnd describes the crisis. The fal l of the rate o f profit

precisely in the cooperative "social peace."
workers' wage oncnslve has shattered this capitalist illusion,

The
stimulating again the tendencies toward imbalan" e th,H are implicit i n this
stage of capiulist deve lopment. T heir offensive has enco uraged those

within the massitication of the workers' offensive includes the counter
tendencies and sees them ncutralized, checked in sOllie wa\' and rendered
strategically irrelevant, in the presellt Jction of the llllldamenral tendency.
What is strategically tundalllemal, rather, is the dive rgence of the rate of

tendencies agam in a dramatic manner, confronting the bosses with the urgent

p rofit and the massitlcation of the subj e c t o f explo itation. The two

new t(mll of control and domination. The history .of the post

magnitudes tend to take shape in an alternation so protollnd, so critical, that

Second World War years has shown them to be a period of impetuous
developmen t characterize d bv high and medium rates of developmen t,

the destructive criSIS is no longer possible dul' to the workin g-class presence

erected on the pO\Slbility of utilizing an extremely broad and mobile labor
power l1larket. But this ';tage p.lssed very rapidly. To the extent that the system

to block a process that is posited as necessary. IJ/e ll1l1St get used to considering

was reconstructe d dnd hVlllg lahor was comprehensively reorgamzed at the

the current state of clpitJlist lllJnagement of development, or better, of

need tor

a

the capitalist brain itself IS as i t ,vere shattered by this schi zophrenia. Since
that is always materially .1Ild sometime'S politically organized, thl're is no \-\'3y
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stagnation, after the plannmg stage. Planning has de!inirively absorbed rhe working
class into the process ofproductioll and distribution, at least as long as the capitalist

mode of production lasts. At this level of development it becomes absolutely

69

is the average of all these dlUerem rates.
The protit that taus to a capital of
given size accorchng co rhis general rate of
profit. whatever its organic com
positio n mIght be, we call the average profit. 'il

impossible to interrupt v iolendy, by means ofterocious Cflses, the mechanism
for the realization of gross profit. In other words, It is impossible to think of

The general average rate of profit is constituted, theretore, at a limit that

repression of the fascist sort and cnsis of the disruptive sort as suitable means

the competitive dIalectic contnbutes to deternuning. The rate tends to level

to interrupt the mecharusm. At this level of the fall of the rate of profit,
stagnant capital is, nevertheless, plan/led capical. It IS the dynarruc regulation of

itself out on this limit, on this average determinauon.
It is here that the mystifIed process of profit and competition begins to

coni1ictuality and therefore of a reiatlOn between classes. This relation cannot

be overturned. In tact the rate of profit levels itself out

be annulled. We must get used to separatillg plallning }Yom development. The

average compOSItion i n which "surplus-value and profit coincide."

terms are not homogeneous at all . Only reformist utopianism and sociahsm

111

those spheres o f

have tried to overlap them by IdentifYing them. So how can capital try to

The sum of the protits tor all the differem ,pheres of production must accord

check, to isolate, to devalorize labor within the overall plan? And how can

mgly be equal to the sum of surplus-values, and the sum of prices of

it maintain itself as capital?

production tor the total SOCial product must be equal to the sum ofits values. 21

What is profit? Marx says,

I n conclusion,

As this supposed derivative of the total capital advanced, the surplus-value
takes on the transformed form of profit. A sum of value IS theretore capItal
if it is invested in order to produce a profit, or alternately profit anses because
a sum of value is employed

as

with it, is thus the same thmg

capital . . . Profit,
as

as

we are origmally faced

surplus-value, save

111

I t can also be added here, t1rstly, that wherever an average protit is estab
lished, i.e. a general rate of profit, and however this result may have been
brought about. this average profit can be nothing other than the profit on
the average social capnal, the cotal sum of profit being equal to the total sum

a mystified form,

of surplus-value, and secondly that the prices produced by adchng this average

though one that necessarily arises from the capitalist mode of productJon.

profit onto the cost prices can be nothing other than the values which have

Because no distinction between constant capital and variable capital can be

been transformed mto pnces of productionY

recognized in the apparent formation of the cost pnce. the ongin of the
c hange in value that occurs in the course of the production process is shIfted
from the variable capital to the capital as a whole. Because the price of
labour-power appears at one pole

111

the transformed form ofwages, mrplus

value appears at the other pole in the transtlxmed torm of profit. !Y

What IS the (general) average rate of profit)

A, a result of the chfie ring organic composition of capitals applied
ent branches of productJOn,

as

111

differ

a result theretore of the circumstance that

according to the different percentage th,lt the vanable part

torms

111

a total

capital of a gIVen Size, very different amounts of labour are set in motion by
capitals of equal

size,

so too very di tlerent amounts of surplus labour are

appropriated bv these capitals, or wry ditlerent amounts of surplus-value are
produced by them. The rates of protlt prevalling in the different branches of
production are accordingly originally very different. These ditferent rates of
profit are balanced out by COmpetItIOn to give

a

general rate of protlt whIch

When does all of this happen m a planni ng
regime' Can we conclu de at
this point by saying that the rate of profit
and the rate of surplus-value i n
general-Has a tenden cy, like all econom ic
laws"- tend to coincid e here?
Can we consid er the overtufIlmg of the mystifi
ed process ofprofit definitive?
And can we collSlder the equalization of
the process of profit with that of
the genera l rate of surplu s-valu e to be
given, outsid e the compe titive
dialectic? All refonmsm has acted on the
basis of thIS hypoth esis, and all
revisio msts utilizing the mechanisms of the
law of planned value have acted
upon that basis. III tact. in the Planller-State
the rale of sllrpilis -vaille and the rate
oj- prOfit were sem as telldellHally mC(l?illc\(
[ullitrcamlsl ] . This was precise ly the
new society founded on labor!
But the proble m we are taced with IS a diff
erent one. As we have already
said, It is the problem of the criSIS of Ihe PI<1lIllCr
- 5;talf. Here, surplus-vallie and
profil are still givCll as a single lmitied rate, but
the quantitative determination of the
rate tends to he /lull. The rate of profit tends
to annul Itself insofar as lab r is
expelle d from the produc tlOfl process as value
and as capacit y for struggle,

�
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a s a new productive foundation and a s a new subversive subject. H o w does
capital manage this passage) How does capital save itself once labor is

Nor IS the mystification of

a

capital that has expelled labor trom itself

compelled to retlection.

expelled? When, in stagnation, the rate of protit tends toward zero, what is
Arter it has distmglllshed the profit, as newly reproduced value, from melf

the law of protit then?
Once again Marx shows us the way to the solutIOn of the problem.

as presupposed, selt-:'valorizing value, and has posited profit as the measure of
its valorization, It suspends the separation agam, and posits it i n its identity

form in whICh Its origin
l P]rofit IS . . . a transtormed form of surplus-v alue, d
ed. In point of fact,
and the secret of its existence are veiled and obliterat

. . In surplus-value, the rela
profit is the form of appearance of surplus-value .
the relationship between
tionship between c apital and labour is laid bare. In
capital ,lppcars as ,1 relaricmship to itself: a relationship i n
capital and protit
trom another new value
which it is distingUI shed, a s a n original sum of value,
creates this new value
capital
if
as
sness
consciou
to
appears
It
that it posits.
n and circulatio n
productio
the
through
nt
moveme
its
in the course of
to derive from
appears
and
,
mystified
now
is
happens
processes. But how this
ludden qualitIes that are inherent in capital itselU.l

and the expulsion
Here, in the quantitative flattenin g of the rate of profit
profit reveals its
of
horizon
the
of
ce
of value fro m the process, the persisten
exacerb ation
the
only
is
It
.
secret: it is only the persistence of the power 4capital
of its irrationa l face of command .

its confirm ation at
The Marxian ddinitio n of the profit category finds
all the "natural " screens
the momen t in which all material determi nations,
of mystifica tion, are set at zero. In profit, capital
relates to itself ,is pOSiting new value, as producer of value. It relates as the
foundation to surplus value as that whICh it tounded. Its movement consists
of relatmg to itselt, whIle it produces itself, at the same time as the tounda
non of what it has tounded, as value presupposed to itself as surplHs value,
or

to the surplus value as posited by it.

(Gnllldri_,se 745)

And if surplus-value is set at zero, it does not matter because all the
conditions tClr the continUlty of deternllnation are given.
Proceeding fr0111 Itself dS the active subJcct, the subject o f the process . . .
capital relates to itself a, self-increasmg value; i.e. it relates to surplus value
as something posited and tounded by it; It relates as well-spring of produc
tion, to Itself as product: i t relates ,1 S ptoducing value to itself as produced
value. I t therdon: no longer measures the newly produced value by its real
measure, the relation of surplus labour to necessary labour, but rather by itself
as Its presuppoSition.

( Gnm drisse 746)

to itself as capital which, grown by the amount o f the profit, now begins the
same process anew in larger dimensIOns. By describll1g Its circle It expands
Itself as the subject of the Circle and thus describes a sel t-:'e x p anded Circle, d
spiral.

( Gnmdrisse 746,

translation slightly modified)

I am, by the wav, discovermg some mce arguments. E.g. I have <-ompleteiy
demolished the theory of prottt as hitherto propounded. What was of great
use to me as regards

method

taken another look by

of treatment was Hegel's L�l(i( at whIch I had

mere accident .

Tha t IS what Marx says.

24

He glanced back through the

logic

of

mystltication, which is the logic of state power. When the logic ofthe relation
between p rofit and surplus-value, between power over the process of
productIOn and organization of the production process is broken; when there
is no more "virtuous" coinCIdence of exploitation and progress because the
working class has destroyed any possibility of it; when instead there is a
"vicious" comcidence of permanent contlic� and the stagnation of profit,
then capital can only live through mystification. {-'lege! has clearly taught us
the mechanisms ofpO\ver that make mystification real. It accompanies power.
It is the t:igure and legitimation of command. Surely, an

historic,,)! motivatioll 0( (apital,

extreme crisis or the

which is no less effective, is dt the root of trus

situation.
Insofar as the '\forking class annuls profit, 1I1 other words 1I1sotar

as

the

average tormula of the development of capital, based on extraction of surplus
value, on the exploitJtlon of living labor, is annulled-insotar as trus rupture
is given-capital ,

as

tota l capital,

<IS

the state, IIlIlSt exalt itsjUllctioll orcommand.

We

have already seens how the alternatIOn between command over labor and
orgamzatlOn of labor is typICal of a series of tundamental figures of the process
of capital, first of all money. We have also seen how the autonomy of the
political and the exaltatioll of the state-tllllCtlOn emerge above all in momellts
when the mystified mediations imposed upon and mtegrated into development
by capital are in crisis. N ow, when the historical criSIS of class relations reaches
its clim�x, the logIC of command must try to ex-press itself alone.

By production o(commodities by meatlS ,?faltlltlland we mean
betwcclI �'ll!lIe and price, beCt/ICC/1 produ({ioll atlll drm/atlOl/,jZII1s.

that

every relation

Our economists
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have a great deal t o figure out i n the tangled transtormation o f values into

socialist utopianism but is only the projection of the rationale tor the renewed

prices. The only thing they will be able to figure out is not so much the

conquest of a horizon of value.

diflerence between the problem of value and that of price (which in planned
regimes could be relative) as it IS the disproportion between declll1ing value

But is all this not illusory? Does it not repeat the general contradiction and

and increasing prices-and this is only the final phenomenon of a process

crisis of the capitalist relation up to this point? Of course. Capital achieves

of struggle. The problem of the transtormation of values Il1to prices can only

its own intentions as agent of development

be understood, but not resolved, by descending into the struggles, into the

submitting the social to the factory, which does not change the foundation

ill

a

merely formal manlier, by

determination of the fall of the rate of profit Il1 the presence of class

of the mode of production but instead only confirms its own crisis.

massitication.

suppression c:f the law of value in capital's command is merely formal.

The

But, politically, this mystification lives on! It does so because this is the
How, then, does capital manage this dramatic situatIon' Through the

only way for total capital to succeed in reproposing a rule of domination

production of conmlOdities by means of command, i . e. through the

and power as a "relation with itself," to posit itself as "subject of the circle

mystification of value in the decline of surplus-value, through capital's

of profit." By accepting the fall of the rate of profit and by formally

legitimation of itself as value while all the conditions of surplus-value

reactivating the law of value in the subordination of society to the factory,

collapse, or rather must collapse. CapItal knows that exploitation is

capital continues to control and command all the valences of the unification

legitimized and that it has "reason" to exist only imotar as the rate of profit

of exploitation even while asserting their separation. Despite the collapse of

grows and with it capitalist development and capital's progressive force.

every motivation for its own existence, capital nevertheless penetrates the

aisis must then pass

entire social articulation of labor, asserting the law of value in the for m of

capitalist man,��emellt of this

uf[egitimatiotl, by anchoring the

by way of a search for a

The
Ilew fimn

power of capnal in the sources of living labor.

command as an image of profit, toward which surplus-value leans. The

If capital does not derive wealth from it, then capital will legitimately derive

Enterprise-State [Stato-impresaJ is total capital that can exist and propose itself

the delusion of being still capable of exploitation.

again as an infinite articulation of itself, and consequently of its components,

Now capital can recuperate this idea of value only where productIve labor,

in a game of domination that sees the composition and dissolution of the

that is, labor that produces surplus-value, expresses itself in its highest form,

overall mass of labor only in reference to the necessity of its persistence as

i . e. ill thefactory, in the most advanced capitalist enterprise. But in the tactory

command. The Enterprise-State accepts the crisis, and on the basis of its

the working class contests at the highest level-objectively as the lower limit

peculiar quality, it reconfigures itself as subject. Within all the components

of necessary labor, subjectively as struggle--the production of surplus-value.

and the spaces of social connection, the Enterprise-State acts out its power

Valuf, then, call be found once a,�ain only by making the (merprisf the rnulllfllf of

as a final image ofitself Even if the rate of profit flattens out, the massification

overall rcwperatlOll .t(}f all uf sudal productioll, the fIlOlllem ill which the

limit

of /U'ccssary labUT valorizes all of social prodllctioll.

millifllu m

of the subject of exploitation is nevertheless irreducible. The Enterprise-State

Production of

knows that these conditions of crisis do not mean destruction, fascism, and

commodities by means of command is the total subordinatIOn imposed by

the unrestrained revival of exploitation, These conditions can only mean

capital on the relationship of society with the tdctory. Inc elltire su dety is

internal, continuous regulation of the general social relation and mystification

drawlI illt" subordination to ell terprise-cotll 1Il(jfld, and tire

Jnm

of ellterprise

of the rule of command on the basis of this control. The only for m of

production becomes the hegemOtlic jilT/II of the Of/crall soci,)l relatiotl . The

commodity production left to capital is the form ofproduction in accordance

massification of productive SOCIal forces, the SCIentific quantitlcation of the

with an empty logic of the persistence of its domination.

social and its reduction to

a

general productive base, must be made to leap,

in terms of profit, toward the enterprIse deci,i on. The state as the
representatIve of total capital places itself at the service of this new relation
that sees enterprise-profit, that is, the capaCIty to use livlIlg labor, as an agent
valorizing the entire network of massitied social relatIons that stands behind
it. The state guarantees the enterprise, it socializes capItal in order to guarantee
It and it moves WIthin a practice of the plan that has llothll1g to do with

3.

WORKING-CLASS POLITICAL COMPOSITION AND ARMED
ORGANIZATION OF THE STRUGGLE FOR COMMUNISM

(a) Given these characteristics of the crisis, if we now
turn to the question
of organization we must first ask ourselves two question
s. That is, we must
ask what if allY modifications this type c:l capitalist crisis--o
r, better, of overall
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-will make ill the composition of
histori cal situano n o f capItal ist develo pment
to consider the nature of the
ary
necess
rhe working class. Secon d, It will be
the degree of radicality they
and
place
modifi cations that may have taken
pose the problem of the relatioH
must
presen t. Conse quently, in light of this we
o
worker
�l?a/llzari oll.
bew'eell (lass compositioll (mil revoluci ollary
at length , If only Hl part. We saw
We have already insiste d on the tirst point
capital , the compl etion of real
how, in the proces s of the production of
zation of labor as well as the
subsum ption and the compl ete sociali
forces, includ ing most prorrunently
recuperatIOn of all the social productive
ion of an overall social individ ual
science, together determme the format
to create wealth. Then, WIth the
equipp ed with all the attribu tes necess ary
the law of value, the proces s of the
disapp earanc e of the histori cal barrie r of
labor as the sole productive torce.
fal l of the rate of profit extols associa ted
has used and abused this force,
At the same time it shows how capital, which
uction of this tounda tion,
constr
the
etes
compl
it
at the verv moment when
sky-hi gh" its contro l
"blow
wJil
that
ions
condit
s!l11Ult ane usly sets up the
es the charac teristic , of this new
over it ( Gnm drisse 7(6) . Marx describ
genera l, in other words, the new
in
s
found ation of the produ ction proces
have fully developed in such
forces
class composition (when the productive
ioll; and not that speciti c
produa
of
ioll
a way that their develo pment is a "wudir
develo pment of the
the
of
a lin1lt
(Mlil n'ollS of productioll are posited as

�

i

s:
produc tlve torces" l Gnmdris5c 542]), as tallow

Moreover the unity and the very high quality, the highest degree of
articulation and social generality of this working c lass are not only an
obj ective condition. I f that were the case, the working class would belong
entirely to capital. Yet this is not so. It is in the very same spontaneous forms
of behavior of this unified and associated working class that we read the refusal
of work as a condition of the relationship with capitalist development .

.

Let us be clear: we are not talking about the general tendencies that the
compression of necessary labor imposes upon capitalist development in terms
of the collapse of surplus-value. We are talking about a surplus of refusal to
directly valorize capital that today can be generally identified (in the
framework of this description) withill the fonm of class behavior. We are
talking about the fac t that once workers have reac hed this level of
productivity and "rdinement of their talents" (that, after all, is what
productivity actually consists in), they "want to enjoy it." That is, they no
longer imagine work as a discipline but rather as satIsfaction [godimellro] .
Workers imagine their life not as work but as the absence of it, their activity
as free and creative exercise (Gnmdrissf 708). We are talking about the massive
flight of productive labor from factory work toward the tertiary or service
sectors. We are talking about the spontaneous refusal to accept the rules of
training for abstract labor and apprenticeshIp to unmediated labor. All of this
is displayed at the level of spontaneity, as an implicitly subjective characteristic,
as a general tendency toward the workers' refusal of work, toward the
demystification of its formal suppression and as an incipient will and
consciousness of the necessity of its real suppression. Capital is so well aware

the tendenti,lIly and p otentially general development of the torces o f
production--of wealth a s such-as a basis; likewise, the universality of mter
course . . . The basis as the possibility of the universal development of the
mdividual, and the real development of the lIldividuals from this basis as a
constant suspensiOn of its barrier, which is recognized as a barner, not taken
for ,1 5a(mi lilllit. Not an ideal or i magIned UJllversabty of the indiVIdual, but
the uI1lvcrsaliry of hiS real ,md Ideal relations, Hence also the grasping of his
own history as a process, and the recognmon of nature (equally present as
pr,lCtical pO\ver over nature) as his real body. (Gnllldrisse
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542,

translation

slightly moditled)

express their material needs
T,yiay, the proletariat .1Ild the workmg class
Ililf'C fllYtled rhe getlcraltty of ,1iJstra(t
on this terrain ; (irt' li'<ll'CS of II'orkcr, ' -"tnlgg le.,·
of behaVIOr pre:.en t themselves
hlhor imo a sllbjc(( whose ,lUtono mous tonns
recom posltlo n, and the wealth of
as irreducible. The high quality of tillS
that It display s, constit utes the
dialect ICal relatio ns betwe en class strata
matenal compo sitIOn . .
tundamental characteristiC of workmg-dass

of this situation that it is torced to leave the metropolitan countries and seek
labor that is still willing to valorize it in countries that are turther and further
away. Even as capital expands its "civilizing mission," it thus opens up the
possibility of revolutionary recomposition!
There is another moditication in working-class composition that must briefly
be indicated. This is a substantial moditication that concerns the political
and, more explicitly. the subjective levels of working-class composition.
Let us look at the premises. I n the capitalist criSIS of the law of value, the
possibility of making the theory of the reserve army function as a wav to
'
regulate the labor market collapses. 771f theory of tile r('serl'e army docs not

junaion. Not only is the wage rigid toward the bottom, but it also tends to
become a stable condition, a ·'guarantee" within capitahst Zivi/isarioll itself
The theory of the complete devaluation of existing wealth through a

disastrous crisis functions even less; its political consequences are terrifYing. 26
Besides, what collapses in the crisis of planning is the possibility of bringing
the major proportions of the system back into equilibrium according to a
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bution of surplus-value.
model of develop ment based on the social redistri
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shady
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repropo smg the law of value in mystified ways.
compo sition, and thus
Let us draw some conclus ions concer ning class
and tending to develop
concer ning the tonns of behavior currently existing
as a power that blows up the
among the workers. Since labor presents itself
and that by means of the rule
conditi ons of the production of surplus-value
Irom capital's domination, we
of value takes every mystitled rationale away
" the growth of the forces of
are conseq uently led to the conclus ion that
the appropriation of alien
production can no longer be bound up with
lves approp riate their
themse
must
s
worker
of
mass
surplus labour, but . . . the
modified) . The
slightly
IOn
translat
708,
risse
own surplus labour" (Gnmd
s rationale
capital'
of
stenCe
noneXI
same
very
nonexi stence of this bond is the
stence of
nonexi
The
ning.
overtur
its
and
of comma nd. It is Its consequence

bution. Appropriation is the
this bond extends to all the modalities of redistri
ofproduction and materially
basis
relJeiatioll that the working ciass, reunited on a new
of
the refusal work, represents as such an
011 its way ((J el/lancip ating itself through
words the crisis
inextinguishable power. The fall of the rate of profit, in other
behavio r. It is
class
as
nation
of capital, finds its true origin here, in approp
and ifcaplta l
en,
ali
as to an
not simply that "labou r-power relates to its labour
it would enter the bargain
were willing to pay i t without making it labour
with pleasure"

( Gnmdrisse 462) .

Here we are further ahead than that:
. and the Judgement that its sep
The recogIution of the products as its mllI1
ion IS improp er-for cibly
realizat
its
of
ons
aration from the conditi
ss, itself the produc t of the
awarene
In
e
impose d-is an enormo us adv;mc

as much the knell to Its doom
mode of production resting on capital, and
the property of anucher, Wi th his
be
canflot
as, with the slave's awarene ss tha t he
ce of slavery becomes a
existen
consciousness of hmlself as a person, the
be able to prevail as the
to
ceases
merely artitiCla l. vegetative existen ce, and
hasis of produc tJOtl. ( Cnmdnsse 46.3)

At this point we can begin to reverse the course of the analysis. We began
with the theory of crises in order to arrive at our investigatlOn 1I1to working
class composition. N mv we know that the reality that dominates and
determines the

c apttalist

mechanism of the criSIS and all its ditferent tprms

is the political composition of this working class, reunified as a social class
that spontaneously takes up a position at the level of the retusal of work and
that turns politically to the practice of appropriation. Now, therefore, we can
begin to answer the second question posed at the begmnmg of thiS chapter.
GIVen the likely modificanons of working-class cOmpOSitlOn. we asked
ourselves, what is their character, what is the degree of radicality that they
present? We can answer by saying that it is a character of extreme
The

radicality .

overall social formation in which we move, the political class

composition to which we refer presents

compared to the class struggle's recent past.

haraeteristies that are en tirely lIew

(

For this working class, the theory of

�ances. the ideology of work, the distinction made between different stages

ot (economic and political, democratic and SOCialist) struggle are now nothing
more than so much scrap metal, even as we bow down before the epic of
these class struggles and of the heroic proletarians "storming heaven." But
today heaven is near. Work, the absurd effort that is daily given for free to
the boss , has erected a huge quantity of dead labor that we are preparing to
.
approprIate. We are not afraid of the crisis or of violence. We draw our
reason to hate the bosses and our inflexibility in struggle not from despair
but, rather, from deSIre, trom satisfaction, from wealth. Class unity, the
destructlOn of wage labor, the political struggle tor appropriation, in other
words (ommunism

as minimum program.

are the political needs-and the

tendency bemg realized--that emerge from the class composition in which
we situate ourselves.
Before we go any further, however, we must raise another problem. When
we considered the torm in which capital manages the process of the tormal
suppression of labor as a moment of valoflzation, we noticed a specific
though mystified--dialectIcal practice. This practice consists in the fact that

tu'o

equally pOll'erfiJI processes have been set in monon and overlap each other.

One process IS the maximum socialization of the productIve forces, and the
other IS the ins is relue

�

0/1

the

enterprise as

the guidmg, mtensive moment of the

e tire social organIZation. On the one hand, capital has diffused the process
ot valorization to the point of submerging it in the complexity of SOCial
relations. On the other hand, capital feels nostalgia for the immediate
extraction of value and Wishes to re-establish Its centrality.

Capital sets the
jaaory, t1S lhe point <?f lJalorizatiofl of the sotial tirCllit ofproduction , a�ain5t society as
the area of liemlorizalio n <lIui the site of mass[li(atioll. At the satlle time capilal sets
soaety, t1S the image or Ihe sorial machine of productioll, agmllsl thefaaory .'mce the
jaa(:ry is the p ri fJileged site or the refi/sal '!f work and the o[FensilJc against the rate l1f
P"?/l t . Now gIVen the prinCipal characteristics that we have detlned, what are

th e eflects that thiS particular form of capitalist management of the process
.
01 the suppressIOn of labor has on the composition of the working class?

78

capital and

I n order to answer this question, w e should return t o some themes of
Marx's discussion on produ((lVe

and unproductive laborY

subordinated

consider the

I t is well known how

to its process of production and valoflZJtlOn. If we

aggregate worker,

i. e. if we take all the members compnsing the

workshop together, then we see that theIr

firmly Marx distinguishes productive from unproductive labor:

in an

aggresate product

wlllbitled actipity

which is at the same time a

results materially

quantity ofxovds. And

here

of capitalist produc

it is quite immaterial whether the job of a particular worker. who is merely

surplus-value, labour is <lilly productive, and an exponent of labour-power

a limb of this aggregate worker, is at a greater or smailer distance from the

Since the immediate purpose and the
tion is
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is only a productive

worker,

a U lilm ti, product

if it or he creates

productive labour is that whICh is directly

Stlrplus-value directly, i.e.

conStlmed in

actual manual labour. 3 1

the only

the course of produc

This survey of what is included in productive labor c a n be extended

tion tor the valorization of capital. 28

followmg the order Marx gives in these pages-to the point of including

By insisting on this specificity, Marx puts us on guard against the danger

the scientific laborer himself,32 And, on the basis of what we demonstrated

of overextending the category of productive labor. "Every productive worker

previously, we can now state that the concept of the waged worker and the

is a wage-labourer, but not every wage-labourer is a productive worker. "2"

concept of the productive worker tend toward homogeneity.

I t is clear that by insisting strictly on the specificity of productive labor, Marx

But this result of our analysis does not solve the specific problem we were

responds to the necessity of putting the working class as such at the center

faced with earlier, because if the generalization of the assumption according

of scientific and revolu tionary considerations, and to the equally urgent need
to answer those " ap ologists of capital" who present
the productive worker, simply because he
who only exchanges his

s£'Tvi(es

IS

attempt to divide this unity is immediately capItalist) is confirmed, this

a wage-labourer, as a worker

(i.e. his labour as a use-value) for

money.

ThIS

makes it easy tor them to gloss over the specific nature of tillS "productive
worker" and of capitalist production-as the production of surplus-value,

as

the self-valorization of capital in which Iivmg labour is no more than the
agency It has embodied in itself. A soldier is a wage-labourer, a mercenary,

but this does not make a productive worker of him 3"
r is relative
and definition of the productive labore
n capita l.
withi
labor
of
ion
o( adFaIlCCmellt o( tlzc process o(subslImpt

However, thiS
10

the d,:szree

distinction

In partJc ular,

real SlIbslImptioll of l<lbOllf Imder capital, or the
of the overall labour process is
5trictly capitalist modc ofproduaioll, the real lever
power SOcially combined
not the individual worker. Instead, labourWIth the develo pmen t of the
increasingly

to which the working class today is inmlediately given as a unity and as the
fundamental subject of exploitation (which is why, consequently, every

rs which together form the entIre
and the various comp eting labour-powe
very different ways m the iuunediate
produ ction machme partIcipate in
g
more accurately III this conteXl, creatin
proce>s of making comm oditie s, or,
their hands . others with their heads,
the product. Some work better with
etc., the other as overseer, the third
logist,
one as a manager, engineer, te(-hno
increaslllg number of types of
ever
An
as manual labourer or even drudge.
of prodl«tilfC labour. and those
pt
conce
i.lbour are included 111 the munediate
rs directly exploIted by
worke
s.
tivc worker
who perform it are cbssed as produc

conclusion does not determine the specificity of the situation within the
crisis either.
Let us take a step back for a moment. On the one hand, capital tries to
separate and at the same tIme to unite the factory and society in the
generalization of enterprise-conunand. On the other hand, a socially unified
working class is objectively capable of imposing the tall of the rate of profit
and

subj ectively

aiming

to

determine

the

levels

of struggle

over

appropriation. The unity of productive labor has gone beyond the unificatIOn
that capital has deternuned in order to reach its own objectives. It is at the
center of this dIalectic, then, that we can still specify in its hlstoncal
concreteness the figure m which

the vanguard �f the proletariat

is represented

within the current political class compositIOn. This vanguard must int1uence
the fall of the rate of protit in the most determinate manner, and tor that
reason i t must be capable

of predetermining the processes of class

reurutication in terms oftimeframes [ sm denzeJ , pacing and objectJves. I n other
words, thIS vanguard must be able to forcibly turn the massified presence in
production (the product and fate of capitalist development) tfom the
objective representation of a new economic foundation into a subject (ir<;elf
a mass of indirect producers) that has been recomposed in order to attack
the rate of profit. But the vanguard that IS capable of dOll1g this is once again
the

u'orkillg ci<lS5 4 the l<lrge /<1Ctones,

which is the privileged subject of

explOitation and at the same tiIne the effective agent of the devalorizatJOn
of labor and profit. It IS agall1st thiS vanguard that capital turns its
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mystifications and its fiercest anger. I t is around this vanguard that the whole

81

profit in the factory (and its agents) from the process of the socialization of

proletariat comes together in an identity of interests that cries out for an

productive labor taking place in society as a whole. All prospects of reformism

interpreter, in a unity of goals that cries out for direction and with a cargo

have failed. By means of the extension and omnipotence of enterprise

of anti-capitalist violence that cries out for a detonator.

command, the plan means to assert, on the social level, the rationale for the

The workers of the large factories, at the cutting edge of social class

isolation and (on that basis) the revenge of the bosses upon the factory workers

absolutely hegemonic political and theoretical configuration

in an attempt to go back to a mechanism of direct valorization. (2) The

within the current class composition. Politically speaking, they are

workers' point of view is, conversely, that of unification in the massification

hegemonic because they can attack the last mystifications of labor value in

of the social proletariat's struggles around the fundamental nodal points of

unification, display an

the factory where the boss tries to reproduce the mythology of living labor

the fall of the rate of profit; it is that of the domination of the fundamental

as valorization of capital. In this way, the workers strike the capitalist

rationale of the crisis-the fall of the rate of profit caused by the workers'

enterprise's command over society at its root, shattering the rhythm to which

offensive--over the general conditions of anti-capitalist insubordination and

the boss would like to make all wage labor dance. But the theoretical figure

urgency of communism, that is, over the new social figure of a unified

that the workers oflarge factories express is even more important. They show

proletariat.

how productive labor, that is, labor producing surplus-value, is not only

and of unification tor the workers) berween the factory moment and the

annulled in its quality of exploitation rendered to the boss.

Productive labor
dtn also be freed. It can appear and emerge as creativity and freedom. The
infinite fantasy of liberated productive labor is revealed in the struggles, jTom
sabotage to mass strike,from street fi:<hting to armed struggle. Here the workers of

(3) The fact that a

dialectical relation (of separation for the bosses

social moment exists cannot blur the relation into an undifferentiated identity.
From the class viewpoint, this relation must lead to the firm reassertion of the
workers' leadership over the struggle as a whole. (4) The depth of the crisis
and the relevance and dimensions of the realization of the law of the tendency

the large factories recompose their vanguard political task into the theoretical

of the rate of profit to fan, the fact that the law of value-as a condition and

task of liberation.

a rule for the management of the plan�oes not function and is replaced by

In this way, the division berween factory and society that the boss tries to
achieve is ruptured internally. That is, the higher degree of exploitation in
the factory, symbol of the boss's power over society, is overturned into the

a rule of enterprise functioning in terms of division and command

puts on
the agenda, within the workers' vieupoint, the question of managing a power of
command, a capacity for violence that is equal and opposed to that of the bosses. The

hegemony of workers' unity in the shape of the refusal of work and

relation berween the struggle over the wage (that is, to maintain general levels

appropriation over the social class of producers. The workers' process of

of autonomy and mass offensive against capitalist wealth) and the struggle for

liberating society from the associated producers of capital comes completely

appropriation (that is, to develop the struggle against the capitalist attempt to

into view. This process finds both its basis and its agents in the current political

rectifY the course of the rate of profit and against the rule of the enterprise)
is posed today as the central issue of the "party" program, or better, of the

class composition.
In this way, the Marxian rationale and the worker standpoint that form

organizational program of the working classY

the basis of the rigorous class definition of the concept of productive labor
are preserved and emphasized in the evolution of the subsumption of labor

It is on the basis of these assumptions that the problem of organization is

within capital. Through the refusal of work and the urgency of appropriation

posed today. We prefer initially to speak of the problem of organization rather

the working class, the vanguards of the large factories, manifest a coherent

than the problem of the party because we believe that the very word "party"

definition of productive labor in the passage from the phase of the real

can be equivocal. That is, out of linguistic habit, we run the risk of attributing

subsumption of labor within capital to the phase of the real suppression of

improper content.� to it. Therefore, let us clarify what we mean before we

labor and capital.

start using the word "party" again.
For non-revisionist communists, the word " party" immediately refers to

(b) From a general point of view, what has been said so far

III

relation to the

the L eninist concept, explained in

�7/at Is To Be Done?, of a centralized

crisis and to working-class composition in the Crisis can be referred to several

(theoretical and practical) organization capable of leading the workers'

elements that may be briefly summarized as follows. ( 1 ) The capitalist line of

vanguards " from above" in the passage from the struggle over progressive

restructuring must pass by way of the attempt to isolate the fall of the rate of

democracy to the struggle for socialism (it being understood that this passage
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I S revolutlOnary and based o n the independence o f the proletariat's vanguard).

histoncal events of the class struggle are charged with an abundance of

As we noted, the Leninist concept of the party is correctly based on the

articulations. The reign of tactics has certainly not come to an end. Of course,

analysis of a determ1l1ate class composition, the Russian class composition of

the revolutionary leader still has to master the art of seizing the winning

the beginning of the twentieth century. SubJectIvely, the Lemnist concept

moment. The concept of appropriation must include the concept of

hastens this real relation "from above" and views the revolutionary

insurrection. We shall come back to these themes later. What we must insist

recomposition of the class as working-class domination of the dialectic

appropriation-the pOlI'eljiJI influence 0/ the working clas,'
in determinil1,R the economic crisis and the elimination of the political channels qf
capitalist control-is undeniably more scientific than artistic. It is a power that

between different classes.
But today we have very little to do with this idea of the party. All the

on now is the fact that

contents bearing upon the political composition of the working class have

superimposes itself, that seizes the terrain from the other. The terram of

been modified. The obj ective basis that motivates our diSCUSSIOn of worker

tactics opens up again, but only on this level. Today organization gambles on

organization has been radically modified. We spoke of class unity. TIle main
Lenillist themes of alliantes and UJorkin,R-ciass domination over the relations between
classes have bem transformed into the problem of un!ticatioll of the prolerariat fTom
withill. This process of unification can only take place, not from "above, " but
ratherjiwn below,jrom IPithill. Today, any notion of alliances raises issues that are

the struggle, not on the bosses' mistakes but on its own power.
Least of all will we use the term "party" to recall and propose anew the
formal aspects of the Leninist party, such as centralization, discipline, division
of labor, etc. As Lenin knew and said, these terms are better taught by the
big capitalist enterprise than by the practice o f the communist international:

spurious even from the Leninist point of view (Lenin would never even have
raised the question of an alliance with either rich farmers or state officials!) .

I

What has changed is the social formation within which the problem of

by a director in the shape of the C entral Committee . . . [but] the factory,

organization is posed. As a class, both peasants and the non-productive petty
bourgeoisie no longer exist as such.

Secondly,

we spoke of the

refusal of work.

am

denounced tor visualising the Party "as an immense factory" headed

which seems only a bogey to some, represents that highest form of capital
ist cooperation which has united and disciplined the proletanat, taught it to

In this case as well, the Leninist concept of the party as the concept of

organise, and placed it at the head of all the other strata of the laboring and

leadership in the passage to socialism, and therefore of the passage to a different

explOIted population. J4

and higher organization of labor, collapses when compared to the current
forms of class behavior. Because today, as we have often pointed out,

These are not substantive critena (and if they are not, they are expressions

communism, the use of accumulated wealth, is immediately, outside and

of the particular conditions

against every logic of the labor process, what workers' power expressly

determined by the social formation that the Leninist party interpreted).

demands. And it is,

a jimiori, the

cause of the capitalist crisis in progress.

But above all, in the third place, the Leninist concept of the party collapses

m

which the Leninist party operated, they are

Rather, these are formal criteria that originate in the need for struggle and
knowledge of the enemy.

when compared to the theme that is more typical of proletarian organizatlOn
today, that of appropriation, which is emirely distinct from the theme of

But this " factory" discipline, which the proletarIat, after defeating the cap

insurrection. In Lenin, the concept of insurrection is strictly connected to

Italists, after overthrowing the exploiters, will extend to the whole of society,

that of the party. They are the same thing, and it is clear why. I t� independently

is by no means our Ideal, or our ultimate goal. It is only a necessary step for

of capitalist reformism, the party conducts the struggle tor power in the

thoroughly cleansmg society of all the infamies and abominations of capi

passage from progressive democracy to SOCIalism, its main point of application
will be the construction of the insurrectional moment, as the art of usmg

talist exploitation, and for further progress. JS

favorable coincidence in the conjuncture, of deepening a criSIS that the bosses,

We are not going to become Leninists just because we have read Max

not the workers, have provided. Through ll1surrection the party makes use

Weber. Like mafiosi and some reformists, we are SImply going to become

of, takes advantage oC and accelerates the bosses' crisis. The Leninist party

good organizers who know the reality on which we must act.

subjectively takes the route of accelerating a conjunctural situatIon in order
to transform It into a moment of subversion, gambling on the secondary

And yet

contradictions, crises, etc. But all this is no longer given. Of course, the

in Lenin, in the most profound reality of class composition, "party" basically

we propose

to

start /lsillg the term "party " again.

Because in Marx and
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means two things t o the working class. It means

as organization and uninterrupted revolution.

independence of the proletariat

These concepts are the flesh and

blood of the proletariat. The word "party" is a noun that goes beyond the
contents that it now and then includes. The party is the--powertul
overthrow of the bosses' state.
The party is the powerful overthrow of the bosses' state. In this, we are Marxist
is that of a workers' leadership that manages the mass unification of the
proletariat in order to perpetuate the bosses' crisis and that at the sanle time
works as a mass detonator for revolt and for proletarian insubordinatlon
against enterprise command-today, when the immediate problem is that of
interpreting liberated productive labor, the refusal of work and the urgency
of appropriation from within, from its foundation. We have seen how the
relatlon between a force that-in the factory and places where surplus-value
is extracted-acts to compress the rate of profit and a force that-within the
social massification of production that takes place from urban neighborhoods
to villages-acts as a pressure on the wage and as a practice of appropnation,
can constitute an explosive mixture.

"party framework"

to

distinguish these two torrns of

command) . It is tor this reason that the new party cadre must be able to grasp
these

two levels

and, at the same time. to oppose the use that the bosses make

of them in the struggle to organize them in the life of the masses. It is within
the contemporaneity of these two moments that the realm of tactics opens

and Leninist too. But that is what we are today, when the immediate problem

This is what the

it is paradoxically and liminally possible
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With this in mind, we can also understand the absurdity of old ideological
hold-overs and some theoretical alternatives that are still present in the
movement, for example the alternative between external organization
(reminiscent

[eetoJ

must respond. The quality of this

new type of political cadre is located entirely within this relation: in the
mobility between the factory and the social tern tory, articulatmg wage
struggle and subversive action. Their fundamental task is to accept the workers'
leadership that moves from the large factOrIeS to society, drawing from this
leadership the objectives to set against the deCisive levels of power. after having
socialized their significance. The new cadre must act like fish

111

water,

continuously combining subjective initiatIve with the directives of proletarian
struggle. The fundamental task is

to set up the necessary mediations 50 that worker5 '
and proletarians ' power isjlrmly established on the rerrain of the offenSIVe and on the
practice <?fappropriation. Today the development of capital's crisis produces and
reproduces a class composition WIthin which it constantly tries to bring about
new divisions. We must not only stress and theoreticilly reconstruct the umty
of the difl:erent fractions of the working class that capital tends to divide.
Above all, we must see every effort at division as an opportul11ty for batde, a
chance to turn the terrain of diVISIon into an attack on command. TIlese
divisiorlS that capital tries to introduce ittto the stmggles do nor or�'Sltlatefromjimqi(ltls
that are objectively determined. TIley are not <lrtlCIIlanorlS 4the laU' o(mlue, but pI/rely
and simply an expedient of command. These capItalist operations have the

_
intensity of command and not the necessity of an economIC mechanism (It

of

and

lenin)

process-organization

(reminiscent

of

Luxemburg) . Both of these theoretical models exaggerate functions of
working-class composition and conditions of struggle that are no longer
present in our current social formatlon. The first insists on the autonomy
and innovatlve force of the vanguard as such-both outside and inside a
passage of democratic struggle aimed at class recomposition. The second
insists on a more solid and extensive composition of struggle, and sees the
possibility of the very same passage boosted by the conditions of management
by the masses. If we really need to go back to the classics, then let us say

Lenin

must interpret today. These are the tasks

to which the workers' political elite

up again and the " art" of political action finds room to maneuver.

+

Luxemburg,

within a different horizon, not the one of a continuity

of struggle from democracy to socialism, but rather the horizon of the
assertion and persistence of the communist need of the masses that is
continuously ruptured on the capitalist side and constantly reproposed o n
t h e workers' SIde. Although capital artacks a n d pushes this terrain of power
toward rupture, it has never succeeded in driving it away permanently. The
mass vanguard,

Luxembllrg

+

Lenirl, can

exist within these conditions. In its

capacity to express these two functions, the new political leadership of the
party \vill be able to consolidate itself.
We must insist on the concept of the

mass vanguard. As

a matter of fact, it

is not just on the terrain of the theory of organization that this concept and
its complementary concept of the p arty are determined. We can already find
their premises in Marx's critique of political economy.
Let us examine this more closely by going back to the relation between
rate of protit and sum of profit. We have seen how the capitalist project is
determined in the play between these two magnitudes. Conversely, this
relation SImultaneously has Its workers' side in, on the one hand, the attack
on valorization, and, on the other hand, the extension of demand for the
goods produced. But thIS relation is still generic, and tells us little about the
wage trend, its determmations and n1dgnitudes. Now, Marx describes the fal l
of the rate o f profit a s parallel t o
call

d

law concernmg the wage which we could

law 0( the tflldellf:}' o( tlze rare o( the relative wage to fall. '0 According to

this

law, we would witness a decrease in the relative wage, that is, a decrease in
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them. To connect the struggle for the wage' to the revolutionary struggle

the part that accrues to profit, that matches-indeed exceeds-the change

means to recognize the dialectical unity berween the two, which is the leap

in the trend of the rate of profit. The causes of the tall of the rate of the

from one to the other. The umfication of the two levels, which is the terrain

relative wage and the fall of the rate of profit are the same. If the rate of

of the program. and the centralization of workers' command over them,

profit is inversely proportional to the increase in the rate of relative surplus

which is the terrain of organization. must not lead us to target the distinction

value (that is, to the increase in the p roductivity of labor, to the development

offunctions between them, which is the terrain of tactics. The overall strategy

of the productive forces, to the magnitude of constant capital invested in

originates from the articulation of these functions--determinate, continuous

production), the rate of the relative wage is directly proportional to the

unification and articulation.

portion of necessary labor and decreases with its compression. Two

An uninterrupted lille runs between the struggle over the wage, the refusal

consequences result from this. The first is that the increase in the relative

of work, the question of appropriation and the power struggle. a line that

wage call represent a counter-tendency to the tau of the rate of profit in

the Marxist science of exploitation teaches us to recognize already in the

cases i n which no increases i n constant capital occurY If. instead. as

wage structure.

historically occurs, the increase in the relative wage presents itselfas a stimulus
to the magnitude of constant capital, the tendential fall of the rate of profit
continues and even increases. At this point the reiatil/e wage appears

it appears dirt:ctly

as

as

a mass

all I?UellSil'f lIlass: " the struggle against the tan in relative

wages is no longer a struggle on the basis of the commodity economy, but
a revolutionary, subversive attack on the existence of this economy; i t is the
socialist movement of the proletariat . " " · But when we reach certain
dimensions of accumulation, this process is no longer measurable. Its
parameters are no longer based on the law of value, but on the pace and
forms of its extinction.
necessarily arises

Ie

with

"in the struggle between the two classes-which
the development of the working class-the

measurement of the distance between them, which. precisely, is expressed by
wages itself as a proportion, becomes decisively important" ( Crnndrisse 597),
capital is forced ro reduce the proportion to nothing. That is. it is forced to
determine

it

solely

through

its

command.

All

other

"objective "

determinatIOns of the wage (conditions connected to the functioning of the
labor market, to the quality oflabor-power, etc) fail. Only command remains.

nlC' stmJ?,glc of lhe mass llallgllard-<lIld iT5 partY--'!,?(linst comllland
mealls armed
struggle. Above all, it means armed struggle. The terrain of
capitalist

conm1and, treed from the heavy mystification of the law of value,
is the terrain
of violence and mere relations of force. The collapse of
the law of value,
which is the bw of market freedom and the tunctiona l horizon
of retormist
planning, deprives the action of total capital-in the torm
of the state--o f

every rationale tor comman d other than violence . Once
the bosses' crisis has
reached thIS point, it is typical of their state to increase
and perfect the
functions of violence without the mystified character istics
of legitimacy. The
rights state of the liberal tradition of explOItat ion and the
state of labor of

the rdonrust tradition of exploitat ion went astray 011 the basis
of the urgent
capitalist need to transtorm the disaster of the rate of profit
into a rule that
allows the bosses' comman d to survive and persist. This cOlllman
d tries to
insinuate itself into the ranks of the working class as a rationale
of division
and

a

new rule of exploitat ion.

Workers' command must be the powerful overthrow of the bosses'

But il i., within lhe sam£' trend I?f the ol'eral/ wage thai lhe proporfiOlwl relation

comm.and . Workers' command bases it�c1f on the continuity betvleen the

hefwcfIl lhe parts hNome., a relatiol1 I?( opposing powers. Oncc agaill, the ;tnlggle

struggle over the wage and the struggle tor power that is established within

(lIJer lhe II'tl,,?t' on lhe workers ' part bccomes a puwer stnlggle.

the given class compOSItion. Today, every conquest made on the terram of the
wage that is not orgamzed by the workers in order to preserve their power

The concept of the mass vanguard is determined on the: basis of these

is doomed to failure. Only armed strug"gle as the mass. dialectical complement

considerations. The: concept of the party of the mass vanguards i s that of rhe

of the struggle over the immediate interest of the proletariat. as expression of

IIllifit"atitJll betweell the stnl.!'.glejC>r lhe wa,,?c ,md the rCl'olutiOlhu), stnlgglefor power.

the political need of the working class, corresponds to the workers' demand.

There are no longer any distinctions or breaks. The management of this

Only armed struggle is powerful on the plane of the relations offorce between

passage

IS

the party.

the two classes. Only the riposte, the counteratrack, the arllled oftensive

In order to avoid mistakes. it is necessary to reclaim the extraordinary
richness of the use of dialectics in the theory of organization. To connect
the terrain of the wage to the terram of power does not mean

(0

contuse

represents the distinctiveness of the worker in con trast

to

the capitalist

transfiguration of the consciousness of the disaster of the rate of profit into a
rule of command.
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the perspective of armed struggle. Only armed struggle
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mmority constramed to carry out the strategIc reunification of the proletariat
from above. The party does thIS on the baSIS of a technical composition of

transforms the capitalist use of the suppression of the law of value into

the working class that sees the working class engaged in the task of imposing

workers' struggle for the real suppression of the co mmand of capital and of

work in a socialist form upon the social totality and on the basis of a

work.

Today, only armed strugrtle speaks �r communism.

composition of capItal that allows the working class to turn capitalist
development into the socialist management of power, but only to the extent

4.

THE DIALECTICAL ARTICULATIONS OF PARTY

ORGANIZATION AND ITS IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES

(a) Only a Marxian use of the materialist dialectIc can allow us to study in

that this process is piloted from above. Today, none of these premises are
given .

The party presents itself. instead, as the overthrow t?(the capitalist management
if the exti/1.ction of the law of value. The party must break the absurd imposition
of an image of surplus-value over and against the real, massified actuality of

depth and clarifY the concept of the mass vanguard, and therefore the concept

the flattening of profit and the extinction of value. The party must reveal the

of a workers' party against work. The problem is mdeed complex and the

given class unity, the recomposition that has taken place within the proletariat,

old categories press upon, confuse, limit, and block the workers' capacity to

from within and below, not from outside and above. The insurrectionary art

express new organizational functions for new class needs.

of the party is maieunc, it is the capacity to oppose the burden of the bosses'

the two levels �r the dialectic of the mass vanguard,
mass o�ganization of workers ' pOUler as subject of the struggle jilT the wage
andfor appropriatioll 011 the one hand and party organization as subject ofthe offensive
struggle, �r aggression against command on the other. Even if good taste prevents
We distinguish between

between

irrational command with equal intensity but in reverse. Just as capital's
conmund in the moment ofvalorization uses the whole social connectedness
of productlve labor, so the party tears the totaliry of productive labor away
from capitalist conunand by attacking and destroying the moment of

us from basing the distinction between the two orgamzational levels of the

valorization. The moment the working class presents itself in its objectivity

mass vanguard on the antiquated distinction between union and political

and autonomy as an obstacle to the recovery of profit-and within this

organization, we understand that distinction, at the very least, in terms of

autonomy it discovers the world of its own needs, communism and

that other old separation between mass and party organisms. Only the latter

appropriatIOn-the moment the working class presents itself not so much as

was the independent bearer of proletarian strategy, whereas the fanner

an independent vanable but as a determinate blockage, the task of the party

represented the pnvileged terrain of tactics. But with the new distinction.

is increasingly to break the mystified image that the bosses' power forces

the orgallisms of workers ' power represcllt the level of
strategy and program, while the party organizatioll is, instead, the subject of tactics.

upon the class. The selectioll 0( tasks, 0( timing, �r objectives is IIp to the class, alld
it is IIp to the strength of rhe party to break capitalist commalld. This is hoUl the
process of suborditl£lCiOt1 vi all the instituriol/al forms of power to the working class
comes to completiotl: the party (eases to have theflllWion o(represetltatiotl and divests
itself of this last residue �r capitalist tlect.'ssity.

the opposite is true: only

The reason is easily understood. Indeed, our entire argument has
endeavored to impute to the emerging conm1lmist demand among the masses
the continuity and determinatIOn not only of the crisis but also of the radical
modification of the profit c u rve. The working class, as such, does not present

The specitlcity of the workers' political need is dispersed, or, worse, is

itself merely as an independent variable of the plan, but as a fundamental

mystified and betrayed when we forget that the power and party functions

obstacle to development. Working-class struggle as such expresses all the

exercised by the mass vanguard are contemporaneous and when we are

contents of the program on this strategic terrain. The militants' task, the direct

unable to use Marx's extraordinary dialectical instrument to understand the

function of the organisms of workers' power, is to be able to see this position

unity of the diverse. This happens from difierent points of view. By turns it

and to read these contents. Appropriation IS the synthesis of the workers'

is either the offensive or the power function that gets left out and betrayed.

needs at a determinate level of composition and the capaciry to select and

It is always the working-class character of mass vanguard organization that

articulate objectives; that is, it is the horizon WIthin which this polincal

is put in parentheses. The novelt y of the SOCIologICal perception of what is

recomposition of the proletariat establishes itself Conversely, on the basis of

changing in rhe working class is set against the SCIentific and dialectical totality

what we have said so far. we cannot presuppose a traditional figure of the

of its hegemomc vocatioll.

party. In Lemnislll the party plays Its role of interpreter and representative

In order to exemplifY the mystltlcarions, let us start With those who insist

on the basis of a working-class political compositIon in which that class IS a

Oil the concept of working-class " hegemony. " Most Commumst reformism
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starts precisely from this concept, and on this basis Gramscialllsm and all the
theories of the " new trend" have celebrated and are celebrating their feast
days.

"J

Here, the more or less socialist obj ectives the working class proposes

are posited as elements of a strategic path that modifies the power relations
between classes. It does not claim to modifY the class character of society
whIch Conm1Unist reformism also confronts, but it hopes that, on the basis
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t h e momentum o f mass struggle directly against work a n d against the
mechanisms in which value IS mystified. The intensification of violence at

a�f!Hmetlt
shifts to distribution, exploitatioll lies ill drculatiotl, ami the lI'orkitl,f?-dass charaaer
of mass panguard strategy is dispersed.
Conversely there are those who, in grasping some ciiaracteristics of the new
decisive points does not correspond to offensive massification. 171C

of the victory of the structural reforms, it can fInd the defimtive key to the

class compOSItion, no longer confuse and dissipate the anti-revisionist

attack on the system."" We are not interested here m ascertaIning to what

dimension of the offensive tunction o f the p arty. Rather, they confuse and

extent these good intentions have remamed the same or become, instead,

dissipate the tunction of power, the mass character of the vanguard or tlIe

refluxes of abhorrent gradualist reformism. Instead, what we dispute is the

working-class specificity of its political need. 771f

very possibility of posing the problem in such terms, whICh overlook the
fimctions of attack and rupture of conmland that the organization of the

absence of a determinate use
of the dialectic alld ill partimlar the dispersal of the power-VIOlence relation is
characteristic of all terrorist positions. Within these positions we certainly do not

mass vanguard must possess in order to aJlow proletarian independence not

need to combat the use o f violence, the anticipation of capital's moves, the

There is not one single laU' of Nlarxism
that distinguishes the growth 4 workers ' power in society from the affirmation of their
power against the state. But today, when every-mystified yet effective--

appreciation of the irrational nature o f its conunand or the subjective

only to win, but also to reproduce itself.

parameter of value collapses, the connectlOn b erween society and state,
between exploitation and command becomes totalitarian.

Ollly an offensive

determination to follow its movements and individual articulations. I n
terrorism, what we need t o combat i s the programmatic will that refuses to
incarnate the moments of class power and is unable to grasp

an olRatlic relation

between the subjectivity of workers' power and the subjectivism of the use

against command allows workers ' power to e:.press itself Without this fimdamental

of violence. An ideology of defeat and resistance, the desperate last-ditch

awareness, the so-called "hegemony" could be brought into play by the

image, always takes root in terrorist exemplarism. This results in the radical

bosses to integrate needs into subsystems or delimit worker subculture,

forgetting of the originalIty of the workers' struggle's new contents, o f

thereby confining hegemony to the role of a non-determining element in

commumsm as minimum program. If the function of capitalist command i s

the process of reproduction of class relations. The correct appreciation of

then recognized a s essential, its nature is detlned accordlbg t o t h e old models .

what has changed in the working class. namely the demand for "immediate"

The scheme upon which the ofiensive function unravels is the model o f

results, only finds expression in a violence that stands opposed to that of the

fascism as an alternative t o socialism, n o t t h e regulated extinction of value

bosses, a violence which renders signitlcant and fruitful what capitalIst

as the capitalist alternative to the communism of the masses. The torgetting

command reduces to a merely irrational fimction.

of vanguard action's mass content and the withdrawal over the program are

On this terrain even the most recent Marxist-inspired sociological theory

p

thus identical to the oflensive action's loss of working-class characterization.

is ha pily oblivious to the function of mass vanguard vIOlence. ' 1 It sets out

Thus we witness the absurd, Ignoble conjunction of socialIsm and terror, in

from the perception of the unity of productive labor and the extraction of

which mass expenence and class composition propose armed struggle for

surplus from the ulUfied context of the SOCiety of capital. But in defining

commulllsm. Theretore our criticism is addressed not only to the theories

this homogeneous terrain of exploitation, these theorists blur the mechanisms

that inSist on terrorism ,IS an armed wing, as the separation of the function

within which the mystified figure of value, and therefore the rule of

of offense from the function of workers' power, but also--and above all-to

command, operate. The terrain on which these

Narodllik sociologists

move

becomes one of transformation and distributIOn, from which it is not possible
to get back to the articulations of exploitation. In particular, it

15

the break within the theories between ofiensive struggle and the communist
contents of struggle---and to the regression that derives from it.

the specific

working-class terraIll�like that on which the mechanisms of exploitation and

The use of violence IS not a quality that eludes or can elude the action of the

the mystification of exploitation are establIshed-that is effaced here. This is

organisms of workers' power. When workers' power aflirms itself in terms of

how the mass vanguan.i organization presents Itself when the time appointed

appropriation. the consideration of the use of violence necessarily forms part

tlX the redIstribution of the surplus. dnd perhaps also tor appropriation, comes.

of the issues involved 111 the program. What eludes the persistence of the mass

But it will be impOSSIble for the mass vanguard orgamzation to turn

movement and the organization of the mass vanguard in ItS consolidated
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autonomy i s only the specijicity i n the organization of the use of vio/emf. Apart
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have seen, this function is as intrinsically linked to the promotion and

from insurrectional moments. this happens because the autonomous activity

conservation of the organization of workers' power as the diamond point of

of the working class aims above all to satisfY Its own material need,.

its offensive capacity is-so intrinsically linked that it represents an

But to what extent do these material needs become political? To what

extraordinary case of the dialectical reality of the class struggle. The party is

extent does the struggle tor a more "equitable" distribution of income

detined within this complexity; within these functions. This definition sweeps

demystifY itself and transform itself into political struggle? How do the

away all the more or less sanctified traditions, and strives to correspond to

material motifS of class struggle transform themselves into a weapon of

the degree of political intensity of the current working-class composition.

political offense. into the terms of the communist program? Why today, more

The party, therefore, is not the cOllSciousness or se/f-collSciolisness of the class. It is
not because the mass vanguard already comprises, in the immediacy of its

than ever, is class struggle revolutionary struggle?
Apart trom the obj ective reasons (such as massitied class pressure on the

own behavior, the totality of revolutionary consequences resulting from it,

rate of protit) which are nevertheless determinant, the answer to these

and because the organisms of workers' power already express the program

questions lies in the tendency of the refusal of work to become increasingly

of communism. The relation is reversed. The parly is instead, and liminally, the

manifest. Whenever workers' power appears and organizes itself, the refusal

transmission belt, the executive organ of the organization of workers ' power. Least of

of work is already in progress. The programmatic articulation of the refusal

all, then, is the party the force that represents the working class. This could

of work begins to have a spontaneity that is the obverse of, but just as effective

happen only insofar as the theory of revolution was reduced-due to the

as, the workers' habituation to the constraint of work was. It is tor this reason,

obj ective force of capital-to a theory of revolutionary stages and to a

and beyond this threshold, that the program does not constitute a problem,

resulting practice of alliances. The doctrine of contradictions among the

and that it can be entrusted to the mass movement. Ftom this point of view,

people, outside the conditions of underdevelopment and instead within the

the materiality of the workers' refusal of work is more significant than all the

conditions of class and proletarian recomposition-and consequently the

erudite attempts to identifY its canons in literary form. The communist contents

theory of the party as vanguard representative in relation to other popular

of the program begin to be expressed from the lowest level qf worker behavior such as

fractions-does not apply when the conditions of communist revolution are

absenteeism, sabotage, direct-individual and group-appropriation, etc. The

given. And not even then will we grant the party the theoretical role of

political generalizatIOn of these forms of behavior does not come about by

program bearer, or the driver and exemplar of the armed wing, because the

means of sermons but, instead, is entirely contained within the working class'

conditions of theoretical or practical, doctrinaire or militapt prefiguration do

political need,. The working class has never so fully revealed what it really

not present themselves at this level of massive and lasting unitary class

is: by refusing to sell itself as labor-power, and refusing to accept the capitalist

composition. On the contrary, compared to the workers' capacity to struggle

organization of work. the working class reveals itself immediately to be a

against work and therefore to express invention-power, these conditions

political class. It begins to live out its own experience of the destruction of

present themselves as pedagogically pedantic and useless.

TIle continuity

Here, then, is the definition of the function of the mass vanguard party.

between ;pontalleous and political forms (�f behavior is no longer merely a logical

The party is the function of destroying the capitalist mechanisms of

work and of all the means of domination connected to work.

exigency of the theory, but all experience o{ the practice (:f the movement.

command, the capacity to intervene in an offensive form wherever the
organisms of worker's power find the liI11lt of capitalist command. The party

But is the existellce or this lIIataiell comimllly, this political essence of the class,
sllUiciellt to explain the emergence of its forms of organization� Of collrse flO[,

IS a force that overthrows, for the entire proletariat, the relation of

because--as we have seen-capital responds precisely at that level, on those

functions by means of the central moment of capitalist valorization and by

POII1[S of p,mage. This politIcal col1tllluity of the torms of class behavior is

means of its mystification in the rule of domination, the party is the specular

to determine
the passtl,iZf, tliffe I/Il/st be ,1 f()rce litat is at ona eql/al mId opp()site to the capitalist
t;,rce tilat blocks and ill/pedes it.

the function of antivalonzation and destruction. Just as capital, through the
management of the historical collapse of the law of value, imposes its

Therefore, we have now reached the point ofldentit}'ing the charactenstics

dOI11l nation on unified labor-power, so the party. through its management

of the party func ti o n WIthin the complexity of the mass vanguard. As we

of offense aImed at the destruction of the law of value and its capitalist

thus a necessary condition, but it is not sufficient. In order e[fedivdy

dOI11l nation wherever capital can still exercise It. I f the entire society

and opposed overthrow of this capitalist function. I t is the heightening of
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mystification, reopens the force of workers' autonomy at a higher level in
order to become the communist power of non-work. Against the power
of capital's enterprise, the class rediscovers in the party an enterprise power,
yet without losing it as an instrument of its autonomy. The party is the
enterprise of non-work, and this also constitutes the dialectical specificity
of its use of violence.

w
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the dimensions of the working day, to its suhdivision into a part belonging

to necessary labor and a part compnsing surplus-value; (3) I/ith rej,'rellce 10 th e

objective level of nreds, histoncJlly growing and determined in the historical
structure of the wage; (4) with

rc(ermcl'

10 the level of stnlggles al1d o��anizatioll

that the working class experiences in ditterellt phases.
For each historical moment, theretore, we can define the composition of
the working class by taking into account these dimensions. So far they have

(b) Those who are bound to tradition may find this concept of the party
singularly reductive. As a matter of fact, the determining elements of its figure
consist neither in the hegemony of representation and the totality of
consciousness, nor in the capacity to define the program. What is determining
can only be the dialectical function within the workers' program, within the
workers' power, subjectively and tactically to break the fundamental hinges
of the capitalist management of the extinction of value, and therefore to be
confronted directly with the motivations and articulations of command. Yet
despite the reductive ness of this concept, this is the only figure of the
organization of the mass vanguard and its distinctiveness in the organization

been purely methodological indications, but we saw in the preceding
paragraphs ho,\' valid and etteccive these indications are ill the definition of
the current class composition. However, the problem here is completely
different. III fact, it is not a matter of going back over the current detinition
of working-class composition, but rather of showing how. ill dillerem

<JllIl

limes, the

Slnlctllrl'

of the w,'rkillg dass has 111 mi'd toward

that is ilse!f differem and spec!/iw/ly

co rrela

ted to 5//ch

II

(/ F�/lre

phases

of lite party

(ompositioll. {/l the second

place, il is a maTler oj' shol/1ill,� hOI/! Ihe prNessiotl of IhejLml1s (�f the
tends itlcrc<lsitl,l?i), 10 (O-OPI Ihe parry imo Ihe class, how it rends

[Q

wo rkers

'

purry

squeeze the

funCtlon of power and that of the parrv into the concept of class. The party
a

historical concept; it is a concept and a reality that

of power and party that corresponds to the specificity of the p resent working

therefore is not merely

class political composition. We have already seen and sought to demonstrate

is historically and tendemially subordinated ISO((opostij to the movement of

this. Btlt

we

must add thai if th e re is somerhin,l? irritatin,l? in this theMetical p rocess,

it is not the deconsfcratiotl �(the party as a totality, bllt rather the necessary pe rsistence
of its fUllctioll . Although we bow to this with Leninist realism, at the same

time, with Leninist enthusiasm, we know that the party is nevertheless posited
on the level of institutions, of necessity. Theretore, we know that the workers'
imagination, while it accepts and insist, upon the function, thinks ahead to
the phase in which-along with the state and the slavery of work-the party
too will be extinguished. Every step forward on this terrain, every direct
reassumption of the functions of power on the part of the working

c lass as

such, is a step forward in Leninist terms. I t is a verification of both Whal Is

the working class as such.
In the tim place, then. we should ask ourselves whether at this point a
historicul Iypology ot" rhe .limns of o��anlzaliol1 of the working class, in relation

to different political compositions, is possible. Surely it is, even though this
is not the place to trace the entire trajectory of the figures of the party. It
will be sutIicient to contlrm by Il1eam of a tew examples how ditterent torms
of the party, of mass organisms and proletarian weaponry, must correspond
to different phases of the subsumption of labor under capital.
I t is beyond doubt that the cen tral hegemonic moment of the traditional
figure of the party corresponds to the transItion from the phase of formal

10 Be Done? and 11lc Stlltf atld Revolution.

subsumption to the phase of real subsuIl1pnon of labor under capital. Here,

In order to avoid a harmtid resurgence of dogma in working-class thought,

intCfmittent and interrupted. The extraction of surplus-value t.lkes place by

tl'e

tht' process of unit/cation nf the social conditions of production is

must insislflltly reas_,crt the historicity o(lite ((lrUepl of the parI)'. The foundation

of the historicity of the party concept is situated in its reference to the category
of working-class political composition, when this category is detlned in such

a way as to allow a correct use of the dialectical method. And Marx himself
offers us the set of concepts-that almOSt constitute a network-with which
class composition can be described in a way that directly connects the political
dimension to it. This network of concepts defines
rc(erft/(e TO the form

of The

clas_,

composilion: ( 1 ) !/lith

labo r process and thus in relation to the tOfln of

cooperation; (2) !/licit referCllcl' to lile contmls o(thc labor p rNess and thus in relation

the m tensdication, un even

III

its developmcnt, of

ItS

relative dimension, but

always in a mann er conditioned by the persistcnce of extremely significant
class stratitlcations. Here the professional worker as subject of struggle is the
motive torce of the passage-borh positively (that is, by ceding invention

POWcf to the bosses) and nega tively (that is, by imposing

a

restructuring that

encompasses hilll)-from manutacrure to generalized large-scale industry.
The traditional fi�'1lre of the party is tounded on thiS worker. Under the
protessional worker's comrol. that tigure: mediates the passage to large-scale
mdustry. Little by little it dra�s all the other proletarian strata into capitalist
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of centLllizatlon

they

development by means o f alliances that extend its base over the production

In place

of capital. The traditional figure of the party gains its independence thanks

mexhaustibility of wage objectives, guerrilla wartare in the factories and the

to the lucid consciousness of its project; it possesses the point of view that

streets. All of this IS born of and bases itself on the workers' new awareness
111

substitute

97

circulation, mobility, the

recomposes the class from above, and it pulls the different class stratifications

both of the planned socldl torm

through various stages of composition, ultimately to socialism, that is, to the

and of the new figure of unity that they as workers now constitute:

which their exploitation is carried out,

recomposrrion of work and it'> self-management. Both the mass struggle to

autonomous and integrated subject, mass worker and mass vanguard. All of

reclaim rights conducted by special organisms and the offensive struggle

this demolishes the structures of capItalist power like a sledgehamme r; the

conducted by the red army (with its generals and officials) are naturally

functioning of the law of value IS carried to an extreme and the workers'

situated within the hegemony of the party and its guidance. The attack on

strength little by little annuls the possibility of its average validity. From the

work that the working class has always unleashed is organized and

Great Depression through the fithes in the US to the whole of the seventies

systematized within the framework of a work discipline that-from the party

in Western Europe (and probably aho in socialist Europe) , this

to the mass organism to the red army-the professional worker imposes as

mass worker implacably develops.

BtU it is precisely

an image of himself. The law of value is, then as always, a capitalist
mystification that is nevertheless imposed on the revolutionary movement

011

process of the

this unitary colltml '?I the

sub;ectiFity rec,lSl lIlithill the mass ICFeis, thar

//lass Ulorker, on und!ffi;rentiated
today the (apitalist operatioll ofcrisis alld

as a necessary habit-as form of organization, the content of its program,

restructurillg imposes itsell olla' ��aill. We have seen the aspects of this operation

and the critenon of selection of command. This for m of party organization

on dirlerent occasions. By destroying the law of value, capital attempts an

within which the greater or lesser accent on the c entralized moment is

operation of separation and rearnculatlon of its command within the working

absolutely secondary (the different pOSitions depend more on the strength

class. From the capitalist point of view it is a difficult situation, because it

of the enemy than on that of the class)-is hegemonic throughout the period

compels the boss to put vIOlence on the front line once again, to select it as

that goes from the Commune to the Great D epression of

an

1 929.

But what about before, and after? What was the form of the party in the

important moment

necessary

111

111

the arsenal of hiS means of organization. But this is

order to prevent his margins of power and profit from being

period that bore witness to the workers' otlensive against the unlimited

slowly, substantively, and continuously eroded by the struggles tor autonomy.

working day, that period that concluded wIth the Communards storming

correlative form of armed struggle? We genuinely need a complete typology

the
and oFerthrou!I1 because the
indi5tin[t massif/I'd c/,w' slIb/fct 1I1IISf) 1 /ld ills ide itse!fa doublil1g (?tjill1ctioIl5, ofpoUler
alld u( party, ,lIld it /III/5t carry them throll}Zh ill th eir dialectical mediatiot!. The

of the fonns of worker organization, because it is both a product and a mirror

maximum simplificatIon of the terrain of struggle, the tendential capitalist

heaven? What is the form of party organization in all the passages, in the
ditlerent moments of struggle the proletariat has experienced? What was the

ThiS IS a difficult situation tI-om the workers' viewp0111t as well because

boss imposes arl ,miwl,itlOI1 that 1I1Iist be ,Imidpated

of the moditlcations of class composition. What is certain IS the fact that the

reduction of the class cla.,h to a mere relation of f()rce, catches the working

tendentious relativity of the concept and practIce of the party IS a given. It

class unprepared. But little by little this operation that penetrates the body of

is not revisionist to acknowledge this, but it would be revisiolllst not to.

the working class intensifies lCS actIon. From this day torward the vanguard
of the workers' party, the ,quadron dedicated to offense and detense against

Ulith the

the capitalist tendency, lllLlst move torcefUlly against this project. But only the

Depressioll or 1 929. Rather, it comes to an end in the consciousness and

emergence of the articulation of the mass vanguard, orgal1lzed into workers'

practice of the masses, but it survives as an element of repression and

power, WIll blow up the Cdpitalist operation. Only the armed organization of

TIle celltralized socialist party or the qualiflcd worker come5 to an end

democratic reconciliation. But wlthm the dramatic solution of continuity

the entire proletanat wIll win. The number-one priority is to assure this

that IS Imposed upon the theory of the party, and withm the horrible

passage, to constitme these first moment, of armed orgamzation, to see

Impoverishment of the subjective composition of the working class, the class

workers of the party vanguard not as officers of the red army but as a function

movement nevertheless begins little by httle to reconstruct itself and develop

of the process of workers' power-to see them

a new party practice. Class vanguard, idenntY themselves at the mass level.

orders for the comrade'>, but of destructIOn against the most advanced points

They discoVt'r the use of the wage as a term of passage and subsequent

of the capitalist otlensive. We must see workers as gatherers not of money

identification between the struggle to reclaim nghts and the political struggle.

but, instead, of open spaces tor the growth of workers' power.

as

sources, not of sermons or
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But there is another point to consider, and this is ned to the following

condition of restructuring, here, instead, the rupture of the body of the

question : does the development of the historical torms of party organization

Here.
evell the workers ' recomposition will be merely political. It was necessary for capital
to reach rhe point of dissolvillg itself as developmellt ill orderfor the workillJ? class to
recogllize itself immediarely as political power. Here the direct workillJ?-class
mallagemC/!l of power is a horizoll that demallds no mediatiollS. TIle Ivorkillg class
does IlOt presclll irself here as a state cOII(ronthlg others, bur as a despotic state, as a
stale that destroys capital completely. Workillg-class lIIanagelllet1r orpower aims at the
totality of power. It is entirely and from start to_fillish "substitution, " the refusal of
('j'er)' delegation, the r�fusal of lvork, in action.

in their relation to the class reveal a certain logic, a certain tendentiousness?
In this case as well the answer is yes. TIle more the working (lass ((Jtlstirures itself
into a social indil'idllal, the more the prohlelll of power, or its direct managelllfllt,
becomes an issIII' and ajimd.IHlelltal reqlliremmt.for the class as sluh; the less that is
de/cJ?ated to the vaHJ?uard, the more Ilwt is f.!r<lllted to the party. In the first heroic
genesis of the workers' movement ( 1 84H-70), the direCt management of
power on the part of the workers is just an '"intcrmptior/" in the continuity
of the bosses' power. It is revolt, insurrection. I n the second phase,

1 870-

1 9 1 7, in the tradition and figure of the professional workers' party, the direct
management of power is conceived as an

"altert/alive"

to the bosses'

nussified worker is merely political, its materiality merely repressive.

Certainly, this passage must be mediated. Workers absorb all the functions
of command within the struggle. Mediation must therefore be posited i n

command-planned acceleration of development against the crisis, and

confrontation with t h e capitalist anticipation of t h e clash. On this terrain,

socialist self-management against private irrationality. At this point mediation

the organization of the mass vanguard specifies its party tunction, a party

becomes central. The reorganization of work--socialist work-presents itself

function that has been totally subordinated . to the project of direct

as the condition whereby the class can reunite and carry forward the

management of power, of the destruction of capital and work . Therefore the

communist struggle. However, once again, in the third phase that took place

party function is the organization of struggle of the mass vanguard, of

after 1 9 1 7 , the capitalist reform of the state and development modifies the

workers' p ower.

structure and the possibility of mediation by 1 929. The state anticipates the

It is important to insist and to continue to insist on these concepts, because

workers on the terrain of socialism. But lor this very reason, within the

too often this tendentiousness in the relation between class and party is not

planned state, working-class management of power becomes continuous

acknowledged. Too often, in detending the traditional concept of the party,

within the entire society. Here the delegation of functions of representation

we forget that the party is always an institution, that the institution mediates

fails because the redistribution of the social product must be direct.

the class struggle, and that the mediation of the class struggle is a necessity

Consequently, the worker organization formed in the previous period

for capital. At times, historically, the party mediated as an offensive function,

becomes, if not an organization of work, then certainly an institutional

as an agent of development. Today, the working class no longer recognizes

moment of the social development of capital . Yet this is alreldy the principle

the possibility of this function. The! party of the! refusal of work can therefore

o f the crisis of profit, because when the massification of production-that

be nothing but an organism of labor and struggle linked to the necessity o f

by itself can prop up the fall of the rate of profit-becomes the object of

t h e clash . Tile

class (at! delegate power oll/y to itself.

direct redistribution, without collective bargainlllg, for the working class,
every criterion for the persistence of the system and of development
disappears or is subject

to

We must downplay the polemical reterence to the Leninist model of the

the most frightening precariousness. At trus point,

party. What we have said so far shows how the correct use of a dialectical

capital is forced to react by attempting to break the mass worker, thus showing

methodology can situate the problem of the party within the historical

how the destruction of the law of value has made every terrain of mediation

dimension of the determinate class composition and thereby lead to its

between classes vanish. But here

as

well, within the offensive against the mass

solution. It also shows that workers' struggles tend to bring about the

worker, capital reveals itself to be unable to propose a superior torm of

recuperation of the party as a class political need directly within the class.

enjoyment of income and of the productive recomposition of labor-power.

I t is neither a matter of bad historicism (and after all, when has historicism

However, if trom the capitalist point of view all medIation fails, all working

ever been a good thing?) nor a matter of teleology. Like all the other

class mediation in terms of a nl'W work discipline is bound to tail as a

tendencies that construct the class struggle, this one is born from the

consequence of the persistem ottensive against the progressive organization

interweaving of worker subjectivity and capitalist necessity, born as the

of work. Unlike what happened in the previllus periods ,vhen the capitalist

workers' capacity to break and to destroy even the capitalist necessity that

rupture of workers' unity, of the worker body. was J.iway s-m.Jtt'fially-a

the class had to admit into itself. The party is an aspect of this necessity. It
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i s also dead labor-sometimes reactivated by the workers' freedom, often
threatening and hostile. The working class can use it only when the class's
activity dominates it. This is not the case with regard to the historical parties
of the workers' movement. 17,e real drama of the situation (ollSisrs in the faa
that f/!ery colltinuity bftUlfefl thc,"f things and the nf[/l polirical demand of the dass
has been irlferTrlptfd, smashed. The process through which the historical parties
of the working class have been drawn into the capitalist mechanism of labor
management has gone too far for the reiusal of work ever to use these
institutions in any case. Conversely, the political liberation of the class as a
struggle against work has gone too tar tor the antiquated and instrumental
mediations to be used, even duplicitously! Yet even within this subjective
power [potenza] of the refusal of work, the class senses that the lack of
continuity in the party tradition is a fact that impoverishes it. But there is
nothing else to be done! Purely ideological revivals will not satisty the
materiality of the class's political need! Neither will the appeals coming
from different and differently developed experiences' The only route to
follow is that of reconstructing the articulations of the mass proletarian
vanguard: instruments of workers' power and party offensive. Directly and
without nostalgia. As always when we lack the support of the past, we must
look to the

near furure with trust. imagination, and commitmen t .
IS

Everything that the class

today, its power a n d the bosses' crisis, reassures

us and pushes us forward.

[ h e prospects o f t h e revolutionary movement, t o t h e' tenden cy, and
consequen tly of testing it out by forecasting the tactical pace of the
movement.
We believe that today the crisis of the movement of the refusal of work.
of working-class autonomy, consists essentially in the difficulties the
movement faces in building political leadership tor itself. Although the
matenal movement of pressure on profit, the tension toward appropriation,
and the difficulty of the struggles have not slackened in the least, the
movement is not achieving significant levels of lead,ership, and therefore of

�

promotion and intensification of the general co duct of the struggle. The
lack of direction manifests itself in the fragmentation of the organizational
moments of struggle and in the absence of a theoretical unification of the
offensive. Why does this happen? Those who refer to old conceptions of the
party consider this condition inevitable. They believe that the passage from
the working class in struggle to the party is external, and therefore that the
party must directly take up the task of guidance, substituting itself for the
workers' leadership of the movement. On the basis of what we have said so
far, we believe instead that we must overcome the stagnation of the
organizational level of the working class by puttmg imo operation a positive
dlalecnc between the objective class pressure on profit and against work and
an offensive action of the party vanguard, a dialectic that extols and brings
to bear upon the fundamental structures of capitalist power the effe cts of
the--perhaps fragmentary, but nevertheless real and massi6ed-persistence

:

ot workers' power. The need for organization must pass through the interior
5,

HASTENING THE PAS SAGE FROM WORKERS ' AUTONOMY
TO WORKERS' LEADERSHIP: THE WAGE AGAINST

substitution. Workers' leadership will be an e ffective and extraordinary

WORK, POWER AGAINST COMMAND

hammer to demolish the articulations of capitalist command only if the

(a) We now come to what we initially presented as (so-called) Leninist o�iections
to the very type of approach to the discussion developed so tar. These
objections see organization essentially as a problem of definition of the
regime's weak links and identification of the margins of proletarian action.
In short, i t is a matter of tactics rather than o f a specific analysis of working
class composition. Since we believe that the course of discussion to this.point
has made It clear that this .1lternative has no reason (0 exist, \ve are now
prepared,

as

we \vcre not at the ,tart, to devote ourselves

which this time are

tru ly

First "," all, it is

3

to

these yuestions

Leninist.

Two of these ill particular
-;oke.

ot the class, instead of presenting itself as an ideology or function of

seem

to be the speCific problems we have to

matter of veritylllg, within the specificiry of the

individual political passages of the chss struggle, the validity of the general
argument in terllls of thellretical theses and in terms of the passage to

organization.

Seco11 d,

it is

a

matter of reconnening the present needs to

workers

III

struggle will constitute it. The fundamental tasks are to hasten

autof/omy and tv brl71,l? [0 iT the jimaioll C!f leadership.
Is this pOSSible? Won't the proclamation of these tasks be reduced instead
to

a

mere declaration of good intentions' In order to demonstrate how

etfeccive the movement of the mass vanguard toward organizational
obJecnves IS, we have recalled the quality of the new cOll5titution of the

�

overall prolet rian individual and the ellects deriving troll1 the capitalist

�

artl ulatlon ot command in the face of .1 tendemial line of compression of
prout. But does this suthce' Is this actual? In realIty, we cannot detinitively
prove that this line will be successtul. But a working class that stands before
us strong and jealous of its pn:rogatives will nevertheless assure us that thiS
is the only line that will be successful. So the problem is to mcccssfully

�

cons der the tendency as the result of

a

subjective commitment that plays

ltSelt Out entirely and Justi fiably on this terrain that it considers decerrru nam.
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In the solitude of the organizational obligation that we assume, only our

project of the appropriation of overall social wealth. Is this project actual

theoretical awareness of the tendency pushes us forward.

and possible? What relationship can the workers' leadership establish on

Our project is to hasten autonomy from the inside, to compel it to develop
leadership, to transform the existing continuity of workers' struggles in the

the violent obstinacy of the vanguards--oftesting ourselves on this terrain.

tactory and over territory into a molecular extension of the points of workers'
power, their capacity for appropriati on and for the constructio n of
comprehensive frameworks. For us, this project is a commitment, a subjecrive
bet based 011 the awareness of the tendency (but conversely, the tendency

will be considered real only if mass subjectivity wins, and does so by moving
in this direcrion). Therefore, if this is our commitment, it must be said that

this terrain? A priori we can only speak of our will and indicate the project
Theoretically, it is on the basis of this relationship that the class's political
need becomes an organizational function. Just as the bosses, despite every
mysrification, turn to the factory to test the j ustification of their power, so
does the workillg class base its capacity for the revolu tiona ry destructio/1 of work
in the factory. B u t just

as

the bosses base their capacity to reproduce value

on the isolation of the tactory from the social unity of productive labor,

the bosses have unleashed the maximum repressive pressure on this very
terrain, precisely around this passage from autonomy to workers' leadership.

so the working class will only be able to base the capacity to reproduce,

[t can be deceprive to grasp the bosses' moves as proofs of the line, but when
the bosses are pushed to the furthest limits of defense, we must admit that

struggle to the struggle tor power on this conjunction. We said in the first
place that we need to hasten the passage from autonomy to workers'

their action is otten intelligent. Now, what is distinctive about this polirical
moment of theirs is the fact that the bosses have given up hope of crushing

the substantial content, the struggle over social labor and appropriation) is

autonomy. In the Keynesian State, the rigidity of the wage toward the bottom
constituted the limit of the bosses ' action. Itl the Crisis-State, the acknowledged

organizarional unit that must extend itself molecularly i s the red base, the

resistance and persistence of autonomy, that is, a sphere of power and 110 longer of the
wage, are considered limiting. The boss is compel/ed to accept a sort '!f dualism of

power that cannot be eliminated, and chat at the very leas t imposes stagnation. But
all the boss's strength is turned against this limit. Above all , the boss moves

against the translation of workers' power into an offensive force, the
translation of stagnation into a total blockage of the mechanism of

reproduction and the translation of the acrion of the workers' vanguard into
revolutionary proletarian action. We have seen the flform '!f the mode (�f

production as a way to block, to isolate autonomy and break the proletarian
unity in society. But we have also seen a reform of the state intended not to

crush autonomy (those who speak of fascisization do not understand that it
is exactly the opposite that is in fact specific to our time), but rather to contain

autonomy, to isolate it through an elevation of the executive and a perfecting
of the administrative practice-which is itself dialectical in the most banal

terms, that is, instrumental and socialist--of social control. And so, an old
workers' adage suggests attacking where the boss reveals himself to be

to multiply and consequently to organize the passage from autonomous

leadership. B u t the content of the workers ' lea,dership (not the empirical but
the whole social struggle, it is the illsuborditlation (if the whole proletariat. The
liberated territory on which appropriarion becomes a mass practice. The
material content of the struggle against work- th e wage a,Raillst work-
extends to the whole society. The specific form of the struggle against
work-p o wer agaillst

co m m a tl d-expands

[scadenzej of appropriati on.

Therefore,

and translates itself into timetables

the setOtldjimdamental task of the m<lss

vanguard is to }!o from workers ' leaders h ip

of autonomy

to workers ' leadership of

the red base. The objectiw and material emergence of workers' power
legible in the tendency of the rate of profit to fall-must be grasped in
subjective and organizational terms. The subj ective initiarive is in play
throughout the process in which workers' power approaches its completed
organizational torm. In the present situation, within the wealth of positive
indices that everyday events presem, the only problem is to pull the
movement forward.

to

draw it ahead.

So much opportunism, so much nostalgia tor the past, so much need for
pre-established assurances flourish in the movement! But participation in the
vanguard movement can be justified neither by reterring to illustrious

weakest. The arsenal of the working-class science of crisis supports this
empirical induction. Let us proceed, therefore, on this terrain. Let us hasten

to the movement's capacity to repeat what it once was. Risk, struggle,

the passage from autonomy to workers' leadership.

anticipation are the militant's fundamental qualities. Beyond what we do in

But in its crisis, capital does not work merely to block autonomy. The
collapse of the law of value and its mystified reproduction in terms of
command aim to separate the factory from society. Conversely, in the
workers' consciousne ss the unity of producrive labor is articulated as the

ancestors, nor to one's own-perhaps-great personal past, nor by referring

and tor the working class, nothing justifies us. Theoretical intelligence blurs
and dissolves if it does not undergo the daily examination of revolutionary
practice. Theretore. when in Marxian terms we relate the tendency

to

the

will of the cadres, we are not repeating subjectivISt operations. We have rooted
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the possible solidly in class composition. Here w e have established the taSks
and limits of subjective agency, in this harsh school of the materiality of the
workers' imerest. But today, the workers' imerest is communism. It is on this
terrain that subjectivity puts itself to the test.
It is here, then, that party aerion, that chemical-indeed explosive
reagent between autonomy, workers' leadership. and the red base, is rooted.
Is this actual and possible? The problem really does exist, and in order to
solve it, we must be attentive. courageous, and shrewd. BeClUse an offensive
action that at times can and must be one of red terror, or succeeds in being
ilialectically combined with the emergence of workers' power. runs the risk
of being a personal testimony. an isolated fact. It also runs the risk of being
provocative, and therefore the risk of not producing organization, when in
fact

the vnly s�!?n that can give posititJIty ro a party <leriOtl is p recisely that: producin,R

organization. N ow, the problem arises fi-om the taer that the relationship
between the emergence of workers' power and party dCtion is circular: the
overall workers' leadership is not given, party action functions to tound the
workers' leadership, but at the same time it must be motivated and given
orders. Thus the problem is tactical, and otten, as in this case. tactics is not a
science but an art. Nor is it possible to get a better approximation by
examining more closely the two functions of the mass vanguard, because in
reality a series of political exigencies and technicJ.! levels prescribes a relative
(but effective) separation betv.'een the action of workers' power and party
action. How can we produce organization, overall organization, within
this relative separation? Once again. we are compelled to trust in the
extraorilinary capacity o f the cadre of the mass vanguard. in its subjectivity.
That means moving within the separation of functions in order to produce
the unity of the movement and to build workers' leadership, to centralize its
action at each individual level, and to dlalecticize that action among the
difterent levels of initiative. The comrades will be able to pertorm this
organizational miracle, and they will do so S'1Jided by the awareness of the
passage that we must produce.
This leads us to examine the second i�sue raised at the beginning of thiS

how cat1 1/)(, COIllICel tire (IITTCllt o�l!atli;::ari"l1(li lit" lIIes 10 J perspeCTive and
the specific temporal moments o( o�l!atli2'Jliol/a1 devc/vpmCtl l ?

section:
(0

We must not delude ourselves about this. The pace o f the reunitlcation
of workers' power and party organization in a mass action based nil a general
extension of red bases and supported by an effective homogeneity of the
politicJ.! insurrectional proposition cannot be predetermined. It is all in the
hands of the masses. The passage from red bases

to

the working class in arms

is a passage that defines a revolutionary phase dose to the fin:t1 objective of
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the destruction of power. But. nevertheless, we can permit
ourselves to make
some observati ons that might be useful. We can be certain
that the moment
has passed when the maner of imurrecti on could be rroposed
. Insurrection
was a hypothesis tounded on the incapaCIty of the Planner-S
tate to readjust
its instrumen ts to the pressing pace of the workers' attack,
and consequently

on the capacity of the existing organizat ion of the working
class to put these
margins of capitalist irresoluti on decisively into play.
However, the state
restru cturing of capitalist power has eliminate d these margins.
The reorderin g
and elevation of the structure s ofcOJrunand will hencefor
th allow it to control
these margins. At this poitll, the insurrectio ttal thematic sh!lts itsfoCllsfro

m <Utllality

to the process of preparing and dete rm in itlg itself. No margin is conceded
to us any
lo nger, and every possibility mlw be fought for.
Obviously, this does not mean that capital is to be pictured
as the capacity
and totality of developm ent. Rather, i t means that
its action must be

configured as the ductility and complex ity of comman d.
This does not mean
that a contrailicrory, at times explosive. relation between
developm ent and
underdevelopmen t. between wealth and backwardness, cannot
exist; indeed,
as we have seen, the determin ation of this relation essentially
results in the

new capitalist project of conunand. I t means, rather, that
the re-emergence
of this relationship will be determin ed now and then
by capital in relation
to the exigencies of command. This means that rhe o n ly
possibility

for the
workers ' attack is in terms or offense and the anticiparioll of the capitalist capacity to
intervene 011 the necessary and intentiollal imbalances of the system, and therif
ore in
terms "./ o rgan ization Only that which is orgaruzationally intended by the
.

class vanguard and construct ed by it v.rill come into existence
. When we load
the term "subjectiv e" with the intensity of a social process
of organization
of the refusal of work, then the subj ective aspect of the
timetable [scadenza]

is fully given here. From now on, every passage in
the moveme nt is

organizational, every timetable

[sc(uietlzaj is the produc tion of organizat ion.
Al! the experime nts conducte d thus f.ir that do not
consolida te the
organization on the mass level have no meaning , they cannot
be repeated.
Those who repeat these expenme nts will be reformim who
always propose

anew the illusion of enc:ompa ssing .md controllin g the commun
ist movemen t
of the refusal of work. Let us leave this illusion. without
nostalgia , to the

reformists. In reality, our problem is complete ly different:
i t can be summed
up in the fact that the capitalist determin ations of
comman d over
developm ent and crisis today leave flO space for anything
other than the
offensive agamst the foundation ltself� against the motivatio
n of capital as

suc:h. against work and its social organiut ion. Molecularly
diffuse otfense
, from even! emergen t point
of workers' power; in a second

a jirst phase

in
phase

the reunifica tion of offense: after dissemin ation. reunitica
tion, to the extent
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that the organisms of workers' power and those of the party suc'ceed in
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movement must be intensified in order to organize a new, generalized armed

coming tog�ther, in quantitatively significant dimensions, to determine the

offensive against work on the social terrain. Nor would searching tor a nexus

overall command of the movement.

of continuity within the Official Labor Movement be a valid way to justify

Alter th� period i n the sixties that glve birth to and supported lutonomy,

the thesis of fascisization and its use. This is because the present class

and ateer the period of struggles and the generalization of workers' power

recomposition does

that took place around 1 969, a third period in the anion of the mass vanguard

appropriation and communism characterize the working class in new terms.

not accept

this

nexus, because

the

themes

of

of the movement is beginning. This is a period of construction and

I t might seem dangerous and distressing to think that there is no continuity,

unification of the instances of workers' power and the offensive instances of

but i t has never been our habit to cry when acknowledging reality. I t is our

the par ty. I t is a period of construction 4 u general cycle <!f armed stmJ;gles }1r

appropriation in whic/: the eflfire potential a(prodHctillc labor is assembled. In this
phase, an dlective dialectic among the various levels of the movement aimed
at workers' leadership ofauco IJ o my, aimed at leadership of the mass proletarian
movement, aimed at the diffusion of red bases, aimed at a general arming of

habit, instead, to try to change it . Conversely, given the tasks we have to face,
perhaps it is necessary that there be such a solution of continuity.
Nevertheless, i t is our job to construct organization by extending proletarian
consciousness of this novelty: that communism is our terrain of struggle, and
work our enemy.

the movement is propos�d. The medium-term objective of workers' action
is a more advanced level of crisis, not so much ill terms ot' p rofi t (because,
tor the bosses, it could not get any worse than it already is), but rather in
terms of the use that armed, massified workers can make of this crisis, in
other words in terms of power. However, even if organization is our

(b) The first conclusions we have reached might seem pessimistic: the fac t
that today, the reality of t h e organization of t h e mass vanguard is given only
111

the movement and in the dialectic between the organisms of workers'

power and the instances of the party's offensive capacity, and that this has
a

fundamental problem, this does not mean that, given the mass character of

aroused a capitalist response that has had

the referent we are addressing, a hundred flowers will not bloom on this same

structure of the working class itself We are compelled to move onto this

profound impact on the deepest

terrain. The workers' spontaneity-that has offered this terrain to us-has

terrain of organization that is shaken by the tendency.

also confined us here. Yet this should not be cause for pessimism, because to

A very brief appendix: some in the movement defend the thesis of a process
nf tasrisizarioll of file srate which they have somehow successfully urged and

�

:

th� extent that we realistically acknowledge this situation and begin to act
accordingly, we also begin to overturn the n ecessary relation that binds us.

co vinced the nilitant cadres to detend as well. We have already explained

Conversely, the dualism of the organizational functions that we set i n motion

that, ltom a theoretical point of view, this thesis does not seem valid because

is not only the rdlection of the problems we must face at the level of class

a probable- or, if you prefer, tendential-progress of the repressive system

composition. It is at the same time a first overturning of practice, a first

of capital will lIot be able

to

have an impact on the existing It'vels of

autonomy. That is, it will not be able to deny and suppress the fundamental

attempt to make organization once again an element of the transformation
of class composition. This model, which has shaped our discussion of

determination of the present class composition. But this theoretical-practical

organization, can have a considerable impact-with normative efficacy-on

line is also ruinous ltom the standpoint of organization and the determination

the life and mass behavior of the class. Today we (all stake our revolutionary

of its offensive tasks. In tact, it disrorts and destroys the theme of the refusal

mIXiely

of work

to

the extent that it consigns the tUlletables l·,cadellze] of struggle to

011

this ilwersion of the (omposition-otganization relatioll.

Perhaps some may think that, at other moments

of the

overall

the margins of proletarun resistance. On the basis of the Issue o f iisCisization,

reconstruction of the proletariat's offensive capacity, things were simpler. We

it is not dear why tht'se cOlllrades' entire stance does not compel them to

do not think so, and that is the reason why we do not indulge in pessimism.

repeat the political thellle, of reformism, namelv the demand tor political
and constitutional space. If this is the

case,

then the thesIS of tastislzation

IS

In other situations, within different compositions of the working class, has
the relation between party and soviet, or the relation between the mass union

not only blind and powerless, bllt it becomes reactionary and loses sight of

struggle and the general political struggle, ever been considered less

tht' scientilic e\emellt to which it obscurely alludes: that is, the renewal of

problematic or less radically divided? The problem is not the intensity of the

capitalist .1usntlcatioll of social management by means of command. [t is

dualism, which could be extreme, but rather the possibility of surveying and

around this

ISSUe'.

inste;ld, that the pace, the urgency and the violence of the

takmg posseSSlOn of the real terms that constitute it. To escape from this
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situation by following old paths and by clinging to old texts is tiresome and
useless.
There is something traditional in our attempt to invert the composition
organization relation, to make organization, and its first steps on the terrain
of workers' power and armed struggle, the motive force of a subjective
acceleration in the class's political composition. Not only the classics reassure
us in this prospect. In reality, we can establish a strict parallelism here-even
though from a diametrically opposite position-between our perspective and
the project of capital. The overall situation is marked by a precariousness in
the relations of force between classes which gives the b ehavior of the working
class and that of capital a homogeneous tinge. Whichever side succeeds in
anticipating the other will be the winner. The concentration of the capitalist
offensive against the class is shaped by the will to anticipate and the need to
identifY political spaces in which the reproduction and social diffusion of
command, and the ofrensive capacity which is at the base of everything,
succeed in founding themselves effectively. To reach an analogous capacity
of concentration of force and anticipation is a parallel necessity tor the class.
Concentration of force and anticipation: for both, the party is the domain
of tactics and organization. There are no margins left which we can occupy
and from which we can strike at our opponent. We can only constitute and
organize the margins occasionally. At this point, spaces and times derive only
from the capacity of the two opposing organizations.
Surely-from the viewpoint of the working class-we are terribly
backward. As tor capital, it has i dentified new terrains o f control, such as the
expansion policy of leading large enterprises, new continental dimensions of
political initiative and repression, the determination-at this continental level
and within the dimensions of the large multinational enterprise-of new
imbalances, the repressive unification of monetary policy, the restructuring
of executive, governmental and planrung tools. But small class lrutiatives can
still grasp--are still grasping-this lrutiative ofcapitalist anticipatIOn as it takes
shape. The uninterrupted movement of the workers' offensive, even when
merely on the plane of autonomy, and the first symptoms of a higher level
of workers' initiative impede the constitution of the new toundation of
capital's conmund. Unfamiliarity with the levels that restructuring and
counterotTensive involve gives rise to capitalist uncertamty, whIch IS
continuously transformed mto the precariousness of control. So does
dissansfaction with the lack of a new j ustIfication for exploitation that is not
materially based on the development of profit. But in reality, the capitalist
reproduction of control will not succeed In establishing itself so long as the
workers' reproduction of offensive capacity does not cease. WIthin this
precariousness of the relations of force, the working class can establish the
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first organizational spaces on the new terram. In the midst of this alternation
of forces, the first red worker and proletarian bases must arIse and tlourlsh.
But let us return to the impression of inconclu
siveness that this type of
proposa l gives. It IS not enough to respond that
this mconci uslVeness is Just
an initial phase, that nevertheless it allows a
first politica l proposal-the
organization of red bases-and conseq uently
a first attempt at inversion
between the necessity of compos ition and a program
of orgamzation to be
made. Conversely-from the point of view of
tactics-even the bosses are
stuck on this precari ous terrain , and there
tore this makes the first
organizational steps realistic. The mythology
of the party, "the Machiavelli
of the working class:'42 and so forth are opposed
to these first conclUS IOns.
Thus we can say that this inconclusiveness that
is forced upon us, in spIte of
its limitations, alludes to the party, to the organiz
ation that the working class
needs for the revolut ion, in a better and more sigiu6c
ant way than any alluslOll
to Machiavelli, Moloch , Weber ian bureaucratic
machines or any other
literary expedient ever did. The key to party fetishism
lies UI the supposed
capacity (attributed to the party) to represent
the class. In today's weak
organizational reality, nobody and nothmg represen
ts the class. Nor will it
ever be represe nted. Any single organizational
passage made by the class IS
worth more than all the more or less philolo
gically correct , conven nonal
representations of the hegemo nic class's destiny.
Behilld

the party mythology
lies the unexpressed cot/viaioll that the party is /lot only the
representatioll, bllt also
the substitu te, the veryjort"c (�rlhe class. For 115 it is the
opposite: thcJm-c C!fthc class
is the direct assumption of power and the destnlction of' ellery
separate jimctioll. The

discussion of what is to be done is uncerta in and
inconclusive: of course, but
these are things that the working class is doing.
When have you ever seen
the impulse of workers' struggles hold up tor decade
s, reproduce itselfso cially,
constitute itself UI organisms of power, and verge
upon the level of armed

struggle? Today, all ofthis represents the threshold
on wluch the first conscious
attempts at general Ization . at inversion of
the relation between class
composition and revolutionary organization, take
shape. It might not be
much, yet the bosses still tremble. It might not be
much, yet it IS in the main
line of proletarian struggle: to appropriate everyth
ing, but tlrst of all to

appropriate its own ol;gallizarioll.

From this pomt of vIew the very first orgamz
atlonal propmals that are
emerging--like the red bases ofworkers ' and proletari
all power and lhe red brtgades

of the workers ' alld prolefanan '!1fensive--must subnut
to examination by the
workers' analysis and the use of dialectics in the
theory of organization. The
fundamental problem is to construct these orgamz
ational instances without
fetishizi ng the organizanonal proposal. To constru
ct 'vvi t hout fetishism means
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t o prevent t h e organizational formula from being considered definitive. Yet

was no less protound than that of the Bolsheviks, and i t is doubtful that their

it must nec essarily be constructed. This organizational formula must be

ddeat was worse than that of the Russian workers. Both, however, made

played out over the whole range of possibilities of organization and line. It

cl ass composition the first term of an organizational inversion, of oHense.

must be se e n as the passage to a general level of organization. Generally

Our problem is no different with regard to the formal modalities of the

speaking, even the most correct organizational formulas can be shattered and

relation between composition and organization (in this we follow and renew

recup erat e d by th e initiative of capital and reformism if they impose

Marx's and Lenin's teaching) . Our problem is different, rather, because of

themselves too insiste ntly. This particular danger is multiplied today by the

the rype of class relation with which we must contend, and because of the

capitalist initiative that, as we have seen, stakes everything on the terrain of

possibilities that are offered to revolutionary organization today.

command and organization. Capital and the workers are equally attentive to

Today, capitalist command takes the tor m of autocracy and the contents

the genesis of the forms of organization on the direct terrain of class struggle.

of mobility and division. Today, capitalist action is motivated by surplus-value

Here, time and again, everything

IS

predisposed toward recuperation.

when faced with the collapse of the historical barrier of value. The capitalist

Recuperation always takes plac e when we lack the capaciry to push the

state is the uniry of opposites against the working class: development and

terrain of cont1ict, the organizational formula, forward. There are no

crisis, wealth and its destruction, dictatorship and pluralism. Worker

moments of rest or reflux in the class struggle; there is no trench warfare

organization must reckon with all of that, just

only opportunists preach that. Just as there are no talmudic formulae or
eternal organi z a tional verities.

For example, free Derry becomes an

organization in the struggle, but when c apital counterattacks, it maintains
it.self :IS a workers' organi Z:ltion only if it transmits its destructive potential

as

the Bolsheviks did against

the state and the IWW in a situation of working-class mobility. Again, like
the Bolsheviks, worker organization has to attack " from above," fro m
working- class positions where the mystitication of valorization continues to
be proposed. and like the IWW it must remain within the extraordinary

to the automobile fictories in Liverpool or the shipyards in Glasgow. By

uniry of productive labor and promote instances of liberation. In these years

merely persisting in itself, Londonderry becomes a ghetto; worse, it is

of extraordinary struggle, when throughout the European and American,

compelled to offer itself again as insurre c tion , as an act that aims to be

democratic and socialist metropolitan terrain , the workers and the proletariat

conclusive but only begins and then flils, thus ultimately as subjective despair.

have once again discovered mass insubordination, the experiments we have

Who will keep the process of organization continuously open? Who will
insist that all fetishism be regularly burned away and that the process of

undertaken make it possible today to look realistically upon the incredible
task ahead of us.

organizational rt:pro d u ction be carried out with the necessity and force of a
process of accumulation? Wt:

arc

once again bdck to the central issue of class

Ollr lask is to destroy in order

10

cons!rnet workers ' power, to ar", ourselves in order

relation that concerns us: that is, the relation between organisms of workers'

to lay theJ>Ulldatiolls ""mass apprvpn'ati,)n,

pO\ver and ot1ensive instances. The till1 cLUlleIltal task seems to be to keep this

develop",ent 4tlll: lIIilSS worker as possessor and malla,l?CT C!j'all svcial wealth,

relation open.

to

deepen it. to make its growth implacable and to rationalize

it. This is the essential commitlllent of the mass vanguard.

I,)

attCl(k in vrder to stabilize the power(ul
to

make

the (tlpitalist des/metioll of value, agaillsl developmem, imo the key to the passage to
colllmunism.

The problem thus p osed is no more ditlicult than the one that is posed

Little by little, the alternatives and ambiguities of the theory of

within the gre,nest organizJ tion J I experiments of the workers' movement in

organization find their foundation at the characteristic level of the working

its otfensive ph a se- no t morL' ditlicult, j ust ditTerent . The Bolsheviks solved

class. Indeed, everYlhing dept'/lds

the pro blem of tht: soviets by makiJlg them their own. Conversely, the IWW

We are going to set up an orgaruzation for the dictatorship C!( Ihe

solwd the problem of t he workn�' mobility and the circulation of millions

whose content will be not merely the exc;n((iol1 of the state, but also the

all

115,

here where the u'orking class is stron,l?esl.

proletariat,

of workt:rs throughout the territory by mingling with them. The former

dcstnlct;on C!( uJork. Today there are cOlmades (who claim the tides of militants

repn:semed the necessary cen tralizatioJl of the workers' initi a tive III a situation

and leaders) who cry over the fortunes o f the movement, who fall back to

of class lIoll-homogeneity aIld in light of the need to oppose autocracy, while

anti-fascist positions. We are moving onto the terrain of the most terrible

the beter re p resented the opportu11lty to twist

(apit al 's

fundamental weapon,

m o hili tv, territorial and racial divisi o n , into

precariousness and capitalist violence in the management of power, yet there

hi ghly integrated sociery, that

are people within the movement and intellectuals organically bound to the

is. inro n instru lll e nt of the workers ' r<'c o mposition. The work of t he [WW
,

masses who shrink back in tear when they are faced with the massified use

�

a
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of violenct<' Enough o f these lackeys, enough of tht<se scabs! Our ditnculties,
tht< mconclusivt<ness of the organization.ll program, do not arise from the
bosses' strength, but trom tht< ,trength o f the workm g class, from the fact that
here, today, we are truly struggling tor communism. What Wt< have said so
tar might not be sufricient, b u t it goes well beyond any reminiscence; it is at
the foretrollt of the awareness that is leading the mass vanguard. When the
terrain of reformism is eliminatt<d, wht<n the terrain of tactics itself becomes
not a space tor crafl:mess and the art of organization but instead its patient
construction, then in all probability to approach the solution to tht< problem
of organization is already to carry out the revolution.
Worker's party against work: we have already begun to prove thIS slogan right.
But at this point we can also say, tollowing Marx, party

work.

"of the workers " against

[n its collective practice, tht< working class does not annul the individuals

that constitute it, but instead it exalts them. They emerge from the struggle
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how the growth of organization IS the growth of the satisfaction of the need

t
I

t

I

for liberation.
But of course we are not relying solely on a call for a new conscription of
cadres and for their capacity to mediate the organizational dualisms of this
phase. To limit our reading only to this and not to considt<r what we have
been saying all along means to read the appendix and leave out tht< main
point. In recognizing the dualisms and difficulties that the process of
reorganization faces, we did nothing but track down the new terrain on which
the struggle must b e based that is to b e found in the class's political need. But
the focus of the discussion is certainly not the call�however important it
may be-tor a new conscription of cadres that we see coming out of the
factories armed with the political need for organization. The focus of the
discussion is the

material necessity ala neU' cycle ofstnlggles that are all now rooted

in the revolutionary terrain. Here it is no longer a question of the program

t<nricht<d and libt<rated. Communism is the workers' dictatorship against work,

the program and the slogans are immediately given by the class. Here it is no

which is intended to libnatt< i ndividu als trom work. And today, in tht< midst

longer a question of external leadership--the class promotes the organization

of the path toward reconstructing communist organization, we need to

of offensive nuclei. Instead, what only organization can give us IS the overall

conscript individuals, militants who choost< to tollow the task we are proposing

reunification of the movement, and an overall determination of offensive

to the end: a conscription always withm tht< working class and tht< proletariat,

timetables

[scadmzej

that can only be organizational.

whose members are able to arm themselves and to manage the instances of

The illusions of a heroic period of spontaneous struggles are finished. The

power, and above all to resolve In and through themselvt<s the dramatic

time when small groups, with faith in the working class, determined the

altern,ltives that the organi zational situation presents. We have no doubts that

timetables

this will happen. Perh,rps tor the tim time, today, aSldt< trom utopianism and

experiences that these groups had must be brought back mto the battle for

those extraordinary moments ofenthusldsm that dre insurrection, the objective

organization within the working class, in preparation tor a new cycle of

[scadenze]

and interpreted the results is over. The wealth of

that the class proposes�in its intensity and totallty�once again includes the

unified struggles of the proletariat against the state, under the leadership and

Liberatioll is not something we must expect Jrom

the promotion of the workers of the large factories. We have some building

needs of individu,lls as well.

((lm/lIlmislll. L iber.ltion

can grow, de velo p, dnd take plact< within the process

blocks of the new organization: it is a matter of bringing the organisms of

of struggles, within the lflstanct<s of workers' power, as tht< form and result of

workers' power into the offensive on the terram of appropriation and of

rts existence. The reul1lting of i ns tance s of liberation and communism is

bringing the party organisms into the direct ofrenslve against the institutions

charactt<ristic of the high level at whIch the present recomposition of the
working class 111

s truggle

is orgaruzed. The new needs of the most recent

generations of the working class are nt<eds of liberation. There is nothillg more
bcautitili 1lIid more rich than SI/(cess ill slluilting the immediate needs of individuals
withi;/ the politi(al /lceds of the class. The contJl1uity of organizanon, its growth,

of command. But their fundamental task is to confirm all of this: unification
is a qualitative leap, the working class in arms and communism in action.
This is what we are fighting for : the extinction ofthe state and the destruction
of work�the complete subversion of the present state of things.

the owrcoming of the intt<rnal dualism that still characterizes it today will
al so

be guaranteed by the capacIty

to

Notes

carry out the traming of the conscripted

militant cadres who see their work repaId III the revolunonary satisfaction of
needs tor liberation, including llldlvldual ones. ThIS is not utopianism. It is,
instead, the opportunity for orgalllZatIOn to situate Itself on these levels of the
emergence of need and to learn to use them in the struggle, to understand

1.

Roman Rosdolsky,

1 989, p. 382,
2.

n.

The iHaking o{ Marx 's Capital

Volume 2, London: Pluto,

32, translation by Pete Burgess slightly modified.

Cf the editors' notes by Lucio Colletti and C. Napoleoni

capitalismo:

Crolla 0 wi/uppa?, Bari:

Laterza,

1 970, particularly

pp.

111

II jilturo

1 1 3-- 1 5 .

del
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3 . The analysis o fone o f the most notable conml(�ntators 011 thIS MarxIan theme,
111

115

structuralism-Luporini, Badalom, Vacca, D e Giovanni-they are reduced once

this direcuon: see Smith , Ricardo. M,m:, Oxford: Blackwell,

again to an apology tor the same old Togliattian opportunism). [TN: Galvano Della

1 975, chapter 5. On Napoleoni's mterpretation of Marxism, see A. Ginzburg,

Volpe ( 1 895-1 968) was a neo-Kantlan Manast philosopher who taught at the

"Dal capitalislllo borghese al capltalismo proletano," in Qlludemi Pi<lcctltilli anno X,

University of Messina, where Lucio Colletti was his student; he is hest known tor

C Napoleoni, goes

no. 44-45, ottobre 1 <)7 1 , pp. 2-46.

his books Lol?i( ,IS a Positipe Seifflce (originally published 1 'ISO) and Critique o(Taste

4. Cf Negri, "Marx on Cycle and CrISIs," III Rello/utioll

Retrielled, London:

Red Notes, 1 <)88, pp. 47-90.

5.

(origmally published 1 960). Cesare Luporini, Nicola Badaloni, GIUseppe Vacca
and Biagio de GIOvanni were P C I-affiliated philosophers and histonans intluenced

Marx, nil' E(ghteenth Bnmlu ire o( Lmis BOlluparte.

SlIrlleys jrom Exile: Politiwl ��Vritiflj(S, voL

2,

111

David Fernbach, editor,

New York: Penguin, 1 '173, p. 237.

6. The so-called "epIstemological break [teSllmj" usually traced in Marx by
structuralist Marxists consists in extending the understandmg of the revoluuonary
subject. [t marks a passage from the humanistic defimtion of the revolutionary
subject as abstract genera to Its deternnnatlOn as material, determinate negatIOn
that influences and mochties its own existence as it develops. [n Marx's thought
a

by Althusserian structuralism; the onetime eXIstentialist Luporini i n particular
collaborated with E nerme Bahbar on the book }H<lrx t't sa critiqlle de la politique,
Paris: Maspero, 1 979.

7 . Lenin defines this category m his wntings of the 1 890s, above all i n ft110 A re
the Frimds of the H'<lple and nil' DCl'eloplltfllt of Capita/ism

in

RlIs.>ia.

8. In particular. see C. Luporini's important essay, " Marx secondo Marx," in
Criti(a Jlarxista, voL

IU, nos.

2-3, March-June 1 '172, pp. 48- 1 1 8 and pp. 2<) 1-95.

transtormatlOn of his

Even though t h e ttlternal rigor of this essay distinguishes it 6:om t h e general tone

theoretical honzon (and the moments of thIS transtormatlon are more or less those

of the diSCUSSIOn developed in various llItervennons m the precedmg issues of the

that Althusser mdicates) . However, thIS passage IS not a leap. Histoncal matenalism

same Journal. it is valuable mdsmuch as it contlrms how radically msutIicient the

and the dialectical demand tor organiution take mto consideration, indeed they

revisionist approach to the Lenmist Cdtegory is.

the passage from youth to maturity certainly represents

study in depth the signitlcddlCe and importance of the historical " proletarian"

9. [n the Italian translation, B. Maffi preters to use the Italian term "sottornissione"

subject. Elr from ending up III a "process without a subject," the evolution of

(submission) instead of "SIISSIIIIZiOIlt'" (subsumption) to render the German word

Marx's

thought instead closely

tollows the

orgall lzatiot1.l1 reality of the

SUbSllltlptiol1. [n the note on pp.

revolutIOnary subject. The true result of the Critique of politICal economy is always

the chOICe

111

5 1-52

Marli argues that it was a matter of making

favor of a term that does not have mere conceptual consIstency. We

necessarily this subjective anchoring. " Wh e n we consider bourgeOIS society in the

don't think that this argument holds up. The term " stlttolllissiol1e" (submission) is

long view and as a whole, then the final result of the process of mcial producnon

every bit as conceptual as the word ".11I551I11Ziotle" (subsulllption). Bestdes, tt makes

always appears as the society itselC i . e . the human bemg Itself in ItS SOCIal relations.

the dialectical reality of the passage dIsappear trom view.

Everything that has a tixed torm, such as the product etc .. appears as merely a
moment, a vanishmg moment , in tillS movement. The direct production process
itself here appears only as

a

moment. The conditions and obJectlticdtlons of the

1 0 . Marx, " R esults of the Inmlediate Process of Production," included as an
appendix to Cup i tul Vol ume 1 , Ne,,v York: Penguin.

process are themselves equally moments of It, and its only subjects are the

1 1 . Marx, '· Results." pp. ] 1 )52-53.

individuab, but IlIdlviduals m mutual relatlonslups, which they equally reproduce

1 2 . Marx. " Results," p. 1 1)53.
d

and produce anew. The constant process of theIr own movement, in which they

1 3 . The first timdamental law expresses protit as

renew themselves even as they rene\v the world ot wealth they credte" (Gnmdrisse

total amount of surplus-value: cf. Gnmdrissc, p. 762.

7 1 2) . Hdving said that, having stressed Marx's collective humanism (md both

1 '176, pp. 1 034-35, translated

by Ben Fowkes.

1 4. Here we tdlow the

Gmf/drissl" s pages too

proportIOn SIIuller than the

(�1 1 1-2J). Rosdolsky rightly points

humalllsm and collectiVIsm are equally important terms) agamst the structuralists,

out that, unlike Book II of Cupital, " th e sectIon of the R'll��h Draft which deals

It remains to be said that their experience IllUSt nevertheless be drawn upon in its

with the circulation process of capttdl opens wtth an excursus, which, strictly

demand to struggle against the reformist subJecttvism of the Stalmist tradltion (in

interpreted. goes beyond the linnts of the dbsrract JIlalysis of the process of

Italy, Della Vo l p e 's school plays 5Uch a role) and above all as a methodology which

circulation and the new characterIstic tOrIllS of captul which arise there. H owever,

auns

to discover the speCIfiCIty of roles md spaces of political action. But when

this section should be regarded as a welcome' complement to the analysis" to the

these legitmldte demands dre put nuo play outside the incidence dnd presence of

extent that circulation is directly related to the capital process and to the relations

workmg-cld's subJectivity, thev dre reduced once again-this damned Minervan

that it ll1cludes (Rosdolsky, p. J [ 7 1 .

philmophY'-to dn apolo/-.'y te)r mere tact (and

m

the case of

d

nascent l tah an

1 5 . [ n thIS anncheSlS Marx ,ees the basts o f the crisis o foverproduction ( Gnmdrisse
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� I 0 - 1 2, � I S and followin g, �23 and following). I n the followin g section w e will

36.

Ro sdo] sk y, pp. 293 and following.

SeC how this consideration has become outdated .

37.

Once more , sec the

1 6.

"Our duty is to have only one God, to worship only one God, that is,

monetary stability. This is true, but it is also true that these p rop osi t ions become
IIlcreasingly inconsistent when behind them th ere devdop s an unemployment rate

that so u ety does not accept. And th i s is a bond that even the priests of monetary
stability must resp e c t

. . . ": G.

Carli, " In tervento a un'assemblea del Forex Club

italiano," in Afond,) <'(ollol1li[O. no. 4�, 4 novembre 1 972, p. 4 1 .

1 7 . T N : Guido Carli ( 1 9 1 4 - 1 993) was a direc tor of the I nternational Monetary
Fund, Governor of the Bank of I taly from 1 960 to 1 975, and presi den t of the

i ndustrial employers' group Contlndustria from 1 976 to 1 980.
1 8 . An excellent d esc ription of this c.apitalist s i tu atio n can be tound in Paolo
Carpignano. " Note su classe operaia

crlSi e

e

capitale in Amcricd negli anni Sessanta," in

v��alli.::.zuzivll<' vprraill, Milan: Fe l trin dli, 1 974.

1 9 . Marx, Cllplral Volume 3, New York: Penguin, 1 ':18 1 . pp. 1 26--2 7, translated
by David Fernbac h .

20. Marx, Capi ral Volume .). p. 257.
2 1 . Marx. C.1pir,lI Vo lu me 3 . p. 273.

22. Marx, Cl1l'iral Vo lu me 3 . p. 27 4 .
23. Marx, Capital Volume ,), p. 1 39 .
2 4 . Marx. letter t o Engels o f 1 6 Janu ary 1 858

tn

Marx & Engels , Collected Works,

vol . 40, New York: International P u blishers, 1 9K). p. 24<;1.

2 5 . Cf. Crisis 0( rhc Plallllcr-Starl':

COnllllWIISIII

,md Revollllivnary Organizmion in

thIS volullle.

20. See

a

go o d docu memarv accollnt of the overall situation in G. Carli,

"' R dazion e alIa gior n a ta del risparnllo," in A[,mdo Eronamiro, no. 47, rapporro mese,

n . 2, novcmbre 1 '-)72, pp. 27 ,md tc.) llowing.

c h apter
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on the counter- ten de ncy to the tendency of the

rate of profit to fall: Capital Volume

3,

pa rt 3.

38. Thus writes Rosa L uxemburg , /l1<sgclIJiihlte Rcdcn IIl1d
vol . 1 . pp. 7 1 9-20 (cited by Roman Rosdolsky, p. 295).

Slh!fieu.

Uerlin, 1 9 5 1 ,

39. TN: The " new rn:nd" p robably reters to the emerging
noti o n ofa specificall y
" I talian road ro soci alism , " separate ti-om the Moscow line,
that would soon lead
to the p roj e c t of the Histone Compromise and ultllnately
to Eurocoml llunism.
40. We believe that we have found the most explicit and
cleJrest

Jefim tion of

this p rogram in R o s san a Rossanda 's article, " N ote
sui rapporto ritormt
rivoluzio ne nell ' elaboraz ione del PCI," in Cri/iea
A1arxis(/. vol . I , no. 2 ,
March-April 1 963, p p . 1 9-2 1 .
4 1 . More p recisely, we are rde r r ing to the American
theoretical IVarodmks:
Swe e zy, Baran, an d Gillman [TN: The o r igin al N arodniks
were members of a
Russian populist movemem whose oppositio n to capitalism
was p re di c a ted on a
preterenc e tor the peasanrry over the industnal working
class as the privil ege d
agenc of socialist revolutio n; both Marx and Lemn criticized
the movement but
also ac k n owle dged its organizational value. J osep h Gillman's
emplflcal studies of
US profit rates led him to quesnon the general validity of Marx's
law of the falling
ra te of profit; Paul Sweezy ( 1 9 10-- 2 004) and Paul Uaran
( 1 9 1 0- l 964) later
developed a revisio ni s t theory of monopoly cap i talIs m that di
sp e nse d with the law
of the falling rate of profit and conseyuently displac e d the
industnal working class
from its leading role in the struggl e against c ap l tal . l .

42. T N : N egri is alluding to Gra msc i 's .. Brief Nmes on Machiave
lli's Politics,"
ex amin atio n of MachiavellI's Prillce in which Gralllsci ass e
rts that " The

an

prince, the myth - pri nc e, cannot be a real person,

be an organism, a complex el eme nt of socletv

modern

J c o llc rete

111

indiVIdual . It can only

whi c h J collective will , which

2 7 . In p arti c ular. " Results," pp. 1 0 3 8-�<) .

has already b ee n recognized and has

28. Marx. " Results,"

to take conc rete torm. H is to ry has aJready rovi ded this
organism, and it is the
p
politi c al parry-the first cell in whIch there c ome toge t h e
r germs of a c ol lec tive
will tending to become uruversal and to tal " (G[;ullSci, Sell'aiOllS
(Ttl", the Prisoll
No(ebooks, edIted Jnd tran slated by Quintin Hoare ll1
; d GeotIrey Nowell Smith
[ New York: Internatio llal Publisher s. 1 97 1 j, p. 1 2,-)) .

p. 1 0311.

29. Marx. " Results,"' p. 1 04 1 .
3{). M a rx . " R esults." p. lU42.

-" I . Marx, " R esult."'· pp. 1 ()j9-4U. translation s ligh tly modified.
.12.

Mdrx, " Results."' p. 1 053 .

.B.

For an i n - dl" p t h study of some points that are only summanzed here. see

AppendIX I at the e n d of th e' version of this pamp hl e t contained in Cri,'i
"��£ll/iZ' za;: 10111'

"pemia.

pp.

1 6 1 -6 5

I E n gli s h

translation :

" R efo r mi s m

Restructuration: Te rro r i sm of the State as Factorv Command"

Allt" l/tllll)' and

rhl'

!'

and

III Workill,�- Class

Crisis, Londo n : Red Notes, 1 979. pp. 33-37J .

3 � . Lellln. Sc/ffI/'d f;j.�lrks, vol. 1 , N e w York: lnt ern .l ti on al Publishers, 1 967. p. 4 1 9,

transianon modified .
.'>:=;. Lenin. Sch',rcd H brks. vol. 2. Nev,,' York: I mer n J ti n n al Publishers. 1 % 7, p. 345 .
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some extent asserted its elf in action, begins
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redevelopment that will lower the wages o f workers m the large factories and

III

thereby permit an increase in accumulation and a reorganization of the pro
ductive base that IS adapted, in terms of capitalist profitability, to domination

Proletarians and the State :

over diffuse labor. Workers. proletarians, sacrifice yourselves!

Toward a D iscussion of Workers ' Autonomy
and the Historic Comp romise

The economists and politIcians who have made this argument certainly
don't suspect that they are expressing the highest praise tor the Italian working
class. That very same praise tills this entire pamphlet, which describes the

( 1 975)

effects of the mass workers' struggle. Through this struggle, the overall

Translated by Timothy S. lvfllrphy

class. There is nothing but contradiction, as the reformist FuaJ puts it, between

hegemony of the mass workers' need, over the entire proletariat has success
hIlly been established, as has the recomposition of the working class as a social
the class's "aspirations" and the "productive capacity" of the system! At this
point, the antagonism lies between the nt'w figure of the productive forces
and the given relations of production: an old contradiction tilled with new

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

contents.

The publication of this second edition of Pru/fl,lrialls and the State a few

Pro/ctarialls a/iii the Scate traces the formation of this antagonism that is

months atter the appearance of the first gives me an opportunity to insert

universallv recognized today, and against the bosses' project of economic rede

some remarks in response to the reception that the theses set forth here have

velopment, agamst the subordinate and crumbling proposition of the Historic

received.

Comprorruse, i t proposes a commitment to the struggle and to the " politi

During these past months, and even more so in the busy year that sepa
rates this reprintmg from the tirst composition of the pamphlet, the issues of

cal"

redevelopment of the

workers' movement.

Hence

the

p erfe c t

contemporaneity of t h e argument a n d t h e Intact, unchanged viability of the

political debate have changed profoundly: what was once merely anticipated

pamphlet. Hence the possibility of some remarks in response to the critical

has now become actual. The ·' Compromise." with Its funereal characteristics

J udgments more or less publicly raised withm the movement.

has arrived, and the struggle against the crisis and against

The first cnticism IS bardy worth exanllning: It Insists on the Impossibil

the workers who "brought it about" IS unanimously under way in the realm

ity of proposing the substltution of the term "socialized worker [opcraio

of the autonomy of the political. From Amendola to Carli, I the language is

socialfln tor the term " mass worker [oJlcraio-mas.,'al . " From the point of view

no difterem. It is all the t;lUlt of the workers who have not "sacrificed" them

of the determmate analvSlS, it seems to me that there is nothing scandalous

selves, so that today they are "privileged," m relation not only to several

in thIS substitution ,md that the quantity of d"lta m support of it is impres

of " inevitability,"

" Balkanized

sive. I recall as well that as far back as 1 969, during a seminar in Padua, Bruno

workers"" who mtest I taly�they will have to pay tor their privilege. In short,

Trentm4 had reminded me (who was receptive to the idea) and some other

it has been "discovered" that there is an incurable contradiction between the

critics (who were obVIOusly recalCItrant) of the importance of this modifi

million "unemployed" b u t also to several million more

masses' aspirations (which are more American than European) to consume on

cation that was already toreseeable even then. The analysis of the development

.1

of "class composition" in the highly developed countries (which tends elllirely

mass scale, aspirations that are present in various tllrms o n the labor market

011

the other hand, should be well known to the cultists of

as well as on the good, BlJrket, and the productive clpacity (or will?) of Italian

in this direclioll),

(and multinationaP) capital. The workers ill the large {actones wanted too

the concept. N evertheless, cntles ofthis SOrt have a rather tiresome and unfor

much cash, got it, and in return the " ingrates" h ave worked even less. Not

tunate attitude that must be rejected more t()fcefully than the simple

content with that, they haw induced thelf L'hildren, parents, friends, and

exhIbItion of rhe tacts will permit. Indeed, whar is the use of denying the

comrades to adopt their levels of consumptIOn. The "productive base" (the

evidence of the social expansion of rebellious torms of worker behavior if

boss) has not gone along with this. Instead of responding ro this demand tor

not tor the purpose of predicting the long march through the institutions or

labor and consumption, the' capitalists have either hidden themselves Il1 the

with the (nllnority) goal of engaglllg i n a relationship of mere ideological

"black" economy or ned abroad. Hence the cnsls and the necesSIty for a

influence with the proletariat; The Lemmst taste tor the insurrectionary

120
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hypothesis, that is, the analysis of the tendency from the workers' point of

the CMP [capitalist mode o f productionj i s inU1lUtable. I n reality, as Barca

view, is dead at this point, and the repression of all that is new becomes

admits, so far the Official Labor Movement

masochistic.

overlook much of this operation-hence

There is a second criticism of this pamphlet, one that it is simply slander
ous. N evertheless, it is worth taking the rrouble to linger over it because i t
exemplifies a method a n d it is characteristic of intellecrual currents that are
active today within the Official Labor Movement. This criticism turns o n

,1S

a certain

a whole has managed to

air of decay lingers around

the Historic Compromise. But we h;lve high hopes that lIarca is worthy of
Ronchey's disillusioned futurism!
Thus this criticism does not mystit)· the new reality, but rather attacks its
organizational version, denies its materialist valence, ,ll1d professes

a

wholly

my assertion that t h e structural change in class composition necessarily involves

revisionist position. This pOSItion is nevertheless worthy of respect: its effec

qualitative characteristics. That assertion spoke of the tendency toward self-con
tiguration of a new 5u�;ect, of a new quality of nccds, of the emergence of new
stnlggles, and ofthe workers' will to se!f-manaRemenr ofthe scruggle--but stopped
short of a metaphysics of a new epiphany of being, stopped short of hawking

tiveness gives it dignity and-unlike the empty intellectualist ambitions of

cheap pretexts on the working class's Carnival Thursday. ' These little brothers

in the "revolution from above," the rediscovery of the economy: all this IS

the first two criticisms-it expresses a position dut

IS

taken by a m;uority in

the Official Labor Movement.
A new composition to dominate i n redevelopment, control from "below"

and half-brothers of 1 968 have really understood nothing. Their anti

the attitude of

Engelsian criticism has been so misleading that they end up once again

majority there, but what about here, at tht" class level' Here, thin!:,>s are dif

confusing every accession of novelty and class subjectivity with idealism.

ferent-neither repression nor conven tionalism nor surrender in the face of

a

majority in the Official Labor Movement. It may be a

Materialism is in no way a historical and political conventionalism, but rather

the concrete

the always new flavor of reality, not sixteenth-century mechanism but rather

armed struggle respond to the repressive torce of revisionism, to the demand

[coflcretezza capitolardoj

pays. Here, direct action, sabotage, and

humanist realism, neither Gassendi nor Descartes but rather Bacon and

tor complicity, and to the criminalization of the rdusal of work. This attitude

Rabelais-as Marx, on the other hand, emphasizes several rimes-yet they

is not only the start of a new organizational process, for now only the swamp

seem cut off from this understanding. By what? Organizational for malism

awaits revisionism after years and vcars of trustrations in the implement'H ion

or lack of contact with the workers? Nietzschean negativism or nominalism

of its project, its stop and go,' the English disease

a la Roscelin?(' Revisionist disgrace is nonetheless the reward of whoever

movement. while the organized alternative grows. In fdCt, the swamp is the

takes the role of fortune-teller. Those who did not know how to read the

terrain best adapted to proletarian guerr illa wartdre.

[mall' ill.�/r.icj

of the workers'

.

quality of struggle in 1 968 will be even less capable of reading it in 1 978,

Thus I fully endorse the theses expounded in this pamphlet, since the

a n d those who have thought o f t h e " French May" in "wage " terms will b e

force of a theory lies solely in its truth. its verificatlon ill the short term, with

even less capable of understanding the other months of t h e year: they v.�

all the i n tellectual, moral, and physical ri:;ks that the oper,ltion entails. But

forever refuse to recognize "October." Therefore, tor these critics, we

there is something else to add in this regard. t\ recurrellt Illotif ill this

confirm to the very end the correlation b etween the new class composition

pamphlet

and the new forms of behavior, a correlation that is qualitatively decisive in
defining the progranU11atic and organizational project.
But now we come to the third objection, which is a serious objection,

IS the polemic agJinst tht" so-c;JlleJ ";Jutonomy of the political . "
This i s also a high-risk hypothesis. I believe i t wIll b e possi ble, over the next

few months, to find more ample veritication of this hypotheSIS thJn has
occurred

III

the past tew months, smee its theoretical core consists precisely

but only insufar as its seriousness is no doubt attributable to the force with

in hypothesizing the

which it is declaimed trom established positions. Thus the bosses and

leadership of the Official Labor Movelllcnt. Like never before, the i ntensi

c ondi tI on s

tor

J

workers' political alternative within the

rdormists accept Fua's analytical remarks in order to rransform them into a

fication of the workers ' critiCIsm directed at the revisionist kadership allows

program of government: Luciano Barca is " grateful for them," while Alberto

this th eory to trY its strelli,'th concretely an d

Ronchey recognizes Fua's essay as playing "a decisive role. "7 So class com

the issue posltm:lv or negativelv. Even if I pcrsonally consider other sorts of
risk Illore entertaining !Pill JiFCrtfflfi ,i/tr; livelli di ri-,{iIi,' ] . I cannot fail to look

positio n , expectations, and productive forces have all changed. If the

to

risk proposing ways to settle

productiw base has changed. then the relations of production need to expand

upon what is at stake at the formal level with sympathy Jnd friendship,

so as better to cover--or dominate or exploit-the new proletarian torces.

proVided that this gJme--bevond the' ;Jssurances of theory-is etlectively

It is utopian to think otherwIse. Con cretely speaking, ladies and gentlemen,

played.
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But let us turn now t o this little book's fundamental meaning, and t o the

THESIS 1 : REGARDING THE PROLETARIAT: ELEMENTS
OF THE NEW CLASS COMPOSITION

proposition that it contains. This consists in the conviction that the crisis of
the mass worker brings about an enlargement of conscious existence and
proletarian revolt, and that the proj ect o f organization must be set in motion
in relation to this new dimension of proletarianization. It consists, moreover,
in the conviction that,

1Il

this new dimension, the proletarian demand for

communism is-here and now-broader and more pressing than ever. All
this can only be verified in practice, and the fact that the boss is not winning
does not in any way ensure that our forces will do so. That said, neverthe
less it must be added that only on this basis, the basis of the new reality
presented by the new subject, can the project of workers' dictatorship as a
project for the abolition of the state begin: in the current process of prole
tarianization, the working class in fact begins to negate itself as a class, and
its power can only consist in extolling the hatred that it bears toward its
adversary and toward itself at the same time. A new social foundation, a new
productive force, a new revolutionary organization, proletarian dictatorship,
the abolition of the statL�only in that order do these steps constitute a
sequence that is fundamental to the project and one that we can set lIl motion.
Antonio Negri
Milan, October

1 976
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For the past fifty years or so, in any case SIllCt' the American crisis of 1 937,
the untolding of contemporary capitalist crises clearly appedrs anomalous III
comparison with Marx's description. Marx's analytical tools can still serve,
but only if they are focused on the new dynamic of the crisis---tocused, that
is, in the sense that ,vhat presented Itself
only be analyzed

as

Il1

Marx as a tendency and could

such (whereas Marx describes the CrIses of his time i n

terms of the theory of the disproportions of the cycle) has today become
actual. The definition of the disproportiom of the cycle, even though it is
important from a phenomenological point of view, does not go beyond the
"appearance" of the development and the crisis, whereas the a((ua/i:::: afion
the AJarxian tendency stems not only from the £let that the tall of the rate

uf

l;r

profit has become the essential rationale of the critical conjuncture, with new
and determinant effects, but also from the tact thdt the ctfects of the fall of
the rate of profit dre multiplied by the subjec tive-yet also structural and
irreversible--i nsurgence of workmg-class and proletarian ,truggle, viewed as
a revolt of the explOited mass against the rate of protlt, dS the initial yet defin
itive retusal of the proletarian cbss to tulfill its definition as mere
labor-power. "
We must now tackle the capitalist proJen of restructuring and resolution
o f the criSIS such as It is realized today, in order to see if the new analytical
proposition holds up even when faced with the concrete maneuvers of the
class enemy. We believe that this is hypothetically pOSSible. In fact, m the
capitalist countries, taken separately or together, restructuring has not had
the effen of rectitying the slope of the rate of protlt, even though we find
o urselves quite obviously taced with an eflective restructuring, and thus with
a colossal operation o f modiiication and mnovanon in the organic compo
sition of capital, which has been obliged to tollow a line that responds to the
compensatory and crincal action of the class. ThiS means that capita/ 11O IOI1J!,t'r
succeeds ill settillg in motion the (Oullter-letldCllcie5 that (Ire « /11£1ble o( opposing the
action q( the lall' �(thefalling nlte olprofil, any Illore than it succeeds in devel

oping tactors that are antagonistic to this law by rendering its functIOning
purely tendential, n'Ctl IIJhcll, faced with the growth and the quality of workers'
and proletarian struggles, its aatviry of rc.'trll((urin,f'; is cfji'((ive.
Marx's study of the counter-tendency to the fall of the rate of profit rests
essentially on the Identification of the capitalist attempt to reduce, dt the
moment of nisis, the density of Capltdl's organic composition. Given that
the rate of profit IS represented by the relationship between the rate of
exploitation and the magIlltude of capital (pv/e) , actiVIty antagonistic to the
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fall o f the rate u f profit tends either to increase the rate o f surplus-value or
to decrease con;.tant capital: however, given that C
c + v (total capital is
=

1 25

quantitative Increase In the labor-power employed. But It is here that the
change takes place: the dc:crease in the proportion of living labor is qualita
tive, a decrease in its value. To capital that perseveres In acculllulation. there
corresponds an increasingly complete socialization of Iivll1 g labor. Jnd the

equal to constant capital plus variable capital) and pv/C
pv/(c + v) , it
tends to reduce the components ill the denominator in order to protect the
numerator, or rather the value of the propornon, which is the overall measure
of exploitation. Marx lists a whole series of means to achieve this: increase
in the level of exploitation of labor, reduction of the wage below its value,

socialized force, in J socialized torm; but the face that liVing labor is present
exclusively in a SOCIalized form is at the same time the source of its overall

devaluation of constant capi tal, increase in the relative level of overpopula
tion, expansion of foreign trade, growth of capital through its own activity.1U

tion, the re-emergence of struggles and ruptures of COllll1l3nd wherever and

=

Taken separately or together. these means have all been put to work by capital
in the midst of the current crisis. But this has not resulted in a rectification
of the profit

curve.

Why�

Because, despite the greater flexibility imposed on

recognition of its exclusive productive t{)fce that i s hencetorth pre,eJl[ as a

rigidity, a decrease in its constraint to the t'xtonion of valu.: ti'r Jcclllllula
whenever the process of socialization is extended. Qualitatively modified i n
this sense, capitalist restructuring

IS

today t h e prisoner of the fundamental

labor-power, despite the effons aimed at the territorial disarticulation of

contradiction, which has taken on gigantic proportions throughout its area
of determination. On the other hand, to the very eXtent that restructuring

production (at all levels: local. tegional, national, multinational), despite the

does not succeed in restoring the rate of protit's "correct" dimensions in a

m"w

mobility that capital acquires at the level of the world market, despite
the etIe'ers provoked by inflation, despite all this and still other efforts, the

new configuration of productive forces, as a result of the workers' opposi
tion that materializes along a front of pernlJnent StruggJ.;, to that same extent

overall rigidity of the pvle proportion, which is the rate of profit, has not

capital is constrained in every way to press thiS SOCialization forward; that
meaill increasing constant capieal, overseeing c irc u la n o l l , fu rth e rin g the

been dissolved. The antagonistic operations no longer succeed in making the
actual effeers of the crisis and its historical emphasis once again tendential;
on the contrary, the tende/lcy is really actualized. Even with inflation and all
the other antagonistic operations, at best profit "stagnates."
This does not mean tlut the capitalist operation of restructuring is pow
erless. It is powerless in the sense--which must once have been proper to

process of socialization and thus, once again. exposing itself all the more to
the workers' struggle.
The law of the falling rate of pratit thus assumes ,I paradoxical tt1rm: on
the one hand, capital is constrained to press torward the process of socializa

it-of consolidating the bosses' capacity to make class exploitation ever more

tion, because it is only in this way that capitalist command over production
can be maintained today, only on the condition of mystifYing the role of

ferociollS and thereby to guarantee profit: here, in tact, the capitalist greed

living labor by way of this socialization. and brillgmg about such

tt)r living labor is Hocked when faced with the revolt ofliving labor and the
its opacity to weigh heavily on the organic composition of capital, and thus

degree of organizational interpenetration between production and society
that the role of command therein becomes necessary and sucially legitimate.
But at the same time, within this capitalist SOCIalization, the proportion of

on the technical composition of the class.
In his .m alysis of the law of the tilling rate of profit, Marx always noted

extorted living labor and its value decreases, since the process of socializa
tion and the process of workers' struggles (of the utfensi\'e :tga inst command)

the innermost contndictoriness of the process. The fall of the rate of profit

develop together. From this perspective, capital tinds itself ellclmed ill a con
tradiction that grows ever more acute as the process advances. Fur in fact,

continuous and cvclical reproduction of struggle. But it is not powerless in

becomes 3 "law" of cap ira I, its inescapable destiny, because the conrradiction

a

high

between a permanent inlTease in accumulated capital and a permanent

materially speaking, conmnnd adds little or nothing on rhe side of protic;

decrease in living labor is inscribed within it. But what does a decrease in

on the contrary, restructurIng creates conditions that are Il1crea,ingiv tdvor
able to the workers' revoir against prolit. Every increase, every social extension

the proportion <)f lIving I.lbor mean today? It does not mean

a

qUalltI tative

dC(rf<lSC. LJuite the contrary: the permanent increase. the gigantism of accu

of the power lPorerzza! of constant capital brings about JIl lIitl'llsitlcation of

mulated capital. the urgency of guaranteeing Its circulation and realization,

the potentially revolutionary unitY of living lab,)r. One can hvpothes l ze th:l t.

the Ilecessity of accelerating i ts individual and social turnover-ail these

even without the emergence of cOllnter-posltions of thiS revolutionary sort.

clell1em,; consequently press tl1r J wider and wider ,wia/ization that conforms

restructuring today has the unilateral effeet of revealing the contradictory

rhythlll of capitalise production. they socialize in a totalitarian manner

situation into which capi ul has been driwn. InStl'ad of inL'rl'Jslllg profit.

the relationship between c,tpital Jnd living labor, and thus they lead to a

resrructuring consolidates the criSIS in the presence of l turtha l1 Iass i li ca tion

to thl'
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o f abstract l.lbor, �ocially diffi.l se d living labor, which i s predisposed to

withm t h e social cage of expltlitation. B u t today i t is necessary t o extend the

struggle.

i nvestigation

This is not a conclUSion, but rather the point of departure for M arxist
investigation today. It is J matter of comprehending

what the working class

is

today, taced with and within this restructuring. All the elements of analysis

to

the struggle <tgaitlSt work, agalllSl the social mediation of

abstract labor, against tht, state configuration (the state

a,

collective capital

ist) of the social organ izdtion o f labor, and to test Marx's hyporhesis regarding
the prol e tan at on this terrain .

that we haw established lead us to propose the tollowing specific hypothe
sis : faced with moditlcations imposed and provoked-or in the process of

THESIS 2 :

being brought about-by restructuring, the body of the working class

expands and articulates itself into the body of the social class, into the pro
leLlriat. But this expansion and articulation are not unarmed. The negativity
of the capitalist response

to

CAPITAL'S COMMAND AND

THE NEW COMPOSITION: CONCERNING MONEY

There IS one elelllt'ilt in the capitalist point of view that deserves ro be strongly

the struggle of the mass worker finds itself over

emphasized. Command over the crisis call henceforth be defined only as

turned ill the synthesis of the socialization of living labor as growing struggle

cOf/lmand ill crisis. If the blockage of profit recurs even in the face of innova

and i nsubordination. A n overwhelming hypothesis then begins to take shape:

tion, if the modification of the organic composition of capital reproduces Jnd

lite ralfgory of fhe "lI'orkinx class " goes illto crisis, but as the proletariat it continues
10 prodl/(T all Ihe e[li'w fhal (lrC proper It) il ,>/1 th e social termill as a whole.

massifies the " class" pressure of the proletariat :It the sOClal level, if therefore

In fact, the red guiding thread of the abstraction of labor is increasingly

the capitalist planning of development becomes the pl<lllllill,l! ,?rcrisis, then these
are the parameters within which the figure of command must be defined.

realized. The proletarian once made himself into the worker, but now the

In Marx, this rok is played by rhe category of money-by m O l l ey ,IS capital,

process is inverted: the worker makes himself into the tertiary worker, the

not as currency. Or rather, by money insofar as It emancipates itself trom the

6!ehoben , J J

finanCIal system so as to confront directly the material levels of the organic

socialized worker, the proletarian worker. But this figure is

<l! !

b ecau s e here, fnr this new proletariat, it is no longer exclusion from the extor

composition of capital and the political composition of the class, to contron t

tion of capiLllist work that is specific, but on the concrary inclusion within

production as weJl J S t h e wage.

the totality of the productive social process and within the twists and [Urns
of its conditions that is tlllldamental. Vie have seen the mass worker (the first

Through 11I()IIC)" C3pltal tends today to w i l l bJ.ck a fo rc e oflllcdiatitlll bctwl'et1

crisis <1Ild

rrsfrlwllri/l�, p osi ng itself in this figure as (l

Now we see restructuring, far from overcoming the crisis, untolding and

.'fleail'c mil' Iltt/I ji.IIWiol1s
ill Iltl' definition ,,( {ll11lmaJld. [hat is to say as ft1litJ/l(llity tlIld proic(/ with respc(/ It'
the ')�\!{l1Iic (()IIIPO" ifitlJl Jnd as fcrrorisl l J with respect to tltc pt1/iric(11 ("'lIl'osiliOIl or fhe

lengthening Its shadow over the whole of SOCIety, not on its surface but i n

prOICli/n,lI. Here

its heart, all t h e way into the depths of class composition, where it attempts

unflilingly de fin e d

massive concretization of the capitalist abstraction oflabor) produce the crisis.

.IS

well, therdore,
;1,

currency, as

1

a

historic'al path is inVt'rtt'd: having been

calculable tetIsh that transcell(l� class rt'la

from the activity of the illass worker and seeks

tions an d- a bove and beyond that----,lS a political term of pa c ifi ca ti o n ,md

at the same time to dl'stroy till' latter's composition and, in general, to mystifY

mediation tor the (cventual) coutlicts between bourgeois strata, money must

to defend capitalist

c o mma n d

socially the ,)rigin and rol e l)f living labor. With quite concradictory results:

be redefi ned

for at this level of the class struggle, the capitalist devastation of the mass

restructuring relationship, as a lever shifting inside the orgwic composition of

worker results ollly in the spread of the conditions of reproduction (but here,

capItaL between its diftcrent parts, as

capitalist reprodunion is also reproduction of the conditions of struggle) to

ad:lpted to com l 1lJ n d as terrorism tor ,lIld owr the new d,ISS composition.

all the living labor ditl'llsed throughout society.

,b

capital Jnd rherefi)re as the determinatt' function of the crisis

a selective, indeed a

rigidly sdeL'rive rule

Thus, when we h,l\'e recourse here to rhe l'ategorv "lIloney," we t e n d to

Pf<l/l'larilir-II'("kill\! ,-lliss-prolL'lari(ll1 11'<1rkrr. To dissolve the concept of the
working class produced by the Second Illternational is to respond to the the

inrerpret it and make use of I t not on ly as

J Cl t L' go ry

of l11t'diatioll between

the costs of pruduction and the gem'rJI value of SOCIal labor (the same goes

o re tical i mpera tive , which is to discl.' fIl the proper characteristics of a subject

tC) f mont'Y JS currency wirhll1 the conditions of competitin' cJpitalism) , but

that n:sults fmlll the c'ombined apparJ[us of workers' struggles and capitalist

also as J category of the material and political lIlediation of these elements.

restru c[Unng ill this historical period. The struggle against work that char

W h e n c've r we say " money," \ve could Just as well say " Keynesian State"

acter i zes workers ' behavior ill our currell( phase is

the caplulist eHort

to

1Jl

or

itself the dissolution of

"PlanIlt'r-Stdte" ; in t,let mo n ey no longer exists nutside of these determina

subjugate the whole body of the proletariat encirely

tions. 13ut despite' this, the category doesn't disappear: it persists as J c J t e gory
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of mediation, changing its contents in order to confirm its proper function.

CapItal thus tallows a paradOXical trajectory dnd undergoes a radical inver

Therefore "state-money" is substituted for "currency-money": It is thus

sion. Posing as money in the phase of its first glorious revolutIon, then

confirmed

as

the mediating category of commodity exchange. Its material

constrained to dominate the value-producmg emergence of the working class

ity changes-in an "exogenous " manner, the apologists of bourgeois

via the dictatorship of the subjective abstractlOn of currency, It must today

economy would say, while we would say politically-whenever the materi

turn into money-capital-but now autf:ehobcn in its turn. That is, it must

ality of mediated elements changes. But the category of money remains

return to a transfigured role, to the extent that what money now does [tare] ,

fundamental, and around it all the elements of the altered situation are inter

whIle It reproduces the ancient contact with production, is introduced into

woven anew. Beyond the historical success of Keynesian techniques of

the new universality of monetary tetlshism. Today, money as capital has the

control and development, the reformist work of capitalism provides us with

matenality of the productIve relatIOnship of early revolutionary capital along

this renewed functioning of the category "money" as a theoretical scaffold

with the generaliry of the monetary tunction. At the same time that it once

ing for the new functions of the capitalist state. This is also valid in the

again becomes material calculatIon, a continual scrutiny of the organic com

extreme tension imposed by the change in relations of force berween the

pOSItion, money has subsumed the umversality of the monetary standard.

rwo classes: this means that, in the new functioning of the category "money,"

Emblematically, this means passing from gold to oil, to energy, to a material

mediation can submit to the redoubling of its own image and be presented

and dynamic eqUIvalent (that one can call whatever one wants, until the

eIther as the pure image of mediation, without object, or as pure command,

special drawing rights are authOrized) . This consciousness

IS

the capitalist key

as violence. Faced with the dialectically opposed pole of the workers'

to a sufficiently radical management of the crisis imposed by the working

struggle, the objectivity of capitalist function has in itself the possibility of

class struggle.

transforming itself into a totally subjective function-" zero development,"

Thus today, money is the general equivalmt (it presents itself again as general
equivalent and tends somehow to define the conditions for resolving the
monetary crisis) solely to the extellt that it is immediately capital 's olJ?atlization

crisis in the rate of profit, and therefore "command-money. " 1 2
We must be careful here: the fac t that capital tolerates currency badly is
an old point. Rather, the productive boss is constrained to currency by the

alld wmmillld. It functIons in the first sense only if it succeeds in materializ

class struggle, not by any innate predisposition: in fact, absolute surplus-value

ing itself in the second sense. It IS interesting and important to emphasize

and primitive accumulation despise currency, even when they are subjected
represents a phase of relative distortion for capitalist development. Rosa

this characterIStic of money, because this is the very thmg that-in outline--
scientifically defines rhe new modalIty of the fall of the rate of profit: the
capitalist theory of money IS complementary (and must be so i f capitalist

[ Luxemburg] and Lenin have clearly emphasized this. In currency there is

awareness is to be sClentlfic) to the deternunation of the new characteristics

something fictive ,1I1d fortuitous, something subjective and maneuverable,

of the rate of profit's trend. whICh constitutes the terrain that reveals the
cnSIS.

to its uncertain horizon. The phase in which finance capital predominates

that capital's righteous feelings detest. In tact, from the financial phase of
development onward, capital returns to the large enterprise, to self-financ

In a word, the rate of profit falls, the counter-tenden cies no longer act,

ing, to the subordination of the wage (as a social category) to its own capacity

but the

productively (and directly) to conll11and all the segments of its organic com

in the equation tor the rate of profit) is modified. We have already said it:
the fact that protit stagnates does not mean that restructuring is powerless or

posItion. The economic science of the bosses no longer tolerates currency:
the search tor value corresponds in the classics to the attempt to escape this
determination, and even in Marshall-if not in the whole marginalist
school-this tension IS perceptible. Today it explodes. Sraffa translates the
material algebra of the Menshevik Leontiev into theoretical termsL l-not
the monetary quantities but the material dimensions of the productive
process: recognizing them, weighing heavily on them, commanding them
after the monetary terrain of capitalist control had been swallowed up in
s tagfla tio n---s u ch

is the fundanlental task for all those able to see since at least

1 937, and tor everyone today.

c

varIable of the overall relationship (which designates constant capital

less imposmg; if the fdte of profit doesn't rise, nevertheless the organic com
pOSItIOn of capItal and the polItical composition of the working class are
atfected. But If the rate of profit stagnates, whence comes the continual per
tecting of c' And on what IS tim pertectmg of capItalist intelligence, which
does not gIve m when confronted with the fall of the fate of profit, based?
A quantitative analYSIS does not get to the bottom of this problem; if we
agree to pnvilege the monetary standard, our horizon will remam opaque
and meanmgless. Newr 1110re than in thIS situatIon has the ul1lversality of
value needed to matena!Ize Itself in concrete, qualItatIve operations-which
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propose anew the particularity of money and only later t h e unIversality of
its function. Only a capacity to recast value as command, only a p ower of
selection internal to wealth and capitalist society that is developed in such a
direction can permit the re-assertion of a general project at this point. The
c variable improves. even in the presence of the fall of the rate of protit. solely
because, withll1 it, a new materiality of capitalist command is gathered
together and organized.
as

(a) To view i n broad outline the ideal and tYPICal c haracteristics of the
new materialization of the " money" function (thesis

3).

(b) To describe the political determinations Jnd contradictions that the
capitalist project assumes today here in ltaly (thesis 4) .
(c) To consider, again abstractly, the political and i nstinHional rclations
which these new relationships arise (thesis

III

5) .

(d) Onc.: again to confront the crisis, restructuring :lIld p<llitical develop

How is this done? The selection is articulated on the basis of the necessity
of command
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ment in the torm that they take here (theses () and 7) .

well as on the radical requirement of the persistence ofcapital's

(e) From there, on the basis of the distortion dnd the crisis that the cap

system. It is articulated and organized, first of all, axaillSr the specific points of

italist and reformist project .:ncounters, to refllrmuiate a discourse Oll

emergence of the workers' struggle and its organizational manifestations.

the workers' and proletarian struggle (theses H and tollowing).

Taylor and Ford destroyed the protessional worker of the workers' council
movement by means o f the selection of a corps of capitalists who extolled
a new specificity of the c variable. Even in this case it was not a matter of

The original conditions of the revolutionary p rocess in Italy arose within
this web of theoretical problems and practical expectation.

a new accumulation, but (at least in its entire initial phase) of a selection
and monopolizing of capitalist alliances and initiatives adapted to that goal.

Today, " lpiral IIllI,t destroy the lIlas, Ull" ker of the 5vcial U'G,s;e; therefore i t selects,
o n the basis of the new c value, a new conglomeration o f will, p roj ects, and

THESIS 3:

THE ENTERPRISE AND THE TERRORISM
OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY

money. it anticipates and destroys the political composition of the mass

The COITUllentatnrs and politicians of the capitalist economy agree on the

worker, and goes so far as to push the tension that it exerts to a ma..xi mum

definition of the charaaerisrics 4 rcsrm((lIrill,�: it i s centered o n the reorgani

of socialization of the struggle in order to bring that struggle back into the

zation of the raw- materials market-particularly (but

social organizJtion of production. In the poverty of general equivalence, it

sources-and on an enormOllS innovation i n the instruments and processes

carries innovation to its hIghest point and seeks to define a new existence

for the control of the circulation-and rep roduction--of the factors of

not

exclusively) enerb'Y

for itself that would st(,1ll from a constant capital that is unassailable by the

capital. This second objective also means JlltolIlatioll. From the point of view

mass worker. It accepts defiallce o n the social plane with the aim of antic

o f its contents, capitalist restructuring thus tcnds toward

a

seizure and reform

ipating the d�nsity of the workers' proj ect and organizing its foresight into

of the world market within which the org3niz.ltional power

a

integration under the capitalist mode of production l: l1d its highest levels of

repressive force.
N::nurallv, the task is ditlicult. The game is played out in ItS entirety between

[potcllzIII

and

organic composition are detined. From the f(,rlllal point of view, this further

monetary devaluatioll and the extolling of money as a material, organized,

progression of the subsumption of labor within

and repressive tunction. To put it another way, it is as if the game was entirely

complete mobility of all the elements of the organic composition, and

c apital

requires the most

played out between all atteJ1lpt to destroy the giwIl working class. its tech

emphasizes and exacerbates theIr dynamic complementarity. Automation is

nical and politicll composition, and the prnJect of orgaruzing the results of

the scientific and operational drmature of this form of submmption . The first

that dcstrucrinn. Constant capital is constructed dt.'spite alld becallse of the con

age of capitalism lived on tar and iron, and the maturity of its development

tinual fal l of the: rate of pront, by means of J1lOlletarv d.:valuation as the

on carbon and steel; today, oil and autoll1.ltiOIl constitute the ide al type of

selective weapon that coaiL'sces the capitalist will. On the other hand, in the

the capitalist form and its project of rel(lrlll.

c

seeks to present itself as a new C, as the proposition of the

Money in its dual torm-capitalist equivalent of ,oci31 productivity and

on:raJl ()q�allization of capital. T he particularity ot the opaation lies exclu

materially organizational fefer.:nt-itsdf submits to these materialized ide

sively in the negative movement of the capitalist proj ect's dialectical totality.

alities o f the process. Everyth ing is destroyed, sdected, Jnd reconstructed

J1lcdiuJll term

T he analysis will have to delw much further into this diflicultv and attempt
to untJngle its torms,
lowing plans:

m odes ,

aud P3ClI1g. To rhis end we propose the 101 -

according to this rhythm. The internal didkctic of capital tends

011

the one

hand to reorder the relatl ollship between the capitalist (Ollllll,lI1d over labor
and the workillg class. in terms of the (maten:tllv tr.111 Sl()[llle d) adequate
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capital; o n the other hand
propor tion betwe en consta nt capital and variable
the two active elemen ts is
it tries-to the extent that the dialect ic betwee n
ty of the elemen ts so that
mobili
l
interna
the
fY
solidly anchored-to intensi
proces s impose s increas
ist
capital
The
ed.
any rigidit y in the nexus is dissolv
uring constant capital
config
of
point
the
ingly elevated levels of fluidity-to
control)-in a direct
and
tion
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as a " form" (organ ization of fluidity, its
g class (which
workin
the
of
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[potenz
relation to the force and overall power
interse cting,
local,
is
that
y
rigidit
presen ts itself on the immed iate plane as
this does
but
code,
ll1
g
speakin
interna tional, etc.). Let us be clear-we are
IS called
capital
nian
Bergso
not necess arily mean vague allusio ns: this
i
determ
a
it
call
we
all,
Kissinger and company, MIT and IBM . . . Above
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struggl
d
rmpte
the uninte
nate reflect ion and restructuring on the basis of
global
the
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st victory
of the metropolitan workers and the anti-im periali
money as the deter
of
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definit
radical
and
new
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it
call
proletariat. We
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minat�and always renewed-mediation of capital
n itself and the proletariat:
terms of the relatlOllS of torce established betwee
ive restruauring (energy,
in this case as lIIediaticm betwcm the jimetioll 0( prodllct
(social democ racy,
autom ation) and the jimaion d po/illCai rem;gallizativl1
terrorism) .
fotward: the modifica
Here our exammation of the proces s takes a step
of the superstructure.
catIon
moditi
the
tion of the base [stn<tlura] tills within
tendency defined by
a
venfY
to
(Speaking of this, now would be the time

berweell base arid superstruc
Marxi st thought \vhich a�gues that the relations hip

o�ganic (ompositiofl ufcapital illtftlsijles,
ture becomes illaeasingly o�ga/li( the more the

ption of labor withm
which is to say the more compl ete the tormal subsum
(
rs: 1 ) a growing lack of
capital becom es. This amoun ts to saying two thinb
aufgehoben, subtle restate
differentiation of the two levels; (2) d mblim ated,
the point of maxnnum
ment of the struggle between the two classes to
ental contradiction comes
synthe sis. As we will see, in this case the fundam
state. We note this tendency
to be inscrib ed little by little at the level of the
here 111 order to verifY it.)
modificatIOn ofthe super
Thus the modificatIon ofthe base fills WIthin the
3nd around issues of
conm1
of
atlon
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centra
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the quality of money denves: in the current Situati
y of the
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interv
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antagonism. The reasons for this development of the superstructure are Imme
diately obvious: the fragihty of eacb POlllt of the system (the efficient cause
of the crisis) must be diluted in the fluidity of the totality of the system: the
general a.xis of the legitimation of conm1and is shifted onto the totality of the
system, so its junctures, disartIculations, and secondary contradictions can only
be evaluated with reference to the logic of the general consistency of the
system. Conversely. capitalist anticipation of the possible contradictions is
pushed to the maximum, either by the effectiveness of the capacity for control
over an integrated system or by the knowledge of tbe disintegrative power
of singular, particular ruptures of the integrated system in its totality. It
becomes possible and indeed indispensable to anticipate torms of behavior
that are deviant

111

relatIon to the logiC of the system, and antIcipatory repres

sive terrorism is legitimated by the expectation of the terrible incidence that
defines each subversive tarm of behaVIOr 1Tl its particularity. In this frame
work, the old institlltional categories of the l'tl{erprise and the state go imo crisis, and
their conceptual and effective legitimacy mllst be measlIred
cemralization of the 1V0rld Itwrket:

by

/lelV parameters of the

and it is on the basis of the new materializa

tion of money that they count what they have in their pockets!
A new parenthesis, before we return to the detinition of institutional cat
egories, to mark several distances, namely those that separate us trom the
traditional concept of state monopoly capitalisml4 and trom the terms that
tollow from and are complementary to that concept: monopolism, imperi
alism, dualism of development (third-worldism etc. ) . It is nevertheless
worthwhile to emphasize strongly that thl'se faStIdiously repeated concepts
have nothing to do with reality. Where do we still find a monopoly that
independently determines prices and costs? Where do we still find a nation
state gripped by the will to superpro fit of enterprises that have been
guaranteed monopolistic prIvileges? Where do we still find a state whose
political ehte is saturated [wmpenetrato] by the will to natlonal mollopoly to
the point that this determines the material constitution (legitimation, gov
ernment, power polItics)? Imperialism, inter-imperialist contradictions, local
dualisms and controversies, etc., are terms utterly bckmg in l11eamng. Listen:
we are not contesting the deSIgnation of phenomena here, nor are we
denymg their importance as phenomena. It is not a problem of designation
but one of definition, not a problem of name but one of substance. In sum,
we touch here on the second defimtion of money, that IS, no longer merely
on the q uality of mediation between production and circulation defined
today, but also on its form-the tarm that it assumes on the world market
in the umversal power [poICllza] of Its sublimated role. From the highest
levels of capitalist management, the multmational enterprise gathers up
the passages of the dialectic of capItalIst control, of the role of money,
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dismantling the pre-existing unities, be thev economic andlor political, at
the Institutional level.
The prodll{(ive <lIldlor social h;�ifilll<l(i()fl (�f il1siitufions mllsf 'her�tore be examined

1

ill relu fio l

to (he,'e

/leiV

ptlrametcrs-and not merely abstractly, but first and

foremost materially, since this is where the unity and the fluidity of the pro
ductive process arises and the homogeneity of command is inscribed on the
basis of the con trol of energy sources and the international mobility oflabor
power, that IS, on the basis of the power of response and counterattack of the
struggle of metropolitan workers and the Third World proletariat, The cap
italist legitimatIOn of p roduction and/or command means an adaptation to
this frame of reference. I t means that the capitalist enterprise today exists
only as an entrepreneurial reality overdetermined by this validating frame of
reference I q l w dro di validita l , and that rhe mature capitalist state, insofar as i t
i s a microcosm, reinterprets the rules, articulations, and nervous system o f
this macrocosm that i s the centralized and hierarchized order of the world
market. We could talk at length about the dialectic th:lt is deployed between
multinational enterprises and n:ltion-states, about the crisis in the concept
of sovereignty and its role, about the multiplication of separate bodies and
the distinct levels of legitimacy from which their current roles and consti
tutions derive, but what must he- said, to start with, is that the frame of
reference must be completely recast, and thus brought to light according to
the tendencies that We have delineated. I ,
We have thus implici tly reTUrned

to

what was already defined in thesis l .

The analysis o f the etfects o f restructuring outlined here reters back to the
definition of the subje-ct of the crisis. The direction [senso] of the develop
ment of capital is in general determined by the fact that it is a relationship,
a dialectical, reciprocal relationship whose overdeterrnination is entorced by
and thus depend, upon the relationship of torce between the two classes in
struggle, R {,strIlCfllrill� t!'llds 10 I'//fail

U

(<lpilalisl lw' of the socialized workers ' polit

iml rCdlily and thc tn'1I1C1l.J0IiS achievell/cllf o/ Ihe milSS I Forkers , struglZlc, The deeper
capitalist

restructuring got's, the more obvious this presupposition becomes,

but also the more obvious it .lppears that the cJpitalist will

[volorlt.l l

despairs

of anticipating, Jnd in anticipating disrupting, the inevitable advance of the
proletarian subject, Whoever is un:tbk or unwilling to measure this process
III

.

pr l c ti c al terms is lost: hl're, pacing [ f(,l1/pi I is as important as knowledge

and t()resight. The enterprise and social-democratic terrorism must mcrease
the interpenctr:tttoll of their project hefc)re the reality of the socially prole
tariJIl worker explodes: the capitalist proJect must accept this torm and
redlKl' it to variable capital hdon: the accumulation of the subversive torms
of behavior that comprise it causes a new subversive emergence of the
working class-a new class consciousness-to arise.

THES IS 4 :
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THE HYPO THES IS O F T H E HISTO
RIC COMPROMISE

A� first sight, confro nting the " Histon
e Comp romis e" from the class pomt
d seriou s regression. 011 the
scale of the capita list projec t
ot restructunng the rclatio m of produ
ction, the Histo ric ( ;ompromise seems
l!ldeed to be a subalt ern and ineficC!lvc
projec t. In relation to the reality of
the prolet arian worker, the sociali zation
of the mass worker and the need tor
comm unism that the mass struggle expres
ses on this terrain , to 'peak of the
HIston e Comp rol1lls e seems ill reality
to Illark a withdrawal tro lll history iuto
prell/scary. As anoth er versio n of the
"Saler no turnab out," an intt:rn alizati
on
of the order of Yalta, a refin ement o
f Togliatti's R isor�il1lcl'llo ideology, I" the
Hlsto nc Compromise see Ill'; to be a
classic version o f revisio nist theme s,
And there can be no doubt that it
is, in large part. If nation al-pop ular
,
Ideology ever had a histo ry, it was this.
Wh.lt arc the avowed pol itical goals
of the Histon c Comp romis e' The peace
ful pdssag e to social ism via an inser
ti � n of popul ar forces into the state, torces
capabl e of guaran tl'eing a numb er
of the funda menta l obj e ctives of produ
ctive developmen t. This means first
of all guaranteemg quant itative and
qualita tive contro l ,wer class move
ments-and in this J fundam ental
role IS assigned to the union as the
transm ission belt of reform ism, as
guard dog and verita ble "state union
"
condi tioned by the rhythm s of the legitim
ation of plann ing (restru cturin g .
The secon d o bjec tive consis ts in ration
alizing the mecha nisms of reprod uc
!lon and distrib ution of labor- power by
means of the plann ing ()f soelal
Institu tIOns (local and territo rial
board s etc.) that attain a relent lessly
growlllg homo genei ty in the form
o f the Plann er-Sta te: here the role
of
the party as "unio n of the social " (and
even in this case, obvio usly, as "state
union ") is fu ndam ental. In the third
place, the Histor ic Comp romis e
propo ses a (future and partia l) redistr
ibutio n of produ cuvc poten tial-m ore
than JUSt lIll�OmeS [ redditi ]-wit hin the
tramew ork of the systell l by prepar 
_
lIlg to Otlcf tuture ldvan tages to the public
sector and the politic o-eco nomic
elites who admi nister It (Oll the assum
ption that the stJte represents "all the
people " ) .
0: view might seem

)

B u r this conce ption of the contro l o f
the working class i n produ ction, the
reproduction of the market tor laborpower .lnd the redistr ibutio n of power
IS contradictory in the tirst place, since
it takes as its ohject a working-class
co�npOSlt1011 tha: IS 111 tact anachronistic
: the linear ity of the sociali st projec t
retefs to the professIOnal worker and his
productive logic, every dimension of
which the r:JStor ic Comp romise coher
entlv adopts and fe-em phasiz es. But
this form of worker n o longer exists,
nor does rhis possib ility of p rogram
bUilding. "Socia lism," if It were possib
le today. would be the inheri tance of
the bosses , the blessin g of th e social proJu
cnviry of capita l . [n fJct, sociali sm
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has been destroyed a s
violent exchange with
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possibiliry of capItalist development in the latter's

working-class

struggle; it has therefore been with

drawn from the panoply of possible restructurings because of the

eifCClivellcss

of the new extension and c haracter of the forms of behavior, because of' the
assertion of the refusal of work and the recognition of the> actuality of the
communist alternative. On this basis, aU the propositions of the H istoric
Compromise> explode into contradictions. A guarantee of control over the
movements of the class? But this control, defined in the crisis by the massi
tied movement of the rdusal of work,

em

only present itself in terms of

repression and certainly not i n terms of participati on. Rationalizanon of the
mechanisms of reproduction oflabor-power? Bur this rationalization is, under
these conditions, necessarily manipulative and repressive when it is exercised,
as it must be exercised in its ultimate consequences, at the limits of a labor
market that has become rigid-the employment/unemployment relation
ship, schooling, tertiarization, exclusion, and marginalization. As tor the heart
of the problem, we find ourselves faced here with another mystific a tio n: that
of an independent and sovereib'll state, a neutral machine on whIch one need
only lay a hand in order to command it ("after having driwn our the four
bad monopolists who had manipulated it earlier " ) . In fact, such a project of
state rdorm, conducted in terms of a socialIst use of state monopoly capi
talism, targets that at least two conditions have disappeared: on rhe one hand
'
th e state is organic-it is neither an accessory nor dn empty receptacle--to
capitalist development and its determinate disarticulations (crises, manipula
tions along domestic lines. control and command ;\s conditions of profit); on
the other, this interpcnctration of the state and capital is not produced on
the national level, but within the new dimensions of the world market.
Reductive by ddinition and adventurist in its proposals, rhe ideology of the
Historic Compromise in its first traditional version simultaneously mystifies
the analy,is of the crisis (and the subjects who detine It) and the effects of
the crisis (and the state-Iorm that once again undertakes them). If
the sallie

d or rlu:

m o el

�

in the exploita ion of workers and the

apology

tor work

socialism-the same model. we are saying, rhat has heel1
stnlj(.glcs

ill all

proposes

PIa/iller-Stare, the model of the workers' co-participation

the (OI/lUrie, (�r (ldvallccd

c£lpitalisl1l

point of view, the Historic Compromise

is

not

as

a proposition of

dt:feated by

rhe

workers '

rhesc last'/oTfY years. From this
a

ret()rmist project, but rather

the faltering reprise and revenge of Its prehistory. Consequently, in its absolute

lack

of reterenc� to money and capitalist restructuring, the ideological and

superstru ctural toundation of the politics of the Historic CompronllSc (the
Catholic-Comlllunist alliance and the legitimation-beyond 5 1 percem
of a socialIst government) collapses into meaninglessness ill the face of
Marxist analysis.
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The politics of the Historic Compromise are
no less effective for all that.
Alongside its first version, completely anchore
d in ideology, another version
presents itself, one that gets passed over in silence
but is even more efficacious.
This version strives to present itself as the political
form of the capitalist overcom

ifthe crisis. This means that, alongside the necessary repetiti
on

il1,f!

ofsocial-reformist

litanies, a radical spirit occasionally appears
among the forces of the Hiscori c
Compromise and in the voices of its most
effective managers, one that radi
cally confro nts the capitalist project without
fishing tor alibis or justifications,
in short putting itself forward as a candidate
tor a direct and responsible inser
tion into capitalist strategy. In the fust place
this means, in the specificity of
the Italian situatio n, overcoming the delays
and confus ions of state manage
ment of the cycle so as to pass through this
phase of the crisis, shaking up and
renova ting the washed-ollt structures of the
state by using every possible deter
rent and rationalizing the set of contro
l structures, but in appropriately
repressive and determinate terms. This means
. in the second place, bringing
the I talian structure of production back up
to the level of the international
organization of capital by destrOy ing the force
of the Italian proletariat's strug
gles, and therefore the specificity of the crisis
and the delays in development
of our capitalist sector and its institutions,
until that c begins to function again,
until total capital has been reconstituted
. In this way, the apologist� of the
Historic Compromise maintain, we will have
macie a long march through the
institutions and put the social hegemony of
the mass worker's behavior into
play within and against the institutional mecha
nisms of the bourgeois state!
Let us leave to one side the definition of
the character of the bourgeois
state (so that we can come back to it later).
Let us leave to the other side this
curious concep tion of hegemony (to which
we will return as well) . Already
this single reference to the massified behavi
or of workers' autonomy seriously
weakens the hypothesis. A form of behavi
or linked to the overall rigidity of
labor-power in its qualitative and quantitative
elements (relative to the organ
ization of work and the quantity of the wage)
tends to be irrepressible within
the politic al form of socialis m; indeed , it is
socialism's opposi te, an alternative
dynam ically aimed at comm unism . Let
us suppos e that the Histor ic
Compromise goes all the way, with stubbo
rn will , in its effort to insert itself
into the capitalist mechanism of restructuring
. What means does it have at its
disposal? Upon what class strata will it attemp
t to force its project?
I t is beyon d doubt that the sole space in which
the Histor ic Comp romise
can attempt to assert itself and effectively mystifY
the effects of restructuring
against the mass workers' struggle is the
space that extends between the
ideology of work and the new reality of
the proletariat and the socialized
worker. ft reaffirms the ideology of work
and puts into play the blackmail
threat of employment in a professional and
productivist sense. It attempts to
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forces of restructu rIng,
Il1termmgle its actions with those of the hegemo I1lc
ivIst
ilastCllill,\! Ihe p,ISSa,\!1' to laliarizatiun ill {erllls or Jil 'isioll-that i" product

in terms of proletarian
profeso,io nahzatio n and requalifi cation-rather than
orthodoxy of "alliances"
unity. Here Its tendenc y reaches ,1 maximum. The
strata" has little to do WIth
and "leaders hip" and " the conquest of middle
is remodeled as an Intent
its illustrious [Gramsc ianj traditIOn: here this politics
break it up and diVIde
to
class,
the
of
l
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unitary
the
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to bear down
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restruct
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versIOn
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,
the Planner -State. The second, on the contrary
n that is already at work.
an adaptive mystific ation of the capitalist operatio
ate effects of restructur
From this point of view, it function s in the immedi
the sense of defining a new
ing wherever the latter ,l cts and Just as it acts, in
overall labor-power that was
structure of control over the movements of an
adequate requaliticatlon of
becomi ng unified, and bases its project on an
the socializ ed worker by iso
constan t capital. To break the potenti al urury of
latter off against the tanner
latmg the factory from sociery and playmg the
ing from society levels
in terms of employ ment, by simultan eously demand
the factory; to render the
of p roductiv ity analogous to those defined m
socializ ed workers ' struggle
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the mass workers' ongoing
means
any
by
prevent
to
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ity
general
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and
recognition of the identity
proport ion by the very
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constra
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t h e state a p ure, autonomous sphere of t h e politICal, the result of all the social
control mechanisms ascribed to the state. ThIS is the sphere of political
mediation, the mediation of command over (ivII societ),.
But what was civil society:> It was the domain within which the repro
duction of capital was articulated with the density of bourgeois and
proletarian interests that were not "immediately" reduced, or even capable
o f being reduced, to the rule of profit: interests denved trom revenue [rClldita]
on the one side, p overry and the p roletanan mdustrial reserve army on the
other. Ideology, charitable associations, police and army, state of law versus
the proletariat; banks, clubs, univefSlties, priests, and once again the state of
law versus the bourgeoisie: in civil sociery these were some of the institu
tions

that organized the hegemony o f profit. And

ON THE AUTONOMY OF THE POLITICAL:
THE STATE TODAY

Neverth eless, let

m

fidence is placed.

con
examine thIS contem porary state in whICh so mllch

on the hypotheSlS-wwch
RetorrmSIll stakes every one of its possibli ltle,
at there rellldlJ1 S in
,m-th
capltali
belongs to the theory of state monop oly

when necessary,

dictatorship--extrema rario--and Bonaparnsm as the always lively spirit of
the autonomy of the political. I n its good bourgeois substance, civil sociery
finally ended u p being the site of the exclusive intermingling of revenue and
profit: the other interests, in this case the proletarian ones, were not subal
tern or subordinate, but rather repressed and marginalized. The autonomy
of the political was this division of mediation of the overall hegemol1Jc bour
geois interest.
But what remains of civil sOClery today? ProtIt is constrained instead to
the mediation of other forms of revenue: but the latter are neither simple
bourgeois revenue nor the mere existence of the proletariat in the form of
indigence and employment blackmail. To the extent that the reahzation of
profit devolves upon the state, civil society disappears. I t dissolves not because
the categories of revenue and unemployment disappear, but because their
characterization is referred directly to the state. I t dissolves because the rules
of the market, even if they subsist and seem now and then to be strength
ened, can onl)' exist (and this constitutes the novelty of the SItuation) through
the defining mediation of the state. n,l' autonomy 4 the politi(ai is cn/slred alld
redu(ed to a pure technical fact, 1i�'thOIl{ lin)' lIlaterial das-,' rationale, 1I ,lrfll tire inter
mingling of otherforms

or social rf/'CllIle with profit p<1ssesfrolll

the mOlllent il1 whirh

itjolllld all autMlOlllolIsj;'/II111<1rioll ill the soci<1l to the IIIOlllt'llt clr<1mcterizcd by state
actioll. This proved to be necessary in the Planner-State phase, in the face of
the mass workers' ofiensive; it has now become
exclusion of every alternative,
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111

,I

fu ndamental norm, to the

(he presence of restructuring and the for

mation-already Implacable and threatening to the process of restructuring
o f the socialized worker, the proletarian.
The autonomy of the political: this condItion ofretormism loses its impor
tance with the realization of the Planner-State, and even more so with the
Planner-State's maturation Jnd recontlguration in the course o f restructur
ing. At thIS level of capitalist development-and the workers' struggles that
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deternune it-- civil society comes after t h e state; t h e autonomy of the polit

o f mediation which once eXlsted between ciVIl SOCIety and the state have nec

ical is thus only the ideological reproduction oia dead order. On the conrrary,

essarily been annihilated by the unification of collective capital and its state?

the reality of the stdte is extolled, not as the site of impossible mediations,

Nevertheless, reformism doesn't merely demand that a space tor the
1!1

but rather as the center of the total ascription of social action and as the

autonomy of the political based

moment of the predeternllned charactenzanon of this ,lCtlOn_

turther imagines a state that offers a pOSSIbility o f "revolution trom above"

As a cOllsequence, the working-class struggle shIfts to thIS leveL

The con
struggle ,lga/nst the

temporary stale knoll'S 110 lI'orkillg-dass struggle that Is /lot a
stati�agall1s t the state as boss Il1sofar as it has had to compnse within itself

civil socIety should be allotted to it; i t

as a totalizing, rational, and powerful function of politlca! will. Let us pose
the question again: is such a condition fulfilled? No, it seems, insofar as the
overturning of the mystification o f civil society opens up a terram of

the totality of modes of development and the crisis as well. The class struggle

struggle i n which the state fully represents the capitalist pole as a pole of

is transported irlSlde the state. As working-class struggle, it appears as a srruggle

conflict. When the mediatIOn of the class struggle shifts directly and irre

against the state. CapItal identifies itself with the state: trom capital's point

versibly into the state, then the figure o f the state is convulsed under the

of view, the state carries on the class struggle directly. The working class

effect of the dualism of power and tends to ilssume one face and one fac e

therd"xe recogmzes in the state its direct adversary, its essential enemy. Here
civil society,

as

the domain in which the different interests in the order o f

t h e reproduction o f l abor-power present themselves a s intermingled, is only

only o f this dualism. I t is still possible to speak of revolution from above,
so long as we understand that today, every retorm of the state, every revo
lutionizing of the state is only an antagonistic functlon in relation to the

a product of the state\ will, that is, of a kind of state-imposed resolution of

other pole of the rea! process, the one that is represented by the power o f

the struggle bet\vecn classes .

t h e proletarian a n d working class (and thIS would be equally valId-as the

Be caretul: at this level of the class struggle and the perfectmg of the sub
ordination of every other domain of conflictuality to the center of state

Chinese Revolution teaches us from afar-in the case of a proletarian

decision, capit'l/ist cOHlmand is marked by specific flCW colltradiaiOfls, Let us consider

conquest of power) .
Still, let us specifY this reality of the contemporary state a bit further. We
111

the most important of these, the ones related to the control of prices and

have seen how the tact that It is placed

costs in the face of a massified presence of workers' struggles, or the "tlscal"

domination in its confrontations with CIvil society tareS tails any possibility

ones, that IS, those charactenzed by the constantly growing disproportion
between the medl1S of tinancing dnd the necessIty tor social intervention in
the form of a generalization of the t,'Uaranteed wage and in the for m of an
ever more broadly extended welfare regIme. None of that WIll restore the
tctish of "civil society " l " Workers ' income [ rell ditaJ "-by thIs term we des
ignate the monetary quantity distributed by the state

w

the working class

m

"civil society"-has nothing to do with bourgeois revenue; while the latter
in essence implies a connection to the spontaneIty of the market, workers'
income is based on the maximum rigidity of the market and on the direct
intervention of the state. The constant extension and diffUSIOn of this type
of income does not demonstrate the autonomy of the political, but rather
the opposite: namely, that the contradiction between the relations of pro

antagonIsm between
and the
production)
tor
command
of
rhe state (as overall cemer of ascription
the fleUJ
(oflstitutes
this
state,
the
pro/etmiem ji)fc('s ,,(s(l(la l produer/cm , III re la tioll to
ductIOn and the productive torces takes shape today as an

form

of the }imdamcl1tal

lvlarxiarl

cOfztradICfio/l,

But then, once dgalll, what is the autonomy ofthe political if not the illusory

a relationship of pure and simple

of maneuvering a retormISt perspective in a revolutionary direction

[se/lso).

There is another side to this situation, however, that is still weIghtier in con
sequences, as follows: in this tramework, the state necessarily develops an
impact on social existence that, in its totalitarian c haracter, comes to be
increasingly compact and tunctionally congruent. 771e opertllming of the cipi!
society-state relationship opens lip the possibility '?f a broad desCTiptioll of the man/p
ulatipe role of the state ill Its COI!frolltations JIIith society. T h e state bloc must take
apart every p otentially hostile social aggregation and reassemble it accord
ing to capita!'s overall, planned schema of tunctioning. The manipulation
may be conflictual and democratic, or it may not and instead once again
bring about the insurgence of terroristic scenarios for the development of
command (this can increasingly be recogruzed today); in any case, such is
the figure of the state and its pre-eminent role. It IS illusory to speak (in
juridical terms) of legitimation by consensus for this type of state, because
the dialectical terms of the process of democratic legitimation have dissolved.
On another level. a number of the old characteristics of the state have dis
appeared as well. We have already mentioned one:

the consolidation of total
within the reorganization u( the world ;,arket.

,md vain movement between a ci'111 society that no longer exists and a radi

capital IfI the j�,?lIre of thc stare

cally ditlcrem state:O j\nd what space is left fc)r retorll11sm, when the margIns

There, the authentic and original toundation of the sover ign power of the

occurs

�
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state declines markedly, t o the same extent that the bloc of sovereign power

industry and collateral sectors (above all credit and distribution, which is just

asserts itself feverishly in domestic relationships, to the detriment of even

another way of saying the " tertiarization" of industrial labor) and finally the

traditional legitimacy and its processes of validation of power-in mterna

internal reorganization of industry (the process of decentralization of man

tional relations, this bloc is diluted and submits to the intersecting and filtering

ufacture, etc . ) . Socialization, tertiarizatiOll, alld.flexibility (decentralization etc.)

play of the multinational structures of capital. The figure of the state emerges

of industrial labor, therefore, are the three fundamental objectives that are

trom this turned upside down. The action of the multinationals infiltrates the

added to and articulated with the permanent objectives of control and labor

nation-state, objectively innervating (here it is not a question of deceptive

cost reduction in the ongoing restructurlllg.

games or manipulation) the components of sovereignty, elevating and shitting
the reference points of state action as well as the sources of legitimation.
The state bloc-in the combined operation of capitalist integration on

It is useless to point out that the quality and intensity of the process of
restructuring are determined by the struggles: never before has Marx's
expression that "machines rush in wherever there are strikes" been so true.

the inside and the multinational dinlension on the outside--s eems increas

Instead, what is interesting to note here is the other side of the material

ingly to configure itself as a resultant of numerous segments that have an

dialectIC of restructuring: that is, to see what direct impact its effects have

overall impact, but which on the other hand take distinct routes. From this

on the composition of the working clas" to see in short what consequences

point of view, the state bloc articulates in a new way the unitary structure

restructunng induces in the body of me working class--such as further

and the multiplied figure of the bodies that comprise It.

progress in the socialization of productive labor, such as its tertiarization and

In this overall framework, taced with the essential overdetermination of
the figure of the contemporary state, the retormist crisis of perspective is

the command that is exercised over the flexibility of labor-power and against
the political mobility of the working class.

accentuated. It is drained of its reality, so to speak, not only with respect to

We have already seen and said it: the political goal of restructuring consists

its essence (the modification of the civil society-state relationship) but also

in socially mystifYing the sources of surplus-value, in concealing the origin

with respect to the historical and individual overdeterminations that act on

of the workers' offensive. The productive unification of the social and the

the essence of the phenomenon (the modification of the processes of legIt

tluidity of control tend to render the factory workers' struggle incommuni

imation and the role of sovereignty) .
In the tace of all this, the artificial character of the proposals put torward
by the project of the Historic Compromise stands out.

cable and the socialized workers' struggle headless. The political goal of the
process of restructuring, theretore, consIsts in destroyinJZ the inwJze, cotlStrllcted

by {he s{TUggle q( {he mass worker, q{ the identity and gel1erality q( the partiwlar
interest, q( UJorkers. In the cmis, we begin to see the effects of this political

THESIS 6 :

IN GENERAL: RESTRUCTURING AND ITS EFFECTS

been under way at least since
In I taly, the restructuring of production has
of struggles of the late fifues,
1 963. I n its first phase and following the wave
on labor-saving" machin ery,
the process of restruc turing, essentially based
intensification after the wave
underwent a rapid acceleration and an overall
the process of Yt'strnaurillg at work
of struggles of 1 969. I n the driving sectors ,
eristlcs of the capitalist restruc
charact
al
princip
the
in I taly takes up once again
tact that it tends to institute
the
namely
,
market
turing operatmg on the world

jlexihility in the use of labor
a ,lZreilterjorce of Cllpitalist commatld through ma.'<:imum

against its political mobility
power, and against worker organization-that is,
VIa modifications that
ched
and its wage rigidity. This objective is approa
ization with a heavy
(reorgan
involve the articulation of production in sectors
etics, telecommuni
cybern
ery,
emphasis 011 sectors producing tools: machin
entality of " technological
cations, etc., and consequently the diffuse instrum
labor), the imegration between
comrol" over the socialization of industrial

project engraved in fiery letters on the worker's body: the separation of
employed from unemployed workers, of those in large tactories from those
in small tactories, then a savage proletanamzation of the SOCIal strata of
labor-until then consIdered unproductive but now reintegrated into pro
ductive labor, tertiarized but separated

III

their classification and function

followed by a territorial decentralization of maSSlfied production and the
infiltration of the nervous system of direct capitalist production into all the
compartments of sOClety, along with the destruction of every worker con
centration and reformist intervention that aims to render this destructive
passage fluid (from this point of view, the true paradignls of the ongoing
operation are the "Uncle Toms" put in place to govern the ghetto Clties
ravaged by the "racial" revolts orthe American and European mass worker) .
And this IS only the beginnlllg: never betore have we seen the capitalist will
to destroy both the heritage of struggles and the retormist vocation gather
itself together in such a homogeneous and harsh manner to smooth this
passage and support an adequate reorganization of social labor, The blackmail
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and obligation of industrial labor are articulated in a terroristform: a homogeneous
bloc of political forces proposes once again, by means of restructuring, the
coercion of wage labor.

the false objectivism of the analysis is accompanied by a completely subjective

As always, however, every capitalist process has its opposite. Or better, it

instead catch sight of a process of recomposition that is extraordinary in its

arbitrariness in the proposal.
Today, if we travel through the network of class composition, we can

bears in itself an antagonistic potential that we must now grasp, not only as

breadth and intensity. Restructuring and the crisis act as moments in which

the cause of the overall project, but also as a new presence of the working

the process of proletarian autonomy explodes. The "layoff fund"!" teaches

class-a presence modified by the very development of the relations of torce

the worker his/her identity of interest with the unemployed, and decentral

implicitly contained in restructuring. The question is this: to what extent

ization shows the worker in the large factory that she/he has the same

and in what way does restructuring modifY the political composition of the

immediate interest as the worker in the small factory. The tertiarization of

class? As we have always emphasized, it seems that this restructuring tends to

production shows the agent in the tertiary sector that her/his condition is

an et1ormous inaease in intensity of the political composition of the

directly proletarianized from the point of view of her/his place in the pro

class. We have spoken of the emergence of a socialized worker, a new pro
letariat that reabsorbs into itself the power (potmza] of the mass workers'

ductive process and in the wage system. The exclusion of vast strata from

struggle and expands its dimensions and social impact enormously. We have

single law of exploitation over the entire planning process of capitalist society,

repeatedly stressed that this new social reality, by its mere emergence, leads

based on inclusion in and/or exclusion from production; division by sex,

to a series of new contradictions in the apparatus of capitalist domination.

age, and race show women, the young, and all minorities the deceptive far

bring about

production, the marginalization of schooling, etc., reveal the presence of one

What is more, at these levels of capitalist development, the particular workers'

sightedness of the capitalist project for the division and organization of

interest that reveals this immense revolutionary potential acquires a social

society, and push to rebellion whoever can find a material base in the unity

generality that cannot be contained.
This new unity of workers' interest, this new revolutionary tension, this
potential tor political unity, is born of the crisis, of the intensity of terror and

of proletarian exploitation . And so on! To be able to travel through the

in restructuring the
formation '?f a utlitary potential o(stnlggle, one that is constantly getting larger.
network of class interests, therefore, it is necessary to see

poverty that workers endure. It is born of the cntique that millions of wage

But this is not merely a quantitative process that begins to reveal itself in

earners carry out every day, on the basis of the inhuman suffering to which

restructuring and in the dialectical overturning of its tendency by the

capital-in its more or less repressive cycle--condemns wage labor; it is born

working class. The quantitative process has quite specific qualitative aspects.

of the practical recognition that only rebellion can strip away the horrible

For in tact, if the capitalist objective in restructuring essentially consists in

rationality of the system. Above all, it is born of the everyday discovery that

mystifYing the sources of surplus-value, in disorganizing the class poles, in

restructuring sometimes makes the old forms of struggle impossible (but only

destroying the unitary capacity for working-class struggle, the proletarian

insofar as they are separate), even though it raises the workers' fantasies of

reconquest of the unity of class interest posits itself immediately in political

struggle to new dimensions and orients them around the globality and cen

terms. A huge leap forward is thus accomplished: the struggle must unfold

trality of the workers' interest. To fail to recognize this is to comprehend
nei

tl�er the dialectic nor the working class: it is to ignore the dialectic of the

against the unity of the capitalist project, whose tensions and articulations
have no other source than pure and simple domination. The relationship

capital relation, since capitalist development has always-from its first appear

with profit-and thus with the utopia of a state planned according to the

ance-led to these kinds of consequences, and one must follow their

rhythms of productIOIl and the growth of profit-has collapsed under the

insubordinate materiality and take part in them, because the reality of cap

blows of that hmdamental weapon, the savage wage struggle of the mass

italist development requires It. What is more, it is to ignore the working class,

worker. Today, the proletarian struggle tends instead to become entirely polit

because the dialectical overturning of the tendency of restructunng always

ical: a struggle against the state as the political form of command for

represents the fundamental aspect of its definition.

production.

Thus

to

so-called worker (and Marxian) trIumphalism are habitually

But this must be correctly understood. To speak of political struggle today,

opposed long catalogs enumerating membershIp in social classes, litanies of

within these processes of restructuring, IS not to revive the old Leninist cat

classes, subclasse" sectors and subsectors, and all thIS clImaxes in a hymn to

egories or ultlmately to distinguish political struggle from economic struggle.

alliances, to compromises, to contortiom of the workers' program: as always,

Tim distinctlon provided for a double defimtlon of struggle, the unmediated
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these eficcts emerge from the body of the working class, they are radically

political proje c t in the wage struggle

opposed to any practice whatsoever of the ideological pacification of class

against the determinarions imposed by the Planner-State. Today, the objec

a n tagoni sms---cven the old ones, that re-emerge with sublimated intensity

had already recovered the unity of

a

tive is raised as high, dialectically speaking, as the objectives of the Crisis-State

trom the new order of rdations of torce between classes.

that are being transtormed in the present restructuring. As we have said, these

Communist reformism" canllot withstand the simplest confrontation with

are not obj ectives that seek satisfaction-in commodity form. if you like, but

the reality of restructuring: all the class effects of the latter are forcibly inserted

"The great

nonethdess real-to r the workers' needs, but a radICal annihilation, by means

into a schema of class col/aboration, the new needs forcibly reduced to the old,

of command, of the potentially insubordinate unity of the workers' needs.

the analysis of the srate tediously repeated in terms of monopoly capitalism,

Here, then, the prolerarian and workers' struggle rakes a step forward: from

the new occasions of struggle obliterated, suppressed in a manner that is half

the wage to the lise vaillt' of the tI'age, /rom the strllggle ,wcr the wage as cOlltwl/able

sentimental and half brural. If capital marches imperiously toward command

entity of cxploitalioll 10 the stnl,l!.J!Ie ,Igaillst command over prOdllaio/l , ji'Olll ,Inlggle

over and disarticularion of the class's movements, the Historic Compromise

wi th ill tile system to Ihe stnlg!!,Ie/or 1'ol1'er. This is because, while capitalist restruc

intends to legitimate all that by means of the workers' participation; if, i n

turing squashes a purdy mystified expression of the unity of the workers'

the crisis phase, capital does not consider the attainment o f s ati sfa ct ory levels

needs, it gives rise to the conditions for the broader social unification of the

of profit to be its pre-eminent concern, the Historic Compromise urges work

proletariat. So the political collSciousness of the class is no longer simply a

tor socialist profit: if capital considers the instruments of its plan to be essen

cOIlSequence of assuming an antagonistic stance, but is born rather of the

rial to the management of a critical long-term conjuncture, the Historic

demand for Iiberarion. It no longer arises only trom the consciousness of the

Compromise raves about sectorial, global, and international planning

mOllStrosity of wage labor, but directly from the refusal of work, not trom

beyond any tormarion of consensus. Even/rolll capital's point 0/ viell', the Historic

the necessity of producrion but from the urgency of invention. It is born of

Compromise presellts a shabby political forlll of restructl/ring From the point of

the destrucrion of the wage relation insofar as the latter is a law of destruc

view of the working class, the Historic Compromise has a purely reactionary

tion that is now completely irrational and no longer linked to any given

essence.

proportion of development-it seeks to destroy every prole tar i a n need, every
illStance of class autonomy.

But then, why does capital's economic elite press d eci sive ly tor the Historic
Compromise? From a tactical point ofview, certainly, the Historic Compromise

Fillally, the Ivvrkillx-d,JS5 s(wgf!lc appears //lore a/ld more clearly

as II

stnl,Rgie for

liberati,"/'

has launched a renewed challenge to the old, abusive, and corrupt capitalist
political elite. From a strategic point of view, capital instead is attempring to
impose a colossal repressive operation on the working class and the prole

THESIS 7:

IN PARTICULAR: THE CRISIS O F

THE HISTORIC COMPROMISE

At this point, restructuring dearly appears to be a proposition and pracrice
of power that con tradicts the political form

to

whi c h the Historic

tariat

as

a whole. The torm of the institutional conclusion of the c r isi s , i n

terms of the Historic Compromise, I S necessarily repressive: this capitalist
awareness is centered on a thorough knowledge of base Istn/III/ral and super
structure, and it is the mature expression of capitalist hegemony today. The
functional limits of the project of the Historic ComprOinise, as they are
capitalist

side, concern a new nature of the sra te , the

Comp ro Illis e alludes. Neither at the productive level, nor at the state level,

understood on the

nor in the overall tendency of the capitalist project is the possibility of com

organic character of the interpenetration of state and cap i ral , the potency

promise present, least of all in retormist tern1.S. The socialism of the OffiCial

(potellza] of the economic and political power of the mulrinationals, and th e

Labor Movement reveals itself to be a pure mitt simplc ideo"�RY with respect to

disintegration of the traditional sources of sovereignty and legitimacy. At this

the matenal impact of capitalist restructurmg prompted by the Planner

point, every transtormist ,'I operation, whatever it may be It the level of the

State's awareness of crisis. It is nothing but ideology and utopia, when it is

"autonomy of the political," runs up against the unreality of this category,

not simply J usnfication, betrayal. and deceptIon, as it has always been in the

its mere adapration to the mystitYing ideology and practice of capital. Ibday,

history of the "great" European social democracies.

the workers' utilizarion of state institutions is inconceivable: the tendency

It is indeed unthinkable that socialist good taith could endure in (he tace

toward dual power can only result in a class dicta to rship. Thus capital gambles

of the constantly renewed verification of restructuring's etlects. Insofar as

with this terrain, while remaining aware that the political form (the Historic
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Compromise) of restructurIng can only take on a completely ideological
aspect and an essentially repressive role. Every bourgeois-institutional polit
ical conclusion of the crisis can only oppose itself repressively to the needs
induced by restructuring in the body of the working class and thereafter
reproduced and remodeled in the struggle.
But the workers' poverty, the proletarian division induced by restrucrur
ing, cannot be enclosed again in any formula, ideology or delegation: it carries

1 49

physiological representation. Arrogance is their fundamental quality. All this
is the opposite of what proletarian needs reveal to us. It is therefore not by
chance that every time the real movement wins, these Moscow functionar
ies are rapidly liquidated, like the Escalantes and Cunhals,11 not because they
are more or less close to Moscow, but on the contrary because these bureau
cratic " mi cro-factions" are close to the state's interest in centralization for
profit and far trom the political composition of the proletariat struggling

in itself the need for worker unity and workers' power. This is not the first

everywhere lor communism. They believe in transition via the capitalist tech

time that we have seen the Official Labor Movement play a repressive role

nocracy ofIndira Gandhi instead ofvia the desperate struggles ofproletarians:

when confronted with the needs of the class. This was already the case when,

instead of "storming heaven," they "descend" upon the disinherited! The
Communist Parties that more or less follow the Moscow line have become

after the Resistance, the workers were " disarmed" and subjected to the
ideology of reconstruction and thus of planning. In 1 968, when this ideology
was defeated and the new worker weapons were called councils, assemblies,
continuous struggle and workers' power, the Official Labor Movement at
first "rode the tiger"10 but ended up controlling and repressing the workers.
But despite the proverbs, there will be no third time: in relation to its pred
ecessors, the new repression incorporated into the Historic Compromise no
longer has even the dignity of diplomatic prudence, Keynesian utopianism,
and camouflaged bureaucratic opportunism.

Here, fhe schism between proletar

parries of order and work. Occasional moments of dissidence do not modifY
but rather confirm this vocation.
The HistOric Compromise certainly has a social base too, albeit one that
lacks the characteristics of a social class. As we have seen, this includes public
managers and bourgeois intelligentsia who demand a "socialism with a
human face "-meaning a humanization and rationalization of the relation
ships of planned exploitation-but who rduse to discuss the "professional,"
" technological" legitimacy of those who command. Here, there is also an

ian needs, workers ' struggles and capitalist illStiflitiollal repression rCilches its maximum

ideological continuity berween the technocratic utopianism of (post- 1 956)

The crisis of the Historic Compromise is coterminous and consubstan
tial with the advance of restrucruring and its effects .
Clearly, if this crisis had to develop in the absence of an organized prole
tarian alternative, it would be a tragedy; but if the bureaucratic control of

socialism and the Historic Compromise: following the frustrations of the
first period of planning, tOday the political elite of the Historic Compromise

s i ze.

workers' and proletarIan autonomy and the need for communism demanded
by the Historic Compromise carne to pass, it would be worse than a tragedy
far worse, because the structural and ideological elements of social
democratic repression are accompanied by a deadly instrumentality.
Arrogance is the quality of the new repression. mass manipulation is its means
and a dark will to destruction is its goal. The political elite of the Historic
Compromise is in reality no less ourworn than that ot capital. It is perhaps
only one small step ahead of c'apital: capital expects from its representatives
the terocious coherel1l:e and sullen efficiency that the managers of reformism
have already demonstrated. Uut in reality, both are united ill the arrogance
that is characteristic of the totalities that they express. in the domination of
the "autonomy of the political" that they experience [Sllt1rOl1ol · The use
values, the radical simplicity of the workers' needs, the direct management
of power are illusions to them: they live the commodified reality of ex(hange
value, deal-making and political compromise, delegation. For them. politi
cal invention is nothing, and tradition is everything: the filthy requirement
of specialized skills [ lIlfSiicrrl, the hypocrisy of global. or national, in anv case

is trying to strengthen itself and offer its candidacy by organizing social
reformist hllf/touses. From this point of view, the party ojthe Historic Compromise
is a srale parry.

even betore it gets its hands on the state.

But conceding this, how can a party that finds itself within such critical
antagonisms think ofa socialist and governnlental management ofits policies?
In critical situations no party, insofar as it is traditionally rooted in the masses,
can be permitted so dramatically to exaggerate its organic functions of top
down mediation of the masses' expectations. This is valid in general, but it
is even more true today when these nephews of Giolitti22 oppose the imme
diately revolutionary need, of the proletariat. And all this is only to regard
the problem from a simple political-science point of view: even now, in fact,
while the Historic Compromise is barely stirring, the historic party is already
constrained to leave political spaces all over the place--not only tor workers'
autonomy but even for the bourgeois radicalism of the struggle over civil
rights.
If we pass now from the political to the substantive point of view, then
the organic character of the Historic Compromise appears still more precar
ious. [t is not a function but
a function of the latter only

a

mystification of capitalist restructuring. It is

iusu(ar as

it is mystification. How long can this
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image last? Only a s long as the capitalist recovery. Therefore, the Historic

forces of labor but also reptoduces them a s such, in a nexus o f necessary sub

Compromise adds adventurism to its characteristics. It is an impossible

ordination, as a moment of the capital relation.

proposal that is credible enough in the short term to be passed off as strategy.

N evertheless this does not exhaust the complexity of the relations that

The Historic Compromise would like to be a form of capitalist command

constitute the relationship of class composition, for in fact another relation

over the social organization of living labor; it would like to be the "social

exists that must be taken into consideration. Not all use value presents itself

ist torm" of command, but the economic crisis and restructuring are already

as a mere reflex of exchange value; there is a use value that is no such thing,

preventing this from happening. Therefore, it finds itself in crisis as well: i n

that is instead the general potentiality of wealth, id est labor. Certainly

this o n e c a n see, trom an objective standpoint, that wherever socialism i s impos

" labour, such as it exists for itself m the worker in opposition to capital, that

sible, the specter of communism begins once again to haunt the world.

is, labour in its immediate beillg, separated trom capital, is /lot productive"

(Gnmdrisse 308) . But it is the tOlal powcr [potenza I �fall wealth, the ollly poten
THESIS 8: THE SUBJECT OF THE CRISIS O F
THE HISTORIC COMPROMISE

When the assumption of the proletariat into capitalist valorization is total

tiality '2f productioll, the sole productivc force. The opposite of exchange value,
therefore, is not use value, which on the contrary presents itself as the reflex
of exchange value--whatever the class composition (the level of relation
ship between the " poverty" and the "satisfaction" of the worker) may be.

directly or indirectly, in any case not merely on the terrain of distribution

TIle opposite of ex(/t<lllge value is instead the lise Faille of labor, labor as activity,

but also on that of production and realization/circulation-the passage trom

pure (reath'c force of prodllction alld im!flltiorl.

as

the "mass worker" to the "socialized worker" is a passage to a new horizon

Let us backrrack a moment. Is it possible to assert that the illdejil1ite dialec

of needs. But it is rIOt ollly t/tat. It is the passage to a new dialectical stage of

tical process of working-class and proletarian composition tends to resolve

the process of the technical and political composition of the working class

itself within the passage of class composition (from the mass worker to the

and proletariat; and this passage unfolds with unusual intensity. What, then,

socialized worker) currently under way?

is this passage? What does it represent among the successive moments of the
proletariat's formation?

To answer this question. we must recall a further series of concepts. Every
system of needs has a content and a sense. M arx speaks particularly of a

When we speak of needs, obviously we are speaking of that system of use

"positive" content (the simple relation between commodities and consump

values which wage earners aim to acquire i n order to satisfY themselves [real

tion) and an "irrational" content (the capitalist relation betv\(een conunodities

izzarne

1111

godimentol . But in capitalist development, use value--and even

more the overall system of needs-is always given as the reflex of exchange
value. The dialectical process of class composition does not escape this. It is
certainly true, as Marx says, that there are " times when business is good"
during which the worker can succeed in "widening the sphere of his pleas
ures" (and in this situation it is possible for the worker to construct an
organization, which is to say his "participation in the higher, even cultural
satisfactions, the agitation for his own interests, newspaper subscriptions,
attending lectures, educating his children, developing his taste etc., his only
share of civilization which dIstinguishes him trom the slave . . . " [ Gnmdrisse
287J)-but it is also true that this relationship between composition and sat

and money) : as capitalist production develops, the first content is absorbed
into the second, to the pomt that we can speak of a single sense of the sys
tematic relation, the capitalist sense. Now, trom the moment when-as in the
current phase of totalization of the capitalist system of needs-the subordi
nation of use values to exchange values is total. when the emergence of use
values is mere " indifference," sometimes "chaos" and sometimes "utopia,"
and when the sense of the system and its totalizing seizure preclude any pos
sibility of a simple relation in any moment of the development of needs-at
this point everything that remams human rebels, and labor is the sole terrain
of rebellion, the sole terram on which use value resists and condenses around
itself the possibIlity of a different, alternative, revolutionary system. Because

isfaction is immediately utilized, transformed by capital into an increase in

here labor, in the triumph of the capitalist system of exchange value, remains

the productivity of labor. The intensification of class composition is always

the sole use value that can deprive the capitalist of the command that is exer

redirected by capital toward an intensification of the organic composition of

cised over Itself and theref()re make itself worker use value, which is to say

capital . The widening of the horizon of needs and satisfactions is gathered

the refusal of work and the development of labor's own creative value.

up into an ever-broader subordination to the command of exchange value.
In this context, the rule of exchange increases and enriches the productive

The passage from the composition of the Illass worker to that of the social
ized worker does nO( mean merely a further perfectmg of the productive
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torce of labor, nor merely th� proposition o f a new system o f needs; rather,

The very concept of class composition must henceforth be modified to

it means that, when the dialectic of composition is exhausted in a totaliry of

become a ca u;l?o ry-the only fundamental category-q[ communist TransiTion.

subordination to capital, proletarian r�bellion assails the entire fabric of the

Detaching itself from its poverry, class composition at this point becomes the

composition and the system of needs . Ran�ed against exchallge vahle appears

subieer of the suhscql/em reappropriaTion c>f produ({ive forces by the class. The bad

its opposite, labor as ereativicy alld liberation;

011

the basis qI- this liberated polarity,

the possibility of a system of stn�l?,glcs defines itself against the system of needs.

dialectic under which the class suffered, the dialectic of ferocious capitalist
restrucruring, must be broken and regenerated: here, radical antagonism

Let it be clearly understood that we are not engaged in metaphysics! We

founds a constructive dialectic. After the repressive dissolution that capital

are only seeking to understand why insubordinatIOn reaches a maximum at

continuously imposed on the class composition comes a phase in which the

the precise moment when the old contradiction between relations of pro

processes of recomposition are defined solely as processes o f class antago

duction and productive forces ("science, general social knowledge, the qualiry

nism, and in which the proletarian class turns itself into the complete,

and sociality of labor, nature, machinery, labor organization," etc.) seems to

independent revolutionary subject. Here, composition tellds tou'tlrd organization,

fade away, once the organic fimctioning of the latter in the exploitation of

reappropriation becomes program, alld the SYSTem of /leeds is a system of trallSitiollai

living labor is complete. We understand it because we see-necessarily-the

struggles.

full force of insubordination coagulating along this last front that is the antag

Thus we are confrolHed with a qualitative passage in the class struggle. In

onistic and general persistence of living social labor, a front along which

the era opened up by the mass workers' struggle and defined by the most

p roductive force, this sole productive force that is living labor, opposes itself

profound crisis capital has ever known, the sequence of class compositions

as struggle to the "relations of production" and to the "productive forces"

has prepared and left room tor the qllalitative leap that we have described. We

that are incorporated into them. Against the dictatorship of exchange value,

are beginning to experience this new era of class struggle. It has already

this front of insubordination does not oppose a project tor the restoration of

shown what revolutionary wealth it contains.

use value and the utilization of a particular system of needs, but rather a

For in tact, only the wealth of revolutionary behavior belongs to the class.

project of the he�etllony of this completely partiwlarized utiliTY that belongs co living

There is no qualitative change in this-history repeats itself: Marx teaches

labor, namely its creativity, and the hegemony of the latter over every use value

us that, had the workers taken as their goal wealth and not immediate satis

and against exchange value.

faction, not orily would they not have acquired wealth. but they would have

At this point a question begins to arise, the question of whether there is
a " possibility that the working class could use the productive forces to
valorize itself against capital as an antagonistic class. Whether an alternative
use of highly developed productive forces is possible'"

2.1

But this question

can orily be posed if we recall, in Marxian fashion, that living labor in itself.

totally lost the use values-" the most I the workerl can achieve

011

the average

with his self-denial is to be able better to endure the fluctuations of prices
high and low. their cycle-that is, he can only distribute his consumption
better, but never attain wealth" (Cnmdrisse

2H6) . But then, in what does this

qualitative leap consist? It consists in the fact that the real conditions based

in its independence, is not produc tive, but rather it is creativiry struggling

on the qualiry of the class composition and the intensity of capital's crisis are

against the system of needs produced by capital, against the universaliry of

added to the formal possibiliry of the wealth of struggles today. Possible con

exchange value and its persistence, against the state as the site of the general

sciousness and irnn l ediate satlstaction today contain, in themselves, the

determination and the mature (and increasingly exclusive) mediation of the

revolution.

system of needs as a rigid and obligatory system that is monstrous and
oppressive.
At this turning point ill the historical process of the dialectic of class com
position, everything changes. This implies that henceforth the particular
utiliry that belongs to living labor can consolidate itself in a social class com
position, and veritY its own intensiry, orily in the struggle. TI,e system of lleeds

Furthermore. at this rurmng point in the process of class composition, the
concept of the revolutionary organization of the proletariat arises and is redis
covered. We must return to chis concept, bue it is important here to note i ts
birthplace-along with all the novelty that distinguishes it. "The parry," i f
o n e still wishes t o call it chat, is 111 this case something other than a vanguard
on the march: iT is The mMivf force 0.( the crallsjeJr/lwtiol/ 4 a SYSTem U.( lIIasS stnlj;?

is repl.ued by the system 0( s/rl/gl!lcs: an alternative system of struggles that the

j;?IC5, it is che orgall (,( The mass pOlifi(ai rcappropri,uiotl ol pOINr, aj;?aimt u1aJte labor,

proletarian subject, as living social labor, knows to he an antagonistic reap

as

propriation of the productive torees.

<1 '1

i,lI/flliiO/l o( c<J//II/llmism.
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THESIS 9 :

BETWEEN WORKER STRATEGY

AND WORKER TACTICS

lSS

this particular working-class utility that is living labor a s struggle, a s

CO Il1-

munist potentiality. As always, the proletarian forms of behavior show the
way. The wage struggle i n fact tends to transform itself into a struggle for

When faced with this class composition, capitalist reformism and especially

appropriation, a class struggle that includes within itself all the motifs of the

its new figure, the Historic Compromise, cannot imagine class relationships

struggle tor liberation.

in any torm other than the wage. Whether this is conceded directly or indi

It is necessary to emphasize the complexity and at the sallle time the rad

rectly, it is nevertheless the fundamental element of the reconstitution of

icality of this passage from the terrain of tactics to the terrain of strategy.

consensus and domination, and at the same time the keystone of the system's

Today, i t is no longer possible to envision any tactical proposition that does

development. From this viewpoint, the state of mature capitalism, which is

not firmly rder to strategy (and from this point of view, the old organiza

implicated in the economic crisis, seems to be some sort of enormous social

tional conception of the Third International is a total loss) . From the workers'

machine that is understood to be the instrument of pressure of a "union of

point of view, therefore, every wage struggle is increasingly evaluated in

society"; but it only appears thus, because in reality none of this is given,

relation to the contents of power and liberation to which i t gives rise. Only

and this machine necessarily functions to control, dominate, and manipulate

when the wage struggle transforms itself into a

within margins of consensus and agreement rendered ridiculous by the crisis
and the structural complexity of the contemporary state (that is, the extinc

of the term. instead it suffices tor the wage to be seen as the immediate pos
sibility of acceding to new human possibilities-only then does this wage

In appearance, therefore, the capitalist reform of the state stakes itself on

struggle become credible. But this is not enough: tor in turn, the distinction

the wage. But it confronts a social composition of the proletariat that allows

between collective bargaining and the struggle for power is extolled in the

no space for this ploy. The irrationality of using individualized categories of

radicality of this passage. Collective bargaining is always the definition of a

wage differentiation to divide the proletariat internally emerges rapiclly in

new system of needs that is opposed to the struggle, and the struggle for

the class point of view: all the forms of behavior, objectives, struggles of the
working class press, at the very least, for a social realilZ'lmeut

stmgglefor approp riation--and

be careful: it is not necessarily a struggle for appropriation in the strict sense

tion of civil society).

.
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power is an assertion of the continuity between struggles and needs. To

of the wage at these

destroy collective bargaimng is to destroy the final level of the capitalist

middle levels of socially necessary labor with which the whole range of indi

manipulation of needs, and therefore. on that basis, to rise once again to the

vidual wages must be aligned and according to which every indirect wage

discovery of the srruggle against the system as such, the discovery of the

must be measured. But even this is not enough, because this realignment of

terrain of antagonistic revolutionary appropriation that today signals the exis

necessary labor exists only within capitalist corrunand, and itself appears as

tence of the proletariat and its hope.

irrationality and domination, compression and negation of the antagonistic

Clearly this insistence on the strategic contents of the project does not

emergence of the proletariat's productive force. In short, faced with the

mean the devaluation of tactical passages. That which is always valid in general

appearance of a state that uses the wage to mediate and establish consensus,

for Marxist political science is even more important in our particular situa

1I0t only does

a

line of struggle appear, one that tends to stake itself on a

tion. It is certainly difficult to distinguish between strategic and tactical,

realignment of wages by appealing to socially necessary labor, but conse

mediated and ulllllediated interests in a political and social situation as

quently

repressed and desperate as ours. The bureaucratic mediocrities who rule the

a coherfllt offmsillc line against that lIery sallie necessary

labor-as

necessarily capitalist labor-also appears!

policies of the Historic Compromise wanted to be able to make such dis

Revolutinnary action against capitalist reformism and the Historic

tinctions right away and in a rigid manner; yet the failure of their project

Compromise situates itself within this tangle of determinations. Yet what

must not give credibility to an Anabaptist emphasis on inmlediate salvation.

may appear to he a contradiction must be shown to be dialectically neces

Here, the sltuation is " between the tactics and the strategy of the proletariat,"

sary, tram the workers' point of view; the tangle must be unraveled. This

or better, "between strategy and tactics." The continuity, the interests, the

comes down to saying that tactics I11.Ust allow us to

unresolved alternatives make up the proletarian gamble. But the problem is

tiff s(mg.'.!lc o'Jer the ,wcra.'.!f socilll IJIa,J!e ill order (0
o( the sfmggle '�I!aillst I/('(I'.<sary labor. They must

to resolve them little by Iirtle trom the inside. This is once again a charac

expalld the dimensions <>f
begir' to ,main the strategic level

struggle

over

exchange vl]ues in order

to

increase the tension of the

teristic of the "party," if that is what we want to call the revolutionary

reach the point of breaking open

organization.

J
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moment. Nevertheless, it i s dangerous t o surrender t o linear conceptions of

issue of organization. I n

the relationship between mass struggle and militant struggle. Such dualisms

fact, we have seen how the concept of the "party" i s born within this qual

are necessary only when the movement is so rich that it includes them dialec

itative leap that materially transtorms-for the new class composition that

tically within itself.

and the struggle for appropriation also refers to the

tend� toward total participation in productive mechanisms-a system of pro

Is this not the original condition of the movement in Italy today, this for

letarian needs into a single need, that of struggle, and hence into a system of

midable and continuous movement of struggle that advances toward its

struggles. But these passages of possible consciousness, rooted as they are in

strategic goals, and in advancing destroys every institutional mediation, this

the confused context of strategic emergences and tactical occasions, are

movement that has interwoven tactics and strategy in singular combinations,

likewise confronted with the whole body of enemy power. The struggle,

constructed and emancipated itself, appropriated the highest political levels,

setting out from the level of the wage and rising up against the commodi

and above all utilized

fication of every value, tends toward appropriation and ventures to test itself

originality of experience, the party process moves forward.

all the tools of struggle? Within this continuity and

in the dialectic of liberation, but each of these passages finds itself confronted
with the full power of the class enemy. How, then, is the maximum space

THESIS 10: GENERAL PROSPECT OF

established for the self-constitution of proletarian collective practice, against

THE REVOLUTIONARY PASSAGE

the blocs of capitalist power and the state's command for profit? On this
terrain, the experience of the class grows in density and we must refer to it

When the problem of the revolutionary passage is posed in general, on the

in order to proceed, or rather to specify the functions of organization. These

basis of this new class composition, it is necessary first of all to get to the

functions do not claim to split this

mass

terrain on which revolutionary

bottom of the analysis of what concepts like workers' and proletarian reap

organization reformulates itself today, but simply-and fundamentally-to

propriation of the productive forces, the system of struggle and its relation

articulate it in reference to the density of the clash, co the intensity of the

to the advance of power (in the conquest of power) mean.

relations of force between the classes.
Therefore, wherever the overall mass movement shows itself capable of
maintaining the very highest levels of struggle against work and at the same

The problem is entirely Marxian. Indeed, wherever Marx's analysis of the
problems of transition is most advanced, in the
ancillary to

Grnndrisse and the writings
Capital, these issues are posed with extreme clarity in pages that

time of articulating in progressive succession the struggle for appropriation

contain one of the most courageous visions that the human mind has ever

and communist liberation, revolutionary organization must assume the tasks

produced. In fact, Marx proceeds from the definition of a proletarian com

of mpturing capitalist

restmauring, command, mId stabilization. This virtuous uni

position determined at the level of capitalism's maturity, in which a collective

fication of strategy and tactics at the mass level as a continual fermentation

human individuality capable of communism has fully developed, to the deter

of new levels of the mass offensive must be differentiated and articulated as

mination of the material preconditions (the development of automation, use

offensive functions wherever capitalist response and repression weigh most

of machines, and invention-power in the law of value's tendency to lose sig

heavily. The party can sustain the complexity of immediate fimctions that

nificance) for such collective human individuality, in order to conclude that,

the mass articulation defines between appropriation and struggle tor power

on these bases, the proletarian reappropriation of social productive force is

only to the extent that it articulates adequate anti-capitalist offensive func

necessary, and that it is simultaneously the metanlOrphosis of labor and the

tions. It is not a matter of extolling the "separation" of these functions. In

extinction of the law of labor-value as the law of development of commu

fact, they are separate only to the extent (and this may be considerable) that

nist society.

capitalist repression inlposes separation: in tact, the process tends toward unity,

This series of passages alludes to and announces the struggle of the "social

the mass level tends to arm itself and no longer leaves its weapons in just

ized worker," and the sense of the workers' proposals leaves no doubt: the

anybody's hands. Communism is the construction of an armed workers'

communist transition, the revolutionary passage must

face of the capitalist offensive. the role of the vanguard is essential and fun

simultaneously signifY
and worker poverty, and thus the
direct reappropriation of the productive forces of social wealth. Direct reap
propriation is not a vague appendage to the communist program, but rather

damental, and it can be well articulated with the llJass movement at every

its essence. The fundamental concept of dictatorship of the proletariat is

society that extinguishes the power of the state by destroying it.
But that said, it is necessary once again to emphasize the fact that, in the

the destruction of both capitalist co mmand
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completely deprived of meaning and utterly mystified if it i s removed from

abstract, b u t no less harmti.I! tor all that-of Soares2• and Cunhal comes

the nexus that defines it, namely its relationship to direct reappropriation.

together in the face of the insurgence and diffusion of this true pluralism,

The classics of M arxism never denied or omitted this problematic sense: thus,

which is not that of the party bur belongs instead to the organisms of worker

after the long oblivion of the Second International, this sense regains its cen

and proletarian power. DifIidence before the force of the masses, dismay that

trality and is thrown into extremely high relief in the work of Lenin, where

the "irrationality" of the masses is out of cOlltrol, confidence in bureaucratic

the whole analysis is centered on the simultaneity of the transition and the

mediation and the vertical integration of the process-all this is an insult to

extinction of the state. Nothing is more false than confusing the dictator

the class struggle and a desperate resistance to its powerful advance. On this

ship of the proletariat with state capitalism (and it is not by chance that this

terrain the Historic Compromise moves in a direction [set/sol that is opposed

confusion coincides with the Stalinist program, without having the histori

and antagonistic to the predictions of the classics and the experiences.

cal rationale of Russian Stalinism).

demands. and struggles of the socialized worker and the contemporary

What a difference we see when we compare this to the discussions of the

proletariat.

Historic Compromise! Here, the alternative is berween "pluralist democ

Above all, it is a terrain on which (he Historic Compromise, in propos

racy" and "popular democracy," the fundamental goal consists in the

ing its own theory of transition, claims to rediscover credibility and efficacy.

state-organized expropriation of the proletariat, and the mediation of the so

This is the terrain of ideological mediation. Up until now. the terrain of

called transition unfolds in the form of the division of labor, in this case that

ideology has been too undervalued, or so they insist. so we must instead go

of the autonomy of the political. Here, all the Marxist terminology is for

back to an examination of its density. the effects of superstructures on their

gotten and mistakenly referred back to its reactionary interpretations, not

bases, and the record of the defeats we have suffered when we have refused.

merely because of the refusal of dictatorship (on the contrary, too many of

or not known how, to develop mediation on this terrain and in the face of

these pluralists have had much to do with " totalitarianisms"-to speak like

these problems. Which comes down to saying, by the way, that here a heavy

they do-first corporativism and then Stalinism, with which most of them

price is paid for the errors that have been conunitted. Because only someone

have collaborated) , but because of the refusal of the dictatorship if the prole

with an already abstract Jnd mechanical perspective on the relationship

tariat, that is, the direct appropriation of the productive forces by the workers,

berween base and superstructure could be astonished hereafter by their inter

the destruction of the capitalist mediation of the socialization of the produc

twining! Bur the recourse to external and bureaucratic mediation is not

tive forces, and the transfer of the m.aterial legitimation of the management

allowed, because if mediation is going to corne into being, it will be objec

of power from the parties to the organs of proletarian democracy.

tive or it won't eXISt at all. This amounts to saying that the discourse must

But this refusal of the dictatorship of the proletariat is what so vigorously

once agalll make contact with the discussion o f class composition i n order

sets the forces of the Historic Compromise in opposition to the proletarian

to verity the role Jnd place of mediation. This correct observation must be

forces, the torces of workers' autonomy. Let us be clearly understood: after

neither an alibi tor revisionism. nor ;) mechanical subterfuge to reverse the

that season of struggles, after the first great mass experiences of self-manage

relationship between base and superstructure and to consider the latter exclu

ment of the revolutionary process, after 1 ':)68-69, this will to re-appropriation

sively, Just as the tonner was once exaggerated. In this way, the method does

has become a necessary component of mass behavior, one that cannot be

not change. Once again, we Jre moving into the filthy heaven of politics and

eliminated. Ir has become an objective strucrure of proletarian subjectivity.

delegation.

At this level of the struggle, and of the composition induced by the strug

Nevertheless. the whole devel opment of class compositioll implies <lflll1-

gles. " workers ' autollol/ly "-which is to say, the refusal of work, the will to

damellTa/ rfs/rapitl,R 0( (he ;S.'1lf 0{ mediali,m . The class composition of Lenin's

reappropriation. etc.-is a cat��ory £?f the productiveforers. From this fundamen

day, on which he exercised his poliricJI \vill. objectively demanded external

tal point of view. the general prospect of the revolutionary passage can no

pohtical lllediatloIl. The externality of the mediation was characteristic of

longer be envisioned except from within the advance o f proletarian power,

this composition and was based on counterposing the professional stratum

from within the struggles and moments of the reappropriation of social

of the class, in its project tor the recomposition of labor and the totalization

wealth and the productive forces. To Imagine a different passage is pure

of function1l1g of the law of value, to the great majority of the proletanat.

illusion, It rISks deteat, when it is not simply m.ystification and betrayal. It is

It is not a matter of chance. chen, that the prot�'ssional workers' thror), (If

social fascism pure and simple, in which the expropnating will-which is

kll<luJ/edgl' alternated bdV"t't'!1

JIl

encyclopedic schema and

.1

projective one,
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and tended toward the dynamic recomposition of knowledge and the medi

g1ontication: everythmg becomes

ation of the complex of scientific elemeuts that constituted the sociery of

"delegated mediation" resolves everything into the project!

161

tunction of the ideological totaliry and

labor, because it wanted to impose its co mmand on these things too. This

Yet someone could object: there is a political richness in that, whereas this

totaliry, commanded by the proiessional worker, then counterposed i tself as

conception of class composition tends toward linear and organic solutions to

ide% RY to the ideology of capital, and projected itself as a n alternative schema

the problems of transiOOll. In realiry, it may be objected, the conception of

of social management; and polemics open up and mediations develop on the

mediation is a conception of politics, history, and dynamics. But good God,

path that goes from the political intention of the project to the set of elements

how can we remove all these stereotypes from the heads of intellectuals? And

that compose its ideology. A delegation of knowledge and mediation, one

make them underswnd that the materialism of composition is dialedical mate

that is functional in the political project and adapted to the contents of the

rialism' Nothing is further from the dialectic of the socialized worker than the

projected totaliry, is permissible and necessary in this case. But the same cog

conception of a linear and organic passage to communism, if for no other

nitive project, taced with the new composition of the socialized worker,

reason than that dialeCtic's negation of external and superstructural media

becomes completely different. Here, ImowledRI' is reor,!lanized not as an Ideolog

tion and its assertIon of the role the proletariat plays in the destruction of this

ical recomposirion 4reality, bllt as a (flldmcy toward the recompositioll ofhomogeneous

mediating horizon. At this pomt, the position of the issue relative to the rev

forms C!(behavior: the antagonism is not entrusted to representation, the totaliry

olutionary passage cannot progress; it is stabilized and confirmed around these

of the project does not pass by way of mediations or delegations, and com

first moments: the detinition of the internal, practical, and theoretical axis of

munism is not consigned to the future. A directly practical and collective

recomposition, the assertion of the material dialectic of destruction and inven

knowledge, linked to the material construction of a collective alternative to

tion, the progressive reappropriation-enunciated according to these

the capitalist mode of production--such is the terrain of workers' knowl

rhythms-of struggle in the construction of tools of power.

edge: a savage terrain of reappropriation, invention, and destruction of the

At this point, it is certainly not possible to construct scenarios of transition.

adversary. Mediation does not pay because there is no objective space for it,

The only lesson that can be learned trom the analysis concerns the concrete

at least is not manageable by others, and the

ness of the dialectic that the passage implies; it imposes a capaciry to measure

totaliry is presupposed and measured according to the rhythm of the set of

the steps in relation to the unlolding of the "parry's" action, that is, in relation

collective needs and desires. Here, knowledge insinuates itself materially and

to the articulation between the terms of destruction and the terms of reap

while ideology is obsolete

or

corporeally into realiry, ditlerentiating it from within, denying any digniry to

propriation that the advallce of the �ocialized worker defines. The center of

abstract and external theoretical mediation, thus reducing mediation to a

revol u ti o nary action shifts to the center of graviry of proletlrian action.

mere tendency and ultimately negating it. A new materialism that extols the
continuiry between theory and practice, and subordinates and reduces every
passage to its internal movement: such is the socialized workers' "philoso

THESIS 1 1 :

HERE AND N OW: NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

phy of knowledge. " It is nothing other than the discovery, on the plane of

But we can go tll rth er in t h is analySIS. The problem of the revolutionary

knowledge, of this " uniqueness" of the particular utiliry of labor when it is

passage , beyond the torm"l conditions imposed by the composition of the

opposed to exchange value and grasped in its creativiry and insubordina

socialized worker, IllUst be related to the real conditions of the class struggle

tion-in this case as invention-power freed from capital and completely

in I taly, that is, the fornudable and original conditions which we have men

subject to the collective human individual of conmlUnism.

tioned in pass inp:. In fact, the I talian working class has for some time carried

The poverty of the Historic Compronme casts curses and exorcisms

Out a continuou, process of st ru ggl e that, through the systematic and violent

against the new proletarian realiry, while singing the praises of mediation.

ove rtu rn in g nfthe sequences of directly capitalist ret()fmism and institutional

This may displease some, but it must inevitably be said: the Historic

reformism (the Historic C o m p ro nll Se) , has not only deepened capital's crisis

Compromise is a reactionary project, and it certainly calUlot easily be relieved

but also begun to prefigu rl�IIl,/tcrially, and not just in the sense of "setting

of t hi s burdensome definition . llut 011 this terrain, it pushes the mediocriry

iuture pots to boil'·�the contents of the revolutionary passage.

that characterizes itself to the limit, if that is p o ssibl e, because here all the

To begin with, let us

set'

how the workers' overturning of the sequences

refinements of retonnislll and trallstonnism---.; rop and go, 2� personal artic

of restructuring has fu n c ti on e d . These sequences have aimed tor an intensi

ulations, diplomatic skirmishes, double-crosses-tind their philosophical

fication of worker mobili ty within dncct production, a division (and
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t:ventually a marginalization) o f the compact parts o f labor-power over the

the highest level of the state, the more fully does an opposing sequence

social terrain, and overall a tlexible detinition of conunand made rigid by a

develop at the class level-a sequence of torms of behavior that denounces

higher composition of capital (and a �ocial totalization of its existence). The

the abstract and despotic character of capitalist co mmand as managed by the

different passages of the crisis, the altt:rnation of ofien5ives against employ

state, and indicates its structural extraneousness to the material and political

ment and the instruments that guarantee the wage, the insistence on mobility

needs of the masses. At this point, the final attempt on the part of the Historic

and agreements for "a new form of production," have all been organically

Compromise to give legitimacy back to the state's action crumbles. This is

bound to the general goals of the project. But what was unexpected was the

not what the proletarian masses need; they need to intensify the struggle for

fact that these sequences of restructuring would be systematically overturned

spaces of effective counterpower.

and used, from the workers' point of view, tor the establishment of a vaster

In the accumulation of workers' overturnings of direct capitalist sequences

front of struggle and a more advanced pursuit of obj ectives. Thus on the one

and instinltional sequences, the second character of the process of transition

hand, the layoff fund [cassa irlfl:!?raziolle] is used by the workers to guarantee

as it unfolds on the basis of the new class composition can be discerned: here

their behavior of refusal of work, and at the same time the guaranteed wage

we find not only the class dictatorship over capital in material and objective

is used for the recomposition of a social front of struggle. Therefore, the

terms, but also a first fundamental impetlls

attempts to divide the proletariat over the wage induce a constantly growing

riality of this transition begins to reveal itself subjectively. In the disaster of

q( strnggle agairrst the statc. The mate

demand for a social wage for women and students, beyond even the social

legitimation that the state experiences, in the void of rationality over which

wage demanded by the adult male unemployed. Paradoxically (but not so

the capitalist economy extends, all the workers' objectives unfold into the

much so that these forms of behavior are excluded from a new composi

dimensions of the program, into elements of the struggle for power. The

tion), the social extension of productive labor is recognized and asserted by

offensive against work, against the time of enslavement under the boss's

the class on the basis of the practice of the refusal of work.
Here a fundamencal law of the transition to communism is clarified: the

command, the offensive against the wage, that is, the demand for a socially
unifYing wage that can recompose the struggle, the manifestation of the

transition is possible when the l/IorkillJ? class, ill5tead '�f beill}! /1/oved by CIlpital, moves

recomposed unity of productive social labor against the social extraction of

itse!falld subordinates capital to its oll'lljomls of beIra vior. This material and objec

profit and the state guarantee of capitalist reproduction: at this turning point

tive dictatorship of the class over capital is the first fundamental passage of

in the struggle, the workers know that these objectives cannot be attained

transition, most obviously when the relationship does not result in the cap

in union or party contract negotiation, but only in the form of decrees, or

italist mediation of development, but rather in the workers' mediation of

rather in the conquest and destruction of the bosses' state as the first act of

capital's crisis.

dictatorship. 'flu drastic reduction of labor time, equal social waRes for all, tire end

Faced with the institutional sequences of capitalist restructuring, the
workers' overnlrning has had

an

of the division of labor and the obliRarioll to productive labor, alld tire liberatiotl of

even more protound role to play, if that is

invention-power are the workers' and proletarian objectives that are growing

possible. The class forms of behavior defined here look like an act of devas

in the continuous everyday struggle, that are necessarily transtorming them

tation. The state mediations of the plan, and then the dynamic mediations

selves into a political program of proletarian dictatorship against the state.

managed by the unions in order to guide the relationship between the mass

Once again, however, the framework becomes abstract and shifting if we

of wage earners and investment, unfold one by one. The [(llltrol rhat tire sfare

merely imagine that the process is continuous and organic. No, the revolu

nil/sf exer(ise over itself in IIsi,,)! tile imposillg mealls 4 reprodllction that capical is

tion-whatever the level of the productive forces-is not a tea party. Right

(ot/stnlillcd to pIli ,It its disposal dil1lillishes at the same rate that WllsenslIS [(lflapses !

now, we have said, there is a struggle over the program; and we have seen

Less consensus, less control, less legitimacy, and it is crucial to insist upon this

how the contents of the program and the tensions of the revolutionary

last point because the mechanism of overturning, opened up and prolonged
by the workers' struggl es

JJ1

passage exist in the concrete relations of force. But whatever the extent to

their controntation with the instruments of

which the proletariat tends to exacerbate and break the chains of reformist

control that the state tries intermittently to deploy, has not simply brought

mediation, to that same extent the violence of the bosses gets it in range

about the collapse

of

:l11y single majority or formula of government, but

[ag!?iusta ill tiro1 and prepares it) salvo. Repression is organic to capital, even

rather the collapse of the very legitimacy of the state to guarantee the repro

more so with the decomposition of the reformist capacity to controL By

duction of capitaL The more the urgent needs of command accumulate at

now history is full of butchers like Noske!2h And yet, in the moment when
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t h e illusion of the Historic Compromise sweeps away t h e old equilibria
without the possibility of reopening an effective reformist process, it is to be
expected that a series of mechanisms of violence, destruction and blind class
hatred would be set in motion, with processes of acceleration that are as
unknown as they are certain. No one can truthfully accuse us of ever having
cried wolf; nevertheless, today, for the first rime, the analysis of the relations
of force between classes seems to open up the

material possibiUey of a vigorous

capitalist "reaction. " Within the working class and the proletariat exist adequate
possibilities of resistance and counterattack; they must not be considered as
external to the program that resides and expresses itself in the new class com
position, but on the contrary as completely complementary to it.
Having emphasized the necessity of the existence of a material class
dictatorship over capital, and the emergence of a revolutionary mass con
sciousness that leads from the program to its contention with the state, we
now must clarity a third characteristic of the process of transition, one in no
way subordinate to the others:

the necessity of a milieant vangllard force capable
of violently and continuously deepening the crisis and blullting ehe violetu:e of the
bosses in equal measure. What once seemed to be a formal condition now
becomes fundamental and materially determinant: as always, the theory of
organization find, itself verified only at the highest level of analysis, and in
the approach to the most elevated political objective. Here and now, there
fore, this function of the program of transition must be able to develop itself
within the limits of the original conditions of the revolutionary process in
Italy.
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crisis in each of the mature capitalist countries, is the failure-or rather the
extreme precariousness-of the

project of resrT!lcturi"g

011

the imernatio'lal level.

Elsewhere we have maintained that the elevation of capitalist top manage
ment, the reorganization of the structure of command over the unification
of the world market, and the new hierarchical structure and organization of
the international division of labor by zones must, in short, cause a rupture
in the cumulative series of struggles by workers in the capitalist metropo
lises and by the Third World proletariatY The capitalist objective consISts in
reinforcing the top management of capitalist conunand over the world
market (through the policy of higher oil prices) and at the same time in
defining a new flexibility of productive factors-energy sources and labor
power-to underpin the nc:w money, which is to say the new criterion of
equivalence and hierarchy, on the basis of restructuring. And we have seen
in the first theses of this document that this proj ect is still alive, and still influ
ences the new class composition. But nc:vertheless, after addressing the effects
that restructuring has on the body of the class and on the new composition,
showing the persistence and renewal of proletarian action at the highest
levels, at this point it is necessary to carry the analysis even further and try
to foresee what will come next. For in fact, the capitalist project does not
hold up.
It must be said that, after several years of extreme tension, the capitalist
project of a new form of comrol over the world market--despite the accel
eration of the pace of restructuring-tinds i tself in a profound crisis.
Flexibility in the use of productive torces, tar from having been consolidated,
is in reality still a mirage. The attempt at restructuring in fact finds itself faced
with a set of absolutely resistant and contradictory rigidities. The intent to

THESIS 1 2 :

THE CRISIS ON THE I NTERNATIONAL LEVEL

With thesis 1 1 , we have arrived at the heart of the most burning political
issue. In the very short term, the failure of the retormist prospect launches
another round of the most brutal repressive action against the class. This may
come from inside or outside the bloc of reformist forces: only a series of
worker provocations can permit us to identity which of rhe two domains is
better prepared to counterattack. This action is taken particularly against
those spaces and forces that the critical self· realization of the Historic
Compromise sees forming on its left wing, and thus against the party of
workers' and proletarian autonomy.
But the critical situation is accentuated by the unfolding of the crisis on
the international level. This critical international situation has had and will
have extremely grave consequences tor the domestic situation.
If we look, therefore,

at

the situation of the criSIS on the international

level, what is m os t striking, beyond the repetition of domestic elements of

disarticulate the cumulative series of struggles by metropolitan and Third
World workers has failed. The consequences of this failure can be very grave,
to the point of prompting new precipitations of antagonism on every level.
Let us take another step torward and try to grasp the core of the problem.
How can the preceding situation, which has been defined by a formidable
cumulative series of struggles on every side of capitalist control, b e
unblocked? Only b y playing one series of levels of struggle against another:
that is, by increasing the capacity tor domestic containment of the socialized
workers' conrinuous pressure through energy prices, and the setting up of a
form of money adapted to the productive and technological capacities of the
leading imperialist countries; by re-establishing unfavorable terms o f
exchange for the secondary countries o f the capitalist zone (Europe and
Japan); by imposing a heavily punitive crisis management on class confronta
tions; by opening up reformist spaces in the petroleum-producing countries
and thus permitting a policy of the dynamic containment of proletarian
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struggles; and finally. by isolating the poor countries that lack raw materials.

role of conunand in a new way. Such is the capitalist hypothesis today, and

The new differences in level that have been established in this way will have

with a desperate Will, capi tal stakes everything on it. It is disposed to respond

to take shape within a linear organization. without sudden changes, and thus
in a project of flexibility tor all restructured factors. In fact, the scheme has
not worked. In the leading capitalist countries, the utilization of the crisis
against the workers has not been sufficient to bring the state's balance sheet
back into the black, and thereby create the conditions for recovery. I n the
intermediate capitalist countries, the crisis has been an even bigger failure
from the capitalist point of view: in fact, it has often given rise to situations
in which the uncontainability of worker and proletarian pressure has led to
the attempt to violate the terms of loyalty in the confrontation with the

with maximum violence in order to constrain labor. And this capitalist will,
organized in response to the international requirements of conunand, rever
berates within every single country, accumulating and exacerbating the will
of national capital to destroy the workers' resistance to work.
To be confronted with the framework that we have defined implies, on
the proletarian side and in every single capitalist coun try, a formidable forward
leap of consciousness. Faced with these pr" blems, a party COtlSciOUSlle5s is nM some
thing Ildded on bllt rlllizer .(olllfthinJ! prior alldfundamC1ltal that no longer appears

as an external and superimposed ideology, as a form of internationalist sol

imperialist hierarchy (it no longer pays to stay in the system!). I n the leading

idarity, but becomes the necessary condition of the class struggle. If the

countries of the Third World, the proletarian push not only shows no sign

problem of the transition includes, as it must, this series of problems, then

of being placated, but it also continually insists on the rupture of reformist

we must emphasize here a fourth characteristic of transition, to complement

moderation. Lastly, in the marginalized countries, not only has this sentence
not been accepted-as is obvious-but a way out has also urgently been
sought, by means of a continual reasserrion of revolutionary hypotheses and

the three indicated in thesis 1 1 : the fOllndation <!l a

lizf<>ry <!( lite

international

conditi<>rlS <?f Ihe revollltiol1llry passa,f!,e and the articulation of a series of tactical

passages in reference to it.

political agreements that render precarious, if not the economic order, then

Making headway on this terrain obviously entails a general exploration

at least the political order of whole continents; here, the only response is dic

of political propositions. Suffice it to say at this point that the capitalist provo

tatorship, destruction and starvation. In short, once again, what slrOll/d be a

cation that originates at the international level must be accepted-accepted

.flexible model of cOl/lpatibilities alld proportiotls is tratliformed itlto a rigid atld chaotic

and overturned. Only by accepting the terrain to which capital wants to

model of incompatibilities alld disproportions.

reduce us can we attempt to overturn the sequences

[0

which capital wants

It is so rigid that the pessimistic predictions of the Chinese often seem to

to cOllStrain not only us, but the world proletariat as well. Capital says, either

take on an extremely realistic tone when they see--in this unmediated

you accept reformism or there will be a catastrophe. Conversely, the workers'

fixation on the interests of states-the danger again arising of imperialist

point of view, based on the last decade's experience of struggle, poses the

contradictions of the classical, i. e. inter-imperialist, type, including flashpoints

problem from the inside: only by pursuing capitalist reformism closely from

[scadcflzc] on the path to war.

the inside, only by combatIng it at the highest levels of development, will

In reality, the dramatic nature of the situation cannot be underestimated.

the blackmail end and the road open up to the revolutionary process, its

At the limits of Kissinger's reformism, in the presence of the crisis and the

spread and the circulation of its objectives on the world level. It is only by

generalized tall of the rate of profit, and in a situation where capital fails to

combating reformism, by keeping open-in the heart of the class enemy's

reimpose adequate rhythms of development on the whole world market. all

battle tonnations-the reality of a movement tor communism, that we can

that remains is tlte altemative belweell a catastrophic solution atld a revolutionary

prevent all the contradictions, rigidities and antagonisms of the world market

SOllllioll. A catastrophic solution not only means war, but also starvation, the

from leading to catastrophe. Of course, positioning oneself on this tcrrain

impoverishment and bestial exploitation of broad sections of the globe, and

and ir is the terrain on which the refusal of the Historic Compromise

disaster through the organization of the most unbridled mobility of labor

positions itselt�means tacing the height of domestic and international cap

power. A revolutionary solution, through the definitive destruction of the

italist violence; but for the proletarian movement, tor communism, there is

rule of profit, sets out to destroy the rule of the international division of
labor.
All this, nevertheless, remains the case so long as capital tails to impose,
by whatever means, rhythms adequate

[0

the dimensions of its project of

control over the world market, rhythms of development that legitimate the

no alternative. How is it possible to think, in the tace of this level of prole
tarian struggle, thar

a

different road e.xi;;ts in Italy;; An the contradictions

registered in the wh ol e set of the world market's political Structures resound
here

�irh too much intensity. The specificity of Italy is that o f being a large

capt/altst cOllmry Wilh

an

irrcdudhlc workillg class. From capital's standpoint,
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neither the exclusion of Italy from the camp of advanced capitalist countries
nor the political integration of the class IS immediately imaginable.
Hence the vicissitudes, the comings and goings, the perplexities of
judgment of the international bourgeoisie on the subject of Italy, a j udgment
that is quite different and more attentive than that of the last wretched
remnants of the national political class. Hence the feeling of drama, the
obscure powerlessness that the leadership of international capital feels
whenever the Italian problem moves to the center of the discussion. Some
of the most drastic judgments are more the expression of this malaise than
of a lack of attention.
What does this situation mean from the workers' viewpoint? It means that

the Italian working class represents a midpoint, one of extraordinary force and
fascination, that is positioned at the center of two concomitant movements of
struggle: stmygles in development and stnlg:�/es ill underdevelopment. At the level
of the productive forces that the working class represents, it constitutes a tlm
damental point of attraction for the revolution of the underdeveloped
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and suffers the blackmail of the international terms of capitalist productiv
ity to its fullest extent. The structural danger of such a dependence on the
outside, the danger of the continual reproduction of a model of develop
ment that has an exorbitant dependence on the export market, is certainly
well known: and it will be even more so in the future when the forces of
the Historic Compromise will be increasingly hemmed in between workers'
struggles, the expression of proletarian needs, and the demand tor commu
nism on one side and the blackmail of the imperialist market on the other.
Within this play of forces. in the unified world market, it is unthinkable that
the Historic Compromise should succeed in taking hold. But nevertheless,
up to that point it will have further aggravated the situation by introducing
additional elements of organic dependence into restructuring.

THESIS 13: TO BEGIN THE INQUIRY INTO WORKERS'
AND PROLETARIAN AUTONOMY

countries,just as the Italian working class's objectives and capacity tor struggle
constitute a constant reference point for working-class struggles in the

Against the Historic Compromise, against all the institutional entanglements
of the proletarian class movement, it is possible today to begin a mass inquiry28

advanced countries because of their insistence on appropriatlOn and the
refusal of work. From this class midpoint, the revolution is possible--with

inquiry must proceed from the tollowing three fundamental points: (a) the

into workers ' and proletarian autonomy. I t is not only possible but necessary. This

reference to these international class conditions-to the extent that the
refusal of work and the liberation of the Italian working class's enormous

social level of autonomy; (b) the dialectical domain within which autonomy

productive, scientific, and political forces advance together. In the first place,
the productive potential ofa liberated working class. capable ofself..managing

these points one by one.
In the first place, the social level of autonomy. To carry the analysis onto this
terrain is to tackle fully the problem of the definition of the new technical

the suppression of its own exploitation, can provide enormous openings to

confronts institutions; (c) autonomy's timetables lscadenze]. Let us examine

the rising proletariat in the underdeveloped countries. Consequently, the

and political composition of the working class and proletariat, that is, to deter

revolutionary force of the Italian working class's struggle against work, which

mine the political density of the new social composition of productive forces.

ultimately turns itself into a revolutionary ottenSlVe against the state, is able
to gather around itself the active solidarity of the advanced working class and

processes: the further proletarian unification and the ma�!Zitlal disarticulation of

reconstruct a workers' mechamsm for the international defense of the rev
olution, a mechanism that is highly advanced because it is based on that
struggle's capacity to be a dynamic motive center f<J[ the active proposal of

But first we must proVide a complete description of three fundamental

the proletariat (a, 1 ) , the maximum socializatiMI ifproductive living labor (a, 2), and

the tertiarizatiofl of direcr prodl/ctioll and thus its automatic control (a, 3). The
first issue (a, 1 ) requires an intervention able to clarifY, in every single aspect

objectives that are wholly linked, and belong, to the most advanced working

(related above all to the youth proletariat and schooling, to the temale prole

class.

tariat and domestic labor, and to unemployed labor-power and the
mechanisms of marginalization), the inherent nature of the disarticulations of

From this point of view the Historic Compromise is the most deeply
contradictory and mystifYing element in existence. It accepts the imbalance
of the international relationships of domination, and "realistlcally" (sic/) and
passively agrees to settle there. The demands for restructuring, conversion ,
etc. advanced by the Historic Compromise all tixecast an acceptance of the
stabilization of the Italian system of production at Jil intermediate rank in
the international chain. Furthermore, such a subaltern pOSition

IS

accentuated

the unitary process of proletarianization and their necessity from the stand
point of accumulation. But here, perhaps the most important element of the
inquiry consists in the political characteristic of the process: out of proletar
ian marginalization emerge new needs that are irreducible to the demands of
wage labor. The analysis must grasp this power [potenza] of marginalization
as the extreme limit-and radical force----ofthe refusal ofwork. The "lumpen"
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today establish, in a n d for the movement, a yearning tor political liberation
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o n the institutions o f capitalist command. I f, in the first tranche [installment]

which the proletarian class struggle seeks to establish itself the "lumpen"

of the inquiry, the analysis shifted between technical composition and polit

are the true bearers of those "human values" that fill the mourhs of social

ical composition, torcing upon it an originary objective indistinctness, here

ism and revisionism. With this difference: they are not bearers of val ues that

the subjective component is made much stronger and the tendency to pose

III

take the form of an "origlllary and generic essence," but rather Thtlter, the

the problem of organization is actualized. The fundamental issues on which

bearers and transmitters of struggle. Here, at the limits of marginali za tio n and

we propose to base the research are the following: (b, 1) the contradictiolls

its extreme negation, the human sense of the class struggle is regained: to

between collective processes of accumulation and the legitimalion of command; (b,

rediscover It means to struggle i n the most radical manner. By facing the issues

2) the definition of the proletarian class's levels of struggle. On the first issue,

J).

we move

the analysis ofall the articulations of the political system must be overturned:

forward onto better-known terrain: h ere, the quantity and quality of constant

it is, in tact, on the basis of the state's inability materially to guarantee and

capital corne d ire c tl y into pby. and thus social labor can be c onside re d as a

ideologically to l egitimate the collective mechanism of accumulation that

of the socialization and tcrtiarization of hving labor (a, 2 and

productive torce, faced not only with the labor market but also with the social

the fundamental contradiction opens up and expands. On different leveh,

organization of labor. the social articulations of command, social knowledge,

from the union level to that of relationships between (private, public, etc.)

applied science, etc. n,C problem is to weigh the tI'faith ol isslles alld problems thai

enterprises to that of local and territorial entities, the contradiction is held

must befaccd, to do so politically according to the goals of struggle and polit

open by the emergence of proletarian needs. On this tightrope, the various

ICal organization. From this point of view, then, rather than insisting on the

currents of capitalist reformism balance themselves, split up and come

rdative decline of the mass worker, the analysis will bear on the identJfica

together again . The task of the inquiry is to transform these contradictions

tion of the territorial disarticulations of the factory, on the tClfInal articulations

systematically into antagonisms, to show how any state solution to the

of these disarticulatJons (how command IS exercised and how profits are

problem of legitimation anticipates an intensification of social exploitation,

realized), and in parallel tashion on the direct integration of tunctlOns that are

and to demystifY the alternatives offered by reformism. On this terrain, the

otherwise separate (tertiary, administrative, scientific, etc.) into the mechanism

developing analysis of the processes of legitimation intersects with and is

of production and control. hom the political point of view, the problem is

completed through the analysis of leveh of proletarian struggle. Here, the

that of radically overturning the capitalist organization of living social labor

richness of the framework becomes immense, and the subjective dimension

in its potenti al for struggle, not by in dulging in formal schematics

widens and imposes itself. Never before this

or

fimc

tiOllS of continuity [tilllZiulli COil till IIC] , but by insisting on the content of

moment

has

the analysis been

able to satisfY itself. At this point it doesn't register or grasp already com

exploitation in every torm of the process, dnd at the same time by demysti

pleted processes. or recoum past struggles and constituted figures, but rather

fymg the capItalist image of its division and separation. Here too the political

traverses a c ompl etely new phase; it undergoes a biological mutation, or a

contents come to the torefro nt, because in this unity of ,ocial explOItation

change from one state of matter to another. In the end, the workers' point

and capItal's drive against intellectual labor (in order to render it absolutely

of view in the sixties only reached the point of expressing itself when every

homogeneous to the regulation of living social labor), the innovative and Jib

thing was over and done, since the mass worker was already constituted; now,

erato!)' tlmction, elusive and mystified by work at this level of abstraction. can

on the other hand, critique coexists with the expansion of a new revolu

begin to redeem itself To work in order to liberate. to carry the struggle not

tionary figure of the proletariat. At this point, therefore, political need truly

only against surplus-value but also against necessary labor: tillS insistence

becomes desire. Nevertheless, what an extraordinary complex of" things over

resides and reproduces itself as an elementary need in the behavior of this

and done" the class presents! Appropriation is a diffuse revolutionary practice,

here to

and the relationships between the struggle tor appropriation and the exercise

express the very particular creative utility of labor (insofar as it is IIlcarnated

ofproletarian power by every means are developing radically. Now the analysis

in its enormous social ditTusion) against the dominatJon of exchange value

must fully encompass this field of possibilities, return to the initial concepts,

and the dictatof';hip of money.

and take up once again, on the basis of the definition of torms of behavior,

new (atl&ehobm) proletariat. The analysis l1lust--and

c an-b egin

In the second place, the inquiry must tdce the di"lecticalfr!lI1lL'tI'ork tl�thi/l

the inquiry into the social level of proletarian autonomy.

which autollomy dashes with illstitutlOllS. It is then a matter of deterrrumng what

The third point of the inquiry concerns autonomy 's tinuframcs [scadenzcJ .

contradictions and antagonisms have been opened up by autonomy's Impact

Here, research develops fully into political practice. As usual, political practice
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must b e a practice o f discussions and debates: o n institutional timeframes, on

destruction of ideology and exploitanon; orgamzation means the direct reap

the political program, on aggregation, on the party. The problem is neverthe

propriation of existlI1g wealth in order to destroy it or to liberate

less one of posing these issues for discussion in a homogeneous manner, within

invention-power. Rebellion, insurgency is the dIalectical nexus of every

a network of relevant concepts and sufficiently developed theoretical approx

sequence of revolutionary activity. And it is a totalizing nexus: there is no

imations, and above all within determinate time frames and levels of struggle.

revolutionary consciousness that IS not based on this wIll, and no orgamza

Thus, it is not a simple problem of method that is posed at this turning point

tion can truly call itself revolutionary unless, far trom isolatmg it in a single

in the inquiry: instead, a material approach to organization and definition is

moment, it extends this will to its whole reality.

required. In what sense? In the sense that here, in this regard, the theoretical

To speak of the subject of workers' inquiry, therefore, means to speak of

and practical experience of Marxism-Leninism regains all its importance. Here

a totality, of the power (potenza] of a totality. It means to speak in a majori

the subjective tension toward organization, and with it the battle over polit

tarian way, not in someone's name, but because theory and practice result in

ical lines, becomes fundamental. The whole development of the inquiry so

an instance of overall organization. Consequently, It means above all to act

far has avoided the introduction of unrealistic ideological schemas: the path

directly and immediately. Here we touch again upon olle of Marxism's great

goes from practice to theory and back to practice. We can follow it through,

truths: the working class is radically distinct from the bourgeOIsie because

from cognitive practice situated on the terrain of the demand for power by

the latter can recognize itself as a class only through the state, only through

the new proletariat, to the theory of the program, and back to the practice

ideological mediations, while the working class is the first social force that

of the revolutionary party of the proletariat. In Marxist fashion, the analysis

can destroy every mediation in prodnction and in lite, first of all that of the

has made the tendency its own, and in Leninist fashion, the tendency is now

state. In the maturation of the socialized worker, thIS instance of class reap
propriation emerges ever more strongly. The first objectIve of the socialized

actualized, founded again on the subjective will to organization.

worker is to reappropriate its own organization, as knowledge of itself and
as direct management of power, and therefore-- o n this basis-to destroy the
THESIS 1 4 :

MORE ON THIS ISSUE:

state. Today, to forge ahead in workers' inquiry is to define a communist

THE SUBJECT OF WORKERS ' INQUIRY

terrain and at the same tlme to follow a communist path. At this point there

If the class composition of the socialized worker does not allow delegated

is neither neutrality nor mediation.

knowledge, if at the current level of the revolutionary process of autonomy

Beyond the determinations of immediacy and direct reappropriatlon, the

there is no knowledge that is not both theoretical and practical, then conduct

process of possible consciousness presents other characteristics. A tundamen

inR workers ' inquiry today, in these conditions, means describing in praaiw/ terms

tal one is defined by the materiality 0( the timetables [scadenze] on which the

the possible consciousness qfan ongoing party process. Workers' inquiry is a polit
ical battle right from the start: it is a political battle on the side of theory

as

inquiry shows the social figure of the proletariat in conflict with the class
adversary. It is important to detlne these timetables to the extent that they

well as that of practice. On the side of theory, workers' inquiry is a battle

make possible the establishment of an acculllulation ,!F stnlggles, a tlmdamental

against all the mystifications, delays, illusions, and tricks of the lingering ide

condition for the opening up of a process of po/itical aggregation, and there

ological images of a reality that has been destroyed (or is in the process of

fore tor the rearticulation of the proletarian Font and a further definition of

being destroyed) through the violence of restructuring. It is a battle for the

the program and the project of parry organization.

construction of a new basis for workers' science, defined by the insurgence
of the socialized worker

as

the material unification of the social determina

The inquiry has presented its own determinate articulations regarding
tmletables [sulle scadenzeJ . The economic crisis is deepel1ll1g, and It seems that
a

show of not noticing it.

tions of exploitation and as the potentiality of a tundamental new

only the econOinists, swita logicalia cacantes,2<) make

revolutionary need: that of liberation jrom work as well as the liberation of

In fact, all the sequences of econOinic development (and the theory that

labor. Here the theoretical battle in its turn becomes a practical battle, or,

describes them) are confused to the point that only the most extreme simple

better, it is wholly rediscovered as a political horizon. Indeed, only organi

lnindedness allows them to ignore the situation. What preoccupIes the bosses

zation reveals the working class to itself as a unity and at the same time as

is not so much the fact that the elements of the objective determinanol1 of

the development of a fundamental revolutionary project. Organization

the crisis are accentuated-from the expected new wave of raw-illaterial cost

means the direct self-management by the working class of the simultaneous

increases, to monetary chaos, to the metfectiveness of the tools of planning-
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producing dlects t h a t system

Mdrxlst-Leninist sense, knows its own possibilities and conditions, and this

atically reactivate the from of struggle. On this terrain, workers' inquiry must

is the road that we are traveling tocily. A whole generation of workers' and

allow the seizmg of moments of offense defined punctually by the timeta

proletarian political cadres. constituted by the struggles of the last decade,

bles of the crisis Jnd the strategy of restructuring, from the struggle over the

springing either from the experience of "workerist" groups or from met

wage to the practices of reappropriation, thus establishing class forms of

ropolitan experiences of Marxist-Leninist inspiration, all renewed today i n

behavior. The political crisis is a second terrain. Here, workers' inquiry shows

the basic struggle for proletarian autonomy-that whole generation i s avail

that it is possible

to

define an extraordinary continuiry of workers' forms of

able tor this effort of inquiry. We have known defeat, disillusion, regression,

behavior: the struggle over immediate needs. at the very moment it develops,

and yet, through storm and through calm, the path has led onward. To rec

ensnares the levels of state legitimation, .;ontuses the proportions of the bal

ognize ourselves today as subjects of the par

ancillg mechanisms, and introduces alternatives, fi-ictions, and antagonisms

marching through the new composition of the socializ.:d worker, but it also

�

process, therefore, means

into the political elite. But if the bourgeoisie is divided over the question of

means insisting on the uniry of the subjective situation that the whole process

how to command the masses, this division is immediately refle cted in and

reveals. Then , "armed with a just theorv and an inflexible practice," we will

manitested as a social crisis of the bourgeoisie, because the only element that

perhaps realize that the pain of recognizing ourselves as subjects of the rev

socially unifies the bo u rgeoisie is state command over exploitation . The

olutionary process is worthwhile, above all by virtue of the fac t that " there

inquiry lllust grasp the continuiry of tbe dass adversary's crisis and aim at

is great disorder under heaven, and the situation is excellent. ".�;

timetables !scadcllzc! of struggle that penetra te-from the levels of immedi
ate proletarian struggk�into the institutional levels of power. This tension
is already

a

making i t continuous, articulating it in the alternation between mass action
and vanguard action. if the class ad,'crsary seeks ill the shari term

to

readjust its

power by force, as well it might-and it is necessary for the first time to insist

of responding d[cc
the "necessity " of
radically communist altemarjllf that the sociaL

strongly upon this-li'f ml/st develop

not

ollly a Jorce capable

tively Oil the milital1t p/al'lc. /'111 a/50 a mass practice {hat precludes
al/iallces that arc not adeq lwlc 10 Ihe
ized worker /'xpresscs.

destruction of the legitimacy of the class adversary's political restructuring
(the Historic Compro mi se as well as its alternatives); the preparation for
mil i tant struggle against the capitalist

1.

( 1 4U7- 1 980)

TN: Giorgio Amendola

rose to prominence as a representative

of the P C I 's ri ght wing tollowing the death of Palmira Togliatti
Carli (1 9 1 4- 1 993)

was d

m

1 964. Guido

director of the International Mone tary Fund, Governor

of the Bank of Italy from 1 960 to 1 975. and pre si den t of the industrial employ
ers

'

group Contlndustria from

1 976

to 1 9HO.

2. TN: l:3y " 13albnized workers," Negn means workers outside the large fac
tories and workers' organizations, workers whose relative i solation (in small

The ott"enslve against the w,lge and the struggle against wage labor: the

atte lll pt

to torce a resolution of the

contlict: thest' are the analytical objectives that, through the inquiry, define
the party process. This process has been. is now and will remain the funda
mental ohjectivc.
To express the possihle ct"lnsciousness of the proletariat and to develop it
into an ad e q ua t e' party program is thus a complex process, above all because
s u bject

Notes

gi ve n on the proletarian side: it is a matter of accentuating it,

factories, doing piecework in their homes, etc.) impeded their partiCipation in the
successful workers' struggles of the late sixties and e a rly seventies.

.1. TN: Giorgio Fua ( 1 9 1 9-2()UO) was

J

stJtlstical economist and policy

researc her at the Unive rsi ty of Ancona.
4. T N : Brullo Trentin (b.

[ 926)

was

a Resistance tighter in Italy and France

du ri ng the Second World War; a member of the P C I trom 1950. he served several
terms as se.:retary-�eneral of CGIL

(Co/![ederuzio/IC GCllaal" II'lliu//ll dei LlI'oru(ori),

t h e l argest I talian union organization, a n d in t h e Itali an parliament from the Fifties
to the Nineties.

and the object .lre identical here. But the inquiry begins to show

5. TN : Carnival T hursday (Riovedi grass,,) , also known as Fat Thursday, is the

the maturity of the timetables on the basis of which the accumulation of

official bq�inllillg of the pre-Lemen Carnival in most Italian localities, although

struggles, political aggregation, the constitution of a fi-ont, the definition of

the specitics of the celebration vary a ccordin g to local history and tra dition .

the

the program, and the toundation of rhe parry can move forward. We are con
ceivlllg

a

parry that knows how to develop an effective leadership role, but

only the struggles and the materidliry or" a POvVCf consolidated among the
masses

em

decide on this lejdership capacity. The party process, in the

6.

TN: Roscelin lc. I 045--c 1 1 20) was

J

French Scholastic philosopher who

taught a nominalist metaphysics that claimed universals (general concepts) were

l1lt'rely word, used to name groups of objects and had no independent existence
of their own.
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7 . TN: LUCIano Barca i s an I talian political scientist dnd party bureaucrat; during

1 77

enterprises. We are alluding here to the positions of O'Connor, Nicolaus, Mandel,

the sixties and seventies he was a prominent PCI member of the I talian parlia

Neususs, Hymer, and Poulantzas. (TN: James O'Cormor, author of TIlc Fiscal

ment. Alberto Ronchey (b. 1 926) is a pronunent ItalIan journalist who wrote for

of the State,

Crisis

TI,e Corporations [". the State:

New York: St. Martin's Press, 1 973, and

the daily newspapers La Stampa, Corriere

Essays

weekly news magazines L 'Esp ress o and

Martin Nicolaus, translator of Marx's Gnmdrisse, New York: Penguin, 1 973;

della sera and La Repubblica as well as the
Panorama during the sIXties and seventies.

tl. TN: In English in the original.

9.

in the Theory of Capita/ism & Imperialism,

New York: Harper & Row, 1 974;

Christel Neususs, author (with Wolfgang Muller) of "The Illusion of State

For the definitlOn of this approach to the analysis of the cnsis and this reread

Telos 25,
Operations of Natiollal Firms:
M I T Press, 1 976, and TI,e

Socialism and the Contradiction between Wage Labor and Capital" in

ing of Marx, allow me to reter to my essays " Keynes and the Capitalist Theory of

fall 1 97 5 ; Stephen Hymer, author of TIle International

the State" and "Marx on Cycle and Crisis" (both in Revolu tion Retrieved ) ;

A Study or Direct Foreign Investment,

Workers'

Party Ag<lillSt r'HJrk (in this volume) ; "ConmlUnist State Theory" and "The State

and Public Spending," in Michael Hardt and A ntonio Negri,

A

CritiqlJf

or the Stare-Form,

Labor of Dionysus:

Mmneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 994.

10 . Marx, Capital Volume 3, New York: Penguin, 1 9R 1 , part III, chapter 1 4.
1 1 . TN: The German word "auf.�ehobf/!" is a form of the verb

au/hebetl, which

Cambridge:

IHulrinational Corporation: l'1 Radical Approach,

Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1 979; Nicos Poulantzas, author of Political Power and
by Timothy O 'Hagan, London: New Left Books, 1 973, and

Capitalism,

Social Classes, translated
Classes in Contemporary

translated by David Fernbach, London: New Left Books, 1 97 5 . ) A

critique of these positions is contained in Luciano Ferrari Bravo's introductory

in Hegelian parlance means " to preserve and abolish in the resolution of a dialec

essay in

tical opposition . "

We are convinced that the unification of capitalist command, beginning in the

1 2 . On this argument, see Walter Guntherroth, " K ritik der Marxorthodoxie,"

Imperialismo e classe operaia mulrinazionaie, Milan:

Feltrinelli, 1 975, pp. 7-67.

leading imperialist countries and exercised through the nervous system of multi

in Au ton omic: :Hlferialcn g,;!?cn Fabrikgesdlsdl<1ji, Munich: Trikont Verlag, 1 October

natIonal enterprises, does not represent a contradictory tendency (that could

1 97 5 , pp. 36-5R.

perhaps become antagonistic) but rather the reality of a tendency that has been

1 3.

TN: Piero Sratfa ( l R98- l lJR3) was an Italian economist and personal friend

actualized. This assertIon allows us to accept, even on the international level, the

of Gramsci who came to Carnbndge on the mVltation of John Maynard Keynes

hypothesis of a "subjective" interpretation (in the manner of Marx) and on this

and became a member of Ludwig Wittgenstein's CIrcle; he later became the major

basis to attempt an analysis of the development of the world market according to

figure in tht' " Cambridge school" of neo-Marxism (see Negri's discussion of this

the rhythm of analysis of the class composition of particular fractions of the global

school in the " Postscript" to Crisis "r the Pl<lllller-Statc above) . His most important

proletariat and the incidence ofclass struggle. An initial and very important attempt

work is Produaivtl or COII/lllodities

by A1ealls o( COlllmodities, Cambridge:

Cambridge

University Press, 1 960. A. Leontiev, an economIst and member of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, originally wrote

Po/itir<11

Enmomy: A

Bec�inner's Course

(San

FranCISCo: Proletarian Publishers, 1 96..J.) in the thirties.

).t. TN: The theory oLtate monopoly capitalism, which originated in the post
Stalin SO\" et Union, holds that the most recent stage of capitalist development is

in this direction is Ferrucio Gambino's "Composizione di classe e investimentl
diretri statunisenti alJ'estero," in the volume cited above.
16.

TN: Palmiro Togliarri was the leader of the PCI tor nearly torty years (many

of them in exile in the USSR), from GranlSci's arrest in 1 926 until his own death
in 1 964. The " Salerno turnabout

[smira di Sa/ewo) "

was Togliatti's decision, in line

",,;jth the outcome of the Yalta Conierences regarding the political geography of

characterized by the direct i nvolvement of the state in the accumulation of capital;

the postwar world, to lend the PCI's support to the establishment of parliamen

this generally takes the torm of the state's legls!dtiw support and protection of a tew

tary democracy in I taly after the defeat of Fascism instead of foment!l1g a

very large enterprises. These large enterprises constitute edectIve monopolies that

communist revolution with the help of the communist ReSIStance brigades. See

depend upon impen.lhst expansion of the ,tate to remain profitable, and thus the

Togliatti's speech "The Conununist Policy of NatIonal Unity" ( 1 944) in Togliatti,

operation of state monopoly capitalism on a global scale creates a two-tIered system

On Gramsci alld Other J,Vritillgs,

of econOIlllC development: overproduction in the mdustrialized nations and under

Wishart, 1 979, and Alexander De Grand, ThtO

development that prevents capItal accumulatIOn
15.

m

the post-colonial "Third World."

Certalll comrades have expressed some reservations on this subject. It is

obvIOUS that our hypothesis antICipates the prelinunary discussion and critique of
several positions that are present

in

the moveJllent today, and that are related to

the analysis of the reorganization of the world market through JIlultinational

edited by Donald Sa5soon, London: Lawrence &

Italiall Left in

rhe

Ttl'elltieth

Cm tu ry,

Bloomington: I ndiana UnivefSlty Press, 1 9R9, pp. 87-9 l .
1 7 . TN: I n English m the origmal.
18.

TN: The layoff fund or "rassa

integraziolle"

is a specifically Italian form of

unemployment compensation in which the state pays around 90 percent of laid
off workers' wages tor roughly one fiscal year,

m

order to reduce the finanCIal
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burden on private enterprise; s e e Paul Ginsborg, A History of Comemporary Italy,
New York: Penguin, 1 990, p, 353, and Steve Wnght, Storming Heaven, London:
Pluto Press, 2002, pp, 1 68-69.
1 9.

political co-optation by means of the division and absorption of oppositional parties
or groups by the ruling bourgeoisIe. See Gramsci, " The Problem of Political
Leadersillp in the Formation and Development of the Nation and the Modern
State in Italy," in Seleaions from the Prison Notebooks, New York: International
Publishers, 1 97 1 , especially pp. 55-59 and the translator's note on p. 58.
20. TN: " Riding the tiger" was Italian slang tor the traditional unions' practice
of co-opting delegates who had been elected by the workers to non-union rep
resentative councils within their factories. See Wright, pp. 1 28-29.
21.

TN: Anibal Escalante was the Stalinist leader of the Cuban Popular Socialist

Party before it merged with Fidel Castro's July 1 6th Movement in 1 96 1 ; in 1 968
Castro accused Escalante of leading a " treasonous IlllCro-taction" that sought to
stage a coup against the Cuban revolutionary government. Alvaro Cunhal (b. 1 9 1 3)
was the Stalinist leader of the Portuguese CommUlllst Party followmg the milItary
coup of 1 97-+, and served as a member of the provisional government !")r several
months thereafter.
22. T N : Giovanni GlOlitti ( 1 8-+2- 1 928) served five terms as Italian prime minister
between 1 892 and 1 92 1 ; although he was a pro-labor Liberal, hIS political
methods-which included co-optation of opportunistic opponents (including
both Socialists and Fascists) through patronage and open mtllllldaoon of intransi
gent ones-belied his Ideological COllmutment to progressive politics.
23. Romano Alquati, Sill dicato
24.

e partito. Turin:

Stampatori, 1 974, pp. 1 65-66.

TN: Mario Alberto Nobre Lopes Soares (b. I 924) was the leader of the

Portuguese Socialist Party lollowing the military coup of 1 974. after which he and
his party sided with the center-right parties; he served three terms as prime minister
and two as president.
25.

TN: In English in the original.

26.

TN: Gustav Noske ( 1 868- 1 946) was a German Social Democratic politi

cian; while in charge of the armed lorces tollowing the republican revolution of
1 9 1 8 and nunister of defense in 1 9 1 9- 1 920, he violently suppressed radical move
ments throughout Germany, including the Spartacus group. whose leaders, Rosa
Luxemburg and Karl LIebknecht. were murdered alter the defeat of their revolt in
January 1 9 1 '}.
27. See the " Theses" published as an appendiX to my r�(nkt"r 5 Party .,-fgainst H-ork,
in erisi

e

29. T N : The Latin phrase "stulta iogicaiia (awl/tes" means "stupid defilers of
logic."
30. TN: A well-known aphonsm from Mao Tse-Tung.

TN: "Transformism" [trasf,mnismo] is an Italian political term that reters to

o��allizza;:: iollf opemi,l. op. cit., pp. 1 66-83 [Enghsh translation. " Theses

on the CriSIS," in Tforking- Cl4ss .--lutonomy a/ld the Crisis. London: Red Notes. 1 979,
pp. 38-54].
28. TN: On mass inquiry, see the entry tor workers' mquiry in the Glossary.
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IV
Toward a Critique of the
Material Constitution l

( 1 977)
Translated by Arianna Bove and Tim o thy S. ,Hu rpily

1.

MUTATIO N O F THE MATERIAL CONSTITUTION
AND CLASS ANTAGONISM

This essay aims to demonstrate that the political event of the Constitution
of 1 948 is now over. This is not news: we all know that Constitutions are
transient and sticky institutions, m
: d the formal continuity of the Constitution
of 1 948 will hardly be put into question; but liturgical ceremonies and visits
to the temple are probably going to continue, even more often as faith in
them fades. However, "Germany is no longer a Srate:'2 that is, the (Hegelian)
state rt'quired by those leaders and administrators who demand the corre
spondence, in principle, berween the formal and the material character of
the constitutional process, :IS required by the system of "certainty" of right
[diriuo] . The Constitution is no longer the law of all laws: laws proceed by
themselves, following the pace and coherence of the constitUtion of a new
structure of political power. A I/i'W rcgime is taking shape day by day and a
lIew trh1(erial (oIl5(ill//ioll is arising.'
Obviously, resistance to this :lssertlon is gcner:ll and stubborn, so it would
be ncar-suicidal to confront it head ,)fl. To begin, let us pretend to agree
with it, particularly in order to see whether such resistance is in fact entirely
contradictory. I t5 main claim is that "at the end of the fitth Legislature ( 1 972),
despite some open questions th:lt remain, we can consider the implementa
tion of the constitutional design accomplished lS a whole and in its most
crucial parts,"; yet it is also true that the Constitution-because of its "long
sighted" Jbility to foresee--mamtaillS a promotional role of leadership and
f,'11arantor after its realization. ; But there is more to this. In and beyond irs
realization, the Constitution is supposed to pretigure a model of democratic
socialist, or at least Jnti-capitalist, society .md to establish prescriptive [ordi
lIallte] criteria for social transformation " Well, all o 'righl/ now that we know
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the malerialis,jormalis d e efficletls cause of the plague, we c a n rest assured! But
as soon as we take hold of the Constitution, our jUrIdical system suddenly
becomes a "discontinuous entity traversed by fractures" that can be IIsed in
a way that is alternative to the domination of the capitalist will, however
contradictory its essence." Today, this impression is so predominant that, as
the political debate intensifies, it is not unusual to hear the Italian political
system described in more dualistic terms: "On the one hand, there is a
recovery of the capitalist relation of production; on the other hand, the polit
ical economy that conditions economic development derives its features from
current relations offorce in Parliament, the means at the disposal of the public
sector and the constant pressure exerted by the mass movement."" One has
to adlnit, for a constitution realized under such ditIicult conditions, this is
the best way to be: prey to immediate political relations that finally result in
a dualism of powers!
Constitutionalists and economists tall into a contradiction that can only
be explained if we start by lnalyzing the development of the struggle between
the rwo classes, rather than the Constitution ItSelf. On this basis, we have to
assume that constitutionalist reformism is no longer necessarily compatible
with the consistent terms of the struggle. TI,e sixrie.' slPep( away nformis( politics
along Wilh the juridical f<nm of its management. Anyway, did reformists have any
reason to be complacent in those years? "The rwenty-five yelrs after the war
that passed without a major recession has been called the Age of Keynes, but
it was not much like his vision. It turned Out closer to Kalecki's sardonic
description of the regime of the political trade cycle."!" What was success
fully hidden by ideology back then is immediately revealed by practice today:
a new relation of force between the c lasses has emerged and its cOllSistency
is increasingly antagonistic; jUrIdical representation (still effective despite its
mystifications) must deal with this new relation . But why should we insist
on the " Iaudatio tempon's aaj" ;' 1 1 What we dre faced with is not a restoration;
the situation has moved torward on both sides of the class struggle. Rather
than struggling against a restoration, we have to operate within-and, for
whomever so desires, Jbrail1St-a capitalist restrucnlring, and within a new
and increased possibility of workers' struggle.
The new material cOllStitution ls taking shape arollnd the capitalrst attempt
to end its crisis. The COllstitution <)f labor of 1 948 registered a certain set
ofrelations in order to control them: it accounted for a state of diffuse conflict
in the relations of production that was nevertheless not meant to turn into
antagonism. Today (ile dimell.\i,lIls al/d qll,/lit)' or rOf!l!ia are iI/stead immediately
antagonislic: the whole {iYCllir of reprodu((ioll is il1Folved ill slIrh allta.l!ol1ism . Thus,
the new material constitution Illust be tested against the reality of this antag
onism, and more speCifically agalllst the new dimellSiollS allli quality of
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workers' struggle, t h e new composition of the proletarian and working class.

However, for this to be accomplished, the regime of proportions on which

Unexpectedly, capital hysterically declares a general interest in production

capitalist development has hereto tore been based mllst be overthrown.

and in the co-management [cogestio" e] of social profit. But the urge to achieve

Obviously, "Capital is just as much the constant positing as the suspension

a new state form and a regime that denies conflict while heightening co-man

of propoyriol1ace prodllction" (Cnltldrisse 4 1 4; see also 443-47): bur what is

agement corresponds to the realization that class struggle has definitely blown

under discussion here is the stm(//4raijimaiol/ of the proportion of exchange.

up the proportions of development from both the quantitative and the qual

The dimension of socially necessary labor and its emancipated quality call
into question not only the quantity of the proportionality of exchange, but

itative points of view.
Now, let us see whether these issues are any clearer if we direcdy analyze
class struggle: " the class struggle as the key into which the movement and

also proportion and exchange tout collrt. The law of value is in crisis. Hence
the capitalist urge to overcome it. But how?

the analysis of all the shit [der <!!allzen SclleijJe) resolves itself."12
"The semblance �fexchange vanishes in the course [ ProzessJ of the mode of

But from the fact that capital posits every such limit as a barrier and hence

production founded on capital" (Gnmdrisse 597). The overcoming of exchange

gets ideully beyond ie, it does not by any means tallow that it has reully

is part and parcel of the physiology of capital. Exchange is posited as a barrier

overcome it, and, since every such barrier contradicts its character, its

to the development of the productive forces and as the specific form in which,

production moves in contradictions which are constantly overcome but just

in a given period, the relationship between necessary and surplus labor must

as

be determined (to the advantage of capital) (Gmt/drisse 4 1 5- 1 9) . But the

sistibly strives encounters barriers in its own nature, which will, at a certain

exchange for m is a barrier: capital has to destroy and abolish exchange as a

stage of its development, allow it to be recognized as being itself the greatest

limit to production. In this case, capital "constantly revolutionizes [produc

barrier to this tendency, and hence will drive towards its own suspension.

tion] . tearing down all the barriers which hem in the development of the

(Gnmdnsse 4 1 0)

constandy posited. Furthermore. The universality towards which it irre

forces of production, the expansion of needs, the all-sided development of
production, and the exploitation and exchange of natural and mental forces"

Here is the issue: the ideal capitalist overcoming of exchange. The terms
of this problem are now posed and they are twofold: its otJercomin,R and its

( Gnmdrissc 4 10).
This applies to the torm. As tor the substance, capitalist consciousness is

ideal character.

increasingly aware of two essential issues. First, the natllre of exchange is altered

The Constitution of 1 948 attests to a social organization (and its regula

to rhe extenr that rhe exchallge relarion is lranijlgllrcd: exchange is increasingly

tion) that is founded on contlict, exchange, and the funnioning of the law

posited in collective rather than individual terms, and while capital appro

of value (and secondarily

priates the entire productive power of labor and presents it as its own

process of changmg; the Constitution too must be altered materially. But

productive power, the labor torce borrows the overall socialization of capital

how' " Competition generally, this eSsentIal locomotive t(lrCe of the bour

and makes it its own irreducible characteristic ( Gnmdrisse 585-89). Second,

geois economy, does not estahlish its laws, but is rather their executor"

OIl

compromise) . These conditions are in the

at the very moment when capital "has subj ugated hiscorical progress to the

(Gnmdrissc 552). Theretore, the Constitution has to change, in ideal terms,

service of wealth" (Gnmdrisse 590), and for this purpose presents itself "as

not the laws of hourgeois economy bur rather their executor. The social

they

character and emancipated quality of the movements of labor-power must

the condition of the development of the forces of production as long

as

require an external spur, which appears at the same time as their bridle," the

be subsumed within an ide:li torm of social organization that, through the

prodllctil'e forces !Jl'(ome more emal/cipated and their discipline, in this case

elimination of exc hange, perpetuates the laws of exploitation. "Unlimited

exchange, " becomes supertluous and hurdensome" "j ust like the guilds etc."

competitioll is therefore not the presupposition tor the truth of the economic

(Gnmdris5f 4 1 5) . Capitalist development needs to overcome two material

laws, but rather the consequence--the form of appearance in which their

harriers: the social dimension and the emancipated quality of lahor-power,

necessiry realizes itself "

( Gnmdrisse 552) . When the working class, because

which is to say, of the productive forces at a given level of development.

of its mass movemenr and the q uality of its need" prevents competition and

Exchange is inadequate to the possibility for capital to set in motion the col

exchange on the only terram that is essenrial tor developmenr, i.e., that of

lective power of socially cooperative labor: hence. the obsolescence of

the exchange of labor-power against the valorizJtion of commodities, the

exchange is total and radical. Capital must overcome this internal barrier.

Constitution must then be overcome iII Ideal terms. For the capitalist rule
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TI,e nfusal of wvrk defines the //lodes �l working

o f valorization t o b e realized, t h e exchange form o f labor-power must b e

crisis around its own needs.

overcome. The appearance must b e altered while t h e essence remains. The

class self-valorization in reprvduaion,

problems and contradictions of constitutionalists, economists, and political
scientists only begin to become clear in light of this.

wages-it no longer seeks to realize itself on the terrain of production-it
determines counterpower and proves itself willing to exercise it.
We are entering a new era of class struggle.

However, it is not enough to remain within these limits, because we risk
falling inca a "residual" conceptiol1 in the analysis of the dialectical relationship

it demands differential and/or indirect

between working-class struggles (and composition) and capitalist develop
ment. The stagnation, blockage, and annihilation of equal and opposing

Whatever the social form of production, workers and m<'ans of productIOn

forces, a conception deprived of quality and subjectivity, are "residues" of

are only potentially factors of production.

class activity rather than its real horizon. "Mere negation . . . creates nothing"

they

( Gnmdrisse

613). On the other hand, in material production, labor assumes

a "really free" character under the following conditions: " ( 1 ) when its social
character is posited, (2) when it is of a scientific and at the same tinle general
c haracter, not merely human exertion as a specifically harnessed natural force,
but exertion as subject, which appears in the production process not in a

always remain its tactors. But it they are ill a state of mutual separation, they
For any production to take place,

must be cOIUlected. The parncular form and mode in which this con

nection

is

effected is what distinguishes the various epochs of the social

structure. 1.1

merely natural, spontaneous torm, but as an activity regulating all the torces

In this case, the epochal shift is determined by the particular form of sepa
ration-i.e. productive labor-power that refuses its unpaid collective use and
demands payment for it-and the particular form of unification that capital

of nature" ( Gnmdrisse 612). Now, at this level �l the massijtcatiol1 al1d socializa
cion of labor, chcst: characteristics arise. The Constitution is obsolete and in crisis

wishes to impose-ideal subsumptioll within capitalist command. Workers'
refusal and capitalist command, the irrationality of the latter and the search

not simply because of its failure to constrain the massification oflabor within

for an autonomous valorization of the former, are intertwined in an

the rule of exchange and the proportions of planning, but especially because

absolutely anragortistic way across the entire realm of the social reproduc

of its inability to respond to the alternative valorization that the working class

tion of the working class. The Constitution is obsolete when confronted

carries out on and of itself. The formal overcoming of exchange and the
ideal subsumption of the new figure of class composition reproduce a form

with the new material dimensions of struggle and the impossibility of recu

of development "on a limited basis-the basis of the domination of capital"
( Gnmdrisse 652, translation modified) . The "objective power" of competi
tion turns into the "overpowering object" of command. 1.1 However, in saying

also blind to the emancipated quality of class behavior in reproduction. The
new era of class struggle begins where the historical space of the Constitution
ends (and conclusively so).

this we might underestimate the intensity of capitalist crisis, the class strength
that brinb'S it about and the specificity of the mystifications that try ca contain

sInlggle /wt ol1ly blocks deve/opmeru chrollgh its stmj!.l!lcs bllr also illtensijies its iffeas

it; we might fail to undersrand that working-class struggle (and composi
tion) determines the movements of capital as well as their quality, the

�l its l1eedsfor all a/cernatilJe se!l:l'ahJrizatiofl.

dynamics as well as the motions.

violence of this laceration. The extreme speciticity of the expression of pro

This means that the Constitution is failing in the face of the collapse of

perating the latter into the proportions of planning and exchange; but it is

The neUJ regime is hom in the posin,i,!, q( rhcse prohlem.,.

Ir perceives

that class

by cormflllillg rhe body 4 orgal1izatlon a/l(l s o[ia l administratioll with the (leutClzess

Power does not underestimate the

lerarian needs tor emancipation attests to the impossibility of resolvmg the

the law of exchange because the reduction in necessary labor (and its social

contradiction. The violence of the response is and lIlust be adequate to the

medium: the wage) is becoming rigid and expanding. But above all, the

susrained level of antagonism. The modification of the material constitution

Constitution is failing when confronted with the quality and articulation

follows the rhythm of the destabilizing force of class struggle and the self

that the reproduction of the working class is assuming, according to the

valorizing power [potenza] of the proletariat: its aim is to destroy them, in

TIl e refusal �f UJork (alld all the

order to deliver the exclusive power of COllUlland over the valorizatIon and
devalorization of labor back to capital.

rhythm of the rising cost of necessary labor.

pOIiTic(11 and social phmonlma relared tv it) assu me.' a posirive wnl1oration: in

pursuit

of capitalist development, it shifts the terrain of struggle from production to
the totality of social (production and) reproduction; here again, it anticipates

While we are tackling the terrain of institutIons, our analysis ought to con

capital and determines not only the crisis but also its quality, franting the

centrate on the manner in which capitalist cOlllllland tries to re-establish
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itself in response t o t h e actions of class power. T h e main focus o f the gov

emphasized, are neither necessarily given in their immediacy, nor are they

ernment's actions becomes the repression of this new valorizing quality:

mirror images

without the one, the other would not present itself in its specificity and inten

Marx mentions to Engels this matter that plays an important role in this

sity. The entire tront of class struggle has advanced on both sides. Command

relation. The process of the material constitution is much more dramatic and

and co-managemellf are contradictory terms only for the iaudatores temporis acti:

urgent: at times, as in our time. i t is even precipitate. The terms of modifi

[specchiali]

or even simply congruent: in the letter quoted,

in fact, in the current situation they are totally complementary-command

cation must involve the whole set-up of the organizational process of the

is only given in the form of co-management, and co-management is defined

(production and) reproduction of capital: i n other words, the form of

by its essential function of authority.

conunand and co-management as well as the administrative articulations . 2 1

Therefore, the capitalist dite and all the forces involved in co-manage

O n e term refers to t h e other: t h e lIlaterial cOllstitlltioll is b y definition the

ment can only march in the direction of hollowing out the Constitution of

level of poiiticdl agreemCIJI of the regime tflar establishes tfle tflfdt'flcy coward IInity

1 948. As for constitutional dictates, the sixties were characterized by an

of the constitwionai project. Thus the socialized management of the economic

attempt at democratic planning that atoned tor the gap, the shift, the some

process (and/or crisis) of development tends to restore (orp<lrativf forms <1

times repressive dialectic between a planning hypothesis and its economic

economic government on the institutional side, on the side of normative pro

tools on the one hand and state conunand and the concrete articulations of

duction and, above all, on the plane of political imperatives for administration.

its authority on the other, treating the two as " separate bodies" . 1 5 However,

Therefore, the administrative articulations of command must be re-estab

behind this gap lies a more decisive factor: the inability of power to respond

Iished on the basis of a mechanism of (crltrcliiz,atioll Qlld dc-cellteril/g that is

at the explicitly political levels of struggle other than by means of flexible

entirely dependent 011 its compatibility with authority and the dynamic needs

operations that target large economic aggregates. The Keynesian imperative

of the system. Finally, command as a whole tends toward a .Rel/erai overdeter

to implement policies designed to control (and sustain) overall levels of

minatioll oj the process ojco-nl£magcmelll. As co-management intensifies, so does

employment remaJlls unquestioned: however, the working class and the pro

conunand. The civil-rights modality22 of the democratic process must be

letariat destroy all the possible proportions of planning precisely

0(1

this

subordinated to the determinations of the other moments: this subordina

terrain. 16 The backwardness and irrationality of the constitutional struc ture

tion can either take the form of the fiction of corporative managerial

of the state and the gridlocks and shortcomings of power brought about on

agreement or present itsdfthrough repressive anticipation. functional control

the institutional plane are multiplied by the liberation of the class movement.

and the criminalization of mass movement, and their emancipator), power

Consequently, the monetary rcalm, public spending, taxation. and the admin

[potenza] . The obvious paradox of this system is that it must stretch the arc

istrative network are all implicated in this process of crisis and degradation

of recomposition to its maximum point. The recompositlon enacted by

of command. This sequence unfolds in all Western democratic systems. 17
It is preCisely its generality that reveals the radicality of chis process. The

authoriry is characterized by a Heed to reduce to a minimum the organiza
tional options. We shall return to this later: the same radical antagonism that

notion is increasingly being asserted that this process can only be blocked bv

imposes modifications on the material constitution is also present in the insti

an intervention that no longer simply bears on the broad dimensions oflabor

tutional sequences set in morion by these moditications .2.1

In this respect, co-management becomes essential to w h a t has been called

through a reform of the ma(erial constitution: that is just treachery. The

the Crisis-State. The system of plannmg can be rebUIlt, the institutional fric

illusion consists in its faith in the supposed adequacy of means to ends and

power, but also affects its internal structure and forms of political behavior. I H

The illusion of r�t(>rmi5m is not the belief that socialism can be achieved

tions overcome and etfectivdy coordinated within the global function of

in its confidence in the tact that modihcatlollS of the material constitution

command only if the functions internal to class stratification are developed
and included in this process. The functions of command must be ditfuse ll1d

can stabilize the system of capital. We are very tar trom the communis(
'·
hypothesis. in whatever formulation: on this terrain any dialogue WIth

convergent. The whole discussion on rcvislOnism today (to keep to the

reformism is ruled out because whIle the cOlllmunist hypotheSIS eXIsts tor

current crisis and its documentation) is moving in this direction. I') The same

us, tor (hem It is already resolved in terms of conventional wisdom andlor

goes ttH capital's more mature levels of political consciousness.c" The mod

theoretical discredit. We are moving onto the tl'rrain of political science pure

ification that follows from this is necessarily related to the material

and simple. In this realm, regarding matters of political science. retormism

constitution. The material results of labor etTon [ travaglioJ . as we ha....e already

proves to be illusory, especially on the institutIOnal terrain.
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Retormism tries to define it� political project positively and actively in
terms of ending the crisis and stabilizing the system. The two proposals i t puts
torward are based on a common acceptance of the modifications of the material
constitution and the attempt to situate itself within the regime and "use it."
They are: (u) the properly managerial hypothesis, and (b) the innovative hypothesis.
The first enjoys the support of a large majority in the Official Labor
Movement

and is organized in terms ofpolitiques d' abord. It regards the seizure

of power and regime change as in themselves capable of securing stability,
whatever their costs. The model of co-management is supposed to be capable
of resolving the antagonistic elements of the crisis into a new, contradictory
but not explosive synthesis. Co-management is supposed to be able to suc
cessfully preserve all the innovations in the constitution-i.e. the corporative
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relation . We can now begin to appreClate the extent to which bourgeois
constitutional " science" flails about in the confusion of an exhausted
task
(the realization of the Constituti on) and a vaguely perceived need (the
mod

ifications in the material constitutio n). We have begun to catch sight
of some
of the characteris tics of the new era of class struggle-those that impose
an
adequate modification of the material constitutIo n from the Viewpoint
of
both the dimenslOns of struggle and the quality and incislVeness
of behav

iors. We have begun to see how the new regime comes into bemg,
at least
in Its broad traits and fundamental onentatio ns; lastly, we have looked
into
the useless mystiJYmg attempts of the Otncial Labor Movemen t.
We now
have to extend the debate and pluce rhe concept ofclas.' ullftllZMlislII It1 tire
processes
of reprodllction at the (encer

of ollr ilnalysis.

regime, the overdetermination of the democratic relation with regard to
administratIon and consensus formation, and the reasserrion of the propor
tions of development imposed by authority. The second hypothesis differs
sharply from the first because it demands, as the condition for stabilization,
an active involvement in the restru cturing of working-class and proletarian
composition. The Offi cial Labor Movement, according to this thesis, not only

2.

THE FORMAL CONDITIONS OF THE PROCESS OF

ANTAGONISM IN REPRODUCTION: ON

CAPITA L VOLUME

2

"The process of production disappears in the finished commodity. "24 When
we read this and many other similar Marxian detl l11 t ions, the search for the

has to secure a necessary role in the network of relations that makes up the

formal conditions of antagol11sm in reproduction appears difficult. M arx's

new material constitution, i t also needs to overturn the latter i n the process

position is not secondary: hiS critique of Smith (and Ricardo, who in this

of innovation attributed to the social brain of production. Stabilization is

regard reproduces Smith's doctrine almost to the letter) represents a ground

only conceivable i n the framework of the overall innovation of class rela

ing moment for the development of and insistence on the conceptualization

tions. The current historical phase must register this leap torward. This alone

of the one-sidedness or univocity funivocitafS or the (upiltltist proccss o(procillctiotl

can be the toundation tor an effective stabilizatIOn. Both these positions are

and reproduction:

illusory, at the level of mere political science. The first hypotheSlS fails to take
into account all the elements of analysis and is reduced to a cynical celebra

(and this is the high POlIlt ofSmirh's stupId blunder:) Ati:�r he has begun by

tion of the autonomy of the political; the second one falls into absolute

correctly detlning the value components of the conunodity and the total

formalism. In other words, the tirst hypothesis reduces class forms of behavior

value product embodied in them, and then by showlIlg how these compo

to a pure and simple wage pressure, while the second acknowledges the val

nents form

orizing and innovative forms of class behavior, but only in order to draw

has denved revenues from value, he proceed in the reverst' dlrection-dnd

them back into the fetish of capital's ability to progress.
Thus these rwo positions engage in reciprocal polemics on partial issues:
the party and Ul11 o n, exaggerate a partial point of view and turn it into

an

equal number of different sources of revenue; thus after he

this remains the predominant idea in his work-dnd ll1akes these revenues.
instead of Just "component parts," llltO "ongmal sources of ,Ill exchange
able value." thereby throwing the doors wide open

"politicist" or " economicist" guidelines, so to speak, to use their abused

to

vulgar econollllcs.2"

language! In fact, one thesis breaks apart the aggressive unity between the

The ambiguity of Marx's method on this Issue should be stressed. Marx's

new level of the workers' Ot1enslVe and its capacity for self-valorization, while

Interest in a description of the umlaterally constrictive eHeers of the pro

the other degrades Jt and reduces it to a subordinate political role and a

ductive process-which must dominate the whole CIrC U I t of the social

formally lllllovative function. In both cases, the unity of antagonism is broken

production of capi tal-does not reach [he level of analytical marunty that

apart into the contradictory nature of its components.

would permit him to grasp the dialectical

At this point, the discussio.·] ought to return conclUSively to the issue of
capital and class struggle withm capital for the overthrow of the capital

(and/or

anta gonistic ) effects

arismg tl:om the entire tl:ame\vork of re p mducrion. The antagonislll ,)f the
passages (of the mode of produ ction

=

sOClal form of the labor process)
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from one phase o f the reproductive process t o the other is hidden b y the

production as well as reproduction (which is increaslllgly equivalent to social

insistence on the unitary nature of the process itself (based on the produc

p roduction) . It pushes capital mto a collision with surplus-value and toward

tion of surplus-value) . The polemic against the "original factors" of Smith's

the antagonistic disarticulation and segmentation of the processes of social

theory destroys the capitalist artimlatlOns of the process of reproduction. Irl

tormation and the ImpositIon of the conlilund of profit. At the current level

ollr opinion, to seek the JJfmal conditions 4 antagonism in reproduction means to

of class struggle. worker organization only emerges when the struggle can

identij}' the determinate artiwlatiofls 4 the process 4surplus-value (of exploitation)

have an impact on [«tory productlOn and trolll there be tr,msterred onto

withi" the w!lOlefrallletvork 4reproduction. Others have spoken. in this respect,

the whole mechanism of reproduction of social capital.

o f the "enchantment o f method and the blockage of research" :27 and rightly

I t IS not Ollt of philological curiosity that we mean to look in Volume 2

so, because the assumption of the univocity of capitalist action between pro

of Capital tor elements that we can lise in the tormal analysis of the repro

duction and reproduction gave rise to an impotence-motivated by

duction ofantagomsl1l. but because there we are sure to find active tendencies

objectivism-to articulate this rclation in terms other than those "exoge

in that direction.

nous" to the mechanism of capita!. As we know, the reading and use of the

At t1rst sight, the tormula that expresses the t1gure of the cIrculation of capital

reproductive schemas of Volume :2 of Capital have frequently led to the dis

in Volume

covery of equilibrium models (mainly mono-causal ones) and, as a
consequence, a gap between the political project and the terrain of the

is composed of L (labor-power as conunodity), and mp (means of produc

critique of political economy: Luxemburg docct! 2" So the formal conditions

tion, primary matter) , Marx contemplates the possibility of artICulating the

of antagonism on the terrain of reproduction would only b e given by tran

formula as M-C ; and/or M'-C ' : . where the apostrophe (') indicates, in the

scending or sidestepping the level of analysis of reproduction! This is not

process of circulation-reprodu ction. the ch:mge-increase of value (surplus

true. We shall see later how Marx's particular optic in Volume :2 of Capital,

labor/surplus-value ), while the index

far from ruling it out, actually accounts for the development of the internal
logic and the recuperation of antagonism that is " endogenous" to the entire
process-when

these

"endogenous"

characteristics are loaded with

classes exclusively within the univocity of the process of capital and fully
appreciating its subjectivity, against any mechanistic view.29 On the other
hand. if the "enchantment of method" were to be accepted as theoretically
lI1soluble, we would be forced to reduce the MarXlan approach to the issue
of reproduction to a question of circulatlOn: this would be absolutely ille
gitimate--even though it is common, especially WIthin I talian workerism.3u
These reductive conditions of research and political debate are destroyed by
practice. In fact, the constant upheaval of the terms of class struggle from
within the workers' struggle and capitalist restructuring demonstrates exactly
the opposite: the terrain of reprodllction is dominated by the antagonistic categories

of prodllltioll and the process afprodll[(io/1 does /lot disappear in the commodity but

use value. 1 1

M '--C' (equal to L + mp), he rules out the pOSSIbility that an increment

C

1I1

as a whole can be indicdted by a possible increase of its components. L '

and/ or I1lp ' ( i t would be wrong t o d o so. "as w e know that t h e growth of
capital lIlvolves

!

a

change in

its

value composition, in the course of which

the va ue of fliP cOl1Stdntly grows. while that of L dh:vays declines relatively,

and otten even absolutely" ;2) . He says nothing abour a possible L I �I.2'
Marx ,s sIlence IS not suttlcient to close this questIon. The
unilateral

assumptIO n of these passages of reproduct ion, presented .1S so
strictly domi
nated by capital and so implaubl y linked to the organic compositi
on of
capital, IS lIkely to devalue any histoncal or dialectiCl1 ,1rtIculatio
n of the
rocess.
I n these pages. q Marx seems to be aware of the problem and
in

�

tact he chases ,ltter several dialectical definition s of the M-C relation,
always
111 order to define it 1Il relatIOn to (Otal lapltal.
to the stages of capital and
espenally to the role of L 111 relation to total capit..!!. However,
the tr,lme

re-emerges in all of its elements (as Identified by Marx rather than Smith)

work changes subscllltlally late-[ on
concept of lotal capilal directly

The working class, through its struggles, motivates capital to restructure

1I1

does not answer. He replies negatively on the q uantitative aspect: given

in the reproduction of capital and workers' struggles. And this is all the more

o/JI'iotlS the deeper we probe the social (ompositlOll of capit'll and the working class.

refers to a change

,1 COI/I
p0/10/l III C''--cafl be illdepflldmtly dltlTacterizcd by imlOvatiolls oj" usc mlllc. Marx

action.
Instead of analyzing Smith's theory, Neo-Ricardianism or the repetition

1-"

H owever. when taced with t h e inlillediate question o f whether L-as

workers ' subjectivity and the immediately antagonistic valence of workers'

of "original factors." it is a matter of grasping the struggle between two

2 se-ems to confirm the impression of rigidity of Marx's schema

and its cogent uniyocity. I n the analysis o f the M-C-M' formula, where C

as

111

the analysis, when Marx treats the

the mm of the indiVIdual cvcles of indi
'
Vidual capitals. and the conce-pt of social capital as resultll1 g trom
(and
presuppme d by) the social character of capitalist production . Here,
unlike
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the formula M-C which is typical of the first mercantilist variant o f capital
in the formula P-P' that presents us with the "naturalness of superficial
rationalism" of classical economics,35 the formula C-C' shows that "the
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therefore the worker's consumption also appears as the reproduction not of mpitaJ
directly, b'H o( the relations l/tIder which alollc it is capital . . . in so far as capital is
a relation, and, specifically, a relation to living labour power, [to that extent]

transformation is not the result of a merely formal change of position belong

the worker's consumption reproduces this relation.

ing to the circulation process, but rather the real transformation which the

tion slightly modified)

(Grundrisse

676, transla

use form and the value of the commodity components of the productive
capital have undergone in the production process."36 This means that, in
relation to " total capital and its value-product,"

It presupposes the inherence to social capital, that is, not only the possi
bility of a relative independence of working-class consumption, needs, and
use values trom capItalist development, but also the form of an (antagonis

The transtormation of one portion of the product's value back into capital,
the entry of another part into the mdividual consumption of the capitalist

tic) dialectic on this overall terrain.
Going back to the question of apexes and indexes, in relation to the func

and working classes, torms a movement within the value of the product in

tioning of social capital we can now conclude that, for Marx, the material

which the total capital has resulted; and this movement is not only a replace

independence of movement (in its genesis as well as in its development) of

ment of values, but a replacement of materials, and is therefore conditioned

the L component (and thus also of L J , Le, L3, etc.) is admissible and actually
increasingly fundamental (this determines the change in the " form of expo

not just by the mutual relations of the value components of the social product
but equally by their use-values, their material shape Y

sition" ) . The schema of social capital, i.e. the new mode of exposition, allows
to r the consideration of the

Here, the character of reproduction finally becomes wholly materialist and

working class outside of capital,

hence of antago

nism in the process of reproduction.

dialectical.
But this is only a foundation: we must extend the dialectical character
and the material conditions to the point of determining

sition-one

a new mode of expo

that, we insist, does not simply attest to the analytics of the

critique of political economy, but that, by destroying any " methodological
enchantment," identifies the

terrain of class struggle.

In fact, Marx first of all

In Volume 2 of Capital we find an instance where Marx, from a materialist
viewpoint and thus at the level of the conmlOdity, thoroughly investigates
the inherence of the process of reproduction in that of circulation. The
latter

is in fact only the phenomenal side, the "appearance" of a real reproductiv
e
process that is realized in its image. This is the case of the transport industry.

emphasizes that in this schema C has a double character: first it presents itself
as C (L + mp) within the cycle of productive capital, then it reappears as

The "circulating" of commodities, i.e. their actual course in space, can be

c-m-c, which means the cycle of revenue (i.e. also as c-l and C-SV) .38 This

resolved mto the transport of conmlOditIes. The transport industry torrns on

Grundrisse (673-78) that, as we will shortly

the one hand an mdependent branch of production, and hence a particular

see, is of great importance. Second, and this is important because here the

sphere tor the mvestment of productive capital. On the other hand it is dis

is the small-scale circulation of the

double character of the elements tends to become fully dialectical, Marx also

tinguished by its appearance

emphasizes that the schema of total capital contained in the formula "C-C'
'
. . . presupposes C ( = L + mp) as other commodities in the hands of others" :39

within the

as

the continuation of a production process

CIrculatIon process and jor the circulation process.' J

thus, insofar as L is extraneous to P while being drawn into and changed by

Within the tramework of our analysis, why is this case relevant? Because,

it, the movement of separation and/or inclusion of L in P presupposes the

having shown how the conditions tor the antagonistic independence of the

total-social cycle of capital, rather than resulting from it.4D But it presupposes

tonns of behavior of the proletarian subject are given in the process of repro

it as a possibility for antagonism:

duction (subsuming circulation) , we can now begin to see (also

o�;ectively)

that moments of reprodu c tI on extend into the sphere of circulation. As a
In this circulation, capital constantly expels itself

as

objectified labour, in

order to assimilate living labour power, its life's breath. Now,

as

regards the

worker's consumption, this reproduces one thing-namely himself,
labour power.

as

consequence, the conditions for social antagonism are affirmed
the basis of the needs of workers' subjectivity

m

/lot only on
but also

social reproduction,

living

on the basis of the objective weight of the capitalist mystification of circu

&cause this, his reproduction, is itself a condition for capital,

lation. Far from being mevl tably resolved in the commodity, the process of
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production results i n the social organization o f a new extraction o f surplus
value. One term falls out of the tormula M-C . . . P . . . C'-M ' , the passages
are commanded in reproduction without mediation, be it circulation , the
.f.1UX frais of circulation or the reduction of surplus-value, that shatters the
process of social reproduction. From the above formula the transport industry
extracts the tollowing one: M-C . . . P_M' .42 Production and use value are
joined together: use value (the spatial transtormation of the commodity and
its social mediation) is an immediately productive fact.") In the face of this
shortening of the formula, the direct and immediate intensification of antag
onism in reproduction emerges at the social level.
The example o.fthc tral/sport indllstry is not important in its singularity; rather,
it reveals a tClldetlcy and its realization. The capitalist tendency with respect to
reproduction is to abolish all the fal4x frais imposed by circulation, insofar as
the latter is not directly organized in terms of capitalist production.44 The
formal-and costly-metamorphoses of circulation must endure the real
and valorizing--m etamorphoses of the producnve process. The increasing
complexity of the capitalist mode of production relentlessly follows this
tendency: rerfiarizaliol/ al/d llulIlI/Jatiol/ of production are the determinate
figures of the verification of this tendency."" In this way, the formal condi
tions of antagonism on the whole terrain of social reproduction begin to be
realized too.
Marx is not reluctant to speculate on this reality of the tendency: he
provides

a

full interpretation of the formub tor the circuit of productive

OF

T H E MAT E R I A L CONSTITUTION
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innovative rationalization of capital. But this is the very terrain of antago
nism itself! No renovation of the capitalist structure fails to follow the
tendency toward totality-no renovation fails immediately to entail the inno
vation of class relations. 'D,e //lore capital productively imll,vates

011

the terraill of

circulation, the more it draws illto the Imity 0.( its p rocess the mmple/llftltary finee of
workers' antagonism.
The further we venture into a reading of Volume 2 of Capital, the better
we understand that there is nothing more mistaken than seeing the schema
of capital in circulation

as

univocal and rigid. The "enchantment of the

Marxian method" is a l iterary mystIfication because, as we showed i n the last
section, this is a terrain on which all enchantments break down and class
antagonism emerges in it,> immediacy, beyond the tensions in Marx that point
toward the dialecticaJ unification of the process and even from the stand
point of an analysis of conunodities (transport) . This is the terrain l?f "social
capital. " Here everything is overturned and the method of exposition changes
because the analysis has tollowed the tendency until i t explicitly revealed its
power-power [potenza] that is the qualitative leap, theoretically implied and
historically effective.
We have already seen that Marx insists on the fac t that, at a certain stage
of development, the relation of circulation and labor-power to production
presupposts social capital, in inclusion and/or separation, in subsumption
and/or antagonismY This will help us understand Marx's next strong
emphasis:

capital.
Whilst in the first form. A I . '

,\of , the production process. the function of

P. interrupts the circulation of money capital and appears only as a mediator
between its two phases M-C and C'-M ' . here the entire circulation process
o f in du strial cap i tal . its whole movement within the circulation phase. merely

The way ill which the various components of the total ;ocl,d mpifa/, of which
the individual capitals are ollly independently functioning c o mpone nts , alter
nately replace ont: Jnother i n the CIrculation process-both with respect to
capital a.nd to surplus value--is thus not the result of the si mpl e i n tertwilllng

of the metamorphoses that occurs in commodity cir,-ulation, Jnd which the

forms an interruption. and hence a mediation. between the p ro duc tive capital

acts of capital circulation have in common with all other processc.:s of com

that opens the circuit as the first extreme :lI1d c loses it in the

moclity circulation . but ra the r rcqllirfS

the las t

"xtn:Illt'.

same

torm

as

i.c'. in th e form of its new beginning. Circulation proper

appears only as the mediator of the reproduction t h l
o t is periodically repeated

,I

differelll lIIode '?f illl'<'SI�I!,lfi,,,,.4H

All enchantments arc destroyed on this terram hecause it otTers the greatest

and made continuous throui"h this repetltion. Ii,

power [polellza] of capitalist mediation and workers' antagonism, so it is n\Jw

In t hi s respect, the tormal conditions of antagonism ill reproduction stand

in reproduction.

out in high relief just

<)$

we had

circulation" and its antagonism

come
111

across the continuiry of "small-scale

the interruption of M-M ' , here-reih

torced by the productive tension of the capitalist tendency co overwhelm
circulation

(as. tlJf

instance, in the transport indusrry)-we find the interrup

tinn of circulation reduced to a minimum and continually captured by the

necessary for our analysis to dwell on the formal conditions of antagonism
U ndoubtedly some of the most important Marxian categories, when used
at this level of inquiry, radically change. The "different mode of investiga
tion" comes into being: the analysis has hitherto pursued and punished,
through demystification, the standpoint of the petty bourgeoisie tor whom
" commerce is value-producing"; now, i t is time to Jttack the essence from
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which they and their mystifications emanate: social capital. 49 TIle categon·es

must change.
First, productive labor. Marx minutely demystifies all the labor forms that
the petty bourgeoisie and their consciousness-vulgar economics--consider
to be productive and that in reality constItute merefouxfrais in capitalist pro
duction. ><, This demystification is upset-in the mode of exposition-by the
awareness that capitalist development tends toward the unification of labor,
and thus toward the annihilation of all the faux_frais of the integration of pro
duction and circulation, in the subsumption of the latter within the former

( Grundrisse 585-90) .
Yet this is not enough. In order to get to the bottom of this tendency
toward subsumption from the standpoint of social capital, we need to under
stand how latent capital operates in circulation. This is a potential productive

capital:51 its effects operate entirely in the direction of subsumption, and "pro
duction time " (and reproductioll time) is illcreasingly modeled on (and reduced to) the
"working period. " The life of capital is dominated by a tendency toward the
effective reduction-and elimll1ation--of thefauxjrais of production and the
transformation of every type of labor into productive labor. 52 This means
that, as a historically verifiable tendency, the action of potential productive
capital that is latent in the structure of circulation presses for the reduction
and control of production time, through the centralization of capital and the
increasing tertiarization of the productive processes (in this case labor
processes) .53 Therefore, the category of "social capital" passes from latency
into eflectiveness as the operative premise of a mode of social production.
The result of our digreSSion is, incidentally, that the pro duction of the means
of conmlUnication, of the physical conditions of circulation, is put into the
category o f the production of tixed capital, and hence does not constitute a
special case. Meanwhile, and incidentally, there opened up for us the prospect

. . . 0( a specilic reiLltiOfI of cLlpital ttl the ("mllllmal, getlera! cotlditiotl_, 0( social
productiotl, as distinct from the condItions of a particular (upital and its partit
IIlar prodllaiotl process. (Grlm.!risst'

5_13;

see

also

524-33)

Yet this is still not enough. TIllS capitalist tendency is always effective in the
full complexity of the class relations it registt'rs. In tact, " there is no valoriza
tion of the productive capital, as long as this finds itself in that part of its
production time that

IS

in excess of the working time, no matter how insep

arable these pauses may be from the accomplishment of the valorization
process"; hence, "the tendency of capitalist production is therefore to shorten
possible the excess of the production time over working time. "54
Theretore, " the more that the circulation metamorphoses of capItal are only

as

much

as
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ideal, I.e. the more the circulation time comes to zero, the more the capital
functions, and the greater is its productivity and self-valorization."5s But what
does this mean? It means that capital is Jorced, by the dimensions or its centraliza
tion and tertiarization oj'labor, increasingly (0 mystify this unification an d to "see only
Its appearance" 56

111

circulation, exalting it against the reality of unification.

Why? Because "the intervention of industrial capital [in circulation) every
where promotes this transformation [of capitalist production] , and with it too
the transformation of all inmlediate producers into wage-Iaborers."57 Again,
this is precisely what capital needs to conceal, because the process of realiza
tion of this tendency means class antagonism over the entire terrain ofsociety.58

The dijJi:rmt mode of exposition is thus the rcvelation that social capital is a relation
ofantagonism at the social lroe!. S9 The development of the productive forces does
not, at this stage, "condition" production as a limit or obstacle, but is itself
the "condition of production": antagonism conceals the concept of social
capital by forcing it into a negation that is necessarily determined by the very
development of capItal (a development that is necessary in the name of
surplus-value) toward social condItions of existence (Gnmdrisse

537--43, 548).

The necessity of this process is not negated by the fact that capital relentlessly
sets counter-tenderuies into motIOn. On the contrary, the more capital discov
ers the means to determine "circulation without CIrculation time" (money,
credit, etc.), the Illore it is forced to "to give circulation time value, the value of

production time, in the various organs which mediate the process of circula
tion hme and of circulation; to posit them all
as capItal" ( Gnmdrisse

as

money, and, more broadly,

659--60; see also 542-44) . To summarize, then:

It is the necessary tendency of capital to strive to equate circulatio n time to

0;

i.e. to suspend itself, since It is capital Itself alone which posits circulation

time

as

a determinant moment ofproductioll time. It is the same as to suspend

the necessity of exchange, of money. and of the division o f labour resting on
them, hence c apital itself. ( Gnmdrisse 629)

These are most certainly "enchantments of method"! Here, precisely on

�

the terrain of circulation, Marx comes to the same conclusi ns he arrived at
in the analysis of the labor process in the " Fragment on Machines" ( Grundrisse

690--7 1 2) .0 ' The higher the level of capitalist integration of production and
reproduction, the stronger the tormal conditions for class antagonism.

TIle terrain o( the reproduction of capital tmds to subsume that of circulatioll. In

place (�r a reallll oj- enchanted equilibria, it is now the opell .field of � truggle between
the two classes, exactly like the terrain ,�fprodudiotl. Workers' analvsis
follows the
'
structural development of this tendency and grasps its process of maturation.
"The inner laws of capital-whIch appear merely as tendencies in the
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preliminary historic stages o f its development-are tor the first time posited
as laws" ( Gnmdrisse 650): the victory of legislation external to capital is not
the victory of the individual freedoms that the capitalist tendency flaunts as
fundamental; on the contrary, the victory entails " the most complete sus
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the mediatIOn of the law of value are superimposed its metamorphoses, its
functioning as law of command."' However, command is a withdrawal of
the political force of capital: the latter can only triumph in the unfettered
development of competition and the full functioning of the law of value.

pension of all individual treedom, and the most complete subjugation of

The fac t that the law of value must transform itself mto c0111Jlland shows

individuality under social conditions which assume the torm of objective

that the capitalist siphoning-off oflabor-power is already taced with a limit

powers, even of overpowering obj ects-of things independent of the rela

an obstacle to the further intensification of exploitatIOn and of devalorization

tions among individuals themselves" ( Gnmdrisse 652). Thus the greater the

as a whole. The opposite pro(cs,� the lJalorizatioll q( the proletarian and working

development, the greater the antagonism and its formal possibility. This is

class against capital and its circuits 4 IJalorizatio/l, is the obstade. Workers' labor

the result of Marx's investigation

111

Volume 2 of Capital; this is the result of

the structural investigation carried out trom the standpoint of the workers.

begins to take shape as liberated labor, as r�tiJsal qf work in the form of cap
italist social subsumption. A rttagotlism is the keystone q( the liberation of labor:

But the possibility for antagonism in reproduction is 1I0t its reality. The

to this end, any means other than the i ntenSification of antagonism is unthink

material constitution of the developed capitalist state organizes its command

able. The liberation of labor starts taking shape when, at a given level of

over and within the reproduction of capital on the presumption that this

capitalist development, the capitalist mediation of productive and reproduc

possibility would not result in an effectIVe insurrection. Therefore, on this

tive relations systematically goes into crisis: mediation, i.e. the capital relation,

intlection point. workers' analysis must assume the opposite standpoint and

cannot put an end to It. But life goes on here: what the working class refuses

tallow th� restructuring of the material constitution-modeled on the medi

to capital is deVeloped as self-valorization, as self-li eration. It enriches its

ation of increasingly contradictory contents of class relations-in order to

b

own composition, i.e. the value of necessary labor, its capacity for struggle,

perceive the effectiveness of a revolutionary rupture. This happens every day

its force of resistance and invention-power. The refusal of work is a rich and

on the terrain of class struggle. I f the constitution of the capitalist state

constructive category. The ma.x imum level of negation is also the ma.x imum

changes materially, this is due to the fac t that the state, taced with this impend

level of synthesis. The process of workers' self-valonzation and the transfor

ing struggle, must nevertheless always take on a corresponding process of the

mation of the workings of the law of value play a crucial role in revealing

constitutioll of the insubordinate proletarian subject.

the qualitative change in the productive forces (the proletariat) with respect

Up to this point, the analysis has led us to a completely obj ective under

to productive relations. As Marx recalls ( Grutldrisse 548, but especially the

standing of the formal possibility of antagonism; thus, it has helped us to

" Fragment on Machines," 690-7 1 2) , workers' labor enters into production,

comprehend the need for a constitutional modification of capital. From now

is pitted against production while taking on irreducibly collective and sci

on, our analysis will be interested in the other aspect: how the subversive

entitlc characteristics: workers' labor, i . e . the refusal of work, is an innovative

subject constitutes itself by constantly reshaping itself in the course of this.

torce against productive relations. I nvention is inextricably linked to the

The tormal possibilities of antagonism in the reproduction--circulation of

capacity to valorize the body of the working class and its reproductive

capital rder us to the efiective consideration of the expression of workers'

processes, as well as to attack and destroy its adversary.

antagonism within and against the reproduction of capital. Let us examine

Today, this antagonistic contradiction lies before us. Every capitalist attempt

",me of the key points in the analysis of the passage from the anatomy of

to put an end to the C[lsis and recompose the tendency of profit into a rising

reproduction to the physiology of workers' struggle.

curve ends up making the profit rate jerk up and down. As capital tries to
understand the contradiction through its o\vn categories of equilibrium, the
boss's economic sCIence bcwmcs jammed. But this is not a sufficient explana

3.

THE PROCESS OF WORKERS' SELF-VALORIZATION:
THE REAL CONDITIONS OF ANTAGONISM

the continu ous attempt
Capitali st develop ment (and/or its crisis) consists in
mediating mechanisms
the
breaks
struggle
s'
Worker
to devalue labor-power.
the process of deval
blocks
it
doing
so
in
and
them,
of develop ment, blocks
and now. Onto
here
the
11l
spIlt
IS
u111ted
be
to
orizatio n: \vhat is suppose d

tion of the compleXity of the framework or of the specitlcity of the processes
of self-valorization. In tact, the existence of a crisis and the sudden blockage
of the capitalist ability to develop are not the peculianties of this situation.
Instead, what characterizes it is the fact that the flery reprodu({iOfl ':f capitalist

command is jL>rccd

co

conform itself to the articulatio/I., of the processes of class self

palon·zatiotl. Capital has no possibility ofsettmg development in motion again,
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or even simply exercising command, other than that dictated by the class

Now, i n a given relation of antagonism, workers' processes of self-valoriza

offensive, the process of self-valorization and the refusal of work. The paradox

tion operate alongside capitalist coercion, both intensively and extensively,

of the crisis of capital consists in its being determined by struggles precisely

so to speak. We have already seen this from the intensive point of view: "an

when these struggles impel capital to endure class self-valorization.

enormous [advance in] awareness" of liberation is born out of alienation

But this is hardly a paradox! It is as paradoxical as the radical and onto

(Cmndrisse 463).62 No less impressive is their historical dimension, whereby

logical positivity of the refusal ofwork. I nstead of the logical rules of paradox,

the workers create needs, free time. and civilization: only insofar as "the

perhaps this is the application of the practices and techniques of the art of

capitalist usurps the free

war. The spaces opened up in the war berween bosses and workers are new
and singular: they are liberated spaces where matenal seized from the enemy
gets rearranged, transformed into new offensive weapons, and accumulated
as a wea).th that destroys the enemy. These spaces open and dose in their

�

recip ocal relation of antagonism: but revolutionary force imposes its own
rules on the enemy, just as the Vietcong guerrillas do on the US Marines.
This is the capital relation t oday.
Let us insist upon another aspect that is crucial tor us. The system of
capital, in its antagonism, acts in dialectical rather than organic terms and
dimensions. It continually proposes antagonism, and this system of contra
dictory relations continually shifts within the capitalist mode of production.

Workers ' self:valorization is Ilot immediately satiifaction /godimentoj: it is rather a
stmggle atld 1I/!fllljllIed tCIIsioll toward satisfaction. " [I ] n production based on
capital, consumption is mediated at all points by exchange, and labour never
has a

direct use value for those who are working" (Cnmdrisse 419).

Indeed, living labour itse l fap pe ars as alien "is - a - vis IiVl ng labour power, whose
labour it is, whose own life's expression

[LebC/lsdllfJmmgl

it is, tor it has been

surrendered to capital in exchange for objectitied labour. for the product of
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time created by the workers for society, i.e. civiliza

tion" is the economist "again correct in this sense, in so far as he posits
capital

=

civilization"

(Grundrisse 634) . In reality, these flitUtions are separate

and capitalist command can only be constmcted on the basis of the forced IInification
and overcoming ofth;s separation. Such is their actual separation that the greater
the complexity of the entire mechanism of capitalist reproduction, the
greater the need to analyze the form of interweaving and simultaneity (rather
than superimposition) of different systems of circulation. In particular, "The
circulation of the part of capital which is posited as wages accompanies the
production process, appears as an economic form-relation alongside it, and
is simultaneous and interwoven with it" (Cmndrisse 674-75, but see also
673-78) . In bourgeois economy, " The simliitaneity of the d!fferent orbits if

capital " is posited in circulation "in specific distinctions and specific unities.
The point is to understand precisely these specific, distinguishing charac
teristics. Nothing is accomplished by the [assertions of] Mr Proudhon or
of the social sentimentalists that they are
We must therefore probe more deeply the

the same" (Cmndrisse 639, 647).
differentia speajica that comes to

be determined in the course of the development of capital's system.

In the

historical period analyzed by Marx, the relation inevitably results in capitalist
command:

labour itself. Labour power rdates to its labour as to an alien, and if capital
were willing to pay it will1o,,! making it labour it would enter the bargain

The production pro cess ,

with pleasure. ( Grulld,iss£" 462)

reproduction of capital also contains the reproduction of the use values in

nism of development is based:

fxtremcJmll 4 u/i/%lIiO/l, wherein

which it is realized--or [he constant renewal and reproduction by human
labour of the use values which enter human consumption and are them

labour appears in the relation of

selves perishable. The change of substance and of form subordinated to

capital and wage labour, and labour. productive activity appears in relation
to its own conditions and its own product.

containing within itself the conditions of its

relations develop ed above, which all arise from differences of circulation. The

But the system operates precisely within the relation on which the antago

the I/Iost

as

renewal, is a reproduction process whose speed is determined by various

IS 1

human need through human labour appears from the viewpoint of capital

necessary point of transition

as its own reproduction. It is

-and therefore a1rt'ady contaim ill itself: in a still only inverted torm, turned

at

bottom the constant reproduction of /abour

itself. (Grnndnssc 741-42)

on its head, the dissolution of all lill/ited p,c.wpp,lSiti<llls of prociucrion.
and moreover

creatt's

and produces the unconditional presuppositIOns of

But this historical closllre can be overcome in the very 10Ricai conditions if the model.

production. and t herewith the tull nutenal conditions t()r the total, Univer

The phenomenology of class struggle in late capitalism is characterized by

sal development of the productive torces of the individual . ( Gflllldnssc 5 1 5)

an

intensification of antagonism and a diffi-action of the circuit� of realization
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of capital and the reproduction of labor-power that are all the lIlore radKal,
the more substantial the subjective strength of the workmg-class.
It is not by chance that Marx's treatment of the explosion of contradic
tions and of the subversive "transition"-m the famous " Fragment on
Machines" in the Crtmdrissc--is placed right at the center of his analysis of
circulation. The reason tor this

IS

that " the development of the social ll1divid
,
ual which appears as the great toundation-stone of productlOn and of wealth .

IS

the explosive element that will " blow this toundation sky-lugh " . i . e . the

capitalist ability to simultaneously bring back to unity and regulate the an tag
Ol1lstic development of the cycles of the working class and capital ( Crtllldrisse
704-{J6) . "The more tim contradiction develops, the more does it become
evident that the growth of the forces of production can no longer be bound
up with the appropriation of alien labour, but that the mass of workers must
themselves appropriate their own surplus labour" ( Crtmdrisse 708).

Rej(mll ists in the flJorkill/<-class lIlovemellt emplwsize the mechanisms o( rcproduc
tion in order to describe aId adopt them as the site 0( I/ledi.uioll o( capitalist
development. This emphasIs grasps the dialectic of the process of workers' val
orization m reproductlon against capitalist conmland only in order to flatten
it onto the dimension of collaboration. However valid they may be, the union
initiatives of the OtliClal Labor Movement are in this respect merely bills of
sale that confirm its betrayal of the expression of the class's objectives and
actions. They are unable and unwilling to grasp the mass character of antag
onism that these processes manifest on the wrram of reproductlOn. This
necessarily leads to an organicist conception of the development of the
dialectiC of class, an open and continuous conception that systematically takes
the path of mystification and Ideological containment and thus often leads
to the harshest repression.
As tdr

,1 S

the second aspect is concerned, we need only mention the recent

analyses of the notion of the "other" workers ' mOl'mlfllt.'" The striking element
that emerges out of these analyses is the power (potenza] that capital and its
union and party functionaries have been torced to use against the workers'
offe nsive in dltterent eras of class struggle. Repression. the organization of a
ferocious system of containment and systematic terrOrIsm are complemen
tarv to the organized liberation of the processes of workers' self-valonzdtlOn.
When confronted with the quality of class subjectivity, capital lmes the
opportunity to use the neutral and quantitative weapons of COl1tdlIlmellt
(democr dCy and wages) : given the situation. the action of containment lllust
d

blockage or an overturning of

the valorizing quality of workers' behavior.

'l 71e organizatiollal (olll'enri,m of

become repressive, must impose a rupture .

the Il'orkcrs ' I/lOI'ClllfliI C<lIlIIOt withst<llld the qlltllitllrivf immediacy of workers ' Hccds
lI'hell (hesi' /I(!Cds are o�!(llllizcd illto all ojl{'lIsi!'e .feJrce .""
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The situation changes only slightly when relations of torce prevent
direct
repression ; then, contamm ent operatIOn s by means of ideology
become nec
essary and prominen t. The antagonis tic content of the emergenc
e ofprocesses
of valorizati on must by all means be denied--so let us turn it
into an organic

and gradualist hypothes is of the transtorm ation of reality
instead, so that the
question of the revolutio n is opposed to that of trallsitioll!
This is a bloodless
debate. unworthy both of the revolutio nary tradItion
that has develope d
around the issue of transition , and more importan tly o
f the Marxian treat
ment of this question .05 But it is a dangerous debate
too, because, like all

other Proudho nian ideologie s in the workers' moveme
nt, it works by
systematically flattening antagonisms and by furnishin
g a framework that
homogenizes the question of workers' needs and behavior
s into organic
continuity.

Let us now return to the issue of repressioll ill nformism.
Paradoxically, this
question can highlight the processes of workers' self-valo
rization that would
otherwise be subjected to and mystified by the mechanis
ms of state admin
istration. At a given level of capitalist developm ent, the
large mechanis ms of

class self-valor ization develop and perceive their own ongoing
self-develop
ment when the level of antagonism is at its highest.
The mechallisms of
valorizatiol1 <lrc emigmtioll, the struggle for a social wtl,i;e and
}in the alltollomy
social reproduction, and the s(rn�l;le ill all total illstitlltions,jlrsl 4
all ill the prisons.''''

if

The struggles against administration, instead of abolishin
g it, highlight the
tact that the processes o f self-valor ization occur within
the mechanis ms of

administration. As we shall see, they always enhance its
contradiC tions and
make it more difficult tor administrative and political leadershi
p to reach a
unified conclusi o n . ',7 The index of repressio n, instead
of abolishin g it,
enhances the effectiveness of the processes of self-valor ization,
i . e. of the
reproductlon of class antagonism in the reproduc tion of capital.

This results in the capitalist urge to readjust totally the entire
set of rela
tions, propOrtio ns, and functions of command . TIle trtlll�torma
tiotl oflhe material
constitutioll, i.e. C!fthe regime, is the capitalist rm:l!llition (lf the developme
llt ,md his
torical solidijlcatioll of nell' alltagonistic reialiolls ill the system
oj' reproductioll.

Perhaps, at this point, it would be approprIa te to introduce
a concept that is
rather common in current revisionis t journalism: the concept
of hegemollY.
We could add that the operation s of the regime of power
are the repressive
correlatives to the level of hegemony achieved by the movemen
t. But why

use such a term today, when the concept of hegemon y,
like that of transi
tion, is thoroughly tied to a gradualis t and organic conceptio
n of the
developme nt of class strugglel
In a letter dated 28 Decembe r 1 862, Marx writes to Kugelma
nn about
his current work on " capital in general" : " What E nglishme
n call 'THE
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i n tills volume.

It is the q u i Jltess ence (together with the tirst part), and the development of
the s equel (w i th the exception, perhaps, of the relationship between the
various forms of state and the vanous eco nomic structures of society) could
easily be pursued by others on the basis thus provided."68 These assertions
need further analYSE,. Most of the available m t erp re tatio ns conclude that the
mech anism s of reproduction untold in eq uilibri um (Bernstem) and that they

can only be destabilized exogenously (Luxemburg) . On the contrary, lt seems
to me that in this letter to Kugelmann we tInd strong and explicit eVIdence
of the dialectical, lIlnovative, and antago nisti c character of reproductIve rela
tions as such, in the "differential" relation Marx establishes between
reproduction and the state and between ditlerent economic structures and
institutional forms, with respect to the linear development of the exposition
of the theory of value. In fael, the anhlgonism of developmentjinds
expressioll

011

its pre-eminent

the historical t<'mlin or the relation between cco/wmie and itlStitutiorzal

!'mllS. H ere , on
-

the plane of the historicity of the passages of reproduction,

any inertia and entropy of the schemas of transtormatio n IS negated. Capitalist
reproduction is antagonistic reproduction , the state-torm develops by fits and
starts, by renewlIlg its ability to comprehend and mystifY the novelty of class
relations. h'J ThIS becomes clearer, if not more explicit, in the chapter on repro
duction in Vo l um e 2 of CapitaPU This chapter is tamous because It
supposedly presents the schemas of equilibrium.o1 I t is true that in tills chapter
M arx rationalizes the eqUlhbriul1l of the vanous sectors of reproduction, but

what does equilibrium consist of? It is the formdl possibility of equilibrium
in ci rc u la tion.
It is nothing morc than the translatIOn of Q u cs n ay 72 and, contrary to any
hy p os tasi s , the latter conceals and mystifies the lack of class equ ilibn um that
is supposed to be dominated in the equilibnum of circulatIOn. The mystifi
cation docs not even work. In tact, the mere tormal possibility of equilibrium
in circulation determines a new element of crisis. The reproduction of capital
e n ta ils

a capitalist tendency to affirm so cial ca pi tal : the equilibrium must be

sOClalized in order to become real both historically and as a tendency. But

the socialization of c ap i tali s t equilibrium IS also the socialization of class
antagoIllsm, with a surplus of contradiction. At tills point the commodifica

tion o f capitalist produc tion turns against capital, the univocity of the
ten den c y is revealed as the production of antago n ism and antagonism is
revealed III its non-mystified and natural form.

The product of an indl\?Jdual capital, i.t'. each indt'pendendy tunctlOrung
!faction of the social capital endowed wlth lts own life, may have any natural
form whatsoever. The only condition is th at It really should have a use form
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. capable of circulation. It is completely munaterial and accidental whether
or not it can go back . . . mto the same production process . . . It IS different
with the product of total social capital. All mate rial elements of the repro
ductIOn must be parts of this product in their natural ti::>rm .73

This means that the concept and the tendency toward domination of social
capital fasten their claws on the use value and exchange value of commodi
ties, small- and large-scale circulation, the reproduction of labor-power and
the reproduction of capital. At this point, the history of class struggle and
the mechanisms of workers' self.... valorization in circulation lie entirely within
capital and its reproduction-and they do so in the form of antagonism. The
schemas of reproduction-Jor the tendetlcy they comprehend and the new mode of
exposition they require---are schemas of the reproduction ofantagonism. The power
(potenza] of capitalist mediation is forced to operate on the totality of circu ....
lation. The foux lrais have disappeared. In the totality, capitalist mediation is
complementary to workers' valorization. Average capital and the working
class determine this valorization: at this level, capitalist mediation can be
nothing but command and the theft of the quality of workers' valorization
and its overturnmg against the working class into the antagonistic form that
defines the entire process.
Therefore, at the level of the formation of social capital as we know it,
the entire framework is dominated by the emergence of capital's capacity for
command and the parallel emergence of the workers' strength that consol ....
idates its autonomous valorization through a continuous and tormidable
penetration of the adversary, both qualitatively and quantitatIvely. All stages

of cl ass struggle and of the transformation of the state-form are now dom
inated by tills kind of relation. The formal possibility for antagonism in
reproduction no longer exists. In Its place, we find the real reproduction , i n
every passage, of the totality of the most radical antagonism.

We have nevertheless discovered that at the current level of capitalist devel....
opment (and crisis) , restructuring does not require the implementation of
unfettered capitalist dom1l1ation, and that in fact each restructuring and mod
itlcation of reproduction intensitles and expands the mechanisms o f
antagonism. Nonetheless, this is not enough. We have understood that Marx's
analysis, tar from enchantIng itselfin the dichotomy between a univocal cap
italist development and d marginal insurgency of the worker subject, actually
provides the rooh for a truly dialectical and unified investigation; but this is
still no t enough. Our research is m danger of bemg blocked again, exactly
as the p ro cesses of workers' self.. valonzation risk an impas.,e at the level of
their etlectiveness, unless we introduce a slj�ie[{lve �'ariatl t that call allow us to
perform an il1!'frsion ill praaiCf o{ theforllla! and rea! {(l/lditions o{ antagonism .
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Capital, for its part, already does i t . As the processes of reproduction
become the site and channel for the proliferation of class antagonIsm, they
must be brought back ever more strictly into the mechanisms of administra

tiOll . The state is the party, the party dictatorship of capital . Administration

at the level of instItutions, and to consider the current class relation as

a
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clash

of two subjectivitIes in the phase of real collective capitalist domination,
i . e. the capitalists' state. This analysis calls tor a party hypothesis.

is the exercise of will of the bosses' state. From the standpoint of capital, sub
jectivity is narrowly grafted onto the question of development and thus into
,
the structure of capital. Command is not a fungal growth, but rather a graft,
a transplant that has passed the stage of rejection. The continuity of the objec
tive and subjective elements i n capital is such that only a SpmoZian would
be capable of providing an adequate reading of the process of capitaL As the
process of subsumption of labor under capital comes to its full realizanon,
i n its real form and its social dinlension, the state adrrumstranon becomes
directly and subjectively capitalist. As Engels wrote, " the more productive
forces [the state] takes over as its property, the more it becomes the real col
lective body of all the capitalists, the more citizens it exploits." This process
unfolds in the face of the workers' offensive with the ain1 of pushing the
capitalist relation to its highest point in the state-torm.74 Now we must
analyze this will to continuity of administration with regard to capItalist

�

development and its mechanisms of reproduction against class ant gomsm.
Parallel to this, we need to return in our analysis to the workers pomt of
view. TIle passagefrom II structural analysis to (1 political analysis of administration,
from
an illvest(r;ation offunctions to a d<;flllition of antagonism, is only po=slble if the
'
workers' standpoint is subjectively present. From the workers' point ot vlew, the
growth of subjectivity (in the body of the great movements of self-valOrIza
tion) constitutes a direct mechanism, an mverSlOn of practIce that IS

�

subjectively necessary. When, due to the strength of the capitalist or evI
sionist obstacle, this passage tails to take place, there IS always a venhable
laceration on the body of the class. Since Lenin's time, the working class has
engaged in
power

,I

permanent revolution and learned the art of overcoming the

[potenzaJ of these blockages and lacerations, of, subjectIvely overturn

�

ing the practice imposed by means of constant polincal guerrilla w rfare.
Theretore, even though the party viewpoint is lacking on the workers SIde,
the infinite demand, tor the subjective inversion of existing practice can still
help us tace the question of the offensive against state admmistration. This
will surely happen out of necessity and from a position that IS dispropornon.
ate in relation to capital's capacity tor management. At the present stage ot
revolutionary development, in the absence of a party and of the theoretIcal
unity of the class standpoint, the proletariat establishes its massitled power
.
only through a series of approximations. But this does not prevent It from
being able to attack the question of administration as if it were a party. Havmg
said this, we can now move OIl to an analysis of antagonism

111

reproducnon

4.

TOWARD A CRITIQUE OF THE ANTAGONISMS
I N ADMINISTRATION

The irreducibility of the develop ment of antagon
isms to the level of social
capital, in the process of social reprod uction
, is fully evident when we
examine institutions. A phenom enology of
public administration shows to
anyone with eyes-and many have them by
now-how badly riddled with
logical aporiae and practical contradictions
it is. The asyrrulletries and mal
functio ns of administrative processes result
in all kinds of blockages and
jams,75 and this happens under the best of
circumstances! In faa, administra

tion is /lot supel}kially in crisis: the crisis involves abolif ull
the criteria and jorms of
its legitima tion. The old Constitution was tounded on
the hypothesis of reg

ulating civil society and its conflic ts. As
the Consti tution confronts the
intrusiveness of social capital and the Vlrtual
wither ing of civil society (in
the real subsum ption of social labor under
capital ) , its obsole scence is the
qualitative outcom e of an accum ulation of
contradictions that compl etely
unsettl es the terrain of constit utiona l expect
ations. The critiqu e of political
economy and the complexity of its analyti
cal power [potcnzu] tlnd a new
tleld of application in administration becaus
e the latter is itself a terrain of
class antagonism 7"
Havin g said this, as a result of our preVlous
investigatIon, we have to take
our analysis hlrmer. This is to say, given that
administration-and with it the
old Constitution-presents a mrtace full of
malfun ctions and asymmetries,
the analysis ought to move on to the deeper
contradictions that underlie
these superficial aspects. At the level of social
capital , the Consti tution and
administration are traversed by a tillldamental
antagonistic contradiction : the
contradiction betwee n orgamzation and comm
and, betwee n labor process
and valorization process. Thus, the persist
ence of capitalist dictatorship, its
intensification and extension into and throug
h administration , do not conceal
the antagonism of these contradictory tension
s. I n this situation, tor the first
time, "no longer can the econom ist afford
to confin e his attention to the
quantitative relations arising from conmlOdlty
produc non; he must also direct
his attention to the character of the SOCIal relation
s which underlie the com
modity torm. "77 In other words , with regard
to administration in (of) social
capital, the latter is forced to contin uously
subsume the antagonistic process
of workers' self-valorization and the quality
(and not only the quantity) of
struggles. The overall relation which leaps beyond
the terrain of reproduction
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disturbs the surface as well as the core o f administration. From tlus point of
view, the old Constitution is a mere mystification

of the dictatorship exercised on the

now-uncontainable processes of workers ' se!rvalorization.

If tlus is the old, lifeless, and dying Constitution, what is the new one?
First of all, it is an act of political will that consists in the explicit subsump
tion of civil society witlun the torm of the organization of production. "We
saw . . . that the exchange ofconmlOdities implies contradictory and mutually
exclusive conditions. The further development of the commodity does not
abolish these contradictions, but rather provides the torm within wluch they
have room to move. This is, in general, the way in wluch real contradictions
are resolved."78 But tlus new form is powerful: as powerful as the impact of
workers' self-valorization, resistance to exploitation, and the ability to block
it and produce alternatives. This new form, insotar as it must contain the
enemy to defeat and subsume, has both attractive and contorted character
istics: ultimately it is a sodal productive form itself. Any "autonomy of the
political" disappears the moment the political and the social, the state and
the economy are superimposed and become interchangeable terms. Yet
superimposition and mirroring are not enough. These processes are realized
on an unremitting and irreducible basis. Only crisis can arise out of these
relations of force.7" How is the crisis mirrored in the state-form that-as
social capital-was forced ro swallow up civil society? To put it in Marx's
words, this happens in a "Shylock-like" way. �o In this situation, capital can
only produce--in the state-farm-the dissolution of the form of equality.

The state fowlded on rhe crisis of the law of valuc assumes the rule of inequality as

the explicit [Ontellt of its politic,ll will . �I Finally, the development of class struggle
and the material relations of production impose a complete overturning

"from the standpoint . . . of j uridical illusion" : " the law [is] the product of
the material relations of production", or rather the law is---on tlus terrain
the production of inequalitylN2 Finally, not "all Catholics can be popes" and
" the form of direct and universal exchangeability" appears to be "an antag
onistic form . . . inseparable from its opposite, the torm of non-direct
exchangeability"!H3 Ll1:ge-smle industry, having reached d certain level of social
expansion, destroys " the appearance of a contract between free persons,"
exchangeability and equality," and imposes its oWll jLmll

011

rhe state.

Administration is the !'olitiCilI Il'ill 10 continue this rran�fomzation ami rhe new
material [Onstitlltioll is its ic}?itimalioll . But the sequence is neither simple nor
linear: the destruction of the appearance of equality

m

exchange is inm1e

diately dialectical and all the more antagol1lstic the more fully the processes
of workers' self.. valorization are developed. When " private production
unchecked by private ownership" gets the upper hand, when all capital rela
tions are based on the objective necessity tor development-and on notlung
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e1se85-in other words, when social capital is immediately the legislator,
administration becomes the unmediated fabric of antagonism. Well, tlus new
and advancing Constitution is the crucible of the worst contradictions. Let
us look into them.
If capitalist leadership is thus twotold i n content, owing to the twofold
nature of the process of production which has to be directed-on the one
hand a social labour process tor the creati on of a product, and on the other
hand capital's process of valOrIzation-in for m it is purely despotic. As coop
eration extends its scale, this despotism develops the torms that are peculiar
to it.86

TIle critique of the political economy of administratioll must,
in my opinion , reveal:
(a) the despotic rwrm of administration; (b) the twifold nature
if its contents; (c) the
rigidity ofdass in administration; (d) the rulesgoveming the increasin
g rigidity and/or
discontinuity of admillistration; (e) the totalizing form C?f the
admillistrative process
and (f) the density C?l antagonism.
Points a, c, and e refer to the despotic form of
capitalist leadership, which

tends to becom e stronger as the scale of cooper
ation increases, and is thus
particu larly strong at the level o f social capital
("private produc tion
unchecked by private ownership" ) . Points b, d,
and f underline the twofold
nature of the workings of administration and
the deepen ing of the contra
diction s in antagonism as the scale of cooper ation
gradually increases, more
fully subjectivizing them on the fronts of struggle
that social capital's relation
intends to mediate. Our analysis cannot be
exhaustive but will develop
around these points and consider them two at
a time, given the import ance
of the dialectical links that connec t them in pairs.
The passage cited from Marx provides us with
the first form of dialecti
cal relation : the twofold nature of the content s
and the unity of the despotic
torm of capitalist leadership. In social capital, capitalis

t leadership is entirely trans
formed into admil1istration;87 in other words, due to
the relative (and/o r

tendentially absolut e) witheri ng of "civil society,
" the "produ ctive social
force of labor" appears as the "social produc
tive force of capital, as its
imman ent produc tive torce" at the level of the
organization of society as a
whole. Under these circumstances, the despoti c
nature of administration and
of the processes of social production is given.
The torm of administration,
whatever Its prior connot ations, is at tlus point
" transformed by the inter
vention of capital and the capitalist mode of produc
tion."88 Any old political,
social or traditional residue either disappears
or, when it remains, is gradu
ally transfigured and rendered functio nal.
89 Admin istratio n becom es
necessary and comes to supplant the " heroic
capitalists," the "heroe s of
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accumulation," their "competItive cunning," and "fratricidal struggle."9()

capitalist command over the ordering of the whole. When the constitutional

Administrative labor becomes productive. It follows from trus that the material

system is slow to adapt itself to this rigidity of the administrative frame

constitution, the basis of power relations, is modified within a relation that

work, the latter takes over. A series of centripetal motions starts to proliferate.

is articulated with transformations in administration. This is in regard to the

What is represented here is the life of what is dead, which is no less real,
nor is its logic less pressing. "The greater this antagonism, the greater the

despotic form of the process.
In the close relation here determined, we immediately need to grasp

role that this work of supervision plays"; "trus is productive labor that has

another aspect: the twofold nature that characterizes the administrative

to be performed in any combined mode of production. "94 The more cap

process. Unless we do so, we end up capitulating to the numerous and repet

italist production spreads, the more important the latency of the functions

itive definitions of the state in mature capitalism as a cruel and all-powerful

of internal mediation in the process of reproduction becomes: capital

Moloch. Marx's dialectic points in the opposite direction, namely that all

advances from production to the subsumption of circulation under

capitalist reproductive capacities result in the reproduction of a class relation.91

command over reproduction; its laws of development and its " title, both by

Moreover, the reproduction of the class relation through the reproduction

right and by might, to the labour and surplus labour of others" move from

of capital is articulated with and spreads to the transformations of the entire

competition to planning, from the mediation of money to that of admin

productive machine. Reproduction becomes increasingly adapted to the

istration. 95 The passage from absolute surplus labor to the social organization

changing forms of the social extraction of surplus-value and to their trans

of the extraction of relative surplus labor and from the formal to the real

formations. The processes of reproduction (the always-changing relations

subsumption of labor sets into motion the centripetal power

between the labor process and the valorization processes) intensifY by passing

administration.96 In this process, as Marx points out,97

[potenza] of
centralization occurs

from reality to latency and back, thus assuming greater generality and inci

faster than

siveness. 'J2 Therefore, administration becomes the form of exploitation at the

tion. We now touch upon the other aspect of the problem:

level of social capital, while paying the necessary cost of the social reproduc

cetltralizatiotl junctions according to its own specific dynamic, as we have seen. It

tion of productive antagonism. Consequently, and by necessity, at the level

faces obstacles that it demolishes and, in the current situation, constantly

concentration and command precedes and articulates accumula
administrative

of social capital administration is forced to assume, in the despotic torm

tries to

proper to it, the new identity of the collective subjeCts of production. T e

administration constantly finds itself faced with internal dysfunctional

authoritarian co-management of capital's state must explicitly organize social

elements. This means that the rigidity of class relations, sanctioned by the

?

partners, while naturally mystifYing the potential for antagonism.
When the contradictions of administration at the level of social capital are

anticipate.9H Nonetheless, this functional and centripetal force of

administrative command of capital, can only be sustained under a certain
set of conditions. Undoubtedly, capital tries to bring about these condi

seen from the point of view of functionality, the reverberations of the fun

tions: administration's laws of motion and its capacity to absorb and! or

damental antagonism are perceptible even in this aspect of the process.

exclude are established in the context of the material constitution. But these

Administrative functionality gives rise to aporiae, interruptions, accumula

laws might well not work. In fact, as administration increasingly becomes

tions, and jams. These are recognized and described by all analysts of

the torm of social capital, the fluidity and circulation of conflicts are given

administration, but are given the appropriate relevance only by Marxist

within trus unified dimension. The decision to contain or endure conflicts,

analysts.'!1 These malfunctions derive from the clash between the logic of

first of all on the formal plane of administratIOn, is already an important

power and the contradictions between labor processes and processes of val

one for capital! More importantly, regarding the reduction of the working

orization, where the latter are clearly traversed by a radical antagonism that

day,9'I it

is multiplied in each confrontation with power.

ing their internal dynamism. In purely theoretical terms, this is possible: it

IS

possible to raise these aporiae to a more useful level by exploit

and d of the initial schema: the class rigidity

is actually the rule of capitalist development. I,KI However, in historical terrns,

of administration, dysfunctionality and the accelerating alternation of

as we will show in the next section, the issue is more complicated. Here,

rigidity and rupture on the administrative plane. The class rigidity of admin

we want to emphasize that

istration is evident when the despotic nature of its foundation and

administrative process in the specificity of its del'elopment. This is the dialectical

Let us now examme points

c

this mechanism is the cause of the malfunctions of the

legitimation is taken into consideration. This rigidity remains even in the

moment which, on the functional terrain, corresponds to the centripetal

absence of an explicit material fou ndation: if is a priori,

torce of the administrative system, precisely because it is given as a fluid

like the latency qf
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how admimstration must (in a contradic

1)( reproduction and t o reshape itself i n relation
the scrfllgch 4 the organized workers ' needs. Administrative totalization is
necessarily related to the power [potmza] and quality of these movements.

tory fashion) be inherent in the terrain of direct production and reproduction

The centripetal force of administration (the consequent tendency to

at the level ofadministration.
In points a and b we have seen
of capital; in points

c and d we analyzed how trus

scale artim/atiorl " il1to the process
to

inherence determines both

overcome its maltimctioTls) is the correlative of the structural force of

a formidable centripetal coherence of admmistration and its functional

rupture (and the class's ability to bring about ruptures on the surface of the

aporiae.

administrative mechamsm): the totalizing thrust of administration corre

Points

e andfdemonstrate afimher consequence colUeming the power [potenza}
and quality qf the contradictions present in administration and the Jorce of its antag
onistic tran�formatiotl.

sponds here and now to the torce and quality of the workers' ruptures of
and in administration.
We have already discussed the mechanisms of class self-valorization: now

First of all, fro m the standpoint of capital: when Marx analyzes circula

their formal and real possibility will be considered directly within the struc

tion time.!o1 he insists that in its struggle against the non-valorization of

tural dialectic of administration that we have analyzed both from the

circulation, capital continually strains its process toward the goal of presence

viewpoint of the theory of

throughout production. In circulation, capital is latent: its impatience in

istration. All the pressures that can be reabsorbed by the administrative process

Capical and

trom that of the analysis of admin

"latency" relentlessly aggravates the process aimed at "presence." If "the

(as they determine its growing number of malfunctions) are found intermin

production time is greater than the working time," if "during its circulation

gled in administration only so long as the latter is accountable to and rests

time capital does not function as productive capital, and theretore produces

on the ability to totalize definitively.

neither commodities nor surplus-value," then " the tendency of capitalist

The administrative process thlls callsIor a material constitution.

Qualitative con

production is therefore to shorten as much as possible the excess of produc

tradictions and the malfunctions of the administrative process at trus point

tion time over working time," to abolish the limits to its process of

impose a modification of the material constitution. Administration can only

valorization, to turn its "latency" into a "presence" and to totalize valoriza

base itself on command and only the transformations of command guaran

tion. 1u2 This

of social capitalism is

tee its new functions. especially once it has been radically and internally

by

corroded. upset and marked by the class movement.

tendency in the administration

(inmlediately) a law.

Administration must nile society

oJproductive command.

totalizing the centrality

The superstructure is latency that must be reduced to

the presence of valorization at the base

(We say this. while bearing in mind that this administrative process-and

In the first

the rules of explOitation that the critique of political economy rightly ascribes

and last instance, the capitalist need to render administrative domination total

to it-is not only a process that competes to organize the state internally.

[valorizzazione strutturalej .

stems from the first generic reduction to the terrain of capital and the sub

The class movement has brought about analogous situations and motions on

sequent functional dialecticization of the administrative process. This

me international terrain. It is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to consider

powerful tendency toward totalization definitively illustrates the logic behmd

the movement ofimperialism and the rules of its "right" or "law"

the principle of proliteration of these centripetal tensions. Admimstration

and its "politics," i . e. of administration at the international level, outside of

becomes the actual command of capital, the presence of command. the reduc

these analytical parameters and orientations.)105

tion of the latent Clrculation of command to actual valorization.
This passage in capitalist command over administration would be unthink

["diritto"j

Let us return to the issues raised at the beginning of trus section. The cap
italist will to constitutional innovation, as we stated, must follow, overturn.

able unless the administrative process was structurally traversed by such

and coercively (willingly) corroborate the new structure of class conflict,

weighty and efiective

which witnesses the

cetJtri/ilgal forces ['pilltcj

that the umty of the process

itself could only result if a reimposition of capitalist dIrect command, beyond

social confrontation berween capital and the proletariat.

in both general and particular dimensions. The material constitution must

all mediations, took place. " [Tjhe gradual upsurge of working-class revolt"

adapt itself to the functions of the control of antagonism by starting from

compels the state

this basic antagonism and calibrating its innovative movement through the

"compulsorily to shorten the hours oflabour, " l li3 the revolt

of the "mass of exploitation" determines-torces capital to entirely change

various layers of contradictions as they are revealed on the terrain of admin

its exploitative machine; '''"finally, the quality

istration. However. as we have said. this control must destroy the old form

strw:tllre cJ( cap ital

of exchange. equivalence. and equality and the old form of "right" or "law"

the prudl/ctwc

to alter

afthe o(qallized workers ' needs/orces
I tself ddaptil/ely so ,IS co reabsorb "5 111 all-
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[ " diritto"] ' because any presumption o f overcoming the crisis o r a t least con

wage relations, thl' COSts, services and in short all the tertiary dimensions of

trolling it today can only bc predicated on the open affirmation of inequality.

reproduction and "small-scale circulation" directly subsumed bv reproduc

Civil socicty is the world of bourgeois right, freedom, and equality; the social

tion en general, do they not "hegemonically" exprl'ss workers' need, within

state subsumes civil society and eliminates its distinctive characteristics while,

and against administration? 11ll' ul1foldi"g oft!lI! (ommodity is thllSfaced Il'ith the

pushed to this limit, it posits the relation between state and working class

irreducibly antagonistic Ilt�MdillX of workers ' poll'er. The problematic that opens

outside of any other intermediation. I ,", At this point thc working dass is no longer

up at this point IS completely subjective-the more extreme the antagonism

part of civil society and docs not confront the state through it. Civil society

is. the more the new material constitution subjectively constrains it.

the bourgeois part of society that is properly "civil society" in classical
terms-lies within the state, while the "other workers ' movemen t " irreducibly con

5.

structs its own sociality withill itself l"7

THE PROCESS O F CLASS SELF-VA LORIZATION
AND THE PARTY P ROCESS

Well , if trus is the reality, the material constitution must be renovated fol
lowing the recognition that there is no exchange between capitalist power

What we have said so far leads to the question of the state and the party: the

and working-class power, that exchange can only be posited as command,

state as the party ,,(capital and the party as the state of the workillg class, or, rather,

that the long shadow that class self-valorization casts over the processes of

the anti-state of workers' power. Power is always exclusive and totaL We have

capitalist reproduction must be eliminated. Therefore, the dialectic of repres

outlined the dialectic produced by workers' sdf-valorization within the struc

sion and conflict must be comprehensively scaled down. If the ultimate axis

ture of the administration of capitalist reproduction; we have understood its

of legitimacy of the Planner-State was found in the law of value and the

impact with regard to the restructuring of the material constitution and the

dialectic oflabor, it can now only be explained as pure command. Command

leaps of its political process. Now, we must return to the fundamental issue:

means neither totalitarianism-the dimensions of workers' and proletarian

subj ectivity, the accumulation of fonus of behavior that lead, to a qualita

power would not permit it-nor destruction for the qualitative impact of

tive leap over the qucstion of power.

organized workers' and proletarian needs-the reproduction of the system

In Marx and Lenin we recognize the following dialectic. In Marx's

requires this confrontation. Command is therefore, here and now, the

Eighteenth Bmmairc, thc working class is perceived to be pushing forward the

reproposition of the law of exchange, in any case and at all times. However,

rationality of the capitalist government of society until, at their highest level,

from outside the mediations of civil society, this imperative reproposition of
command can only be traced directly onto the rules of production and repro

the internal contradictions of the bourgeoisie are exhausted and workers'

antagonism is revealed; lOb in Lenin, tTom IlIIperialism to The State and

duction, i . e. onto the imposition of thc rule of capitalist reproduction that

Revolution, the question is articulated according to the same rhythm: closure

is thc rule of inc quality. The moment the functional dynamics that-whether

of the contradiction, imperialist exhaustion of the law of value, definition of

successfully or not-connected repression and conflict break down, they are

the weak point and explosion of antagonism. 1m But in the classics. this passage

reunited in the "humanism" of co-management. The dictatorship of the law

from the objective to the subjective never had any force other than the

of value in co-management is not articulated; it could only be so if there

impulse of theory. Today, theory is superimposed on, added to and merged

were part, to it, but there arc no parts: there is only oppOSItion and exter

with a practice of colossal dimensions. The Leninist subj ective inversion of

nality at the level of society. The law of value is imperatively imposed i n

existing practice needs a number of infinitdy smaller passages than thosl'

"co-management" style in the absence of its historical enforcement.

required in 1848 or 19 17. Self·valorization. autonomous working-class val

At this point, <ldmillistratioll is the rule ,?(inequality. Its centripetal and total

orization, has assembled a platf()rm from which it is necl'ssary to leap forward.

izing ability is l'xalted to an cxtrcme. Leaving no margin tor ncgotiatio�, it

If capital is transformed imo administration , the working class becomes the IlOflllal

of the J"mage

is boasttul and ovcrpowl'nng. The new material constitution emerges to

ization

legitimate this unfolding of the commodity. But do not the movements of

necessarily ephemcral ways. imo thl' extension of subversive episodes and

to the party. The working class turns counterpower, in

workers' self-val orization intervene on and against the administrative

the irreducible intensification of revolutionary forms of behavior : such is the

machine? Do thl'y not proJl'ct their independence along the lines of and

basis of this transformation. The contmuity of such behavior is the source of

against the articulations and! or the disartlculations, the asynmletnes and

conscious subjectivity and the greatest subj ective rupture is normal and

logical aporiae of administration' The quantity and quality of overall SOCIal

project-oriented [prL:�elttlale i .
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What is the concept o f the party, then, i f not the ability t o p ursue this

that have been constructed during latency. The capitalist tendency i s entirely

constantly repeated abstraction of the vanguard's subj ective behavior? And

geared toward the preparation for this passage and the creation of the con

woe to those who take up old stereotypes and lament economistic reduc

clitions in which it can operate as rapidly and violently as possible.

tionism in this conception! Economism is to be found wherever political
economy is. Who would praise political economy and its effective mystifi
cations when-from the standpoint of capital--everything is now a projection
of command and a hypostasis of subj ectivity?
The concept of the party and its reality emerged fro m a specific

Besides real accumulation, or the transtormation of surplus-value mto pro
ductive c ap ital (and, correspondmgly, reproduction on an expanded scale) ,
there is thus accumulation of money, sc raping together a part of the surplus
value as latent money Capital, which is only to function as additional active

temporal period that necessarily inHuenced the way they were conceived.

capital later on, when it has attained a certain volume . . . The simplest torm

Obviously we will be accused of voluntarism-as a complement to

which this extra latent money capital can assume is that of a hoard. 1 1 1

economism-because we do not predetermine the number of months or
years. What is to be done? Externality, ideology, and dilapidated orthodoxy
can only be recalled to the revolutionary order of things by demonstrating

But this is exactly the reverse of the concli tion created by the process of
,
working-class and proletarian self.. valorization . There is a workers'

the forward movement of the revolutionary order of the will. This is what

"hoarding" that is as relevant as the capitalist one, there is an accumulation

we are doing.

of elements of struggle that are transformed into needs and that enrich the

And we are doing so with pleasure. Because at this degree of antagonism
of administration and capitalist development, the processes of class self.. val
orization are forcefully marching forward. Class independence, regarded by
Marx and Lenin as the prior conclition tor the existence of a party, is a process.
It is a great encumbrance on administration; it is the scandal that the inno

composition.

'DIe uf!folding of the coff/modity tOUlard capitalist totality comes to a
halt !Vhen the accumulation of ll'orkers ' self-vdlorization sets an altenwtive unfolding
into motion. The latter, latent but no less powerful, feeds the explosion o f
subjectivity and the moclificatiolls o f class composition. The Marxian negative
becomes positive, The accumulation is clirected toward innovation in class com

vation of the material constitution and of the material basis of state legitimacy

position, and under the present conclitions of class struggle, innovation in

must constantly cover up. It is a process of counterpower whose force of

class composition leads toward the emergence of subjectivity.

proliferation must be seen through the same analysis that keeps revealing the
practical malfunctions and logical aporiae of administration.

Proletariarl inde..
pmdence, self-valorization, colmtcrpOII 'fr: these are SU((fssiVf and highly ime,Jtrated
levels-they arefaculties that a flew composition of the working and proletarian class
shoUls to be ditferellt yet complemefltdry moments of its OUlIl subjectivity, The artic
ulated framework of Marxian theory is unified into a point of attack, Let us
not lament this unification: it is given in practice. I I" Let us not demand of
it more than is possible: it can give us everything on the terrain of the party,
but very little when it comes to transition and extinction, because the whole
question is opened up again in all its violence. But more on this later.

Marx's attention to this development is necessarily Heeting. But what are
the conditions Marx regIsters? They are characterized by an extreme division
in the processes of reproduction and the corresponding class relations.
The continuous supply of labour-power on the part of the workmg class in
department I, the transformation of one part of department 1's cOnllnodity

c ap Ital back into the money torm of variable capital, the replacement of a
part of deparllnent I I 's commodity c apital by natu ral elements of constant
capital I I l l e-these necessary preconditions [of re producll onJ all mutually
,

require one another, but they are mediated by a very complicated process

Marx himself sketches the passage frOI11 proletarian self-valorization to the

which involves three processes of Circulation that proceed independently,

party process, albeit in summary and (photographically) negative terms,

even if they dre mtertwined with one another. The very complexity of the

because his critique is constrained by the force of capitalist political economy.

process provides Illany occaSions tor it to take

But if critique is the allusion to the alternative, thIS is the clirection in which

dIl

abnormal

course.

I 13

it needs to develop. Now, let us again examll1e the way Marx deploys the

While rightly recognizll1g the image o f the current unfolding, here we also

dialectical category of the qualitative passage within capital in relation to the

perceive that the "great complication" is only an epiphenomenon of admin

social movements of capital. This is, as we have stated elsewhere, the clialec

istration, whereas the reciprocity of cycles is brought to a close in the torm

tic of latency and presence. Thus latency is not absence but accumulation,

of identity. Then it is precisely the negative element in Marx that comes

Presence is the circuit of the potential arIsing from the accumulated elements

closest to the possibilIty of overthrow by the workers, because the workers'
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Il1tensification o f this dialectical paradox can b e the foundation o f a theory

the reproductive cycle. Therefore, the "abnormal course" is no longer:
,
ascribed to the disproportions of the cycle, but brought back to bear on the

of the party, because this paradox explains and grounds the connection

disproportionate and unsettling torce of the working ddSS . 1 1 4

demonstrating that between the two there is no ditference in eSSfllce (materiality

between the objecti!!e alld the subjecti!!e dimension <?f this process: it does so by

illIlOl'atioll is the lI!orkers ' Ol'frtumillg of the totality of the reproductil'e (onditiolls

of conditions agdinst subjectivity of the proposal) but merely difference in {lme

of capital, gronnded in the accumnlation of moments of incidence which are

tiom. Subjeeti!!ity is a catalyst that call only functioll ill relatiof! to a IIl<lterially

obta1l1ed gradually yet always totalizing. Of course, the tiresome possibility

determilled stnletllre; its (Yeativity is gillen insC!tar as it is organic to the system. On

of an overall restructuring of the conditions of reproduction is conceded to

the issue of orgdnization, Marxism always follows this line. In Marx we find

capital,

111

the face of workers' innovation. But tor how long? Neither the

the definition of "permanent revolution" that determines the conditions for

infinite nor the indefinite are suitable categories tor materialism, especially

an increasingly advanced unity of class and with them the basis for the rev

at this level of class contestation.

olutionary leap. 1 !h In Lenin, the subjective inversion of existing practice is
founded on the awareness and motivated by the recognition of a materially

From the workers' standpoint, the concept of innovation means both the

cogent relationship between the exhaustion of capitalist development and

enlargement and intensification of the productive force of labor and the

the grounds for the revolutionary passage. 1 I 7 In Mao, organization in the

refusal of work. Unless we acknowledge this dialectic of development of the

period of proletarian dictatorship must continually propose the reconstruc

productive forces, this dialectic of the reji/sal of UJork, we cannot comprehend

tion of practice for transition while precisely articulating its different

the workers' view of the party. The latter is the chance to push forward

conditions . 1 1 � The moment of the refusal qf work is closely linked to a con

workers' self-valorization to the point of its negation, to increase its own

sideration of the increase of the productiveIorees, albeit in a dialectical manner,

material independence to the point of totally overturning it. The very

with the constant ability to overturn existing practice. "Conllmnism [is] the

concept of class composition fully comprehends this dialectical doubleness.

real movement which abolishes [distnlg!,1c] the present state of things. " 1 10

At the level of the social organization of exploitation, capital ceases to put

7111' process �f class self-valorization, which is the current form of class exis

individual labor-power to work. It puts to work labor-power that is recom

tence, is thus present in the party process as the basis of a reconstructive

-'lny

dialectic that in flO way prejigllres, but rather demands an alternative and

determinate class composition i s thus tUJC!fold: both object of exploitation and

destructive totalization. In the society of capital, workers' self-valorization

posed as the working class, as massified determinations of class .

.

subject of self-valorization. Hou'cller, its self-negation as ohject of o..ploitation is

means the possibility of not working hard, of living better, of e njoying a guar

lIot simply se!t:,!tlirmatiofl as subject of self-!!aloriz,ltion: it is rather the negation of

anteed wage: the higher the level of workers' reappropriation of the

the relatioll itself All the preceding transformations (from the functioning of

productive forces, the greater this possibility. Yet this is not enough. The

the law of value to its exhaustion, trom the Planner-State to its crisis) have

breakdou'1I 1 2" of the system is not automatic. On the other hdnd, these

reproduced this relation. In this, the relation of force has often been advan

processes of self-valorization play a double role in bemg both inside and

tageous to the working class. As a whole, the ability of the working class to

outside of capital. It is hard to see what, other than politically organized class

grow as a productive torce has been enormous. But this is not sufficient. TIle

torce. could possibly accelerate and lead toward a definite rupture of the

retllSal o{work is yeti/sal oftlze rdatioll. Marx outlines the passage from the "law

capital relation Il1herent in thll1gs. Theory can define all the conditions of

of value" to the "law of planning," when all the conditions of capitalist

possibility, but only the concrete labor of organization can really bring them

development are mature (and, in particular, when we come to the period of

about. TIle labor of the party is thlls the ex,ut opposite of that which constitlltes the

"private production unchecked by private ownership " ) . 1 1 5 This passage can

modijication (�l the material constitlltioll on behalf<?f ((jpital. The party is the anti

be defined as the radical overthrow and negation of capital.

state, through and through. To the two-fold character of this class composition

There is a paradox here, but it is entirely dialectical. Only the refusal of

correspond, from opposite standpoints, the capitalist will to legitimate anew

this dialectic can create the opposing positions of rejormism (as the uninter

the processes of the administration of exploitation and the workers' will to

rupted continuity of processes of sdf-valorization) and extremism (as the
unbreakable perseverance

Il1

administer proletarian independence to the point of the offensive against the

the refusal of work) : the price of these posi

state and the destruction of the wage system. Parallel and opposed, equal and

tions is illusions and appearances. On the other hand, only a materialist

contrary, these two forces act upon class composition. We should also point
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o u t that the tendency o f class struggle t o develop around these great aggre
gates is exactly the same one that makes the revolutionary passage necessary. 1 21

constitutionalism. The flexibility of the terms foreseen in
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1 948 has already

been stretched too far: any small strain could snap it. Thus we are witness
ing a fillli!iar spectacle in the history of the modern state, that of a

can only be the history of

new
"constituent group, not formally organized, that is working to found a new

the attempts to grasp, time and time again, the fundanlental characteristics

constitution. The new material constitution that is taking shape consider

In general, the

history (�f bouT;.ffeois constitutionalism

"

of the political class composition and to subj ugate its existence to the neces

ably anticipates the new formal constitution. This group needs to grasp this

sity of capitalist development. The subjugation of existence means on the

new class composition in its general dimensions, and to operate inside it in

one hand the identification and organization of the elements of class repro

order to predict and control it. What is now at stake is a new overall legit

duction and their mystification and ownership on behalf of capital; on the

imacy of development.

other hand, it means the identification and (coercive) exclusion of all the

However, as we have seen, the present conditions are sufficiently damning

moments in class composition that allow tor the organization of the revolu

tor the bourgeois constitutionalist and the reformist. All the contradictions
point

tionary party.

directly to ilie fundamental antagonisms of capitalist development. The

1 948 has been able to bend and to concede

processes of class self-valorization are of such massive scope that it is almost

remarkable ground to the political class composition as it emerged out of

impossible to affect the body of class composition. The rigidity, complexity,

The old Constitution of

the second great imperialist war. This was marked by a medium level of

and quality of class behavior refuse to be mystified. So long as iliere is an

conflict, understood within the triumphant ideology of work, and a possi

appearance of democracy, the co-management necessary for the capitalist

bility of mediation based on the backwardness of the relationship between

plan to overcome the crisis and recover development encounters enormous

working class and peasantry as well as the condition of poverty of the lower

obstacles. This affirmation is not a prediction of a totalitarian reassertion of

classes (including the petty bourgeoisie) to be played out in the project of

power: it is simply the affirmation iliat

On such a basis, capital successfully presented its project to pass to a more

the new material constitution must form
a constitutional system in which the fullest participation is imposed by the greatest
violelUe. The latter is basal [stmtturale) , internal and aimed at the determinate

advanced stage of development in all its dimensions, to (increasingly social

passages for overcoming the crisis, before being superstructural and instru

development:

the Constitution of 1 948 is in reality a "work plan [piano di lavoro) . "

ized) production and (democratic) reproduction. From the point of view of

mental. The new material constitution is thus first and foremost the

the ideology of the old workers' left, this project was flexible enough to

disarticulation of class, and violence pre-arranged tor this function. In the

include the tradition of workplace democracy and to allow an integrative
dialectic of the new needs for struggle to unfold. 1 22 The organic relation of

new constituent group, the commissions for " Internal Affairs" and "Justice"
are marginally the most important ones. This is neither "social fascism" nor

the Italian Constitution to capitalist development is no longer a mystery or

a new kind of totalitarianism: what is sought is a more refined form of bour

blasphemy: measured analysis, beyond the raving over its "alternative uses,"

geois dictatorship.

suffices to prove this.123 The material political relation that underscored the

But be careful! This is a slippery slope, more so than it has ever been. The

Constitution was included in it: that is to say, the Constitution of 1 948 com

terms have changed and not only the material ones. The very form of con

prehended both the initial limits and the progressive dimensions of ilie capital

stitutionalism has changed. Decisions are not left to the professor of ilie

1 948 found its true actualization in the

Constitutional Court (poor derelict and functionary of ilie new govern

organic project of capital that subsumed it. The actualization of the

ment) . Instead, they will be in the hands of the financial economist, the

relation. In fact, the Constitution of

Constitution was more than a matter of words: it was the development of

corporative politician, the expert on multinationals, ilie agents of the mass

premises that were actually foreseen in the relations of force that made up

media, etc.

the material constitution of the state. 12 4
Today, the Constitution of

1 948 and the material constitution that char

acterized it as a project are dead. The relations of force that presided over

On the other hand, another "constitutional group" is at work. Again, as
in all the fundamental moments of class struggle, the

Charter [Statuto] of the
party is on the agenda. Today, to pose the question of the Charter [Statuto] of

every possible model of development have been shattered. The so-called

the party is to grasp the level of maturity of a new class composition and to

"Historic Compromise" will not revitalize this constitutional shell of class

begin to measure its subjective continuity, progtanlmatic aims, and subver

relations. The new is too powerful Jnd cannot be contained by a progressive

sive effectiveness. Above all, it requires us to follow the processes of class
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self-valorization and set them i n contradiction t o the capitalist project of

mass dimension of this proletarian specificity must be guaranteed in struggle,

recuperation and the new material constitution in all the complexity of

just as it can be reintorced and corroborated by centralizatIon.

motives that contribute to its construction.
Let us take an example. Today a new productive base is being constituted

The campaign for the Charter [Statllto] of the party will be launched very
soon, of this we are certain. It is in the interest of workers and the prole

(and it has already exceeded the elementary limits of meaningfulness) . It is

tariat to enhance its intensity and shorten the wait. As usual, capital plays the

socially extended-and it is being integrated by a stricter and higher level

game of anticipating the success of its project of conunand after having

of the (multinational and automated) capitalist relation-but it is also

endured in its turn the anticipation of struggle. We have already seen in the

extended at the level of society, tertiarized, pressed into an arch of produc

course of this essay that the match is far from over : moments of workers'

tivity that is all the more efficient the wider its social basis. 125 The political

selt:'valorization irreducibly infiltrate every moment of the nervous system

problem is to grasp this extension of the initiative of the mass worker over

of reproduction. Far from enclosing struggle within production, capital is

the social terrain, its project for a social wage, its drive toward alternative

torced to endure it at all levels of reproduction. Here, therefore, the material

self-valorization on the whole terrain of reproduction. But the adversary

constitution can find only a climate of permanent instability. On the contrary,

keeps moving: tor instance, he constantly attempts to set in opposition dit:'

this situation can provide ample space for the constituent group of workers.

terent moments of workers' self-valorization, thus reintroducing into the class

The party hypothesis is mature.

elements of competition and contrast as well as scabs. In the current growing
proletarianization, the rigidity of the working class in the large factories is

And no tears will be shed tor the dilapidated old Constitution and its
parties!

shaken by the self-defensive practice of clusters of labor dispersed across the
territory. It is fundamental to break this and other contradictions that are

Notes

reproposed by the divisive capitalist activity. The task of the party is to cen
tralize the specificity of various proletarian sectors into a project of wage

I . TN: A, Negri and Michael Hardt note, the term "material constitution"

demands that lays out the basis for the struggle tor a full reappropriation of

refers to "the continuous formation and re-formation of the composition of

expanding social productivity.

social torces" in a state, which is distinct from-though prefigured and regu

There ran be no class recomposition without centralization. The passages of

lated by-that state's ':fortl/tll constiwtioll, the written document along with

recomposition attack all the moments and passages of capitalist command

its variolls amendments and legal apparatuses" (Empire, Cambridge: Harvard

over society and against the workers that aim to divide them. Recomposition

Umversity Press , 2UUu, pp. xiv, <)) .

entails the continuous rupture of the capitalist articulation of the periods of

2 . G. W. E Hegel. " The German Constitution ( 1 79H- 1 802):' in Hegel, Political
'

alternation of capital and of the phases of subsumption of Clrculation under

Ii/rilings, Laurence Dickey and H.B. Nisbet, editors, Cambridge : Cambridge

reproduction; it entails the subjective expression of the limits and obstacles

University Press, 1 999, p. 6. Translated by H.B. Nisbet.

that capitalist production necessarily determines for and by itself. This work

3 . I use the expression "material constitution" in Carl Schmitt's and C Mortati's

of recomposition by means of destruction must be completely under the

terms [TN : For Schnutr's c·onception of constitution, see George Schw,l b, The

control of the collective brain of the workers' struggle. So long as there is a

Ch,l/lenge of the Ex(eption: .-111 i11trodllctioll t" the P,,/itiral lde<1s of Carl Schmitt Between

state, the political centralization of the proletariat will be absolutely neces

1 92 1 and 1 93 6, 2nd edition, Wt'stPOrt: Greenwood Press, 1 9H9, and Gopal

sary. It is an element of proletarian strength and dignity.

Balakrishnan, 1 11e Ellemy: .4/1 ilzrellectudi Portmit of Carl S(hlllitt, New York: Verso,

There can be no centralization in recomposition without an appreciation

2000. For Mortati's detil11tion, see his LI Cosrilllzioll" 11I

SClISO

Ilwteriale, Milan, 1 940,

of the specificity of proletarian power. This specificity consists first of all in the

and "n lavoro nella CostItuzione" in II dirilto del laForo. Milan, 1 954, pp. 1 49-2 1 2;

quality of the processes of selt:'valorization and the organization of essential

see also Negn's essay " Labor in the ConstitutIOn" in Michael Hardt and Antonio

needs. Therefore, it is also the rigidity and struggle imposed on the mecha

Negri, L1b,,, o( Di,lI1Ysw: A Critique of the State-rlmll, Minneapolis: University of

nisms of capitalist reproduction. Secondly, but not secondarily, it is a matter

Minnesota Press, 1 994, pp. 53-136, espeCIally pp.

of power, self-subsistent, self-valorizing, and politICally autonomous power.

63-UJ. ] .

4. E. Cheli, H I ! problema storKo della Costituente,"

111

Politi(" del diritto, no.

The proletarian r�fusal ofdeIe.Ratio II and the refi.lsal to be expropriated oforgan

4-5, October 1 973, p. 523. [TN: SessIOns of the Italian ParlIament drc numbered

ization at any time are based on the specitlcity of needs and struggle. The

from the first postwar election of 1 948; thm the fifth l egislature was the Parliament
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system of legal guarantees (to due process, access to counsel, etc.) and the effec
,1

conflict that intensified during the

Chamber of Deputies, the lower house of Parliament, he served in the ninth

tive tunctlolling of pumuve instltutiollS,

Legislature. J

seventies because of the "state of emergency" produced by the clash between the

5. N. Bobbio, "Sulla ti.Illzione promozionale del diritto,"
dirilto f pwceduY<l (it'ile,

III

Rit'ista trimestrale di

6. U. Romaf:,'11.o li, "11 principio d'uguaglianza sostanziale," in Rh'lsta trimesrmle
di diritto e procedura civile,

7. TN: In English

III

DUllS Scotus, who used it to express the concept of a singular predication ofBeing

the original.

Barcellona, editor, vol. 1 , Bari: Laterza, 1 973, p. 233.

9. C. Napoleoni, in Ll Repubblica, 1 1 settembre 1 976.
Robinson, editor, ,1.lier Keynes, Oxtord: Blackwell, 1 973, p. 1 0 .
ill

predication of distll1ct modes of Bemg to God the creator on the one hand and
these comrades power can be---m the words of the old philosophers-predicated
only uruvocally, that is, defined and qualified solely as an attribute of capital or as
its reflection." The corresponding German term is translated into English as "one

1 1 . T N : Latin tor "praise tor times past".
1 2 . Marx to Engels, 30 April 1 868,

conm10n to God the creator ,md creatures alike, as opposed to "equivocity," the
creatures on the other. See Domillalioll and Sabolage below, p. 235: "In fact, for

10. Joan Robinson, " What Has Become of the Keynesian Revolutlon?" in

A4arx-Engels Werke,

B and 32, pp. 74-75;

English translation: Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, third revised edition,
Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1 975, p. 1 95 , slightly revised.
1 3 . On this issue, see my analysis in Crisis of the PIa/meT-State in this volume.
1 4. Marx, Capiral Volume 2, New York: Pengum, 1 978, chapter 1 , p. 1 20.

sidedness" in the standard Marx translations, but we have opted to follow Negri's
usage in tlllS regard.
26. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 19, p. 449.
27. See the Panzlen-Tronti theses ( 1 962), III Alii Aut 1 49-1 50, settembre-
dicembre 1 975, p. 6.
28. TN: " Luxemburg', Jesson is again demonstrated."

Translated by David Fernbach.
1 5. Cf. G. R ufTolo, Rapporto sill/a programmaziolle, and G. Amato, II gOt'emo del

29. A usetul approach to the Issue is tl1und in B. Rowthorn's review of MandeI's
Llte Capit,llislII in Nell' L:!r Rel'itw, 9R, July-August 1 976, p. 60ff.

l 'illdrlStria in [talia.

1 6. Allow me to refer you to my Prolelarialls alld the State m this volume.
1 7 . On all of this, see James O'Cormor, The Fisral Crisis of Slare, New York: St.

30. In this problem I see one of the fundamental elements at the basis of'con
ventionallst' analvses of the history of the ideology of capital--to which correspond
political hypotheses that smack of traditiollalism ("revolution from above,"

Martin's Press, 1 973 .
1 8. On this issue, see my

24. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 1 9, p. 462.
25. TN: Negn draws tins term trom medieval ScholastIc philosophers such as

1 973, p. 1 289ff.

S. S. Rodota, "FunzlOne politica del diritto dell'economia," in L 'lIs0 aiternarit'o
del diritto,

Italian state dnd clandestine terrorist groups.
23. See section 4 of this essay.

1 969, p. 1 323.

H'orkers ' Party AgaitlSt H'ork

in this volume.

"autonomy of the political," etc.).

1 9 . Obviously, the crucial text on thiS issue is the 1 976 CeSPE [TN: Centro

3 1 . Marx, Cupitlll Vulume 2, chapter I , p. 1 32.

Studi di Politic he EconomicheJ report. See also A. Graziani's review of this text

32. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 2 , p. 1 62.

and its reactionary aspects in Rilrascila, 1 5 October 1 976, pp. 1 4ff.

33. See once agall1 Rowthorn', reView, cited in note 29 above, pp. 6 l ff

20. See tor instance many articles in the corporate Journal 1Wotld" ECOIlOmico. On
all of this, see C. M . Gucrci, "Ditendere J'econom.ia," in J'v[ondo Ecotlomico XXXI ,
3 0 October 1 97b, pp. 1 3ft'.
2 1 . The level of awareness of this change
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the German constitutionalist class

m Bonn is well researched and acutely analysed by the authors of CDU-Staat:
Analysen zur r CrjasslmgslI'irklicltkeil dcr BRD,

G. Schafer and C. N edelmann, editors,

Frankfi.lrt ,lin Mam: Suhrkamp, 1 972, and by Johannes Agno/i, Uberleglmgen zlIm
bitrgerii(hm SII1<It,

Berlin: Wagenb,lCh, 1 975.

22. TN: Negri\ phrase here I S "lIIodali(Ii ,�arallli5Ie," which refers to the Italian
debate over ",i?amlllisnto," the political struggle tor the tormal respect and recog
nition of those llldividual Civil rights that were supposedly guaranteed by the
Constitution. TlllS debate ,lrme

as d

result of the contlict between the nOfmatlve

34. See Marx, Clpif<ll Volume 2, chapter 2, in particular pp. 1 50-56, 1 60-62.
35. Marx, Capilal Volume 2, chapter 3, p. 1 72.
36. Marx, Cap l tul Volume 2, chapter 3, p. 1 75 .
37. Marx, Cupl t'li Volume 2 , chapter 20, p . 47( ).
38. Marx, Capllal Volume 2 , chapter .1 , pp. 1 75-78.
.,9 . Marx, Cap l l'l l Volume 2 , chapter 3, p. 1 76.
40. Cf also p. 1 75 aJld the following deductions regarding this "presupposition"
of extract,d SOCIal labor,

on

pp. 244ft'.

4 1 . Marx, Caprul Volume 2, c·h.lpter h, p. 229, but see III general pp. 206, 2 1 9-20,
225-29, 357-5I->, 365-h6.
42. Marx, ClplTal Volume 2, chapter 1 . p. 1 35 .
4 3 . Marx, Capital Volume 2 , chapter 8, p . 237-38.
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45. Cf. A. Negri, Proletarians and the State, cited above; and G. Formenti, contribution to the seminar on the "tertiary sector" at the Political Science Collective, Padua.
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46. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 2, p. 1 44.
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47. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 3, pp. 1 76-78 .
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50. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 6 , pp. 207-29.

Collected Works, voL 4 1 : Letters 1 860- 1 864, New York: I nternational Publishers,

5 1 . Marx, Capital Volume 2, pp. 331-32, 360, 364.

1 985, p. 435.

52. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 13, pp. 3 1 7-20 . On this and other issues

69. Cf. my "Marx on Cycle and Crisis," in Negri, Revolution Retrieved: Selected
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Writings on Marx, Keynes, Capitalist Crisis and New Social Subjects 1 967- 1 983,

Analysis, London: Macmillan, 1 975.

London: Red Notes, 1 988, and R.assegna Stato.

53. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 1 5, pp. 334-42.
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55. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 5, p. 203.
56. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 5, p. 204.
57. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 4, p. 1 90, but also pp. 362--67.
58. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 5. p. 204.
59. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 4, pp. 1 83--8 5.
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6 1 . Cf. Crisis of the Planner-State, op. cit.
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70. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 20, pp. 468-564.
7 1 . Cf. Paul M. Sweezy's comment in the " Introduzione" to the Italian translation of Luxemburg's Accumulazione del capitale, Turin: Einaudi, 1 960.
72. TN: Fran<,:ois Quesnay ( 1 694- 1 774)
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a French physician who founded

the Physiocratic school of political economy.
73. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 20, p. 508.
74. Frederick Engels, Herr Eugen Diihring's Revolution in &ience {Anti-DiihringJ,
New York: International Publishers, 1 934, p. 306, translated by E . P. Burns. But
this is already in Marx, Capital Volume 3, New York: Penguin, 1 98 1 , p. 567.
Translated by David Fernbach.
75.
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clarity on these issues . See chapters 6 and 7 of my Laforma stato, Milan: Feltrinelli,
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1 977.
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another, with his consciousness of himself as a person, the existence of slavery

becomes a merely artitlcial, vegetative existence, and ceases to be able to prevail as
the basis of production" (463).
63. Cf. in particular Karl-Heinz Roth, L 'altro movimcmo operaio, Milan: Feltrinelli.

76. Ibidem.
77. Paul M. Sweezy, TIle Theory qf Capitalist Development, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1 942, p. 25 .
78. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , New York: Penguin, 1 976, chapter 3, p. 1 98, translated by Ben Fowkes.

1 976, and Gisela Bock, Bruno Ramirez, and Paolo Carpignano, Laformazionc del

79. Cf Crisis 4 the Planner-State and K0rkers' Party Agaimt K0rk.

l'operaio fIIassa rlcj!,li USA , Milan: Feltrinelli, 1 976. But from the methodological

80. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 0, p. 400.

standpoint, very Important contributions can be tound in George P Rawick, eclitor,

TIJC America11 Slave: Unuorittetl History '?( Slavery. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1 974, and especially in E . P. Thompson. nle Makit\'5 <'f the Efl,l?lish K0 rkitl,r Class,
London: Pengum Books, 1 963.
64. Ma5simo Cacciari's review " c ''; un altro 'movlmenro operaio ' ? " in Rifluscita
no.

4 1 , 1 5 ottobre 1 976, p. 2H, does
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a
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great di"ervlCe to the understanding of the

base operation of cultural defamation with the

radical lack of intelligence of a bureaucratic approach to these problems.

8 1 . Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 , pp. 1 63--7 7, and Sweezy's comment,
op. cit., pp. 52-54.
82. Marx, Capital Volume 1, chapter 25, p. 766, n. 4.
83. Marx, Capital Volume 1, chapter 1 , p. 1 6 1 , n. 26.
84. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 5 , p. 5 1 7-20.
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p. 567--69.
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87. C ( "Keynes and the Capitalist Theory of the State post- 1 n9" and "Marx
on Cycle and CrisIs,"

111
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Murphy and Abdul-Karim Mustapha, editors, 171e Philosophy of /l mollio Negri:
Resistallce in Practice, London: Pluto Press, 2005J and P. Petta's in Praxis.

Revolutioll Retrieved, op. cit.

88. From here on we will refer to some of Marx's notes on the change in the

Ill.

Marx, Capital Volume 2 , chapter 1 7 , p. 396.

form of landed property: cf. Capital Volume 3, chapter 37, pp. 7 5 1 -55, 763,

1 1 2 . This is a summary of the development of the broader schemas of reproduc

775, etc.

tion. For a good commentary see Paul Sweezy, op. cit.

89.

On thiS issue, see Marx's analysis of the function of the elements of media

tiOll (e.g. "custom" and "Iq,'dl tradition") and their " transformation"

111

Capital

Volume 3, chapters 22 and 23, pp. 485-86, 496-97 .

1 1 3.

Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 2 1 , p. 57 1 .

1 1 4.

Antonio Negri. "Marx on Cycle and CriSIS," op. cit.

1 15.

Much work still needs to be done on the issue of Marx and socialism and

9 0 . Marx, Capital Volume 3 , chapter 1 4.

how to realize the law of planning against the law of value (cf. Paul Sweezy, op.

9 1 . Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 23, pp. 7 1 7- 1 8; Capital Volume 2, New

cit., pp. 52-54), and on the issue of Marx and communism as the actualization and

York: Penguin, 1 978, chapter 1 , pp. 1 1 7-1 8.

overcoming of the law of planning (see Rosdolsky's conuuents on the Gnmdrisse).

n. Marx, Capital Volume 3, chapter 2 1 , pp. 477ff.

But much work is needed in terms of the critique of political economy and of

93. Cf. the positions of German authors, in particular Claus Oife and some of

workers' science, rather than in terms of the philology of " transition"!
See especially the "Address of the Central Committee to the Communist

his comrades, who refer to the positions of the review called Leviathall. For refer

1 1 6.

ences see chapters 6 and 7 of LA forma staM.

League" in Marx, 17le Revolutiolls of 1848: Political Writings Volume 1 , New York:

94. Marx, Capital Volume 3, chapter 23, p. 507 .
95.

Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 1 , p. 425.

96. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 6, pp. 645-46.

Penguin, 1 973, pp. 323, 330.
1 17 .

For documentation of this, I refer you to my LA fabbrica della strategia,

op. cit.
For Mao Tse-Tung on this issue, see the collected writings in Per la rivo

97. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 25, pp. 777-80.

1 18 .

98. Johannes Agnoli, Le trasjormazioni della democrazia, op. cit.

luzione culturale, Turin: Einaudi, 1 975.

99. Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapters 8 & 1 3 .

1 1 9.

TN: Marx and Engels, The Gemlan Ideology, Amherst: Prometheus Books,

1 00. Mario Tronti, Operai e capitale, Turin: Einaudi, 1 966.

1 998, p. 57. Recall that "abolishes [distrngger

1 0 1 . Marx, Capital Volume 2, especially pp. 200-06.

nate, suppress, overcome) .

=

aufhebt (from atifheben

=

elimi

1 02 . Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 5, pp. 2 0 1 -03.

1 20.

TN: In English in the original.

1 03 . Marx, Capital Volume 1 , chapter 1 5 , p. 533.

121.

The fundamental reference is to the so-called " Fragment on Machines,"

1 04. Marx, Capital Volume 2, chapter 1 0, pp. 275ff; Antonio Negri, HlOrkers ' Party

already c!ted from the Gnmdrisse.
Cf. P. Petta, Ideologie (ostiwzionali della Siflistra italialla, 18 92-1974, Rome:

AgaillSt HlOrk, op. cit.

1 22 .

1 05 . The issue of imperialism has been treated from this perspective by Ferrucio

Savelli, 1 975.

Gambino
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his contribution to Luciano Ferrari Bravo, editor, Imperialismo e classe

operaia mu/tillaziollaie, Milan: Feltrinelli, 1 97 5 , p. 3 1 8 if.

1 23 .

V Rescigno, Costituziotle italialla e stato borghese, Rome: Savelli, 1 975.

1 24.

Cf chapter 2 of my Forma stato, and especially the exposition and analysis

1 06. Marx, The Eighteenth Brnmaire if Louis Bollaparte, in Surveysfrom Exile: Political

ofe. Mortati's take on the "material constitution". [TN: Negri is referring to his

Writillgs Volume 2, edited by David Fernbach.

article " I1 lavora nella Costituzione", pp. 27- 1 1 0 in La Jorma stato, translated into

1 07. On the notion of the "other workers' movement," see Karl-Heinz Roth,

English as " Labor in the Constitution" in Michael Hardt and Antoruo Negri,

L ' allro movimellto operaio, op. cit. and Gisela Bock, Paolo Carpignano and Bruno

LAbor ofDiollysus:A Cntique of the State-Farm, pp. 53- 1 36; his exposition ofMortari

Ramirez, La jormaziolle de/l 'operaio massa Ilegli USA, 1898- 1 922 . , op. cit.

is found on pp. 63-66.]

1 08.

Here we are referring once again to Marx's analysis of the revolunons of

1 848 and the following years.
1 09.
1 1 0.

1 25 .

Antonio Negri, Proletariatls and the State, op. cit., in particular the "Preface

to the Second Edition" against the positions recently defended by Sylos Labini
a

left-leaning economist and

Antonio Negri, Lafabbrica della strategia: 33 Lezioni su Lenill, op. cit.

and Fua. [TN: Paolo Sylos Lablni ( b. l nO) was

This is the attitude of some of the reviews of my Proletarians and the State,

sociologist at the Umversity of Rome, whose major work is Saggio sulle classi

in particular Sergio Bologna's in Primo l'vlaggio [TN: English translation: "Negri's

socia Ii, Bari: Laterza, 1 974. Giorgio Fua ( 1 9 1 9-2000) was a statistical economist

Proletarians and the Stafe: A Critique," translated by Ed Emery, in Timothy S.

and policy researcher at the University of Ancona. In the preface to the second
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edition of Proletariatls atld the State (pp. 1 1 9-2 1 above), Negri ridicules their defen
sive critiques of the excessive "aspirations to consume" of the Italian workers'

Domination and Sabotage:

movement of the seventies. ]

On the Marxist Method of Social
Transformation

( 1 977)
Translatioll by Ed Emery revised by Timothy S. Murphy

PART O N E : C A P I TA L' S D O M I N AT I O N
1.

LENIN I S SUPPOSED TO HAVE SAID ' "

Lenin i s supposed to have said (according to a claim made b y Keynes) that
inflation is the weapon best guaranteed to bring about a crisis of the capi
talist regimes. The attribution of this statement-a statement so much
beloved by bourgeois economic culture and not just by Keynes, as evidenced
by their continual repetition of it-to Lenin is undoubtedly apocryphal. 1
The offending phrase is nowhere to be tound in Lenin's works. In fact, insofar
as Lenin expressly deals with the problem of inflation, his emphasis is along
the lines of a moralistic denunciation of its effects on the poorer classes-a
denunciation well within the socialist tradition. This does not mean, however,
that other Bolsheviks did not, at various points, stress the destabilizing
function of inflation in relation to capitalist power. Preobrazhensky speaks
tor them all with his description of "paper money as a machine gun tor the
Finance Commissariat to fire at the bourgeoisie. enabling the monetary laws
of that regime to be used in order to destroy it." However, I am not implying
that such a statement would have been uncharacteristic of Lenin; he was,
after all, intent on grasping the conjuncture between the revolutionary insur
gence of the proletanat and the criSIS of imperialism.
However, I am convmced that the sense of any such assertion by Lenin
would have been a complex thing. In fact, in Lenin's teaching, any action
that destabilizes the capitalist regime IS inunediately accompanied by action that
destnlctures capital's system.

Insurrectionary action against the state is articulated in relation to the work
of destroying the state. I J.Ill not giving an anarchist mterpretarion of Lenin's
thought.

I am simply insisting upon the " desrabilization-destructuring"
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precise and continuous manner i n Lenin's

Now, to be particular: the antagonistic divergence in the direction of the

thinking, as in all revolutionary Marxist thinking (with the exception, real

movement of the two opposing fronts-that of capital and that of the pro

istically speaking, of anarchist immediatism). Thus, in this sense, FW. Fetter

letariat-is absolutely clear. This is due to the singularity of the relation of

is right when he says that the assertion regarding the positive eflect of infla

force between the two classes in struggle. Both classes have the ability to take

nexus which i s present in

a

tion for the revolutionary process cannot be unreservedly attributed to Lenin:

action both on the level of the system and on the level of the regime; the

the destabilization effect cannot be an exclusive one. Capitalist crisis has to

actions of both are capable of directly investing the nexus of the overall

which is imposed and dominated by proletarian

relationship. Thus, if we do not focus our discussion on this nexus, on the

power. Destabilization of the regime cannot be seen as distinct from the

way in which it is invested in an antagonistic manner by the two classes in

project of destructuring the system. Insurrection cannot be separated from

struggle, we risk dangerously oversimplifYing the debate.

have a direction

[senso)

For capital, as we have said, the problem exists only in a relative form. We

the project of extinguishing the state.
With this we arrive at the heart of today's political debate. Two different

could cite one or two examples. During the past ten years, we have wit

autonomy.

nessed such a continuous and active interpenetration of these two moments

Destabilization of the regime and destructuring of the system sometimes

as to eliminate all "catastrophist" conceptions, whatever their motivations.

positions

are

present

within

workers'

and

proletarian

appear as divergent objectives, and as such they are invested in differing tactical
and strategic projects.2 Is there a reason that

this dil1e�'Scnce should

exist?

Let us start by considering the problem from the viewpoint of capitalist
practice. For capital there is no problem:

restn/ctllring (?f the system is a anldi

The Crisis-State has not for one moment ceased to be a Planner-State as
well. All the elements of destabilization that the workers' and proletarian
struggle have brought into action against the state have, one by one, been
taken up by capital and transformed into weapons of restructuring. Inflation

and vice-versa. The tactical problems arise

in particular, tar from being a moment of destabilization, has been trans

within the relative rigidity of this relationship, and not outside it-at least,
ever since capitalist development has rendered undesirable the option of using

formed into its opposite--i nto a decisive weapon of restructuring. At a very

tionJor the stabilization of the regime,

force (in the sense of mere physical force) against the working class and the
proletariat.
For capital, the solution of the crisis consists in a restructuring of the

high cost, admittedly: albeit in a situation defined by an increasing tendency
of the rate of profit to fall, capital has been constrained to take planned action
which included the maintenance of (high) levels o f worker valorization
and thus the unsuccessful devaluation of (overall) labor-power. This

system that will combat and reintegrate the antagonistic components of the

notwithstanding, the "catastrophe" has been avoided! Obviously, this process

proletariat within the project of political stabilization. In this sense, capital is

has not been free of situations of subjective crisis for the capitalist elite. But

well aware of the importance of proletanan antagonism. and is also--otten,

the continuing work of reiliforcing

in fact-aware of the unique quality of that antagonism. Capital has often

the laU! <!f value

the state:form-that

is, of the

imposition of

(albeit in continuously modified form) as a measure and a

accepted that the workers' struggle is the motive force of development-and

synthesis of stabilization and restructuring-has never faltered. When we

has even accepted that proletarian self-valorization should dictate the ration

speak of a crisis of the law of value, we must be careful:

ale for development: what it needs to eliminate is not the reality, but the

does not at all meall that the law does not operate;

antagonistic direction

[sensa]

of the workers' movement. At the limit, and

paradoxically, we could say that for capital there

is no possibility of eflective

the iTisis of this laU!
is modified, trans

rather, i ts forlll

forming it from a law of political economy into a form of state conunand.
But for capital there is no such thing as command without a content, and a

political stabilization (that is, no possibility of command aad exploitation

quite specific content at that-a content of exploitation. Thus the rhythm

within a dimension of an enlarged reproductIon of profit) except to the

according to which exploitation must dance, according to which the social

extent that it proves possible to take the proletarian movement as the starting

mechanism of the reproduction of exploitation must be stabilized, must be

point for restructuring.

dictated by the law of value. When the proletariat respecttl.llly declines this

The interests of the prole tan at, however, are quite the opposite. The pro

invitation to dinner, when all the economic parameters of the relationship

letariat aims at a critical seizure of the nexus between stabilization and

explode, then it is enterpnse-command

restructuring, in order then to attack it. To overturn this relationship and

ical transformation of enterprise-command into the form of the state which

transform it into

a

project of destabilization as well as destructuring: this is

the interest of the workmg class, in general terms.

[wllllllalldo d'imprcsaj,

it is the polit

�

ta es the upper hand in order to again determine the functional relationship
of value, the law of exploitation. Recent studies" have largely confirmed and
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documented this trend, with particular regard to monetary questlOns-ques
tions which today arc undeniably fundamental to any consideranon of the
transformation of the law of value. This has led to

a

justified insistence on

the theory of the capitalist state (and it� development) as the authorItative
j(mll of the capital relation! Thus, in the critique of political economy, the
structural relation of capitalist development (and capitalist crisis) has become
clear, in opposition to existing, p urely obj ectivist conceptions.
But all this is not enough. The workers' consciousness of the critique of
political economy must transform itself into a consciousness of the revolu
tionary project. The proletarian opposition has no choice but to consolidate
itself in practical overturning, in subversion. But it is the whole relationship,
in both its political aspects and its structural foundations, that is to be sub
verted. It is not possible simply to eliminate the complexity of the relation
imposed by the state form of the organization of exploitation; we cannot
escape--ei ther Via subj ectivist voluntarism or via collective spontaneism
the difficulties, the problems, the determinations that arise from this form.
We have come perilously close to this during the last phase of the struggle.
The divergence has, as I stated earlier, invested strategIc and tactical projects
that tend to diverge. Is there a reason that this divergence should exist?
In my opinion, It risks proving fatal for the entire movement. And in this
situation, I am really not sure which is preferable--a rapid demise brought
about by the plague of subjectivity, or the long, slow agony and delirium of
the syphilis of spontaneism. However, counter-poisons do exist; a construc
tive project is possible. It is to be found and is being developed through the
articulations of the mass line, in the dialectic that the proletariat continually
sets in motion, the dialectic between its activity of structural consolidation
(the strengthening of that mass counterpower which, as such, tends to dis
orient and throw out of balance capital's activity of restructuring) and its
action of destabilizing political attack (which shatters the nexuses of the
enemy's power, which heightens and empties out its spectacular character
and exhausts its force). This dialectic is internal to the mass movement, and
we need to deepen it further. The project of destructuring capital's system
cannot be separated from the project of destabilizing capital's regime. The
necessity of this interrelationship is revealed at the level of the relation of
torce between the two classes today, inasmuch as the mass line has been com
pletely developed into a project oj'proletarian self-valorization.
I should explain: [he concept ''proletariall self-l'alorization " is the opp03itf (�f the

(OrlCep t " state Jorlll "-It is the fOfm that power assumes within a developed
workers ' standpoint. Proletarian self-valorization is milllediately the destruc
turing of the enemy power; it is the process th rou gh which workers' struggle

today directly invests the system of exploitation and its political regime. The
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socialization of capitalist development has permitted the working class to
transtorm the diverse moments of communist strategy (insurrection and the
extinction of the state) into a process and unifY them into a proj ect.
Proletarian self-valorization is the comprehensive, mass, productive figure of
this project. Its dialectic is powerful insofar as it is comprehensive, and com
prehensive insofar as it is powerful. Ehewhere, I have tried to demonstrate
theformal conditiorlS whereby the Marxist critique of political economy reveals
the independence of the working class as a project of self-valorization. s Now
we are forced by the constructive polemic that is going on in the movement
to think out the real and immediate political conditiOtls of this proletarian inde
pendence. And within the movement we shall have a battle, on two fronts:
against the plagues of insurrectionism and subjectivism on the one hand, and
on the other-most importantly-against the opportunism, streaked with
pacifist utopianism, which mythologizes the gentle growth of an impotent
"movement" of desires.
It is clear that the polemic within the movement can only develop if it
takes as its practical and theoretical starting point the
concept and

intensification cifboth the
the experiences 0.[proletarian se!J:valorizatioll. This is something I shall

attempt to do in the course of this work. But it may be useful to anticipate
one particular polemical point of departure, in relation to two recent pro
posals: that of Lea Melandri6 and that of Furio di Paola.7 In both these cases,
the discussion is built around a radical initial mystification, from which we
must free ourselves right from the start. It is a mystification that arises from
a radicalization of the polemic against "power," in which the specificity and
determinacy of power is denied. In fact, for these comrades power can be-
in the words of the old philosophers-predicated only univocally, that is,
defined and qualified solely as an attribute of capital Of as its reflection. This
assertion is false, even if it does correctly pose the problem of the impossi
bility of establishing a homology in the concept of power between its
capitalist usage and its proletarian usage (that is, the untranslatability of the
term) . But this is precisely a problem of method that cannot be answered
with a reply that is radically negative in substance. From this point of view,
you end up playing into the enemy's hands-that is, you maintain that the
only meaningful linguistic horizon is that pertaining to the structure of cap
italist pmNer (a position which, apart from anything else, contradicts the spirit
and the fundamental axis of the analysis of self-valorization within women's
autonomy and youth autonomy, which preoccupies these two essays).
And it is this that is false. Power, party: Panzieri used to say that "In such
conditions the party will become something wholly new, and it even becomes
diffi cult to use that term."8 Very true. But elsewhere, and in the same sense,
he adds: "No revolution without a party. " And we might further add:
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"Without power, n o proletarian self-valOrization." And then w e could even

folding back on the totality of productive being, which elides the relation

change the terminology, if you like! But first let us regain the dialectical unity

ship with the totality of the capitalist system.

of the process of proletarian self-valorization, its tendency toward the destruc

Class self-valorization IS above all de-structuring of the enemy totality,

turing of the enemy power as a project for its own liberation, as a powerful

taken to the point of exclusivity in the self-recognition of the class's own
collective independence. I am not depicting the history of class conscious

and effective struggle for proletarian independence.
One final note, as a prelude. It is not difficult to understand how impor
tant it is

on the plane of militancy

to srress the necessary relationship between

ness in a Lulcicsian sense, as some predestmed, all-embracing recomposition;
on the contrary, I see it as a moment of intensIve rooting within my own
am

action that materially desrructures and action that politically destabilizes the

separateness. I

enemy power. Here, in fact, that slender but srrong thread that nourishes

which I am included. I belong to the

other--as is the movement of that collective practice within
other workers ' movemfllt. Of course, I

subjectivity with a mass content, that transforms proletarian love into struggle

am

against the enemy, that founds and joins together class hatred and the passion

traditional Marxist viewpoint. For my own part, I have the sense of having

for freedom, finds once again its unifYing wellspring. The personal is polit

situated myself at the extreme limit of meaning in a political class debate.

aware of all the criticisms that could be leveled at this posinon from a

ical through this collective mediation. The collective practice of proletarian

But anyone who comes with accusations, pressing me with criticism and

self-valorization determines the unity of subj ective consciousness. This

telling me that I am wrong, must in turn accept the responsibility for being

dynamic and productive being constitutes our dignity as revolutionaries.

a participant in the monsrrosity of the development of "SOCIalism" and in

Thus, both obj ectively and subjectively, we have no choice but to fight to

its illicit dealings with the most disgusting results of the capitalist mode of

re-establish the complexity of the revolutionary hypothesis from the point

production. It is only by recognizing myself as other, only by insisting on
the radical totality of my difference, that I have the possibility and the hope

of view of the independence of proletarian self-valorization.

of renewal.
2.

Furthermore, in my assertion of this radical methodological break

A FIRST PARENTHESIS, REGARDING METHOD

[cesural.
history o{the revolutioflary workers '
history rj' the discontinuity of that movemem, the history of the

I am in good company. The continuity of the
is the

When I assume the viewpoint of an independence of the process of prole

movement

tarian self-valorization, and when I examine the possibility of its having an

radical breaks that have characterized it. The revolutionary workers' movement

internal dialectic of continuous recomposition between srructural functions

is continually reborn from a virgin mother. The whores of continuity are

and offensive functions, I am bound to draw certain methodological con

still alive and well in the Official Labor M ovement's institutes of history. But,

clusions. First, it seems to me fundamental to consider the totality of the

luckily, militant historiography is undergoing a renaissance too, according to

process of proletarian self-valorization as alternative to, and radically differ

the rhythm of the movement's breaks-and on the plane of historiography

ent from, the totality of the process of capitalist production and reproduction.

we are not afraid to present ourselves as the " other workers' movement."

I realize that I am exaggerating the position and oversimplifYing the com

Thus the methodological condition of an imtial radical break (which we

[via

consider fundamental for any renewal of the SOCIal practice of the proletariat)

this radical rupture with the totality of capitalist development, is

is corroborated by an extensive documenration (limited, perhaps, in scale,

plexity of the problems. But I also know that this "intensive path

intensiva],"

a fundamental experience of the movement today.

but remarkable in its intensity). When Karl-Heinz Roth!O or Gisela Bock l !

Today, the process C!f the constitution of class independence is .fIrst and foremost a
process of separation.
It is a "downward path [via in giu]," a forced separation that serves to

ally destroyed its own traditional orgamzatiol1s, they are certainly not
animated by a spirit of iconoclasm; rather, they are 'highlighting the radical,

clarifY the overall meaninglessness of a capitalist world within which I find

irreducible difference of the revolutionary movement. This is a perspective

tells the formidable story o f how the working class in srruggle has continu

myself constituted in non-independent form, in the form of exploitation. I

that could also gIve us a taste of other revolutionary experiences of the

thus refuse to accept the recompositional dialectic of capital; I affirm in a

proletariat-expenences that have proved victorious and have therefore been

sectarian manner my own separateness, my own independence, the differ

berrayed.

of my constitution. As Hans-Jiirgen Krahl has mtuited,9 the

So, I must assume thIS radical diflerence as a methodological condition

totality of class consciousness is first and foremost an intensive condition, a

of the subversIve case we are argumg-namely, the project of proletarian

ence

[diversitaJ
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self-valorization. But what about the relationship with the historical totality,
the relationship with the totality of the system? I must now face up to the
second methodological consequence of my assumption:

my relationship with

the totality of capitalist development, with the totality of historical develop
ment, is guaranteed solely by the force if destructuring that the movement
determines, by the overall sabotage of the history of capital that the movement
enacts. There is only one way that I can read the history of capital-as the
history of a continuity of operations of reordering that capital and its state
have set in motion in order to counter a continuous rupture, a permanent
provocation toward separation that the real movement of the proletariat

TIle present state of things is built upon a conti/milY if destruction,
�-abolition, of overcoming that the real movement brings about. I define myself by

brings about.

separating myself from the totality; I define the totality as other than me-
as a net that is cast over the continuity of the historical sabotage that the class
carries out.
And thus-here is the third methodological implication-there is

no

homology, no possible immediate translatability oflanguages, oflogics, ofsigns,
between the movement's reality for me and the overall framework of capi
talist development, with its contents and its goals.
Let us now pause and take up the debate from another angle. The fun
damental point, however you look at the argument, is obviously still the
nexus between the process of self-valorization and the effects of destructur
ing. I have pushed this nexus to an extreme, and I have recognized it in
separation. Basing myself on the experience of the movement, I have insisted
first and foremost on the subjective element. In now approach the argument
from the objective point of view- the viewpoint of the

Crisis State--the result
-

is no different. When the state, faced with the crisis in the functioning of
the law of value, attempts to reimpose that law by force, mediating its own
form of the capital relation and the commodity form in general, the state
itself registers, in effect, the crisis of all homologous functions. Force does
not substitute for value, but provides a surrogate for its form. The law of
value may be t�}rcibly reintroduced, in spite of the crisis of that law, and its
operations may be imposed in modified form-but this does not fill the void
of meanings that power is constrained to register. The Crisis-State is a power
that lives in a void of meanings, a logic of logic-power

lforza-logica] which

is itself destructured. This logic, this critical form, is a "dark night in which
all cows are white" Y in other words, the meaning of the whole does not in
any way arise from the perfect connection of the parts. The state's invest

�

m nt in the totality is purely negative, in terms of meaning. The reign of
total alienation is the only possible content of this project. The totality is a
void, is structured as des true turing, as a radical lack of value. Thus it becomes
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clear what a lack of homology means in thiS framework. All the elements of
the whole are unified in a technical sense; they hang together only in their
mutual untranslatability, only in the form of a forced relationship. Neither a
historicist approximation nor an Enlightenment-rationalist projection are
thinkable at this level. So, from an objective viewpoint too, the system can
be seen-rIlust be seen-dS destrucrured.
However, while our consideratIon of the objective aspect of the situation
confirms Our analysis of the subjective aspect, the objective aspect has neither
the same logical extension nor the capacity to substitute itself for
the sub
Jective. One cailliot move from the understanding of des true turing
as an
effect to the identification of the process of self-valorization as
the cause.
This is particularly obvious in the analytic principles of Michel Foucault,
IJ
which have caught my attention because of the way they strain for
the pro
ductivity, the creativity of an l mkll own 'II/amity situated beyond the cognitive

horizon. This is also obvious-and furthermore scandalous-in the
various
surreptitious attempt, that are being made to remlpose a conclusive
meaning
(SfIlSO) on this destructured horizon. These attempts, be they humanistic
in
inspiration or conceived in terms of Wille zur lvlacht, do nonetheles
s start

from a correct perceptIon of the blind objectiviry of the developm
ent of
capital's system. 14 But this surreptitiously restated homology, this " revolution
from above" II1 the absence of radical meaning, can be seen clearly,
in the
light of what we have said, f,x what it is-a traud.
The above considerations lead me now to confirm my original hypoth

esis of the prevalence

of the slIb;ective in the explanation of the current dialectic
of capital. Taking the subjective viewpoint to extremes does not negate
its
methodological validity. Rather, it confirms and extends it. It allows
me, in
the articulation between self-valorization and destructuring, to avoid
both

reductive foreclosures of the problem ( because in fac t it is the productivi
ty
of the proletarian subject that structures the destructuring, that is, negatively
determines Its own opposite) and, on the other hand, totalitarian dIalectical

extensions of the discourse, because, in this case, there are no longer homol

ogous functions of any kind.

It is clear that methodology does not in dny way resolve the problems
that
face us (although it does facilitate a correct traming of the solution)
. We
know that the methodological hypothesis requires contlrmation from
class
analysis. It is only the theoretical-political determination of the compositio
n

of the \vorking class that can ofier a sound basis tor a methodological hypoth

eSIs such

as ours. And, in fact, the following methodological
approximations,
without pretending to be exhaustive, confirm our initial methodolo
gical
assumption that, today, the constirution of class independence unt�)lds
first
and foremost in its separation . But separatioll in this case means the
mptllre if
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Separation also means that, having reached the point of

maximum socialization, the working class breaks the
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the tathers of this much-loved synthesis. Personally, I have nothing to do

laws of the social media

with the so-called "New Philosophers,"ls but I must say I am rather discon

Capital Volume 2, chapter 1 , calls for another mode

certed when I see representatives of the historical parties of the working

of investigation in the analysis of the metamorphoses of total social capital.

class, who have always been enamored of the link between Enlightenment

tioll of capital. Marx, ill

Is this to be a logic of separation? Is it to be a

Darstellung built on the extrem

rationalism and productive Stalinism, insulting these young philosophers for

ity and radicality of this independent proletarian subj ectivity, built on the

having drawn attention to this mystifYing connection. In short, they are

movements of proletarian self-valorization as such?

addressing themselves to a problem that no longer exists. Class self-valoriza

I think that these questions an,. important tor the further development of

tion has nothing to do with the structuring of capital, but it has a lot to do

this work. H owever, before we go on, they can be further articulated on a

with its destructuring. The whole of capitalist development, ever since the

formal and methodological plane, in order to constitute a framework tor the

working class established itself at a high level of composition, has been

ensuing debate. Let us look more closely. As I have said, the separateness of

nothing other than the obverse of, a reaction to, a pursuit of proletarian self

the proletarian subject is organized in the dialectic b etween self-valorizing

valorization-an operation of self-protection, of recuperation, of adjustment

productivity and tunctions of destrue turing. r know, however, that this dialec

in relation to the effects of self-valorization, which are eflecLs of sabotage of

tic does not produce eflects of homology and totalization because it is a

the capitalist machine. Tronti says it well in his latest work: the modern state

dialectic of separatio n . But, equally necessarily, it is inherent in the complex

is the political form of the autonomy of the working c1ass.'6 But in what

ity of the events that are being determined. How) In particular, how does

sense is he correct? In the sense--for him too, with his revived "socialism"

this special articulation of a separate subject relate to the constitution of cap

of compatibility and convergence? Not at all, my dear comrade: here the

italist dominatIOn? Sec ondly and conversely, how precisely does the

methodology of the

constitutive process of collective subjectivity proceed, i n all i ts radicality and

its starting point proletarian self-valorization, its separateness, and the effects

intensity? In short.

of sabotage that it determines. It is within

rateness, of the lack of any homology)

we must frame our analysis of the state-form.

what arc the laws that preside (albeit in a situation of sepa
OFer the parallel and opposed processes of
the st,ltf:t;n/IJ and 4 proletari,m se/f�f'alorizatiofl?
The h.lrther development of this work Will be dedicated to answering
these questions. But in definillg the problems, we can now add several further

notes-first in relation to the

sel(lulorizatiotl /destmcturinJZ nexus. In the history

of socialist thought and p rac ti c e, the sense of proletarian self·valorization has

critique ojpolitical economy has to be modified, taking as
this perspective in particular that

I f our analysis of the nexus between self-valorization and state structure
leads us along a path of causality that is negative and destructuring, the sit
uation is different when we come to consider our methodological approach
to the

nexus of selj:valorizatiotl with itself,

in its separateness. Here we shall

have to stress and adequately analyze the synchronic dimensions of the

often been expressed wi th original intensity (if Gramsn's teachings can b e

process. But here, too, there can be no recourse to models of continuity, to

retained i n any useful sense today, it is certainly i n this regard) . B u t it is never

functional determinations! What can be said straight away-because it con

exp ress ed in terms of separateness-rather, It is always expressed in a dialec

stitutes the substantial core of the methodological propositIOn itself-is that

tical sense ill relation to the totality. Reciprocation

the separateness of proletarian

[ CorrispondCIJzaj takes

th e place of opposition. In the social-anarchist tradinon this reciprocity, this
correspondence, has been played out

111

self-mlorizatiotl

presents itself

as discontinuity,

as a set of leaps and innovations. The method of social transformation that

terms of the dialectic b etween cen

derives from the self-valorizing separation of the proletariat has nothing in

tralization and decentralization. Thus it is not difficult. in a critique that starts

common with the progressive capacity for homology of Enlightenment

with Marx and stretches through to Foucault's edition of the

Panoptiwn, to

rationalism and historicism. Proletarian self-valorization is the strength

[torza)

demonstrate the pertect compatibility of Proudhon and Bentham. But this

to withdraw from exchange value and the capacity to base itself on use values.

compatibility also exists in the tradition of "SCIentIfic socialism"-this time

Every progressive capacity tor homology relates to exchange value. The
rupture of an anchorage in use-value and the recognition of the class's own

not in extensive (between centralization dnd decentralization) , but in inten

sive torm (between the workers' partIcular interests and the general interests
of SOCIety, bet\veen socialism ,md democracy) . This compatibility of the

independent productive force remove any possibility of dialectical resolu
tion. From the radically separate viewpoint of proletarian self-valorization,

process of self-valorization with the productive structuring of society is a

the dialectical positivity of method is wholly and solely innovative.

myth. It

IS

not Proudhon and Bentham, but Rousseau and Stalin who are
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T HE FORM OF DOMINATION

Having outlined our polemical methodological premises. we can now enter
into the substance of the matter. Facing us stands the state; bet\yeen us
and sometimes within m--stands the for m of dommation. To struggle means
to recognize the monstrosity of the power that stands facing us, recognize it
with the same inunedlate clarity and

011

the same level as we have viewed
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workers' conilictuality does not respect conclusive eqmlibria), the Keynesian
State goes into criSIS. Who conullands in the ([iSJS? The Keynesian political
elite tries to invent a "political trade cycle,"2\! tries to form "intermediate
regimes"21 etc.: in practice, control is little by little slipping out of their
hands-the control dimension no longer matches the dimensions of prole
tarian and workers' contlictuality. A se{olld phase opens . Alongside the
theoretical " p rogress" that leads Sraffa and hiS ilk to a dissolution of the

the relationship between self-valorization and destructuring. Now. tlzis mon

aggregate categories of capital, more concretely we can observe that the

strosity l!{poU'er is the 4ft'ct I!flJlIY sabotage; it is the negatlye result of our actions:

workers' struggle has a discontmuous cont1nmty, and that the apparent con

" Crime," says Marx, " through its constantly new methods of attack on

tinuity of the struggle is the result of an intlnite series of individual points

property, constantly calls into bemg new methods of defense, and so is as

of emergence. The economic and political sciences of restructuring must

productive as strikes tor the invention of machinery. " I 7 This is no paradox

take account of this. It is no longer possible to dream up indeterminate

Marx does not like the paradox label, not even in the case of Mandeville's

macro-economic equilibria that are independent of short-run22 variations

Fable of the Bees; this pleasure he leaves to the "philistine apologists of bour

and independent of the micro-economic components that are variable within

geois society. " It is, rather, a key to understanding. In point of fact, the more

the unioreseeable pacing l tempi] determined by the struggles of the collec

we sabotage the state and the more we give expression to the self-valonza

tive worker. Based on this necessity, we now see the formation of the theory

tionl destructuring nexus, the more the rules governing the development of

of the Crisis-State, along the following lines: divide up the overall thrust of

capital's state-system become terocious, monstrous, and Irrational. So let us

the working class; control it within the mechanisms of its own accumula

now look at how the state and the system of social domination respond to

tion; and torestall it by attacking it in its class composition. Keynes's broad

the social sabotage which results from self-valorization, and let us look at the

equilibria are replaced by an internal rupture of the class, a tactic that is pre

logic that they express-a logic which is internally coherent, but which is

cisely oriented toward dealing with individual points of class emergence--a

nonetheless negative ; a logic of destructuring which can never be sublimated,

microphysics of political economy. The "long-run trend is but a slowly
'
changing component of a chain of short-period situa tions _ . . it has no inde

but only precipitated further.
Capital's continual restructuring is its response to the workers' sabotage.

pendent entity. "23 Thus. it becomes impossible to produce a model of

Restructuring is the empty, hilt eflitadolls, content (�(the statc:!orm-empty, because

development unless it takes explicit account of the interruptions that occur

i t lacks any rationality save that accredited by the workers' sabotage; effica

in the process of production dnd reproduction. and thus a tresh toundation

cious, because the form of the restructurmg is command. But bourgeois

is laid for a theory of development based on the theory of cyclical fluctua

political economy's critical consciousness is oblIged to till the vacuum of its

tions, incorporating the dynamics that occur at the micro-economic level.

own process by spreading a wafer-thin (recuperated and mystitled) tormal

A long phase of bourgeois economic theory now develops around these

rationality over the rhythm of workers' and proletarian struggles. Let us see

premises. Michal Kalecki

how it proceeds. Within the critical conSClousness of bourgeois political

theory also taIls short. Cnsis-State theory is, atter .:tIl, a rct;mllist theory. I t

economy, the evolution of the logic of command has taken place in at least

taces u p t o the emergence o f the mass workers' productivity. and tries t o lay

15

the leading light in tim movement.2' But this

three distil/it pizases, t�)lIowing the great criSIS of the thirties. Each one of these

out an economy of oligopolies-on two sides: on the one hand the capital

phases corresponds to a particular quality and intensity of workers' and pro

ist entrepreneurial oligopoly, ,md on the other hand the workerlunion

letarian struggle. Elsewhere I have indicated the fundamental characteristics

oligopoly in the fdCtOry. 25 But in the meantime, the struggle has advanced;

of the KeYllesiall epoch . Ix In that epoch, control of the workers' struggle was

the action of the mass worker bas gradudlly invested the whole of society.

to be achieved in global terms. Keynes replied to the tormation and strug

The worker presents himself as

gles of the mass \vorker wi th an overall ad) ustment-in progressive terms-of

(and particularly) If still a " factory worker. " The worker responds to the

d

"sociahzed worker [ operaio socia lej"-even

supply and demand. But Keynes based himself on a political proposition that

Crisis-State even more vlOlently than previously to the Planner-State. I f the

was pure and gener:tl-he had stressed the overall trmd. I, But when the trend

latter went 1I1to criSIS bec.llIse of its inability to control the quantity of the

comes into contLldiction with the actual progress of the cycle (because the

workers' demands. the CriSis-State IS torced into an mternal sdf.. cnticism
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the relationship as it impinges on the class struggle in the sphere of repro

sion of the workers' action. The Cnsis-State is not only a state-form that is

duction.28 It is not surprising that the problem is arising again. Rather, what

retormist to its roots-it is also, and above all , a state-form that is still linked

is surprising is the fact that the proposition arouses so much passion. The

to the dimensions of direct production, to enterprise-command. But when

philosophers are well aware that the dimension of time is problematic: indef

the workers' sabotage expands to invest the whole of society, the entire mech

initely subdivisible and indefinitely extendable. The idea of the bad infinity

anism of circulation, torcing total capital into a confrontation over the rules

is embodied in the idea of time. So how should we grasp the analytic propo

governing the reproduction of the system, at that same moment the con

sition in operational terms; how are we to concretize the political project?

sciousness ' of bourgeois political economy-which had actually been

I t is not our job to answer this: it suffices to draw attention to the indeter

consolidating itself up to that point-reaches a further degree of crisis and

minateness of the project. Rather, our task is to note how the process of
destructuring that is internal to the logic ofpoliticai economy is taking a further step

dissociation.

third phase of theoretical devel

forward in this case.24 In its anxiety to keep up with the process of the

opment in the political economy of the Keynesian epoch. This is in the process

workers' offensive against the general dimensions of exploitation, bourgeOIS

of formation today, and draws on the elements of crisis in the previous pro

political economy strips even the appearance of coherence from its logic,

posals. In partIcular it tries to operate in a more comprehensive way on the

and forces itself into the role of a technical instrument against the emergence

circulation . The

of the destructuring power of the class; it spreads itself over the indefinite

It is interesting to note the formation of a

social movements of the working class. Its interest centers on

simple transition from (Keynesian) global control ofproduction to (Kaleckian)

discontinuity of the movement of self-valorization. State restructuring

dynamic control of production is insufficient. The problem is that of the func

increasingly becomes an indiscriminate succession of acts ofcontrol, a precise

tional control of circulation, the dynamic nexus linking production and
reproduction. And here the problem of

time becomes fundamental. Keynes

never concerned himself with the temporal determination of equilibria and
secondary equilibria. Kalecki, on the other hand, insisted upon the necessity
of deterl1llning Keynesianism via the redefinition of phenomena within indi
vidual "time units." 21; And now, today, the temporal dimension is bemg
extended to the whole of the process. In analytic terms, this is a sort of
Einsteinian theory of relativity: it involves the insertion of another dimen
sion of analysis, in order to relativize its contents. But this is a strange kind
of relativity indeed: it is above all a relativity of time, the reduction of time
to an indifferfflcf o(command. In practical and political terms, we have an analytic
mechanism that assumes circulatIOn time as a terrain of both theory and
control. The totality of circulation time is drawn into the economic analysis;
the totality of circulation time is to be dominated by economic policy: the
hypothesis of the simultaneity of functions and operatIons within the cycle

(a la the neo-classicists) , but opera
(a la Milton Friedman and his monetarist bedfellows) . The

is not assumed in advance and abstract
tional ,md political

Kaleckian interruptIOns of the short cycle are still mediations between the

trflld27 and the overall cycle: here, sCIence does not become separated in its

technical apparatus which has lost all measure, all mternal reference points,
all coherent internal logic.
The happy theoretical consciousness of the worker rejoices at this. But,
being responsible people, we must recognize the enormous weight of sui:'
fering, inhumanity, and barbarism that all this brings with it. This
manifestation of the internal void of capitalist restructuring, this successive
self-destruction of the moments of capitalist control, and this

dissoiwion (:(
theory into a technique ofpoUJer, bring closer the deadlines [s(adenze] of revo

lutionary struggle. But, at the same time, it renders the everyday struggle
painful and capital's continued existence cruel.}i) And yet it is still the workers'
action that brings about these effects-to the extent that

the destruct/iring
tension of these struggles has a direct ejJca 011 the very rationality o( capitalist rcstnlf
writlg, and eliminates this rationality, even in its formal aspect, leaving us with
a whole that is destructured, technical, and repreSSIve. The varied and
combined modality of the workers' action is respected in every moment of
the restructuring of capital: from the actions of the mass worker, and Irom
those of the socialized worker, follow etfects that are well adapted for a sub
sequent radical destructuring of the enemv power.
Thus it is not by chance that today, grand capItalist retormism has adopted

application, does not waste its efi:om in forecasting, but intensifies its atten

-at a world level-a

tiveness to every passage. It is a physics of elementary particles-and science

inflation," if you prefer) . On the basis of the experience of the fiscal

stands watchful, like a policeman, over everything.
It is not the Marxists'Job to observe that the temporal dimension is decisive
in the nexus between CIrculation and reproductIOn, and in general within

terroristic strategy or savage de/7atioll (or "dis
crisis of

the Americall cities, this political line has been correctly described as a " regres
sive redistribution of income, wealth, and power. "-\1 The destructured logic
of economic compatibility must in fact be extended downward, to reach
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individual social groups, i n such a way a s t o destroy every consolidation of

that is as empty as it IS separ:lte. Once agam a methodological premise that,

proletarian sdf-valorization at every level. Generabzed control must be

to us, is fundamental-that is, the separatfll6s of the cycles of capital and its

intensified so as to act on every nodal point in the process of reproduction;

state-torm from the cycle of working-class self-valorizatIOn-is verified. But

it must allow the destruction of all rigidity; it must make fluid, in a new

at this point a whole series of problems re-emerges, particularly if we want

manner, the cycle of capitalist reproduction. But this has always happened!

to identiJY not so muc h the center, as the specific content of capitalist restruc

Tlus is one of the laws of capItal! Certainly. But what makes the current

tUrIng. How is thIs terribly empty and mdifferent, this terribly weak and at

situation specitlc is the depth, the intensi ty, the extent of the control. Capital

the same time teroclOus freedom of capital deternuned today?

has been subjected to class pressure on the social terrain, which has defini

For the moment I know only one thmg: that from the workers' point of

tively destructured its terms of reierence. Enterprise-comllla nd i tself is in

view-having arnved at this level of awareness-the eflects of the destruc

crisis at this level. Restructuring, at this point, is dom.ination in its p ure fortu.

turing action that I have set in motion torce me to confront-in a destructive

It aims to adapt itself to the level of the individual unit of production, the

manner-capital's torce of stabilization. And this means, first of all, con

individual social group. the individual person. Thus it is not by chance that,

fronting that torce willch promotes the multiple indiflerent possibilities of

acting at such a depth and within such micro-economic dimensions, power

donunation. Destructuring the enemy system involves the inuuediate neces

is once again, tor the first time in several decades. resurrecting the ideology

sity of attacking and destabilizing its political regime.

of freedom!
Here, capitalist deternunation (whose articulatIOns tallow the social emer
gence of the processes of proletarian self-valonzation, and which has to face

4.

A SECOND PARENTHESIS, O N THE WAGE

up to the effects o f destructuring that these engender) reaches a maximum

I find myself m a complex theoretical position. I must, at one and the same

o f l ogical vacuity: here, thc reimposition o{the faw " f value within restn«turing is

time, show how the form of capitalist donunation is subordinated to the

violence, to the extent that it hinJ!.cs logically

011

aiteria L>( indifference. However,

process of workers' and proletarian �elf-valorization-and also show the

this in no sense reduces the efficacy of the project of restructuring. Command

resulting determinatIons in the destructured separateness of command. This,

lays out the specifics of this indiflcrence. If the SOCIal struggle of the working

in fact, is the sense of the questIon that I posed earlier: how does one specifY

class has driven the capitalist mind to the point of tormal indifference, then

and deternune the illdi{ferell(f ofcolllmmld?

capitalist command tries to specdy and materialize this possibIlity. It is impor

As regards the first point, r think

[ have already gone some way toward

tant to emphasize this passage, because WIth it comes a fundamental shift in

proving it. In short, at the very moment when capital is living through the

the development of the contemporary form of the state. That very social

complete SOCIalizatIon of the productive torce of the working class, the

democratl( pro;ea, which since the time of Keynes has been at the center of

(KeyneSIan and/or Kaleckian) instruments that it had at its disposal for con

capital's interest in restructuring, is nuw slibsumed into the ind!ffcrctlt possibili

trolling the interrelationship between production and reproduction (based on

ties of capital. This is perhaps a splendid example of how workers' and

a balancing of supply and demand, un the twin basis of an expanding employ

proletarian self-valorization has destroyed an instance of the enemy. The

ment base and an expandmg production base) fail . Why do they fail? Because

social-democratic project is beginning to disintegrate, and trom this point of

the medltlflislIlS of capital 's reproductioll and the I1IcrJwllisnlS ,?f reproduction of the

view, the euphofla that accompames the present development of the various

lI'orkitl ? class are 110 longer operating sYlldrrolwllsly. The social self-valorization of
}
the working class accentuates, m an antagonistic manner, both the quality and

Eurocomlllllnisms is slightly macabre. '2
So, concretely speaking, wl1Jt is the center of the capitalist restructuring

the quantity of the workers' needs. I t radicalizes the aspect of simple circula

project today? How is the f'Jrlll of domil1:ltlon taking shape) The extreme

tIon, over and against [he overall reproduction of all the dimensions of capItal.

volatility of command faced with the law of value is not something new:

At this point, as we have seen, " the needs of social expenditure have to be

SP('[ltir

to resTmal/ring is The (OIl;III1(lIIr(' cl( cOllllllalld and the illdiffe r

([m ien""

of (Olllm,lIlt!, of its articulations. ThIS capitalist conclusion

duction of overall labor-power. Tills therd(xe sets in motIOn a state monetary

defives trom the powerful socialization of the revolutionary movement of

phenomenon which, unlike KeyneSIan d�tirit spelll!iIlY," ·' must allow for a sitlllll

but what is
eflce

of The

met, inasmuch as they must guarantee a continuity of production and repro

the proletarian class; it is the obverse of thl'>. I n this situation, capital's

tancily of both capitalist and working-class reproduction."" Thus all the

initiative becomes regressive--- i n other words. it has to base itself 011 a logic

charmels of adnlinistration-and not merely the monetary aspect-must
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bodies-all these are artIculated according to thIs logic. These difl:erential

demand. Given the actual strength of the working class, the problem is thus

incomes are signs of the variability of one's ll1sertion into the hicrarchy. into

to reduce its autonomous reproduction time and strength. Thus the separate

the articulation of command. This, then, is the only form within which the

ness of capitalist command could not be clearer. Its destructuring springs from

indifference can be determined. The " Party-State"

capital's realization that every attempt to adapt to the determinate articula

system of public administration tend to guarantee this specification of dif

tion of the working class and the proletariat fails, for this very reason. Only

ferential income as the form and the content of political power.l<'

command conceived as indifterence, conceived as a separate capacity for self..
reproduction, can be enforced at this point. Capital is driven to daydreams

Now, all of this touches directly on

[ StlltO do PartitiJ

productive labor.

and the

What, in short, is the

nature of productive labor within the Incomc-State/ From capital's pomt of

of self-sufficiency. It is not by chance that, at this limit, we see the re-emer

view, it IS that

gence of economic theories that we thought long dead and buried-theories

situated within the separation of the state hierarchy. From this point of view,

of the self-sufficiency of capital and its money, mementoes of neo-classicism

the indifierence to the value you produce is equaled by the attention paid

and quantitative monetarist practices.

part

of social labor that has been unionized, corporatized,

to the extent of your faIthfuliless to the system. The

labor markel-that

is,

But dreams are only dreanlS for all that: that noisy alarm clock of the class

overall labor-power in its relative illdependence--is sectioned off according

struggle is still there to wake you up. So the capitalist state now has to reartic

to the hierarchical values advanced by the system 37 Of course, every time

ulate in positive terms the separate essence of its command. From a practical

the state mechanism intervenes

and theoretical point of view, there has certainly been a profound and sig

manner, the game becomes harder, particularly when the intensity of the

nificant advance: here, the destnlctioll of the value-terms of the capitalist relatioll
is 110 10llger a result, hut a starting point; it is no longer a painful i njury suffered,

approach cannot be mystified, when the intervention takes place at the point

but a proud and arrogant act of will. Indeed, never before has the capitalist

it, to section it up, to hierarchize it

state been so politically autonomous! It still remains necessary for capitalist

tive labor has mllde itse!fgeneral,

command to be articulated, but henceforth its parameters will be based on

independent, and where reproduction seeks to be selt�valorization·lX)-to

1I1

the reality of the class struggle in a direct

of greatest contradiction. To Impose upon the labor market in order to divide

(whell it is predscly at this lel'ci that produc

where "small-scale circulatIon" has made itself

this separateness. The source and legitimation of power are no longer the

impose upon this reality guarantees a maximum of violence and mystifica

law of value and its dialectic, but the law of command and its hierarchy.

tion. Because here the two extremes of the process that we are describing

Having been forced into the most radical

material destructuring, capital's state

meet: on the one hand, the unified material base of the processes of prole

must now restructure itself ideally. The free productive state of the capitalist

tarian self-valorization, and on the other, the active, repressive figure of power

revolution is now reduced to a

that has been destructured by the struggles.

wrporative, hierarchital

form-to the organi

zation of appearances. This is the only logic of the " autonomy of the

It is worth pausing briefly to consKier thIS central moment, and to empha

p olitical. " Henceforth neither political economy and the critique of politi

size some of the consequences of what we have been saying, from a theoretical

cal economy nor the analysis of class and class composition can adequately

point of view, about proletanan self.. valorlzation. N ow, two elements are

explain this destructured reality; only descriptive sociology can follow this

immediately clear. The first is that, at thIS point,

phenomenon!

economic Identity,

the II',J.1;C is 110 IOl1ger,

in Its

It is completely subordinated to

[Stato

the entire dynamic of power, to the entire framework of the political

state of political income. The one absolute value agamst which

autonomy of the state. The wage is reduced to the hierarchy of command,

This is the

renditaj-a

all /fldepmd" llt vaYlable.

St,1te-based-oll-b,colllc-as..ReI'CIlUe,

the Income-State

all other hierarchical values must measure themselves is political power.

in a process that IS the counterpart, the obverse of the repression of prole

And this one absolute value is the foundation for the construction of a scale

tarian umty at the sOClal level . This lead, us to the second consequence: the

of diiterclltial

Power is the simultanei ty, the site of perfect compatibility of the mechanisl1lS

center of the workers' Jnd proletarian struggle consists in the rerogllitiotl of rhe
general (1.lpert or the Huge (IS a lost 0( reprodllaiOIl t�r the l/I/Ity 0( the prolclaY/at, of
its self.. valorizatlOn. The problelll is politiml, Oil both ,-ides-evc n i( as in this

of production and reproduction, and it is from this that circulation must

case, it is obvious that the meamngs of the term " polItical" are not homol

illwmes, whose

value is calculated on the basis of one's greater

or lesser distance frolll the center, from the site of production of power. J5

proceed, accepting its authority. One's location in the hierarchy, the corpo

ogous-because we are dealing WIth meanmgs that dre mutually opposed,

rative structure. and the respective positions of the various separate

completely and preCIsely antagoI1lsoc. For capital. politics is diviSIOn and
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hierarchy, for the proletariat it is umty and equality; tor capital it is the sub

the struggle over public spending i s a struggle that directly attacks the mech

sumption of labor, for the proletariat it is the process of self-valorization; for

anisms of command and the determination of political income and destroys

the state it is the simultaneity of the processes of production and reproduc

them. I t destroys iliem by

quantitatively raising public spending to the point of

tion, for the proletariat it is the development of the independence of its own

making it incompatible with the proportions of cOl1l1l1and over reproduc

processes of reproduction, dissyn11l1etry, and discontinuity.

tion, and by

qualitatively blocking the relative choice of options. But this is not

At this point, therefore, the problem of the wage (as the pivot-point on

enough. There is also direct action to be taken. Some groups of workers,

which the antagonistic capital relation turns) takes on a new figure. The logic

some strata of the working class, remain tied to the dinlension of the wage,

of separation-which tlows from the process of self-valorization, and which

to its mystified terms. In other words, they live off this political income.

capital undergoes in a destructured and idealized torm-Ieaves no margins

Inasmuch as they are living off this political income (even some who work

of compromise in this respect. So it is not by chance that the capitalist reaction

in the large factories), they are stealing and expropriating proletarian surplus

to the development of the class struggle has been unleashed above all around

value--they are participating in the social-labor racket on the same terms as

the problem ofpublic spending--understood as the terrain on which the thTIlst

ilieir bosses. These positions-and particularly the union practice that fosters

of the workers' struggle was effectively and offensively reshaping the issue of

them-are to be fought, with violence if necessary. It will not be the first

the, wage, adapting it to the fundamental instances of the project of self-val

time iliat a procession of the unemployed has entered a large factory so that

orization. In the struggle over public spending, capitalist hierarchization, the

it can destroy the corruption of the labor aristocracy along with the arro

differential incomes of power, the corporative mystifications of the unions,

gance of political income! This was what the unemployed were doing in

were coming under heavy attack, while the unity of social productlve labor

Britain in the 1 920s, for exampleJ9-and quite rightly so. Here, however, it

as the basis of the process of self-valorization was increasing. This was , mdeed,

is no longer simply a matter of the unemployed. Here we are dealing with

a "battle tor production"! It gave the working class the possibility of regain

all the protagonists in the social production of value who are rej ecting the

ing its own productive dignity, its unity, outside and against the mechanisms

operation that capital has set in motion in order to destroy their unity:

of political income, of state parasitism, which the unions and power sought

workers of the largefactories need to be brought back again

to impose on it. It gave the working class the possibility of materially ground

This is fundamental. The

10

the

this ro nl of the struggle.
I

s

ocial maiority qf the proletarial, of socially produc

ing its own productive unity-of opposing exploitation by means of

tive labor-power, must impose the issue and practice of unity, bringing it

self-valorization.

once again to the attention of the workers in the large tactories. The

Public spendillg and the wage cOll5lillllt' isslies to which the allalysis, the theory ,md

mass
vanguards of the large factories must struggle, in conjunction with the pro

the p ractice or revolutiollaries 11'i11 c(llltillllally izal'e to rClllm, because in a situation

letarian movement, to destroy the parasitic filth celebrated and guaranteed

of discontinuity in the cycle of the class struggle, the problem of public

by the unions in the large factories. This is fundamental. Here, in fact, we

spending will, in the coming years, assume the same importance that the wage,

are dealing with the project-the living, effective project-of workers' self

narrowly defined, has had in years past. But we must be clear here: in the dis

valorization, which refuses, and must destroy, the vacuity of the muier logic

continuity of the movement, once again, no homology is permiSSIble. In other

of capital and all its apparatuses. N ow, at this point I should answer those

words, the Issue of public spending is not simply an extension, a completIon

jackals that I already hear howling: I am not saying that the Mirafiori worker

of the wage issue. nle problem ofpublic spending is lIot ch,u ':f the social wage. It

is not an exploited worker (this is how far you have to go in order to polemi

is, rather, the recogrlltion, the imposition of the recognition that the tllllty of

cize with jackals!). I am saying that me " Party of Miratiori" must today live

social labor, or the whole qrsociLll labor. today constiWtes the 'llll)' pt1Ssible delillitioll of

the politics of the proletarian majority, and that any position which is

the produailJity oflabor: this is the base tor which capItal lIIust pay. It must pay

restricted purely to the necessary struggle in the factory, and which is not

tor it with respect to Its quality, its articulations, its determination. I t must

connected to me proletarian majority, is a position that is bound to lose. The

recognize the independence of workers' self-valorizatIon.
But as we have seen, thIS does not happen. Instead, the contrary happens
the whole of capital's attention turns to the functioning ofdiflerential income

factory struggle must live

within the

proletarian majority.

The pril'lleged place of the wage in the
today

be

extended

to

co

n tin uity of proletarian struj!gles must

the struggle over public spending. Only this struggle can

(restructurmg) and to the cO'lsolidation, in absolute terms, of its political

enable the full self-recognition of the proletariat; can establish the bases of

resources (stabilization) . Now, the mechanism v/political income IIIl1st be destroyed:

self-valorization; can attack directly the theory and practice of political
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reproduction of the proletariat. This terrain has to be rebuilt, together with

utterly fragile-- iTagile because i t is completely ideal. Here the problem is

the workers in the factories; this struggle must reumtY the proletarian terrain.

no longer that of difterential income, but that of its political foundation.

And it can be done. And anyway, there is no alternative: or rather, the only

Now. this "absolute" foundation is itself ideal-it is an indictment of the

alternative i s to accept subordination, to plunge into the maelstrom of

whole machinery of capitalist development, to the extent that it has regis

destructuring, to abandon ourselves to destruction.

tered the crisis of the law of value. It is, therefore. a limit. And thus it is a
will to the overall mystification of the system of exploitation. When Marx
criticizes Ricardo's " underestimation" of absolute rent [rendita] , he admits

5.

. , . AND NIETZSCHE WENT TO PARLIAMENT

nonetheless that its tendency must be to disappear: Ricardo's "overestima

Once upon a time there was the " salami theory " : the retern1lSts intended

tion" of differential rent would, in these conditions, become plausible. But

to rake power just like slicing a salami.-IO When this culinary witticism tell

here, we are already in the situation where the survival of moments of absolute

into disrepute and the conception of power as totality was restored, some

rent has already given way to the development of capitalist socialization and

thought that power could be conquered by putting salt on its tail.41 They

the global predominance of the capitalist mode of production. Here the reap

had good structural motives for thinking that way: a peaceful strategy that

pearance of political income no longer has any criterion of verisimilitude or

would have taken into account the class's socialization, however cautiously

any material foundation. It is a phantasm. And then? The Income-State

managed, could only have brought about a relation of terce that would have

develops two mystifications. The first is the one which joins differential polit

tended to be more and more tavorable to the class. In this fable, there seems

ical income and its mechanisms to a generic emergence of the law of value

to be no recollection that the p ower of the bourgeoisie was quite a nasty

(which, as we already know, has been transformed into the form of

hawk, far !Tom willing to do business with the industrious little sparrows.

command); the second is that which seeks to consider the absolute nature

There was also no recollection that peace could not. theretere, be consid

of political income at the level of the origination of power, as its fundamen

ered a precondition but would have to be imposed, and that,

tal condition. But this too is pure and simple mystification: here we are not

of its determination, the worst could continually blackmail the best. The

1Il

the dialectic

seeing the expression of a historical necessity tied to the period of develop

fable doesn't record any of this, even though the concept is one of the

ment of the law ofvalue--we are merely seeing the expression ofthe extreme

Aesopian archetypes of fabulation. Finally, there was no recoUection that

limit of mystification, of the forcible reimposition of a law on a proletarian

workers ' self-valorization in itself was destructuring and

world which otherwise would be impossible to dominate. Nevertheless, this

italist power. There is really no more to

proletarian movement brings about the extreme dissolution of the very cotlCept

case we cannot play at fables.

be

destabilizing to cap

said about this, because in this

oj"power. And now, enough bluster about the nexus berween Lenin and Max

Now, once again, the only point that we are interested in pursuing is the

Weber' Here. as in the thought of Lenin, thought and practice go in rwo

relationship beTween self-valorization and destmauring R�/ormism jimdame'ltally

opposite directions : worker freedom and bureaucratic indifference are polar

denies this sense �f the relationship; ;'lStead, it usserts that se!f:valorizatiofl is cOIIsis

opposites-with the first being rationality, the second irrationality; the first

tent with structuring, not destructuring. Valorization. tor reformism, is univocal:

being struggle. the second mere formalization of political income (unless the

there is only capitalist valorization. The problem is how to gain command

"autonomists of the political" do not have the same one-dimensional con

over it. Everything else is utopianism. Euroconmlllllisl1l sets itself up as a can

ception of power. so to speak. that the N ew Philosophers have!) .
The indi tlerence of command. therefore, is specified in a SOrt of political

didate to represent the developed working class, as a pJrty that Illediates
berween the process of proletarian self-valorization and the restructuring of

practice of income, whose absolute foundations lie in political authority, and

capital. Eurocomrnunism is the party of restructuring-it \s the party of the

whose dift'erential lie\ within the hierarchical system. This situation brings

synthesis berween proletarian self.. valorization and capitalist valorizatioll.

about

a

conception (and a reality) of the wage system that differs radically

Having picked up out of the mud the banners of democracy that the bour

!Tom the experience of wa�e struggles conducted by the " other" workers'

geoisie had let drop, E urocommunism now sets about gathering up the

movement in other historical eras. Today, in tact. the uJage stmggle cannot be

banners of economic development which capital had destructured. Thus,

other than immediatelv puliri(.'I, gclleraJ, and cJ?alirariun . The privileged terrain

there is no discourse

on which it moves is that of pllblic spffldinJ?, of the self-valorizing overall

virtuous circle of restructuring. As for Eurocommunism's goals. they are more

OIl

power that is not organized exclusively within the
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than clear: the conscious extension of the capItalist mode of production to
the whole of society and its ("socialist " ) state management.
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Finally, the political relevance of workers' self-valorization can only be
restored by a general, external function, one that can differentiate the func

Our intention here is not to demonstrate that this project is bad and ugly.

tions within the global project of development. No unmediated political

Rather, we believe we can show it to be impossible-undesirable, in fact,

relevance can be granted to workers' and proletarian self-valorization, all the

because it is not realistic but mystified. We believe it can be shown that the

more so since i t IS interpreted as being at the furthest limIts of the phenom

working class is proceeding-increasingly so, as i t becomes more socialized-

enology of production. I ts movements do not contain a generality; its

in terms that are antagonistic to this project. The battle is between the true

separateness IS to be politically mediated through society, with SOCIe ty, i n

and the false, and initially it can take place on no other horizon-but there

society; and t h e particularity of i t s interest is t o be articulated with t h e gen

after it will occupy every other horizon. And to conclude, we believe it can

erality of capital's development.

be shown that Eurocommunism, inasmuch as it proceeds along these lines,
presents no alternative whatsoever to capitalist development, but rather is the

N ow, from negation

to attl r mation.

EurocomIIlunists i n addition and

111

Only restructuring-say

the

conclusion-wIll provide the possibil

representative of a catastrophic subordination of the class to capital, a fragile

ity of restoring the tormal conditions for proletarian self-valorization within

and transitory element of capital's state-form.

the capItalist mechanism of development. Restructuring reorganizes the

Thus self-valorization and restructuring. In reality, the decision as to

ratIonale of capitalist development and structures it in relation to the needs

whether these rum terms are compatible or antagoIllstic is not merely a

of the proletariat: it goes, therefore, trom the general to the particular, and

question of fact. Eurocommunism is innovative in relation to Marxism, not

only by proceeding in thIS direction can it give meaning to the liminal man

.' because it denies the empirical conditions of the process of self-valorization,

Ilestations of the proletariat. The only way that the partIcular interests of the

but because it denies the

proletariat can be repaid in economic terms (but in a ditferent manner, a

tic potet/tiai,

worker Lmd prolelariall character, the radically antagonis
and the political relevallce of that self-valorization.

manner which is organic and compatible with development) is by destroy

First, the worker and proletarian character. Eurocommunism does not use

mg the amagonistic harshness of particular mterests that arise along the road

tht' term "self-valorization," but rather the term " hegemony." This term

that leads to the centrality of the function of restructuring. The socialized

allows the processes of working-class socialization to be interpreted as tending

worker's bram-the retormists contlllul�is the center of the process of

toward the dissolution of the class into society. It substitutes a Hegelian and

resrructurmg: It negates the econol11ism of its stimuli by transforming them

populist tenninolof:,'Y fi:)r a Marxist class one. Operating in this framework,

imo political startll1g points; it negates the political starting points h' molding
\

crsions, 42

Eurocoml11unism displaces the debate from the terrain of class struggle over

them into a t()[ce to Illdnage capital . I n the more refined

reproduction, over productive labor, that is to say, the terrain of class com

Eurocollll11unism's mmtence on the centrality of the political fi.1I1ctlons o f

position, to "society" understood generically, and politICS as the complex o f

restructuring Vls-l-vis the class mechanism of self-valorization reaches the

institutions. By this means the term "self-valorizatIOn" is robbed o f its

point of extreme essentIalism: the Weberian/N ietzschean fimctional fl)[mal

meaning as part of a class vocabulary. For Eurocommunism, the terrain of

iSlll of the bourgeOIS tradition IS recuperated dnd inverted into an instance

proletarian self-valonzation becomes a liminal zone, meaningful only in

of prolet,l[ian cOI11m,md,

terms of the reconstruction of a social totality.
Second: the negation of the radically antagonistic potential o f the

d

pure autonomy of workers' politics.

I think I have done Justice to Eurocol111ll u msm m expoundmg its theory
Itl these terms. III reality, the opposition IS so clear-cut that there is little
1 11

processes of workers ' self-valorization is the dynamic consequence of the

pomt

first negation. Once workers' and proletarian self-valorization is seen at the

beyond the debasement of M,lrXIsm that this conception entails, it is shown

resorting to polemic. In tact, as has quite often been emphasized,

limit ora merely p hellol1lenal manifestation, it can only be expressed dynam

to be talse bv the re,l lity of the movement. H71fl1 II'e S'l}' scl( m/orizatio1l, I Ff

ically through the social synthesis. This synthesis is determined by the society

I/It'<111 the a/tfrn,l[U'f that the workillg (/LISS sets ill 1II0tioll Oil the terrain o( pro dll(

of capital . So we are not dealing with an antagonism, according to

IIMI ,1I1d rcp rodllaioll, by appropri,uin.1Z POII'eY alILI rcappropriLltillg II 'fa Ith , in

Eurocommunism, but with an orgamc and tunctlOnal dIalectic between the

OPPOS/tIOIl to the (Llplta/w lIIe(I!LHlIsms

classes, the terms of whose solution are provided by the relation of force

reached a point where the process of proletarian self-v,llorization has begun

and by its compatibility WIth the gener,ll interest. And the general 1I1terest

to lllvest the entire terram of the SOCIalization of production and the circu

IS the development of capItal.

latIon of cOl1ul1oditles { mcreasmgly subsumed within the mechanism of

lJ( a((l11l11l/ati01l

Lwd dfllc/OPlllfllt. We have
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capitalist reproduction). Therefore, when this extension of the processes of

tor retofll15 was torally subordinated to the state. The processes of self

valorization (including essential modifications that are inherent in the

valorization were now to be seen as " functions" of the capitalist state.

concept of productive labor) is accomplished, every possibility of consider

Let us now look at the workers' viewpoint. It extends from the factory

ing an antagonistic or generalizing valence (the party, the worker's brain, the

to the society; It imposes upon capital the organization of social productive

"autonomy of the political") outside the process of self-valorization itself

labor; it reopens on this terrain a struggle that is continuous and increasingly

becomes less and less viable. Certainly, it is true that,

according to the rhythm
of the workers ' socialization, capitalist society has been permanently restructured:

etl:l cacious. I n valorizing itself socially, the working class increasingly destruc

infrastructures, services, education, housing policies, welfare policies, etc.

command over sociery. Within thIS framework, the activity of reformi.sm and

tures capItal as capital is increasingly constramed to extend its direct

multiply and determine an ever-wider context for the processes of self

of Euro(ornmunism IS an

valorization. But precisely

this process reveals the characteristics C!fse!J-valorization:

note, in a subordinate and threadbarejllTln. It does not succeed-indeed, it cannot

eiemem of the state:form

in fact it reproduces within itself-the more so the further it extends-the

succeed-in ensuring that the rationale of self-valorization prevails within

of capitalism-but, we should

antagonistic characteristics of workers' power. The workers' struggle imposes

capitalist restructuring. I t remains prisoner of a destructured rationality that

a reorganization of society, a capitalist restructuring. This restructuring must

cannot be translated; it is overwhelmed by the indifference of power, the

be adapted to a series of needs that are imposed by the struggles themselves.

transcendence of its uniry. The rhythm of collective bargaining which is

The quantity and quality of the struggles determine the reforms. But nev

proper to reformism has dissolved into the trajectory of political income.

ertheless, these still remain capitalist reforms, and the effect of the workers'

Only in the form of corporativism does ret()rmism win back some credibil

struggle on them is immediately double: it reopens the struggle within this

ity. To make up for this subordination, rdo rmism refuses to accept the fact

restructured fabric; and through the subsequent extension and generaliza

that it has been transformed into mystification, the mystification into bad

tion of the struggle, it destructures capitalist co mmand at this level too, at

conscience and mystified will, and the mystified will into repression of the

this degree of extension. Workers' self-valorization does not find its conti

struggle, into terrorism against the processes of workers' and proletarian val

nuity within restructuring; in restructuring it sees only an effect of its own

orization. At this point, retornllsm and Eurocommunism have earned the

strength, an increase of its own offensive possibilities, an extension of its own

right to call themselves, and to teel themselves, participant� in the state-form

there is no political medi
ation possible at this level, either in institutional terms or in terms of economic
restructuring. Eurocommunism, seen from this perspective, is living a lie: it

of capitalism. But .lt what a price'

claims a continuity with the processes of self-valorization which is not given,

Faced with the impetuousness and torce of the processes of workers' self

and consequently it is constrained to mystify and fight the effective

valorization, the waiitiotls that haz'f determilled the sta£e-jimn (�r late capitalism
are necessarily 511rrcnderillf! to the ll'orkers ' <llltagollism. Oligopolies, unions, the

power to comprehensively destructure capital. Thus

movement of self-valorization on that movement's own terms, the terms ,in
which that movement actually expresses itself--as p ower

[potenza]

of

destructunng.

Ccrmatlia docet. ·J

So this Nietzschean presence in Parliament is cause for rejoicing. The
situation is such that fl'Cry failure

of mystification is a victory for the workers.

"middle classes" have tor half a century-and certainly since the Roosevelt
revolution-dominated the framework of the state-tc)rm and have deter

So it is not by chance that the positions within Eurocommunism that have

mi.ned its constitutional toundations throughout the whole of the Western

laid claim to a correct institutional mediation of the processes of self-val

world. The working .:lass IS now emancipating itself from the institutions,

orization have also ended up overwhelmed by the illusion of mediation.

irnposmg

From the factory struggles to the struggles for reforms, they said; then, from

and simply appropriation, a fact of p ower, des true turing of the enemy. The

a

continuous investment in public spending that is now purely

the struggles for reforms to a campaign to restructure the capitalist under

capitalist response is divestment, the tlIght from controntation with the class.

taking, to restructure the state. Was this a necessary continuity? Only as a

There IS no alternative to the fall of the rate of protlt in this situation:

step along the road of mystification! In tact, at1:er a short while, we then saw

whatever road is f()llowed-that of the defellSe and maintenance of employ

this naive spirit coming back into the factory: of necessity, the continuity

ment, or that of publIc spending-come what may, the rate of profit is

that had led "from the struggles to the state" had now been thrown into

decreasmg "· But if there is no alternative

reverse. Now they were speaking from the point of view of the state, and

then this space will be occupied by workers' initiatives that constantly

the antagonistic content of the workers' factory struggles and the struggles

desrructure, and in thiS ca,e also destabIlize, the polItical balances of power.

to

the fall of the rate of profit,
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presents itself. " A t t h e same time, w e must laugh a n d philosophize.""" But
when you begin to philosophize, you notice that this detachment

IS

actually

The relation of self-valonzation to restructuring-which is the basis for

contempt. The negation of self-valorIzation is disgraceful. An inconuuensu

any remaining dignity of ref()rmism and Eurocommunism-thus has no

rabIe, irresolvable, unsurveyable space separates you from this disgrace. Thc

standing whatsoever, from any point of VIew, neither that of the working

disgrace of reformism is the measure of thIS detae hllIe nt, and rhus the

class, nor that of capitalism. From both standpoints, the relatIOn appears antag

proletarian refusal of repression, its organs and institutions can only be total

onistic. And yet, in the name of that efficacy that power concedes to

and radical.

mystification, it can still be part of the state-form. Up to what point? From

Yet we must laugh at the dIsgrace and philosophIze, nor over this disgrace

the moment when its function has been totally subordinated, the point will

that is detachment, but rather by amicably deepel1lllg the diSCUSSion of central

be established by the struggle between the two classes over the question of

issues such as thiS sensation that IS knowledge. that is the negative power

power. For the moment, reformism and Eurocommunism are living an

[potenza] of the positive, and sabotage as a tunction of self-valorization. I am

opaque, subordinate lite within the framework of capital's state-to r m .

therefore within this separation that connects me to the world as a force of

CorporativIsm a n d parasItism are t h e qualitics of their existence.

destruction. I am within it and I feel the intensity of the leap of change that
is presupposed every time that I tree myself through destruction. Leap,
change, discontinuity-but doesn't that mean Sorel and anarcho-syndical
ism?49 Only fools could think so. At this point there is neither organicism

PART TWO : WO R K E R S ' S A B O TA G E

nor myth, neither generality nor improvisation, but rather the intensity o f a
relationship between wealth and poverty that refuses to be resolved, and that

6 . W E N O LONGER HAVE ANY CHOICE . . . "'

is felt to be scandalous by virtue of the fact that all its terms are reversed

Sel{-!'a/orizatioll is sabotage. That sentence is probably prosecutable by some

from this point on: wealth before poverty, deslfe before need. Separation is

state prosecutor in this Republic of Italy, with its Constitution " founded on

what is sought, but it is expressed in a powerful will to conflict; rupture is

labor." But the more interesting problem is the sentence's reversibility, the

what continually launches relays of destructive will against reality, and desire

complete inter-translatability o f self-valorization and destructuring. Sabotage

is what exerts itself to be desperation. In short, it is a positiVity that commands

is the IlcJzatilif potl'er [potenza] of the positive, its inverse, which IS now at stake.""

the negative and imposes it. Yet you don't know how to transform this

N evertheless, bef()fe elaborating on this stake, a stake that is completely

uncontrollable tension into hope except by living it. Hope is a projection,

subjective, I am pleased to conclude the objective part of the discussion on

a continuum, an analogy to be postulated. At this point there is no homology

the form of domination by simply adding an adjective to what has already

of any kind, neither Ernst Bloch's utopia nor Georges Sorel's myth.'" Here,

been said about Euroconlll1unism:

wealth is tested and desperation wins. I look around myself in amazement.

rC/(Jrlllisttl is di�f{race/id [itifinlle].

Its clisgrace

[ infamia] resides in the structural position that the state-form assigns to it as

Is this really the spmt of the century? Is this really the creative Marxism in

the center of mystificatIon, the center and Illotive t()rce for the organization

which we live? Nothing reveals the immense historical positivity of workers'

ofconscnsus and thus of repressio/l against both real and merely possible oppo

self-valorization more completely than sabotage, this continual activity of the

sition. This disgrace is a superf1uity, a mathematIcal pomt, a mannerism of

sniper, the saboteur, the absentee, the deviant, the cnminal that I find myself

,tructural fill1ction, though It is no less serious for all that because its effec

livl11g. I inllllediately teel the warmth of the workers' .111d proletarian com

tive projection takes on, within the spectacular character that the regime

munity again every time I don the ski Husk. ThIS solitude of mine is creative,

grams it, an original and general significance. It is brutality that IS open to

and this separateness of mine is the only real collectivity th,It I know. Nor

the temptation to be arrogant; it is arrogance that is open to the temptation

does the happll1ess of the result escape Ille: everv act of destruction and

to be terror; it IS terror that is open to the possibility of bemg conllcal. A

sabotage redounds upon me as a sign of class fellowship. Nor does the

paradox arises here: the tlt:l?<lfil'e pOll 'a [potenza J <?frile tlcgatille does not manage

probable risk disturb me: on the con trary, It tllh me with tt--verish emotion,

to be credible. R.epression is not credible. Its spectacular torm is paradoXI
cal and ridiculous. Indeed, why not "swap Brezhnev for Pinochet" ?"7 To
laugh at repression is not to dett-- nd oneself but

to

define It, facing it as it

like waitmg tor a lover. Nor does the suftermg of the adversary aft-ect me:
proletarian Justice has the very same productive force of self-valorizatIOIl and
the very same ticulty of logical conViction. All thIS happens because

we ,lYe
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in the majority--not the sad one that i s measured a t some time in every decade

transformation is based on the method of dictatorship, in the sense of exclu

among adults who put on the regulation student uniform and return to

sion of the enemy. But our wretched star-gazers ask how we are going to

school, but a qualitative and quantitative majority of social productive labor.

use this method of dictatorship a.mong ourselves, and whether it is possible

Yet all this is not enough. The dawning violence, the emotional intensity

that we may commit errors. It certainly is possible, but it is sickening to hear

that the consciousness of class composition immediately reveals, must reartic

such counsel from the accomplices of capital. We can only reply that the

ulate itself, it must bring to life its system of rearticulations. It is real, but

class dictatorship does-and must--exist, and we shall do everything-

insufficient in the face of the desire that suffuses it. The passage, the leap

including staking our lives on this dictatorship as we are now staking them

forward, and the rupture are the fruits not of external activity, but rather of

in the revolution-in order to make it a collective process, informed through

the tension that my separateness inspires and unleashes.

and through by freedom and by workers' self-valorization. And there will be

No, I am not looking for a program or a menu-a fancy menu with easy

no pity for the enemy!S) In any event, sabotage as self-valorization is certainly

recipes that make it simple for the cook to govern. A menu is still a menu,

not a law that would cease with the communist dictatorship that we are

and until proofS to the contrary appear, the ones who end up eating best are

going to set up. No. It is instead a law ojjreedolll that, now <lnd in the jr4/uTe,
we conjugate with that of communism.

still the bosses. What is required by the tension of class separation is an indi
I want instead to

Let us return to the fundamental problem. Proletarian self-valorization is

destroy it. The fact of my existence implies the destructuring of the other.

sabotage. How does this project become concrete? The leap from the phe

cation, a path, a

method.

I do not want the other

[l'altro] ,

Above all eise, I want to acquire a method by which to increase my separa
tion, to conquer the

nomenological revelation of our separate existence to the expansion of the

world by appropriating the network of class

force of the process of self-valorization is organized around a method of

part

social transformation which is immediately a method of new knowledge

self-valorization. Every time I leap forward, I enlarge my existence

as

of the collectivity. Every time I break capital's margins of valorization, I
appropriate yet another space for workers' valorization. For the proletariat
there are no vacuums. Every space left empty by the enemy is filled, occupied,
appropriated, attacked by an expansive force that has no limits. The relation
with capital has no points of homology: capital is defeated in order to replace
it. Nothing that I am saying means anything other than what I am saying,
in terms ofcapitalist valorization overturned, of violence, of mass action. The

[conoscenza] . The

determinate objective of the process is to increase the use

value of labor, against its capitalist subsumption, against its commodification,
against its reduction to a use value of capital. But how does this capitalist
subsumption oflabor come about today' It comes about through command,
through hierarchy, and through income-as-revenue. Capital tries to
dominate and control, via divisions, that unity of social labor that the working
class, with its struggles, has tended to bring about. The fundamental issue of

pins and needles of the humanist dispersal of desires and needs are not really

the communist project has always been that of the unity, the recomposition,

it. My way of moving, on the other hand, is constructive, material.

Today the issue of unity must be tested entirely in relation to
the problem qf the recompositiotl ofsocial productive labor. From this point of view,

Imagination now wears a good pair of boots; desire carries violence; inno

method ofsocial tran�formation can
of proletarian dictatorship. Understood in its own terms:

vation is accompanied by organization. Our
only be the method
a.,

a struggle for the extinction of the state, and for the total replacement of

the capitalist mode of production by proletarian self-valorization and its col
lective process. How should we answer those history professors who will
(and do) accuse our (future) will of being (past) unreality? It is obvious that
we are talking about different things-it is as if we were both speaking of a
great bear, but for them it means some distant constellation of stars, while
for us it means the present reality of a ferocious animal. We are this devel
oping, animal reality; we have the same strength, the same necessity and
the same fierce irreducibility. Our existence is collective. Our method of
social transformation is the method of democracy and freedom within the
collective growth of proletarian self-valorization. This method of social

of the working class.

it is a fundamental necessity to destroy the mechanisms of political income.
In the coming years and months, we must not be afraid to go into the fac
tories, as commandos

[repartll

of social productive labor, in order to impose

on those factory workers who have been bought off and mystified by the
practice of the reformists-to impose on them the recognition of the cen
trality of social productive labor. They are part of it. They are neither above
nor below nor to the side of it. They are themselves inside it, and they must
recognize it. They must rejoin that vanguard of the proletariat from which
reiormism and Eurocommunism have excluded them!
In this instance, workers' self-valorization becomes specific sabotage of the
mechanisms of workers' separation that the state-torm has assumed in its
material constitution. On the other hand, as we have seen, capitalist devel
opment itsel( trapped in the vise of destructuring, is now removing the
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structural reasons for the separation between workers, in order to replace
them with a justification that is p urdy political-take, for example, the
destruction of Roosevelt's coalition in the USA. In this case too, however,
the problem of the use value of the working class's antagonistic independ
ence must be addressed. Perhaps the key to the assailIt on the c<lrporative
o�,<mlizati<ill of factory workers is the imposition of a drastic reductiol1 of the
working week, as a possible means of bringing the moments of innovation and
revolutionary force back into the unity of the process of selt:'valorization .
B u t more o f this later o n . What w e are discussing now i s the general objec
tive and not its concrete determinations.
H ov,iever, once again this is not enough. I have proceeded along the road
of self-valorization; I have recognized both the strength and the limits
inherent in the immediacy of its process; I have made an initial determina
tion of a method which sees in its separateness an adequate synthesis of
freedom and dictatorship; I have recognized the way that the process cur
rently takes place at the level of sabotage of the mechanisms of division that
leads me to a higher level of social recompositIOn of productive labor. This
is still not enough. This method must be substantiated in more specific and
at the same time more general terms, but also in more determinate as well
as more focused terms.
Now, what does it mean to destructure capital' It means reducing it to
the indifference of command, and thus to a lack of " measure," a lack of any
relation with itsdf, however fragile, other than an indeterminate will to
exploitation.
And what does the process of valorization start to mean, once we have
rigorously understood it as the class's clpacity to bring about a development
that i s compl etdy altern ative to capitalist valorization? It means

101l'<1rd Ihe rcHi" llal oYl;al1i;:cltioll of tizis process.

a rensi<lH

The profound rationality of this

when we start to pOSe the p roblem of measure within the method of social
transtormation. It is not a new problem in a tormal sense: it is the problem
of spec!fyinx

Ihe issllt' '!( the trallSiti<ilt-$o

a

collective process. 1+1rm is rhe

in the communist potentiality of the movement today. ;2 We must be careful:
here again , capital completely manifests its crisis, since it is no longer able to
structure the relation between quantity of profit and quantity of socially
useful value (nor should it, unless the workers' struggle torces it to do so).
For this reason, we must make
determine the

For the moment. it is worthwhile to conclude this section by stressing the
self-valorization and sabotage, and its inverse, does not allow us to have any
truck whatsoever with "socialism" and its tradition, and even less to do with
retormism and Eurocommunism. In jest, one might say that we are a race
apart. We no longer have anything to do with that paper project of rc::iormism,
with its traditions and its disgraceful illusions that have so much to answer
for. We exist wi thin

\\'L'

m C.ISlIn:

a

materiality that has it� own laws-either revealed, or

yet to be discovered within the struggle, but in any event "other " . Marx's

/lew I1wdc '?(exposilion 5.\ has become rhe class 's lIew IIwdc <>fexistcllce. We are

here;

we are indestructible; and we are in the majority. We have a method for the
destruction of work. We are in search of a

posicive measure <>f lloll-lI'<lrk,

have always protited, and which the official socialist movement has always
imposed on us like some sort of title of nobility. . No, we really cannot call
ourselves "socialists," tor we can no longer accept your disgrace.

AI lo ng last,
We are all bastards.

is no method that

And [hat mos t vc:nerable man which I
Did call my tather. was I know not where
When [ was stamp'd s,

Oll,thod of soeill transtormation. On the

has alrcadv in part emerged. As regards destructuring,
7. A THIRD PARENTHESIS, ON THE PRODUCTIVE FORCES

already posscs, a (ncf';anvc) mC:Jsure: namely, the fall in the rate of value,

and capital's t;li lure t\) con trol dc:velopment. On the other hand, when we
concretely analvze the processes of proletarian self-valorization, we also have
'
a l1l eaSllrt�-thi tillle a positive one: it is the m easure corresponding to the

�

spaces which h;lVc' been conquerc:d and taken back fro m exchange value in
[he processes of prolc:tariall r<,production. Bm we are very much behind

a

measure of our liberation from that disgusting slavery from which the bosses

mav be. The problem of "measurc" i ll thc process of self-valorization is part
other h,lI1d. a

leap lorward: it is u p to us and us alone to

main point that runs through the whole of it, namely that the link between

does not include some for m of measure. whatever the nature of that measure

lnd parcel of the probkm of the

a

me.lsurc o( wl/caille l'aille withill the processes <>f se[f:l'alorizati<ill.

We shall return to this problem shortly.

laU' govcrninx rhis·· (ol/ec

IiI'I' pro{ess l �l7h(/r i.' rhe "me,lsure" '?f its materiality? There

that it does not remain a jumble of

worn-out phrases. It becomes a completely new problem if it is resituated

process is undoubtedly inherent in its freedom, but this freedom is material,
thl' organization of
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Ten years ago, \ve forcsaw very clearly that the capitalist counterofl:ensive
against the workers' stru ggles was to concentrate on the problems of auto lIla

tion

and

etlt'l)?y.

Bur few realized what this passage of restructurin g was to

mean. I t was to mean-as we are beginning to see today-a

leap ill the relation belll'em statc:!'orlll ,1IId Llass colllposirioll.

jill/dall/ental

Through advanced
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automation and the control systems that it made available, capital put itself
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designed to indicate the points where, in the course of development, capital's

in a position where it was able to organize social labor-power, to put into

elements of synthesis must necessarily split and separate. On the one hand

effect its project of conunand via its capacity to articulate, hierarchize, and

we have the capitalist system, prey to its own destructuring: this means an

eliminate or obstruct by whatever means the possibility of a recomposinon

indifferent power, absolutely separated from value, and thus the possibility

of the class as a basis for revolutionary organization.

l¥ith automation, the cap
italist state puts itself in a position to operate the mechanisms of what we have called
differential political income as a me,ms o(wmmand over the whole socialjield onabor.

are on Marx's terrain: but as this tendency becomes actual, it inspires strong

But it is energy policy above all which enables capital to play its trump card

emotions in us.

(or rather necessity) of destruction. And on the other, we have the condi
tions whereby living labor can liberate itself in a collective form. Thus we

the monstrous attempt to make its power absolute, to consolidate capital's

Now, we have seen that both our analysis of the state-form and the phe

command and the regime of profit irreversibly and in the long term. It is

nomenology of collective practice (proletarian subjectivity and the process

through energy policy that the state tries to re-establish the absolute income

of self-valorization) lead

of conmland.

ing of present-day history with the realization of Marx's tendency gives a

us

to a

logic of separation. But here, the interweav

This is not the place to take up the various current analyses relating to

completely new basis to the problem. The inner limit of the capitalist system

the efrects arIsing from the generalized use of nuclear energy in industry and

is not just a prospective dimension-it is transparently immediate. The sep

elsewhere. These range from the ever-pressing threat of nuclear deaths to the

[cesllra] is here corroborated
This is
no longer tendency bllt actuality: we are 110 longer able to attribute any notion what
soever <:f productive force to capitalist development; it is only the composition of

effects related to the state-form:

the "Nurlear-Statc" [Stato nucleare] ilscs
nuclear energy as a fundamental source of blackmail, as the basis on which it can
legitimate the power <:f a more destn/ctured wmlllcllld. Anyway, here we are not

aration that I outlined as a methodological break

by the full intensity of history and by a definitive theoretical limit.

interested in examining this phenomenology. Rather, we are interested in

the proletariat that reveals, represents, and can be the development of the

the theoretical problem that this monstrous development raises tor revolu

forces of production, and of productive force in general. The limit is histor

tionary Marxlsts. ss For socialism, the fundamental goal has always been the

ically substantial, and is bound to consolidate further. At this point o f

development of the productiveforees. The liberation of the productive forces from

development, therefore, there is a material break in the dialectic between

the relations of production and exploitation within whIch they are organ

capital and the productive forces, the dialectic of variable and constant capital.

ized is a process that is internal to the development of the productive forces.

Prodllctiveforce becomes divorcedfrom capital. Marxism itself, as a theory of the

But socialism has always interpreted this as a closed connection, a necessary

development of the productive forces, now applies only to class composition

and unbreakable nexus. But now that we are faced with the Nuclear-State

and to the process of proletarian self-valorization.

and the irreversibility of the etIects arising from the nuclearization of

of separation.

Marxism now becomes a logic

economic development, how is it pOSSIble to make inherent-or even merely

But let us return to the matter at hand-to the emergence of the Nuclear

compatible-the nexus between this potential of anti-worker destruction

State. From this viewpoint, as I have said, our analysis of the processes of

and our yearning for liberation? Oh, tor those fine old days when Lenin

destructuring proper to the capitalist state (in the context of the law of value

could unite in a single conception " soviets plus locomotives," "sovIets plus

and its crisis) is confirmed. In what sense? In the sense that capital's

electrification" I But now this convergence, this compatibility
possible. Today, capital drives the locomotive Jgamst us.
breaks

IS

no longer

And here, the unitary

"autonomy of the political" organizes itself in an

irreversible manner. From

constant capital it obtains a foundation from which it utters forth a black

dOIl'11 . On the one hand, the develop

mail threat of destruction. Atomic terror passes from the level of international

ment of constant capital becomes a destructive development; on the other,

relations to that of the internal organization of individual states; it insinuates

the productive torces must liberate themselves radically from the capital

itself into the mechanisms ofadministration and the management of consent.

relation. Capital's subsumption ofliving labor thus reveals an impassable inner
limit. Subsumption becomes a terronstic function: the synthesis ofdead labor

The crisis of the law of value, its vigor as a form of command, now finds a material
foundatiotl--a good, solid material foundation, both in sub tantial and in

and livmg labor, instead of determining new value, produces a possibility of

formal terms. I n formal terms, indeed, the rule of terror has a positive efficacy

e(!IIeept 4 capitalist del'cloplIICllt

destruction that is inevitable, general, and dose at hand. We are now once
and for all

Ofl

[ite terrain indicated by Marx: in tact, Marx's whole analysis

IS

�

as command that a simple appeal to the general interests of economic devel
opment-even when backed by physical force-can no longer have.
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Furthermore, terror h as an o th e r p o sit i ve aspect for cOIllmand: 1 t

lS

inditltr

ent; it reveals the necessity of order wHhout specifying its articulations, its
motivJtiolls, its directions. [n substantial terms, com mand based on the pos

session of the nuclear threat also has speClfic characteristics. That is, i t

imroduces

a

rigidity, both ofcentralizatioll o fcOlllmand and of society's hier

arc h i c al and repressive articulations, which is, so to spea k, " i n the nature of

things."

COl/s(ml/

capi(,ll directly becollles wmmatld-it b ecom es

command-absorbing tunction, as much as It is

J

a centraL

funcnon of the exp:l I1sion

and reproduction of command. Unlike what we hear limn the accredited
theoreti cians of Eurocommullism, the highest level of the "autonomy of the
political" is who lly structured by the terroristic movements of dead labor.
As tnr the superstructural ellects of this development, th ey can ea si ly be
deduced: it will not be long b efo re

the ideologicul state apparaillses s erve them

up in all their diltcrent tlavors . We can well imagine how the horizon of
consensus is going to be rolled back to the poim of identifying law and order
as the only alternative to terror. Only in such a situation can the destruc

tured fi gure of power manage to reveal itself with such violence in the realm
of ideology as welll
I f some people allow themselves to slip into pessimism, at first glance Olle

1 m gh t s y mp a thize with them! But doesn't this pessimism simply correspond
to the destrucrurt'd will of the capitalist state today' It would seem to be dif
ficult

to

claim this when the " New Philosophers," tor example, attack the

gospel of " progress and enlightenment" preached by the socialist vulgate in
its praise tnr the magnificellt outCOllle of the development of the produc
tive torces subsumed under capital. In their iconoclasm, in their rdusal to
accept pacification under the grand regimes of production, and ill their
destructive insights in t o the values of capItalist tec h no logy- in all this can
be re ad a fundamental pllrs

dCSinIClls.;" T h e hatred for the despotic power tb at

dead labor tries increasingly to exercise over living labor-this hatred,
i f it i s shot through with pessimism, eXt'rC1SeS

plays a certain maieutic role. It is a b asi s,

J.

a

evt�n

function which, ifnot creative,

fundalllental "rip" in the "lining

of History," in the "sediment of the Institution," or in the "artifice of the
Law. " ;' Then.' is no doubt that this angelic p essi mis m i s important. H owever,

it is not the most importdm aspect o f this polemic. ThIS pessimism aborts
111(0 a philosophy that simply rdleds the destruc tured power of capital.
inasmllch a, i t u<;t's the c-atego[ies within an absoluteness that i s neither dialec
tical nor revo l u ti o n ary. I t is not diakc t l c al because it considers power in
u n q u ali t1 e d terlllS. "without a(�ectiVt's"; it is not revolutionary because, con

seqllentiv, it cannot d evel ,) p

:1

logic of ,epJratiun. For th es e beautifi.11 souls,

COlIStJllt ,· a pit.]l call represellt olll y suttering. For uglier soub too, constant
capital is also sufii:ring. Outside ot" c o l l ec t ive practice, as Foucault s tre sses ,
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our individual resistance (not '' 'the' plebs Ibut] rather
. . . a certain plebeian
I 'dc lu'plcbe) " inside all of us)S� can only be liminally dialec
tical-a residual product of the dialectic of capital, which
JCts as an effective
mystification of its power. But now collective practice
rises up, in its theo
retical and practical aspects. Both lead ro the logic
of separation, of which
self-valorization and sabotage represent the momen
t of innovat ion. In other
quality or aspect

words, they lead to that moment in which the monstro
us autonom y of cap
Italist power clashes with (but is also explained by
and originates from) the
autonomous power of the proletariat.

Productive force, the whole of prodliClive force, is izellce/ortiz in
tize izands, in the
brains qj"living labor. If the separation and the destructuring

of capital's state
are given, if they have reached this high point
of their ignoble perfecti on,
then this cannot be explain ed except as an explosi
ve result of the dialectic
of develop ment. The end point of development
establishes the limit from
whose realization the two oppose d paths unfold
in their mutual independ
ence. At this point the mutual independence, the
lack of continu ity, analogy,
homology, and specificity of the mechanisms
and modality do not alter the
tact that these divergent developments determi
i
ne ef-ects
on the whole struc
ture within which they are inscrib ed. S'>
But this interw eaving is not
mdeterminate: its determination resides in
the resolution of the struggle
between the subject s who regulate separateness.
It is here that we can read
the full power [potCllZu] of living labor, its
present active emanc ipation , its
creative quality. And then, certain ly, it is not
permis sible to be a pessimist!
Because, from these interweavings and separat
ions, as proletarian produc
.
nve force becom es solidified in the face of
the terrible but destructured
rigidification of the enemy power [potellzaJ, it
registers a series of quite deter
mmate subverSIve effects. Constant capital,
in the terroristic and irreversible
aspect attribu ted to it by the N uclear-State,
tends toward totalita rianism ; to
that same extent, the separate existence of
the proletariat is socially com
pacted and tends to resolve within itself,
within its own mecha nisms of
self-valorization, the whole of social labor.
The more the Nuclear-State is
destructured, condemned to an obstinate
indiflerence of its own will, the
more labor- power, socially unitied within
the proces s o f its own self-val
orization, is endowed with an extraordinar
y innovative vigor. It is neithe r a
contradiction nor a balanced oppos ition:
it is the antagonism of the century,
and m resolut ion will be the frUit of the
presen t struggle.
To examine the socializatioll <?f the process
ofproletllriull selt:palorizatioll is to
grasp a qua/ilali c leup. All the categories
that, mbJectivcly r objectively, are
linked to that ot productive labor are becom
ing sociali zed. This is a c hange that
_
IS part of the transformat ion
of productive force lIlto an exclusive attribu
te
of the proletariat. Hencdonh productive
force lS a hvays , Jnd only, social .

�

�
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Marx's new mode of exposition relates to this new mode of existence of the
proletariat, unified in its independence and socialized in its productive force.
A qualitative leap. Therefore. if this change of categories has taken place, then
we find ourselves facing

3

reality that is quite new, new from the point of

view of its social substance, and, what is more, new in its dynamic too. It is
a social productive force, a force that emerges qualitatively from the field
within which it

was

dynamically formed and recomposed. The result is an

The result of the SYII
tiIl'si.' that has lJem lakin); place is rhe trigger cif' a more advanced passage of soaal
original, new tendency, a conunon and collective force.

transjorlllacioll. Up to this moment, we have viewed the concept of the polit
ical composition of the class in a rather static manner. Bm the conditions of
the movement that we have been defining now offer instead a perspective
that is dynamic, allowing us to take a further step forward. The reappropri
ation of productive force transforms class composition from a passive result
into a Illotive lorce, from an effect into a cause.
This passage is qualified in material terms:

from labor-power

[0

illventioll

power lforza-iflvfnzionel . This is a second specification of the process that
brings the working class and the proletariat to the conquest of their own
independence. On the one hand, a dynamic essence, an internal tension, an
active ptojection; on the other hand, the materiality of this expression, the
capaciry to respond to proletarian needs in an adequate manner, to insert
them into the productive network of self-valorization. This moment is fun

of social productive torce and its transmutation into independent invention
power. It is the sense of being a majoriry, of proud confidence, which runs
through every action of the proletariat. It is above all the irreducible deter
mination that accompanies the political life of the proletariat. Only in the
reappropriation of invention-power do the personal and the political become
effectively one single whole--positive, open, and victorious. But with this,
let us not forget the weightiness of our task. The very fact that this separate
ness is the precondition for the liberation of the productive forces opens u p
a whole range of difficulties. B u t then, was any other way possible? And in
fact, when all is said and done, is this not the most desirable of situations
the victorious increase in our own separateness; the intensification of our
own independence; this (promethean?) self-reliance. Indeed, we repeat after
the poet:
Poor dead flower? when did you forget you were a flower?
when did you look at your skin and decide you were an
impotent dirty old locomotive? the ghost of a locomotive?
the specter and shade of an once powerful mad American
locomotive?
You were never no locomotive, Sunflower, you were a
sunflower!61

damental. �J+ define illvention-pouJer as a capacity oj the class to nourish rhe process
of proletarian se!/:valorizatiofl in the most complete antagollistic indepetldetue; the

wpaciry to Jound tlzis innOV<llive it/dependence

0/1

the basis

of abs tract itltellecwal

fllO;gy as a 'peci(i( productive jorce (in an increasingly exclusive manner) .
.

Proletarians are fed up with the situation in which their struggles lead to the
reinforc ement of the bosses' machinery: in this new phase they produce for
thelll�elves, according to the measure of non-work, and via the method of

social transformation. The materialiry of proletarian invention-power refers
to

thl.: needs that they satisfy, to the desires that they articulate, to the deter

minateness of the process of reproduction; their innovative specificity reiers
to the solution of the multipliciry of projects-to the socially relevant overall

project of innovation (which is central tor the proletariat) that it sets in
motion. The bosses tremble. Their social scientists are hard at work trying
to capture Jl1d imprison what they call the " qualiry of life," the "allocation

of non-work time," and innovation in the strict sense.6<) Fine work' In fact,
even when we hurl it in their teeth, they will never understand sabotage, the
antagon.istic. subversive force of the project of workers' self-valorization.
Nor should
use this

most

we

torget the " superstructural" effects (if it is still permitted to

.lbused and erroneous term!) of thIS proletarian reappropriation
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8.

THE REFUSAL OF WORK

More than any other single watchword of the communist movement, the
refusal of work has been continually and violently outlawed, suppressed and
mystified by the traditions and ideology of socialism. If you want to provoke
a socialist to rage, or deflate his flights of demagogy, provoke him on the
question of the refusal of work! In the hundred years since Marx first spoke
of work as " unhuman nature:'62 no single poim of the communist program
has been so fiercely fought against-to the poim where, nowadays, the
excommunication of the refusal of work has become tacit, surreptitious and
implic it, but no less powerful . The argument has been shunted out of sight.
But now the shrewdness of proletarian reasoning has begun, on this indirect
terrain, to reinstate the

wurality of the r�fijsal oj work in the communist program.

From ethnology to psychology, from aesthetics to sociology. from ecology
to medicine, this centraliry repeatedly reappears. sometimes disguised in
strange ways, and sometimes almost invisible. Nonetheless, it

IS

springing up

everywhere, and soon they will b e constrained to pursue it, just as in earlier
times similar high priests had to deal with the omnipresent sorcerous truth
of the Devil.
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lhe pro<�ram, in
Our task i s the theoretical reinstatement of the r�tilsal '?( work i n
given level
our
the taairs, in the strat,){y af COIIl/lIl11lists. Today, as never before, at

as a point of
of class composi tion, the refusal of work reveals it� centrality
its subj ective
synthesis of the commun ist program , in both its obj ective and
determi
aspecK The refusal of work is, in fact, the most specific, materially
serve the process
to
riated
reapprop
force
e
productiv
the
of
n
oundatio
f
nate
of workers' self-valor ization.

Already,
TIle Tljilsal of work is . tirst alldforemost sabotage, strikes, direct action.

its antagonistic
in this radical subjectiv ity, we can see the global nature of
ion of
exploitat
The
n.
productio
of
mode
capitalist
compn:hension of the

the refusal of
labor is the foundatio n of the whole of capitalist society. Thus
of capital's
aspect
0111'
society,
capitalist
work does not negate OIlC nexus of
. i t lI�gates
radicality
its
all
in
Rather,
process of productio n or reproduc tion.
capitalist
the
that
then,
chance,
of capitalist society. So it is not by

lhe whole

partial means: it
response does not try to deal with the refusal of work by
n. in terms
productio
of
has to be a global response at the level of the Illode

refusal <?f work
of restructuring. Seen from this point of view, the effects <?f the
the more
But
on.
a dirca productive action 011 the capitalist mode "fproducti

exercise

to the very
fully the refusal of work is socialized and radicalized. according
action" intensi
rhythm of capitalist restructuring, the more its "productive

productio n . The
fies the aspects of destructu ring of the capitalist mode of
tion of
tailing rate of profit. the crisis of the law of value, and the rearticula

(albeit neither
the law of value within the indifference of command are direct
continuo us
The
work.
of
usal
ref
the
of
ects
eff
ous)
continuo us nor homolog
dialec
capital's
of
side
obverse
the
on
found
be
to
is
effect, on the other hand,
work
<?f
r�tjlsal
the
and
on,
valorizati
class
as
tic-where sabotage is revealed

reading i n
becomes the key to readillg selt:mlorization. I t becomes the key to

nces then
two fundame ntal senses (from which other radical conseque
al
UHdament
f
the
not
if
contents,
the
tallow) : in the sense that it is one of
the sense that i t
content, of the process of proletarian valorizati on; and in
ormation . We
transf
social
provides J criterion of lIIe,15l1re fix t h e method of
at the conse
then
and
should look first at these two tundamental senses,
quences that derive liom them.

itm. Please
(a) -nle refilsal or work as the content of the process (�f seif-valorizat
the aim of
note: " content" here does not mean "objective." The objective,
ofliving labor within
the process of sdf-valorizatioll, is the complete liberation
wealth in the service
of
n
utilizatio
total
the
is
it
tion;
reproduc
production and
of work-although
refusal
the
than
more
ore
theref
is
It
of colkctive lieedom.
characterizes its
and
,
transition
the
of
space
this covers the fundamental
work is ag�in a
of
refusal
the
So,
norms.
its
dialectic as well as establishi ng
a destructive
in
relates,
it
as
tion
moment of the process of self-v:tloriza
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manner,

to the law of value. to the crisis of the law of value, and to
tht' obli
gatiofl to prodllccil'f labor '�f the whole sodety. The tact that in the society
based
on self-valor izatIOn, in the transitional phase, everyone must
work, is a norm
that is pertinent to the rehlsal of work, exactly as is the campaign
to reduce
working hours and to reduce the labor involved in reproduc
tion and trans
tormatio n. To ecognize this normativity of the refusal of
work is to grasp it

�

as a Content ot the process of transition , and not as a final
objective of the
process of self-valo rization; not to mysti1)' it, but to determin
e it within the
class struggle, in the specificit y of its construc tive function
. Thus, as well as

�

�

be ng a j lIdallleHtal tactical fUflCtion in the deSIIYallrill!? of
the ellflllY, we see the
retusal ot work as the Content of commun ist strategy.
The two aspect� are
deeply related. The struggle for the destructu ring of capital,
and particularly
for the destructunng-destructio n of constant capital
in the torm that it
assumes in its most recent phase (of the maturity of
the capitalist mode of
production and its state), establishes particula r relations
hips with the contin
uing existenc e of wealth in its capitalis t form. The process
of class separatio n

runs up agamst the hard constanc y of capital-against
constam capital. In the
short term, this relationship cannot be eliminated,
but only dominated.

InventIOn-power, as the transfiguration of labor-power
in this first phase of
translUon, must apply itself to the destructuring of
constant capital. The
retusal of work is its first, fundamental Weapon , alld
to this is added invention
in its proper sense (the qualitative determi nation of
a mode of producti on

no longer dom.inated by the categori es of capital).
But the refusal o f work
is precisely fundame ntal because it continuously reposes
class struggle within
the pr blem of tramilioll , because within its experien ce it carries
the complex 

�

Ity of the destruct uring-liberation dialectic. This can
also be seen from a
turther point of view.
hen the critical consciou sness of political econom y
realizes the actuality ot the proletari an process of the refusal
of work it reacts

:V

�

;

either in utopian erms, or in purely ideological terms.
The tedmologi al utopia
IS the negatIOn ot the concrete ness of the refusal of work
and the attempt to
attnbute the exigencies that arise liom this concrete
ness to technological
developm ent, to the expansio n of fixed capital, and to
an increasing inten

SIty of the organic compos ition of capital. The ideology
of qllietism is the
attempt to reverse the collective terms of the experien
ce of the refusal of
work into a perspective of arnsanal liberation-isola
ting the big collective
event and confining it in the recesses of individual consciou
sness, or in com

munitarian intercourse between individuals. So all this
can be ignored. The
refusal of work is at one and the same time destructuring
of capital and self..
valorizatIOn of the class; the refusal of work is not an
invention that puts its
faIth m the develop ment of capital, nor is it an inventio
n whIch feigns the
nonexISt ence of the dominat ion of capital. It is neither
a (utopian) flight of
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foursquare
fancy, nor a (quietist) retreat into isolated conscious ness: it faces
a logic of
introduce
to
us
permits
alone
which
ip
that collective relationsh
a process that
(collective) class separatio n. Liberation is unthinkable without
n upon the
productio
of
mode
collective
new
a
construct s the positivity of

n. The
negativity of the destruction of the capitalist mode of productio
work
of
refusal
the
of
concept
the
of
exultant and demonstrative force

in question,
consists, in Marxian terms, in the twotold nature of the tunctions
the weight
transition
of
process
in their complementarity. It is clear that in the
dividing
of
beware
But
erent.
diff
that each function gradually assumes will be
homolo
making
of
beware
the fundamental core that produces them, and
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system any longer has any logic other than that of command. The produc
tive torce of social labor is not so much organized by capital as undergone
by it, turned back against it as destructuring. Measuring the productivity of
labor in terms of the refusal of work allows a complete demystification of
capital's command over productivity; it negates the possibility of a produc
tivity of labor which is still exploitation and introduces a measure which at
the same time unbalances the system-a measure of the ilureasing revolutionary
intensity of the process of self-valorization. At this point, finally, we should come
to consider the measure not as a function of exploitation (as it has always
been so tar, and as the economists--even those of the school of value-

history of the
gies between them in their alternating development: the
based on
been
socialist perversions of the revolutionary process has always
nd
other-a
the
the extolling of one of these moment, to the detriment of
reap
lism
in the end, both were destroyed and utopianism and individua
content of the
unitary
the
practice,
collective
the
because
peared,
of work in
revolutionary process, the synthesis of love and hate, the refusal

mation of the method of social transformation.

its materiality, were destroyed with them.
zariOfI . So, the
(b) The riftlsal of Ulork as a measure of the process of sclf-valori

processes of self-valorization implies, as we have said, a number of relevant

of itself, it is
refusal of work is indeed a strange concept. It is the measure
the content!
also
is
it
which
of
ion
valorizat
..
f
sel
of
the measure of the process

because of the
Yes indeed. This is possible because of its dialectical nature,
invests it. I n
that
n
irUlovatio
and
ring
intensity of the synthesis of destructu

-valoriza tion is
t h e first place, then, t h e progress of the process of self
l and overall
individua
of
measured, negatively, by the progressive reduction
capital. In
to
sold
is
that
e
lif
labor-time, that is, the quantity of proletarian
ization is measured
the second place, the progress of the process of self.-valor
to the free
positively by the multiplic ation of socially useful labor dedicated

of exploitation
reproduc tion of proletarian society. Haired of Ulork and harred
on of Ihe rifusal
arc the productive content of inven tion-poUler, which is the prolongati

method of social
of work. 10 grasp the refusal of work as a measure of the
It means focusing
ansformation for us means a tremendous step torward.

�

continue to think: true to themselves!), but rather as a measure of freedom.
A measure adapted to living labor, and not to the results of exploitation and
the death of labor consolidated into capital. A measure of the quantity of
revolution produced, of the quality of our life and our liberation. And this
measure will provide the basis for our continuous formation and transfor
To see the refusal of work both as a content and as a measure of the
consequences. H ere we need only highlight one tundamental one, since it
has an inunediate impact on class composition. It is the dynamic nexus that,
on the basis of the practice of the refusal of work and its theoretical/prac
tical extensions, is posited betweell the workers ' vanguard in direct production and
the proletarian vanguard in itldirect production. Now, even in the most revolu
tionary variants of theoretical Marxism, the nexus between direct and
indirect productive labor has never been correctly posited; it has only been
posited within a tendency of a merely objective character. Capital enlarges,
integrates, develops, and socially recomposes productive labor in general:
fine--and some have ventured to identify in this framework a movement of
unification between directly and indirectly productive labor. But if we start
from the standpoint of the refusal of work, then we can reinterpret these
tensions deriving from the logic of capital; we can identify, in a complemen

ously with
on the generalized redudio/l 4 lVorkin.l� hours and linking it simultane
and
scientific
,
practical
and
al
theoretic
l,
ir/lWflatiol
ary
a process of revolr<tion

tary and! or antagonistic manner, a tar deeper dialectical process running

(�f(ol/lmunism. The
material parameters J'lf measurillg the worker., ' progrcs3 in terllls
only a problem
not
is
tact,
in
torce,
e
problem of how to measure productiv

is the refusal of capitalist work as such-that is, of exploitation in general.

continuity of the
empirical, political and administrative, subordinated to the
to put forward
start
to
able
being
means
It
content.
class struggle over this

not appear that,
tor the capitalists; on the other hand, in any case, it does
very capable
really
is
capital
given the continuing crisis of the law of value,
efficacy, an
simply
is
but
,
of self-measurement. Comma nd is not a measure
nor the monetary
act of torce. Neither the criterion of the wage hierarchy

through the fabric of productive labor (and one which is desirable from the
class point of view) . The refusal of work is, first and foremost, the refusal of
the most alienated-and theretore the most productive--labor. Secondly, it
And thirdly, it is a tension toward a renewal of the mode of production,
toward an unleashing of the proletariat's invention-power. In the interweav
ing 4lh('sc three motifs, the dynamic illtellSity o(the r�tilsal ofll'ork inflests the etltirety
of the capitalisl mode (?f produ((ioll. If all this is true, the social interchange
which capital imposes and the division that slowly disappears between
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be assumed as a timdamen
directly .md indirectly productive labor ought to
there is a recognition
tal issue t()[ the refusal of work. In the refusal of work,
tly productive labor, because
of the interchange between directly and indirec
the most exploited labor and
there is a destruc tive tension on the part of
quite unifYin g. It is in the
the entirety of its social reproduction which is
which capital draws over the
interests of the workers to tear aside the veils
and articulate this unity. The
unity of social labor, and instead to stren!:.,'then
er, must move within
on-pow
inventi
as
itself
s
refusal of work, once it present
and indirectly pro
directly
both
of
labor,
social
the unity ofall the aspects of
on can only
ormati
transf
social
of
method
ductive social labor. The radical
it from the
late
rearticu
and
e
reassum
be applied to this unity; it can only
terms of
in
or
on
definiti
of
terms
in
inside. The refusal of work, whether
out its
g
bringm
class,
the
of
prospects, thus invests the given compo sition
pro
of
lation
rearticu
s'
worker
unitary charact eristics , and insisting on the
ductive labor in all its aspects.

the dynamics of the refusal
As regards the conseq uences that derive from
ng two sections. Here, it has
of work, we shall take these up in the followi

I!( the

social productiFe labor ill terms
been impor tant to insist upon the unity of
not only scientific,
r�liJsal of work. Now, in this case our operation has been
e in fact it is within this complex
but also-and above all-po litical, becaus
and density of this defi
unity of the refusal of work, based on the breadth
revolut ionary workers' program
nition of the class, that the threads of the
sition, then, seeks a communist
thus far outline d all tie up. This class compo
figure, which will strike effec
social
own
its
to
te
program that will be adequa
at the level of reproduction .
so
equally
and
tively at the level of production
form taken by the refusal
iate
inuned
most
On the terrain of reproduction , the
on the commercial
either
wealth,
of
of work is that of the direct appropriatioll
sition, the refusal
compo
this
of
basis
level or on the institutional level. On the
es itself ulti
propos
and
week
g
of work launches an attack on the workin
proletarian
of
pment
develo
the
mately as the pril1lar y norlll in rdation to
d by
investe
see
we
which
sition
invention-power. In short, this class compo
the
y
globall
nt
represe
begins to
the refusal of work and by invention-power
me
(Allow
.
eness.
and separat
process of self. valoriz ation, in its indepe ndence
nor
nism,
utopia
not technological
to add once again that this separateness is
unitarian illusion . On the other
conull
a
it
is
nor
e,
solitud
is it individual
years, is there anyone who can
hand, after the experi ences of the past ten
ariry of the double action that
still doubt the efficac y and the compl ement
the destructuring of capital's
workof
refusal
has been set in motion by the
l's regime))
system and the destabilization of capita
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9.

The party,
to

us

its

A FOURTH PARENTHESIS. ON THE PARTY

concept, the proposition of the party:

pose Ihls problem ?

does it still make sense for

I am forced to put the question in such a radical

�'ay

because the polenuc Itself is a radical one. Many people understand the

�

p ocess of self-valorization as excluding the parry, and maintain that the issue
ot destructurmg applies very precisely in regard to the concept of the party.

All. this IS mstitutlOnal, It IS an attribute of the enemy's power. The prole

:

ta lat can eXIst only as a movement, as an antagonistic project. The history
ot the SOCIalist parties looms over us like a nightmare. There seems to exist
a necessary relationship between institutionalization/ rdornllsm and the
destructIOn of the independence of the proletariat, its betrayal. The party is
dead labor, It IS necessarily the negation of the refusal of work, the attempt
..
to estabhsh a labonst metric of the workers' action. In the classical party, the
..
needs and deSIres ot the proletariat are subordinated in a sadistic manner to
the supposed, but always mystified, unity and generality of the program. The
mternalizatlon of this necessity within the class becomes pure masochism.
.
.
The deleganon of needs t generality is personified in the cult of leadership:

�

through the formalism of Its structure, the party expropriates the class of its
mventIOn-power. The party, through the necessity imposed by the general
Ity of Its own project, appears either as a powerless agent of mediation or as

�

a vanguard, adnllttedly powerful but arrogant and tending to preva icate

,:hen

faced with the mass movement. The present structure of the state

torm IS such that the institutional emergence of the party allows the state to
pose an effective alternative (blackmail) between the destruction of the insub
ordmate aspects and the ordering effects of the party's emergence.
.

ill

Now, we do not have to be anarchists to adnllt that there is a lot of truth

�

thIS str ng of accusations-particularly in light of an almost uninterrupted

history of SOCIalIst betrayal. But this does not alter the tact that in my con
sCiousness and m my practice as a revolutionary,

the problem I!f the party.

�

I do /lot know how to jettison

f

I t may be that the problem actually poses itsel under

another n me--tor example, the problem of organization; the collective
problem ot matchmg means to ends, the matching of strategy and objectives,
of mass par nClpatlOn and vanguard action, of organization and the circula
..
..
bon ot mtormation. However, the whole of my political existence is
mterwoven with these problems. These problems are the necessary and
mevltable form m whICh the emerging subversive will finds meaning. I n
other words, I d o n o t deny any of the contradictions that I have just listed

�

but I canno accept that those contradictions cancel out the problem. The
substance of the problem is revealed to me, therefore, as contradictory, but
nevertheless It eXIsts.

contradictioll.

TIle problem of the party today is the present reality ofa real
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However, having said this, I have n o t said much. I could i n fact demon

It is a function of power, but separate, sometimes contradictory with the

strate that similar contradictions also exist in other fields of experience. It is

process of self-valorization. Ifjesting were allowed, [ might say that the party

the same contradiction that you find between the personal and the politi

is a militant religious order, not the ecclesiastical totality of the process. The

cal, between self-valorization and destructuring, between destructuring and

party is a function of the command that the proletariat exercises against its

destabilization. In all these cases, relative but determinate degrees of activity

enemies. I see no contradiction in the fact that, within the dictatorship of

are opposed to relative but determinate degrees of exteriorization, of insti

the proletariat, there might be more functions tor the party: in fact, I believe

tutionalization, of alienation. Of course, in these fields I can also identifY

that these multiple functions may exist-but only fro m the starting point

specific solutions to the contradictions. So does there exist a "specific" terrain
for the contradiction inherent in the "party experience "?

of the dictatorship of the proletariat (and also from the starting point, obvi
ously, of that proletarian command that is unified in the course of the

I should say at once that I d o n o t believe so. I think that the specificity

revolutionary process). Command resides in the mass counterpower of the

of the "party" contradiction lies in its

non-resolvability, and that the party

consists precisely of the persistence of the contracliction. But why?
In order to consider the problem in overall terms, we need to distinguish

proletariat, in the organization of the processes of self-valorization: the party
is a function of this.

The politics ofseif-valorization hold command oller the party.

The guiding force consists in the masses organized in the process of self

a number of planes. On the first plane I have to consider the "party" concept

valorization, in the constitutive and constitutional process of proletarian

in relation to a series of other fields of experience that the revolutionary

self-valorization.

struggle offers me. If I succeed in demonstrating a specific function for the

Having said this, however, it appears that the contradiction as a spedfic element
if the dqinition of the party has been eliminated. We now have a clear-cut situ

party in these fields, I should then be able to go on to consider in more
determinate terms the degree of historical contradictoriness that this specific

ation: on one side, the force of the proletariat organized within the process

function presents.

of self-valorization, and on the other, its suborclinate function. This is an

Now, the fundamental characteristic of the revolutionary development

abstract situation, though.

of the proletariat is the process of proletarian self-valorization. This is a

Concrete reality reinsrares rhe elemem of colltradiction in the party. Today, the

material process, built on the direct appropriation of wealth and power, the

party exists as an ensemble of inextricable functions---defense and attack,

development of radical need� and desires, and the accompanying-but ever

cOlmterpower. In the term " counterpower" we have the most precise repre

more independent and autonomous-transformation of the class composi

sentation of the contradictory situation that we are experiencing. For this

tion. Certainly, within this framework

the pLlrt)' is not resolvable: it is not an
immediate element if the process ofsc!f-valorizLltion. But having said this, another

term, while it extols the process of self-valorization in terms of victorious
efficacy, at the same time confuses all its functions in the transitoriness and

order of problems enters the picture: the process of self-valorization is the

precariousness of the process. For this reason, today's militant is a double

opposite of the state-form; it is-albeit outside of dny homologous crite

figure-rooted on the one hand in the practice of self-valorization, and tied,

rion-a faculty of destructuring and continuous destabilization of the

on the other, to the functions of offense. From this situation arises a (some
tragic)

superimposition

of planes, the

explosion

of violent

en emy power. This, however, dt'scribes only an extremely general form Cif

times

the relationship. We have seen how this very general form is determined

contradictions. And yet this contradiction is vital, and it is only by carefully

from the capitalist poine of view: the indifference of capitalist command

following it through, with all the clarity of which we are capable, that we

articulates itself in restructuring, in the hierarchical mechanisms of politi

can think of resolving it. Following this contradiction through with clarity,

cal income, in the increasingly terroristic function of command. How is this

we can impose, through criticism and self-criticism, the distinct determina

very general for m of the relationship determined from the angle of workers'

tions that mark on the one hand the emergence of the self-valorizing power

self-valorization? This can only be answered trom within the logic of sep

of the proletariat, and on the other hand Its "party-type" functions.

a

All this is inscribed in the materiality of the revolutionary process. There

jimaion (!( proletariLltl force, nmceived as a ,guarantor of the
process of seif valorizatioll . The party is the army that defends the frontiers of

is not one of its aspects that does not reveal the double nature of the func

proletarian independence. And naturally it must l1or, cannot get mixed up

tions in qUl'suon. (But take note: from everything that has been said so far,

aration:

the party is

in the internal management of self-valorization. The party is llOt a direct,

it should be clear that when we refer to the " double nature" of the necessary

radic al counterpower anchored in the full materiality of ,elf-valorization.

functions, we mean, in absolute and inalienable terms, that the

s.:!f-governalu:e
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irreversible, but at the same time, in unison, they must aim to destroy the

tions, however important these may be.) In relation to the determinacy of

reality of power

the class composition, we find ourselves, in fact, within the division berween

throw it truly-not nominally, but substantially. In other words, power is to

as

the obverse of the capitalist state:f'lf/II. [n other words, over

directly productive labor and indirectly productive labor: were it not tor the

be dissoll'ed il1to

fact that capitalist power insists on this division, would there in tact be the

stWeled I'ia the autonomy of individllal revoilltionary IIJOtIemel1ts. Only a diffuse

need tor a special (party) function in order to assist the processes of recom

nerwork of powers can organize revolutionary democracy; only a diffuse

position? But on the other hand, is it possible to negate the relative

,I

fleework 4powers, and the illtiepetldellcc of the class is to be ClJn

nerwork of powers can enable the opening of a dialectic of recomposition

contradictoriness of this function, in relation to the processes of self-valoriza

which reduces the party to a revolutionary army, to an unwavering executor

tion in their immediacy? Those who fill their mouths-and hearts-with

of the proletarian will.

myths of the past call this function "central." We know that it is transitory,

The revolutionary process of self-valorization has one main quality that

and we accept with materialist determination its contradictoriness, just as we

it methodically asserts: it does not simply expand abstractly, but concretely

agree to live this contradictoriness within the revolutionary process. We

draws into itself all the diversity of contents and functions of the proletariat.

know that this contradictoriness is complex. We shall conquer it, certainly.

We cannot think of commulllst society as anything other than a society which

We shall overcome it, and it will not be long. Henceforth, indeed, this

will destroy every separation of functions and contents, every transcenden

becomes a central problem tor revolutionaries, and its material solution is to

tal projection of the process of its own unity, and which therefore lives wholly

be found within class composition. To conceive of the revolutionary process

compact Within this process. This unity is a production of moments of power

as being dense with these contradictions is to be allowed to envision a solution

that are pluralistic (if social democratic usage has not sullied this word beyond

that, even :in extremely determinate terms, is imminent-a proposal for the

repair); it is proletarian conmland over the synthesis of the autonomous

cOllstitutioll if the dictatorship of the proletariat. But we shall return to this in the

contents and the different functions of the movement. [t is a living animal

next few pages.

body in which the various different functions and contents are unified. Let

For the moment. let us deepen our perceptions of this necessary contradic

us reappropriate this image, so worthy of the working class; let us seize it

tion. It appears when we analyze the processes of proletarian recomposition.

back from the iconography of the bourgeois state--tor these are the terms

It appears with even greater torce when we go further into the issue of the

in which the theorists of the bourgeOIs state have always expressed them

program. Consider the nexus berween proletarian recomposition and attack

selves in destructuring the proletariat.

on the terrain of public spending, the smashing of the practice of the wage

A living anllnal which is fierce with its enemies, and savage in the pro

as differential political income which capital seeks to impose on the social

tection of itsdf and its passions-this is how I foresee the constitution of the

terrain-how is this passage thinkable, how is it possible, except through a

communist dictatorship. The ordering of functions and contents can only be

ffcllsillf atltidpatioll '?f capital, if a general timetable [scadenzaJ , and

established on the basis of the vitality of the proletarian beast, on the unity

practice %

therefore of defense of the levels of (Otltltcrpower that have been achieved?

of its diversity. But today we are still within an open contradiction, and this

Even here we notice a gap berween the political functions of the proletariat,

we must never forget, especially when the question reposes itself at the

which often becomes a contradiction. But It is a necessary contradiction

personal level, on the terrain of genuine subjectivity. Here the contradictions

like that posed between the need tor a drastic reduction of the length of the

reveal themselves with a tension that only inunediate participation in the

working day and the obligation of all to work; like that which arises berween

process of proletarian sdf-valorization can resolve. It is not the party that has

the measurement of social transformation and the unleashing of the prole

to encounter or confront the subj ective and the personal: it IS the movement

tariat's invention-power; like that which is posed berween a long and steady

at its most intense. N ow, at this point I must put myself within the contra

process of destructuring of the enemy, and action that destabilizes his initia

diction. To say that living this contradiction brings a lot of sufiering is merely

tive. .-1 contradiction which we Inust

to speak the truth. Well and good-but can the suffering be borne? Yes it

lilY and control within the overall development

0/the process a/proletarian se{f:l'a/orizafion.

can-if over and above (and occasionally against) the party you set the

Furthermore, we cannot imagine that the conquest of power, the instal

autonomy of the proletarian movement. Yes, if at all times you have the

lation of proletarian power, will resolve these contradictwns in one fell

strength to identity the process of proletarian self-valorization in its always

swoop. All the tlrst decrees must be aimed at making the conquest of power

victorious depth and intenSity. As Rimbaud wrote in May

j
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ties tor struggle shows that the working class is tending to torce

les pnmelles claires

a

political

simultaneity between the workers' cycle of struggle and the cycle of capital

Tenouveau.

and occasionally even to anticipate capital's cycle. This " simultaneity" is very
different from the one that capital and its science would like to see. The

[When your feet danced so strongly in anger,

crisis, in fact, establishes irself on the failtl Tc

Paris! when you took so many cuts of the knife,

of workers ' struggles.

When you lay, keeping in your bright eyes

destroys, capitalist planning; it destructures capital's state-form and its system.

A little of the bounty of savage renewal.]'J

a/capital's cycle to antiCipate the cycle

The workers' understanding of the cycle precedes. and

This is the crisis of capitalism as Marx defined it. It is a M arxian crisis in the
most orthodox of terms: in the sense that the consciousness and reality of

Here is the path that permits us to master the contradiction and its knife

an alternative mode of production are foreseen by Marx as coming together,

cuts: i t lies wholly in tying ourselves directly to that experience of savage

expressed through the productive torces-a process in which subjectivity is

renewal. This is the proletarian foundation that turns the contradiction into

the key. The opporumity to grasp this antagonistic potentiality of the process

the basis for a further leap forward, that turns

into a powerful

could only have been presented to today's working class, in the sense that

weapon, built by our strength and collectivity, that is aware at one and the

the opportunity is constructed from the intersection of struggles with the

same time of its instrumental character and its fundamental role.

liminal development of capital.

organization

Capital responds to the presence of this crisis by increasing the rigidity of
10.

its own movements. The pure indiflerence of conmland transforms itself into

. . . AND THE PROLETARIANS STORM HEAVEN"4

ferocity, organizes itself into the blackmail threat of nuclear destruction.

If it is true that all revolutions hitherto have only tended to perfect the state

So here we stand, on the eve

machine, this does not mean that the same fate necessarily awaits the actions

of [alla scadenza defj storming heaven. On one

side, a workers' power which is fully aware that it has emerged from its prehis

taken by the working class in the future. If it is in fact true that the destruc

tory; that it has reappropriated the mechanisms of its own reproduction; that

turing power of the proletarian class is already weighing heavily on the state

it has won autonomy and independence from valorization; that it has brought

machine, then it follows that this perfecting of the state machine is gradu

about a very protound crisis of capital. And on the other, a capital which, at

ally pushing it to the point of senselessness. But this is not just a generic

the very moment that it acknowledges this tendency, rigidifies its own torrns

diagnosis: the tendency is developing into an actuality that shows

of expression, tragically, both as regards the political form in which it makes

signs ofcapitalist [Tisis.

very solid

Is this a definitive crisis? The question is merely rhetor

ical. Our whole position, in fact, is that, if there is a crisis, it is solely a crisis
of the relations and form of capital's domination. We shall leave it to histor
ical determinism and the ideology of socialism to make forecasts based on
"obj ectivity," on the determinacy necessitated by the "objective contradic
tions." Here, the crisis is a crisis '?f the relationship, but above all a crisis

in

the relationship. It will be definitive when workers' subj ectivity has defined
it as such. The crisis is a risk, a gamble by the working class and the prole
tariat. Communism is 1/01 inevitable. It is for this reason that we are so optimistic
today: the contradiction between the state-form and the processes of prole
tarian self-valorization shows us, quantitatively and qualitatively, a schism in
the capital relation that is antagonistic. This contradiction is irreversIble. I t

t

I

I
I

itself manifest, and

as

regard, the mode of production that it organizes.

Marx said that between two equal fights, force decides. And in fact, as the
crisis increasl I1gly takes root,

Fiolence takes

011

a jimdamflltal va/mee.

On the

one hand, it is the state counterpart of the indifference and rigidity of
conmland. On the other hand, it is an ardent projection of the process of
workers' self... valonzation. We cannot imagine anything more completely
determinate and laden with content than the workers' violence. Historical
materialism defines the necessity of violence in history: we, for our part,
charge it with an everyday quality arising out of the class struggle. We
consider violence to be a function legitimated by the escalation of the relation
of torce within the criSIS and by the nchness of the contents of proletarian
self.. valorization.

i s cumulative. I t i s general. Capital runs the fISk of getting used t o i ts own

In the socialist tradition, violence and the use of violence are attributes

state of crisis. In very bad conscience, it considers the crisis to be one of its

of the party. The socialIst party is the institutionalization of violence. But we

modes of existence. The working class does not see It that way. The direct

are agamst thIS image of the party, and against all of the various attempts to
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legitimation of violence. Capitalist development was the " rational" well

revive i t today, be they overt, conscious, o r Implicit. I t i s the party's monopoly
on violence, the fact of its being the inverse rather than the determinate

spring of the legitimation of violence in those ordered systems. With the

antithesis of the state-form, that has brought about the fi.mctlOnal possibil

law of value entering into crisis, capitalist violence and the ordered systems

ity of repressio n of proletarian violence--the Gulag is born here. We are

that allow it to function find that they no longer have a sphere of exercise

opposed to the conception of violence that this type of party has built for

and credibility. Violence is no longer mediated, is no longer rationally legit

itself. For us, violence always presents itself as a synthesis of form and content.

imated: the destructured orders live on as pure violence. We, the working

First of all as an expression of proletarian counterpower, as a manifestation

class and the proletariat, have produced this destructured senselessness of

of the process of self-valorization; then, directed toward the outside, as a

power! And on the other hand, acting for the destructuring of its enemy,

destructuring and destabilizing force. Thus as a productive force and an anti
institlltionai force. So it is obvious that proletarian violence has no need to

self-valorization develops in the absence of any homology, however small ,
with its adversary and in the discovery of the rationality of the development �f

exhibit itself in an exemplary manner, nor to choose tor itself exemplary

living labor against capital's deadness in the revelation of the richness of the

objectives. But this is not all. In the tension that class composition reveals

possibilities and qualities of collective life. This rationality of living labor, this

toward the transition to communism and the dictatorship of the proletariat.

qualitative intention, is the foundation for the collective and its practice;

violence presents itself not only as central, but increasingly as a synthesis of

therefore it is this rationality offundamClltal needs that determines the legitimacy

form and content: a form which is exclusive, excluding the enemy, and a

of our violence. This violence is not capable of homology with capitalist violence,

rational content which is measured and defined by the refusal of work.

because the rationality that rules it is other, proletarian, absolutely different.

Violence is the rational thread which links proletarian valorization to the

(However, in saying this, we should once again try to avoid confusing the

destructuring of the system, and this latter to the destabilization of the regime.

proletarian determination of a new rationality by erasing its functional char

Violence IS the revolutionary project at the point where it becomes effica

acteristics and plunging into a new irrationalism or�the correlative of the

cious because the desirability of the content has been transformed into a

previous nlistake--by denying the specificity of the function of violence.)

program, and because the program is tending toward the dictatorship of the

This violence is cOl1lrary to capitalist violence; it aims at the destruction of

proletariat.

capital's system and regime; it is founded on class self-valorization; it is not

Enough of the bourgeois and reformist hypocrisy against violence! Even

equal in intensity to capitalist violence--it is strOIl}?Cr, more efficacious than

children know that the capitalist system is based on violence, and that this

capitalist violence. This is an essential precondition if we are to win. An

violence is certainly not clean in relation to the violence of the proletariat.

obvious condition. The whole of the process of self-valorization determines

It is Ilot by chalice, then, that all the bourgeois alld revisionist excommunications of
violence are based 011 the threat of an even greater violCtlce in return. Whereas the

in its quantitatively greater intensity. So we are not speaking of meeting terror

(and lies within) this violence, both in its qualitatively different aspect and

Marxists' credo in this regard is precisely the overcoming of the violence of

with terror, and those who anmse themselves picturing the proletariat as

history, in the only way that is given to people and to classes to overcome

intent on building its own pocket atonlic bomb are mere provocateurs.

it: by recognizing it�recognizing violence and dominating it within the

Instead, we are speaking of opposing terror with an operation of sabotage

fabric of social relations; relating it back to its real content, to the mode of

and the reappropriation of knowledge [conoscCIlza] and power over the whole

collective production, in both the phase and the method of transformation

circuit of social reproduction, in such

of society, but also, above all, in the phase of communist dictatorship; making

to terror into a suicidal prospect.

a

way as to make the capitalist's recourse

it Immanent. But hypocrisy does not pay. So now let us speak of our pro

But how can we aVOld the re-emergence of violence under the commu

letarian vlOlence with clarity as a necessary and central ingredient olthe communist

nist dictatorship, as an attribute of episodes of betrayal and restoration?

p,,:szralll.

Precisely by denying it a separate existence. Violelue is one elemem �fthe ration

Let us speak clearly, because if the exercise of violence by the proletariat

ality of the processes �r self-valorization. Nothing else. The party, with the

is the efEcacy of proletanan self-valorization, we must produce and repro

vanguard functions of VIOlence that must be aSSIgned to it, and the contra

duce the efiort to legitimate it. For the bourgeois]e, the legitimation of

diction that this embodies�all this is to be subordinated IJOt dialectically, but

violence means the construc'ion of ordered systems [ordinamflltij , whether

violemly, to workers' and proletarian power, to the direct organization of the

J uridical, economic or administrative. Every bourgeois social order is a sure

processes of self.. valorization. In the history of proletarian revolutions, every

1
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time the party's management o f power takes precedence over the powers of

Domination and sabotage. Sabotage is, therefore, the jimdamental key to

proletarian organization, at that moment the revolution is finished. It

rationality that we possess at this level of class composition. It is a key that

happened in the Soviet Union and it happened in China. In our case it will

permits us to unveil the processes through which the crisis of the law of

not happen because the history of the revolutionary process already reveals

value has gradually come to invest the entire structure of capitalist power,

to us a class composition that, when faced with any separated function what

stripping it of any internal rationality and compelling it to be an efficacious

soever, increasingly exercises its powers of critique and destruction.

spectacle of domination and destruction. Conversely, it is a key that allows

Ultimately, only the process of workers' valorization can exercise the logic

us to identify the ability of the proletarian struggle to gain its independence

of separation-and to the extent that it exercises that logic, it becomes the

(according to the very rhythms of capitalist destructuring. but not in a homol

exclusive source of proletarian power.

ogous manner), to make progress in the process of its own self-valorization,

From this point of view we can-and must-beg in our discussion of the con

and to transform the refusal of work into a measure of the process of liber

stitution of the communist dictatorship. It is time that we stopped laying out

ation. The torm of capitalist domination is disintegrating before our eyes.

programs that are at best hazy. Of course, it is not on the terrain of the

The machinery of power is breaking down. Sabotage follows on the heels of the

program that the project will find its greatest difficulties. On the other hand,

irrationality of capital, and dictates the forms and rhythms <if its further disorganiza

on the terrain of the program, we have a number of powerful guiding ideas,

tion. The capitalist world reveals itself to us for what it is: once a machine

such as the practice of the refusal of work and its projection in rational terms

for grinding out surplus-value, it has now become a net thrown down to

as a law and a measure of the transition; such as the development of inno

block the workers' sabotage. But it is a net that is already too frayed. The

vative hypotheses, etc. The task of the proletariat is to unfold these

relation <ifforce has been overturned: the working class. its sabotage, is the highest

propositions directly through the struggle. It is, rather, on the terrain of struc

torce--and above all, the only source of rationality and value. From now on

tur� and constitution that we shall have to exert our greatest efforts now,

it becomes impossible, even in theory, to forget this paradox produced by

operating, as ever, on the terrain of the mass movement, confronting the

the struggles: the more the form of domination perfects itself. the emptier

practice and institutions of the struggle with the overall project. Let us begin:

it becomes; the more the workers' refusal grows, the more full it is of ration

many discoveries-we shall soon see--have already been made. Why have

ality and value. Force. violence, power: they can measure themselves only

they not been theorized? Often because the practice has been too transitory

against this law. And it is on this law, on the series of corollaries that derive

and the experience too precarious. But in the struggles of the first years of

from it, that the organization, the program, the forecasts of communists must

this century, when the soviets were born-was not that experience of

be based. Our sabotage organizes the proletarian storming of heaven. And

workers' government also something precarious and transitory? The real

in the end that accursed heaven will no longer exist!

reason why we have not started on a mass attempt at intensifYing the debate
on the constitution of communist dictatorship is because this has been
impeded by a repetition of the old expostulations of dogmatism, or by the
ideological strength of revisionism. Both of these destroyed the credibility

I

of the developing proj ect on the terrain of communism. Enough; it is time

to be found witiun the independence of the proletarian struggle.
This too is a target date [scadenza] for the stormmg of heaven. A funda
mental target date. And let them now accuse us of "rationalism"-those who
have tor so long cursed our "irrationalism"! Or vice versa-what does It
matter to us? What matters is somethmg else. What matters IS to be within
this fine thing that is the independent struggle of the proletariat, to discover
the density of the project. Wrat matters is the rational, deSifable foundation
that Joins together our theoretical and our practical experience.

1 . This was recently shown by F.W Fetter in " Lenin, Keynes and Inflation,"
Economica, vol. 44, no. 175, February 1977, pp. 77-80.

to start. The richness of our revolutionary imagination must be put to the
test in mass debate, in a practical testing among the masses. The answers are
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